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APPLI~ATION SDORT~UTS
· Thes~ keystroke/mouse functions are supported by many-but not all: : applications. Other shortcuts are often listed on the menu next to the commands themselves.
Open new file

X-N

Open existing file

X-0

Save current file

x-s

Close current wbtdow
Cut selection

X-X

Copy selection

X-C

Paste selection

X-V

Undo previous action

x-z

Quit applicaiion

X-Q

Print file

X-P

Cancel printing

X- . (period)

Show/Hide Ruler

X-R

Find file (System 7 only)

X-F

Place grav-e accent (' ) over followbtg character

Option-'

P lace acute accent (') over

follo~ing

character

Option-c

Place circumflex(") over following character

Option-v

Place umlaut (ii) over followbtg character

Option-,

ALL-OCCASION SHORTCUTS
These shortcuts can be employed whenever the Finder or other application
is active.

I

Eject floppy disk in internal drive

X- Shift-1

Eject floppy disk in external drive

X-Shift-2

Take a "snapshot" of current screen

X-Shift-3

Books tltat Wo1•k Just Like Your Mae
As a Macintosh user, you e njoy unique advantages. You enjoy a dynamic user environment. You
enjoy the successful integration of graphi cs, sound, and text. Above all , you enjoy a compute r that's
fun and easy to use.
When your computer gives you all this, why accept less in your computer books?
At SYBEX, we don 't believe you should. That's why we've committed ourselves to publishing the
highest quality computer books for Macintosh users. Ex ternall y, our books emul ate the Mac "look
and feel ," with powerful , appealing illustrations and easy-to-read pages. Internally, our books stress
"why" over " how," so you ' lllearn concepts, not seque nces of steps. Philosophically, our books a re
designed to help you get work done, not to teach you about computers.
In short, our books are fun and easy to use-just like the Mac. We hope you find them just as
enjoyable.

For u complete catnlog of our publications:
SYBEX Inc.
202 1 Challenger Drive, Alameda, CA 9450 1
Tel : (5 10) 523-8233/(800) 227-2346 Telex: 3363 11
Fax: (5 10) 523-2373

SYBEX is commiued to using natural resources wisely to preserve and improve our environment. As a leader in
the computer book publishing industry, we arc aware thm over 40% o f America's solid waste is paper. This is why
we have been printing the text of books like this one on recycled paper since 1982.
This year our use of recycled paper will result in the saving of more than 15,300 trees. We will lower air pollution
effiuents by 54,000 pounds. save 6,300.000 gallons of water, and reduce landfill by 2,700 cubic yards.
In choosing a SYBEX book you arc not only making a choice for the best in skills and information. you arc also
choosin g to enhanoe the quality of li fe for all of us.
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INTRODUCTION

You get a lot when you purchase and use a Macintosh-compatible hard disk
You get increased productivity, overall convenience, and the ability to do orne
things that are not possible with floppy disks alone. You get so much that owadays a Macintosh without a hard disk is hardly considered func tional. Ju l the
advantage of having data centralized and easi ly accessible can make your hard
disk an indispensable addition.
However, hard disks also bring an entirely new set of issues, options, anq
problems. Without effective hard disk organization, data can get lost in a luner
of files and folders. Centralization is a double-edged sword: it's bad enoJ h
when a f loppy is unreadable, so the prospect of a hard disk maJfunction' iping
out all of a user 's data can strike fear into the heart of even the bravest u r.
Just gening through the jargon of the hard disk marketplace-SCSI, inter eave
ratios, built-in termination, and so forth-can be a problem in itself.

Tlte Goals of Tltis Book
The Macintosh Hard Disk Companion is designed to guide you through e
technological and practical aspects of your hard disk. We' ll start with th basics
of data storage (and the concepts behind it), and talk a little abou t theM cintosh itself. Then we'll move on to the subject of using hard disks in your dayto-day work: what tools and strategies are available for keeping your in~ rmation organized and optimized.
Next we' ll tackle the issue of hard disk security- how to make sure you · data
won 't be lost, corrupted or accessed without authorization. Since even l e most

II

XXll
savvy hard disk user isn 't exempt from something going wrong, we'll cover
troubleshooting techniques for the most common hard disk problems. Finally,
we'll discuss maximiz ing and expanding your hard disk system, and take a look
at other roles that hard disks can play in the Macintosh universe.
My aim is to increase not only your knowledge about hard disks, but ultimately,
your confidence in using that disk as well. Armed with the right information, you
should be as comfortable with your hard disk as you are with your Macintosh.

What This Book Is Not About
Thi s is a user-oriented guide. Although it's a solid diagnostic resource, it's not a
repair or installation m anual. You won't fmd instructions for disassembling a
hard disk, or installing an internal drive in a com puter. It also provides only an
introductory-level g uide to storage device standards for the Macintosh; if
you're a programmer seeking in-depth information about SCSI or o ther Macintosh data pathways, you won' t find much here that you don't already know.

What You'll Need to Know
This book assumes you' re already familiar with the basics of Macintosh operations: clicking, dragging, menu selection and the li ke (if you ' re not, check your
user manual). Aside from that, little has been taken for granted. In fact, if
you're an experienced Macintosh user you may find some of the information in
the early chapters a little too basic for your taste. Even so, it's to your advantage to bear with it and read the introductory chapter: you might Jearn a few
things.
In some instances, I've decided to err on the side of the elementary, simply
because the common use of Macintosh terminology is often unclear, redundant,
. or downright misleading. It's necessary to define even the most basic building
blocks of Macintosh data before proceed ing to a clear understanding of the
more advanced topics. As I say, a little patience will prove worth while.

Ill
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Dow to Use This Book
Of course, you '11 benefit most from this book if you read it from beginning o
end. However, many books like these are bought because the user has a spe ific
task in mind. You' ll probably find The Macintosh Hard Disk Companion us ful
as long as you own your hard disk, but if you are looking for immediate in~ rmation, here are a few suggestions.
• If you're considering purchasing a hard disk, read Chapters 1
and 2. These cover the basic technology and terminology, and explain some of the features and flaws to look for when shopping for
or evaluating a hard disk.
• If you're overwhelmed by your hard disk, or if years ofregular
usage has rendered your hard disk a vast morass of confusion,
you'll need to analyze your needs and get organized. Chapter 3 explains the principles behind data management, while Chapter 4
presents several strategies and scenarios for structuring your work.

• If something's gone wrong with your disk, or if it is getting cantankerous and unreliable, you'll probably get the most out of Part ill
and Appendix C. Chapter 2 may also be enlightening when it comes
to problems caused by incorrect setup and installation.
If and when you get to the root of your problems, be sure to read
Chapter 5. That's where you'll learn how to take steps to ensure the
crisis never happens again .. . and chances are you'll be very
motivated to take those steps.

• If you've outgrown your current setup, and are in the market for
a higher-capacity drive, check out Chapter 10. That's where I list
the main criteria to use when shopping for a drive, and discuss how
different kinds of work can require different types of hardware.
If you're interested in alternatives to hard drives, such as CD-ROM
removable-cartridge, and DAT drives, Chapter 10 discusses these
as well.

I

XXIV
A Final Note ...
Things change. And in the Macintosh world, things change with blinding speed.
When the first edition of this book was released in 1989, there were four types
of Macintoshes available; now there are more than twenty. Back then, the
capacity of the average hard drive was 20 megabytes; now, drives larger than
100 megabytes seem standard.

The Macintosh Hard Disk Companion reflects those changes. But keeping
things up to date requires more than the efforts of a single author. I've incorporated suggestions from readers, industry experts, and informed users-and I
have every intention of continuing to do so for future editions. If there's any
feedback you'd like to provide, please write and let me know.
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You pmbabl y know already that a hard d; sk ;, a means of siDring a hrrge quanHLy
of data for ready retrieval, but that's really just a definition of its fu nction. To
get the most out of your hard disk, it helps to understand the whys and haws
behind the technology.
This chapter introduces you to that technology, to storage devices, and to the
Macintosh in general. In it, we' ll survey the history of data storage and explore
the inner workings of hard ctisks. Then we' ll trace the evolution and the changing, challenge-filled role of hard disks for the Macintosh computer. Finall y,
we' lllook at the SCSI peripheral standard and some of the factors affecting
hard disk performance on the Macintosh.

Storage Teeltnology:
Past~ Pt•esent~ and Future
The hard disk is just one of a family of machines collectively known as storage
devices. A computer, no matter how powerful, only processes data. To obtain
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that data in the first place, and to preserve it afteiWards, the computer relies on
storage.
In the early years of computing, information was stored on paper that the c
puter read much like a blind person reads braille. For years, thick stacks of
keypunch cards or a reel of ticker-tape-like paper had to be fed to the comp ter
to run even the simplest program.
This was a cumbersome process, so magnetic medium devices, the comput r
equivalent of tape recorders, displaced the paper-storage method. These de ices
are very similar to reel-to-reel or cassette recorders in that they manipulate
tape, a thin sandwich of plastic and metallic particles. A magnetic recordin
head arranges the particles in a distinctive pattern and a similar head reads
them. But instead of translating those patterns into sound waves, the comp ter
interprets them as bits of information.
Reels of stored information had a distinct advantage over their paper prede essors: they could store information at a higher density, they could be erased, and
they could be reused at will. Many mainframe and rniniframe computers st II
use this technology.
However, reels are limited by their linear nature-to retrieve data, the com uter
must spool and unspool the tape, which takes time and causes wear and te .
That's why the next generation of magnetic media was devised: the floppy isk.
I
These operate on the same principle as magnetic tape, except that the plas cmetallic sandwich is shaped like a platter and encased in a protective cove · g.
Just as a compact disk player can skip from one track to another in second , a
computer 's floppy disk drive can readily access data anywhere on the dis~ but
with much greater speed (milliseconds as opposed to seconds).
Yet once again, with innovation came limitation. Whereas data tapes coul be
quite lengthy, floppies were limited to a unifo rm size. That's why a secon approach was developed concurrently with the floppy disk: the hard disk. Instead
of plastic, hard disks are made of rigid platters of metal or glass. They canl tore
data to a very high degree of density. But because of this density, data loss
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could be caused by the slightest imperfection on the surface; even a mote of
dust can cause data Joss. Thus, while hard disk technology was promising, it
seemed destined to exist only in isolated environments, far from the dust and
dirt of the everyday world.
To make hard disk use more practical, a number of innovations were tried.
Most of these involved encasing the disks in "packs," or dust-free removable
cases. This kept the platters more or less clean, but still exposed the delicate
read/write heads, if only for the time it took to change disk packs. It was at best
an expensive, high-maintenance solution to the problem of keeping the hard
disk clean.
In the early 1970s, scientists and engineers at IDM began developing what
proved to be the most successful strategy. The hard disks and the read/write
heads were combined and contained in a single, sealed unit cooled by highly
fi ltered air. Users wouldn't be able to slip disks in and out at will, but dust and
other contaminants wouldn' t slip in either. This type of storage unit is often
referred to by its IDM code name, the Winchester drive. Most hard disks used
by personal computers today are variations of the Winchester drive.
Impressive as they may be, hard disks aren't the cutting edge of storage technology. The compact disk (CD), write once, read many (WORM) optical drives,
erasable optical dri ves, and digital audio tape (OAT) drives represent yet
another generation of storage technology. We' ll discuss them in greater detail in
Chapter 10.

RAMs, ROMs, and KBs:
An I n troduction to Mentory and Periplterals
Your hard disk may be a means of storing information, but it's not what most
people mean when they refer to computer " memory." Just as books have to be
read before they' re useful, electronic data must be situated in a r•ace where
they 're "remembered." Memory is the " place" where information is held so that
it can be accessed and manipulated by the computer 's central processing unit
(CPU). This place is actually two places, commonly known as the RAM and
the ROM.

A
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When you launch a program, that program is loaded into random access
memory, or RAM. When you open a file, that goes into the RAM too. Since
RAM can get filled up pretty quickly, the computer regularly purges andre~ ranges memory, getting rid of the data it no longer needs.

,j

Yes, but how does it know what it doesn't need to know? That's one of the
tasks of the read-only memory, or ROM. It's the manager of the microproce sor
world, a set of rules, instructions and other information that 's permanently i scribed. ROM instructions don't disappear when you turn the computer off r
trip over the plug. This data is known as firmware, whereas the data that get
loaded into RAM from storage devices is known as software.

'wAR_N_I_N_G--------,~
All information in RAM i8 erased when the power i8 turned off
or interrupted. You can prevent information loss by saving
your information to disk regularly.
~----------------------- -- -----------------------~--, 1 ~

Most of the ROM's firmware comes into play during the startup, or booting
process. In fact, the term boot comes from the phrase "to pull oneself up b)l
one's bootstraps," since that's essentially what the computer is doing: it's tr nsforming itself from an inanimate mass to an interactive device that function in
accordance with a number of strict rules. The ROM provides most of those
rules; each time you turn your system on, it reinstructs the Macintosh how t :>
act like a Macintosh.
I

Whether in RAM, in ROM, or on disk, all software is measured and quantif ed
by the same standard. Fortunately, the world of computing is "metric," soy ~u
won 't have to remember the number of " RAMfeet" in a "RAM mile." The t ~sic
unit of data is the bit. A bit is only "off' (0) or "on" ( 1). A byte consists of e ght
bits. Each byte is a binary expression of a number.

1-
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You ' II often see KB (or simply K) after a number. That stands for kilobyte. Although " kilo" means a thousand (as in kilometers), a kilobyte is actually 1024
bytes, or 8 192 bits. The extra bits are there because computers use a base 2, or
10
binary, number system, as opposed to our base I 0 system, and 2 equals I 024.
A megabyte is 1024 kilobytes or I ,048,576 bytes. It is often abbreviated MB
and sometimes meg. Personal computers are beginning to deal in gigabytes,
which are equal to 1,073,741 ,824 bytes. At present, a single CD-ROM disk
has a raw storage capacity of about 650 MB, or more than half a gigabyte,
and gigabyte-sized hard drives are commercially available.

~ ,NoT~E------------------------------------------~
A byte is o binary expression of o number. It is the smollest

functional unit of buormotion.
A kilobyte (K.B) e'(Uals 1024 bytes.
A megabyte (MB) equals l024 ldlobytes.
A gigabyte (GB) equals 1024 megabytes.

In Macintosh parlance, any storage device that the computer recogni zes as a
separate entity is known as a volume. A 400 KB floppy disk or a 400MB hard
disk can both be volumes. T he larger disk could also be formatted to contain
multiple volumes; this process is known as partitioning (see Chapter 8). Any
physical device designed to provide information to or receive information from
the computer is known as a peripheral. Hard disks are peripherals, as are
monitors, printers, scanners, modems, keyboards, and the like.
One last note about terminology. Technically, a hard disk is not the same as a
hard drive: the former is the physical round magnetic media on which data is
stored, while the latter is the unit in which the disk is stored. However, in
general usage and in this book, the terms are used interchangably to re fer to
the storage unit as a whole.
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Inside Your Dat•d Disk
If you're lucky, you ' 11 never need to see the inner workings of your hard dis
All units are sealed to ward off dust and other impurities, and should be ope
only for major repai rs by qualified technicians in an especially clean enviro ment. That sort of adv ice is given about a lot of e lectronic equipment, but in he
case of hard disks, it should be taken to heart: most hard disks operate at suo
precise tolerances that even a highly-informed non-profess ional can easily d
more harm than good. Figure 1.1 shows the inside of a typical hard disk.
Unless it has a storage capacity of 20 megabytes or less, your hard disk is
probably a collection of disks, usually called platters. Platters are stacked ort
atop another like records on a multiplay turntable and rotate on a central spi die.

The parts of a
hard disk
platter

spindle - - - - - '
read/write head - - - - - - '

head arm - - - - -- - - - '
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When you power up the hard disk, an electric motor turns the spindle and
the planers start spinning very rapidly. A Macintosh drive is supposed to keep
its platters spinning at approximately 3600 revolutions per minute, more than
I 00 times faster than a lo ng-playing record. It usually takes a few seconds for
the platters to reach that speed, which is why it's recommended that you turn
o n your external hard disk a moment or two before you start up the computer.
Disks installed inside the Macintosh have ci rcu itry that does essentially the
same thing for you.

~
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Be sure to turn on your external hard disk a few moments
before turning on your Macintosh. This will allow the hard
disk platters to reach their operating speed.

Why do the planers spin so fast? The faster they spin, the less time the Macintosh must wait for the right block of data to come around. Remember that a
hard disk is a mechanical device serving a solid-stale electronic one; on the
microprocessing level, a tenth of a second is a long, long time. Although 3600
RPM has been set as the standard, many manufacturers are trying to increase
disk performance by designing drives with disks that rotate at 4000, 4400, and
even 5600 RPM.

Readl\l't•ite lleatls
The read/write heads of your hard disk are something like a cross between a
tape head and phonograph stylus. They're small, light, and suspended on a
metal arm, but they don't actually touch the surface of the platter. Instead, they
float extremely close to the surface, swinging back and forth to cover the entire
surface area.
How close? The distance is usually measured in microinches, or millionths of
an inch. The average gap is ten microinches, smaller than a single human hair.
The head must be that close to the platter surface since any further distance
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would weaken the head's electromagnetic read/write signals, causing unrelia ,]e
operation.
Ten microinches is close, but thanks to aerodynamics, the gap between the
read/write head and platter is only rarely bridged. The high-speed rotation of
the platter creates a layer of air on which the heads ride much as a glider ridci
an air current.
Neverthless, such close tolerances leave little margin for error. The residue 1
behind by a fingerprint, by cigarette smoke, or even a speck of dust can caus
the read/write heads to touch the platter surface. When this happens, a condition known as a head crash usually occurs. The damage from a head crash c
range from momentary data loss to the permanent crippling of the dri ve. For
this reason, drive mechanisms are assembled under "clean-room" conditions
which dust and other air particles are filtered out, and workers wear special
gowns. These rooms maintain a level of cleanliness greater than most operat"
rooms, and these precautions add to the cost of hard drives.
Head crashes are also caused by moving or dropping the drive while it's in
operation. Most units have a shock-absorption system that minimizes this
danger, but extremes of motion-say, knocking the hard disk off your desk
can cause a fair bit of damage. Many manufacturers advertise shock ratings l
indicate the amount of sudden movement their drives can safely endure. The e
ratings are usually expressed as a fu nction of g, or unit of grav itational force. If
you plan on transporting your hard drive often, you' II want one with a shock:
rating of at least 60 g's.

The controller manipulates the read/write heads and passes data to the computer or disk. If you've ever wondered why Macintosh hard disks tend to be ignificantly more expensive than their PC counterparts, the controller is a larg
part of the answer: on the IBM and compatible PCs, a hard disk controller
board can be plugged directly into the computer 's data pathway with an add- n
card. Although the Macintosh II and Quadra lines now have a similar design
(called NuB us), the configuration of the earlier Macs required the developm nt

ll-
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of another standard (see "What is SCSI?" below). That new standard required
newer, more elaborate-and hence more expensive-controller circuitry.

Initialization
Initialization, also called formatting, is the process by which your hard disk is
organized and mapped, so that data can be stored and retrieved as quickly as
possible. An initialized platter is divided into concentric rings called tracks,
which are further broken down into segments called sectors (Figure 1.2). The
number and size of the tracks and sectors vary according to a number of factors,
such as the density of the platter coating or the limitations of the controller. Currently, the average initialized hard disk platter contains about 600 tracks per
inch of surface. The standard size of a sector is 512 bytes, or one half of a
kilobyte. Thus a 14 KB file would typically be stored in 28 different sectors. If
free space allowed, those sectors would be contiguous, with each sector in sequence on a track. But if contiguous space isn't available, the file will be fragmented, with sectors scattered around the platter.

All commercially available hard disks come from the factory already initialized, although at some point you may wish to reformat your disk since initialization is more than the neat division of platter space. It also involves identifying
unusable or unreliable areas and "walling them oft" from future use. These
areas can be created by dust motes, manufacturing impurities, or by a jolt that
caused a part of the drive to touch the platter surface. The presence of such
zones is an almost inevitable consequence of real-world usage and shouldn 't be
seen as a sign of a defective drive. See Chapter 8 for more information on reformatting your hard disk.
Although the platter space on a hard dri ve is physically formatted in sectors, the
software, or logical formatting, defines space in terms of blocks. A block is a
group of sectors that represents the smallest discreet unit that a drive can read
or write to in a single operation. The size of a block depends upon the overall
capacity of the drive. Up to 20 megabytes, a block equals one sector (or 512
bytes). From 20 to 60 megabytes, it equals two sectors (1 KB). From 60 to I 00
megabytes, it's three sectors per block ( 1.5 KB).

IJ
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The tracks and
sectors of an
initialized hard
disk

track

sector

The distinction between blocks and sectors is important, since files don 't fal
neatly into both measurements. A 2212 KB file will be read into three block on
a 40 megabyte drive, even though there will be 860 bytes of empty space in he
last block. On a 20 megabyte drive, the same file would occupy five blocks,
with the last block containing 348 bytes of empty space. This extra unused
space at the end of a file is known as slack, and although it might seem like
waste of platter space, it's a necessary a tradeoff for faster disk performance
Slack is also the reason why some files seem to grow a little larger or smalle
when copied from one volume to another.
Have you ever noticed that no Macintosh disk is completely blank? Even a
freshly formatted floppy has at least 7 KB occupied, even though no files ap
pear in its directory. That's space taken up by the formatting software: in or er
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to work successfully with your files, the system needs to reserve some blocks
of its own.
Let's take a look at what these blocks include. Although this is information you
may never need to use, it could come in handy if you ever need to resurrect a
crashed or damaged hard disk.
The boot blocks always occupy the first two sectors of each volume. During the
startup process, the Macintosh looks to this location for essential information,
such as the type of filing system used, whether or not the disk is partitioned,
and the maximum number of files that can be opened at once.
The volume info block establishes the identity of the volume itself. It includes
such information as the name of the volume, the amount of free space available,
and the location of the System Folder and other important files.
The volume bit map serves as the Mac's directory to the storage space, listing
which blocks are available and which are occupied.
The catalog tree function s as a counterpart to the volume bit map. While the
volume bit map lists only which blocks are occupied and which are vacant, the
catalog tree keeps track of which files occupy which blocks. It does this by
identifying the length of each file, and the sector in which it begins. When you
"erase" a file by dragging it to the Trash Can icon and selecting Empty Trash,
the Macintosh doesn't actually erase the flle information; instead, it simply
removes its entry from the catalog tree. The file is still on your hard disk, but
it won't appear in any directory. It will remain there until the drive needs the
space for another file, at which point it will be overwritten. Software like the
Norton Utilities take advantage of this fact to "undelete" mistakenly erased files
(see Chapter 5).
The extents tree augments.the catalog tree. In the case of a file written to contiguous sectors, the information from the catalog tree-the file length and first
sector location- is all the Macintosh needs to know. But if a file has been fragmented, the file's sectors are scattered among blocks throughout the disk. The
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extents tree keeps track of those dispersed blocks and tells the Mac their I ation and the order in which to read them.

Maeintoshes and Bard Disks
When the Macintosh debuted in 1984, it was a far different machine from e
Mac Us and Quadras of today. The user interface icons, windows, and pull
down menus set new standards for ease of use, but the hardware itself had
severe limitations, some intentionally built in by the machine's designers.
The original Macintosh was designed to be the "Model T" of personal com
puters-a single, utilitarian unit without many options. The idea was to keef
the Macintosh from becoming a confusing morass of modifications and pe mutations. So in order to keep third party developers from tinkering with it
Apple designed the Macintosh as a "closed box" computer. Unlike the App ell
or the ffiM PC, the Macintosh lacked expansion slots, which allow users t
augment the computer with add-on circuitry. When it came to storage devi es,
users were supposed to be satisfied with the addition of a single external fl
disk drive.
Users weren't satisfied. Personal computer technology was advancing rapi
and soon 400 KB or 800 KB of floppy storage seemed far from adequate,
especially when compared to the IDM PC and compatible computers and
20 and 40 megabyte hard disks. Soon the Mac's beige box, intended tore
unopened, was being regularly cracked open by third-party " upgraders." B
1985, a number of companies offered internal hard disks for the Macintos

y,
eir
in
.

These early drives, though comparable in construction and quality to other
Winchester drives, had the disadvantage of needing to survive in a hostile
environment. The interior of the Macintosh was already crammed with har ware, and even well-engineered hard disks succumbed all too often to the acintosh's lack of air circulation and inadequate power supply. The accessory
market soon shifted its efforts to external hard disks, which didn't have to e
mounted within the central shell and didn't depend on the computer's pow r
supply. Yet these, too, had their drawbacks.
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Serial liard Disks
The first wave of Macintoshes, which had 128 KB or 512 KB of RAM, were
built with the expectation that the most advanced accessory would be the addition of another floppy disk drive. So only one external port, a serial port, was
provided. That's why the first generation of external hard disks had to, in effect,
masquerade as floppy disks (which are serial devices), albeit very large ones.
As far as the computer's operating system was concerned, these first serial hard
disks were more or less the same as floppies.
These serial disks could store more information than floppies, but the Macintosh couldn't access that information any faster. Data flow remained bottlenecked at the serial port, which could process data at the rate of only 62.5 KB
per second. Despite their popularity, these hard disks still had many performance limitations, and in general contributed to the perception that the Macintosh was not a "serious" computer.

St:;SI Hur•d Disks
Fortunately, by 1986 Apple faced up to reality and acknowledged that hard
disks were a necessary part of personal computing. With the introduction of the
Macintosh Plus, they added a SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) port,
designed primarily for hard disks and related peripherals. Through this port,
the computer could access data from up to seven different devices at once, at
speeds several times greater than could be achieved through the serial port. Almost immediately, the Macintosh hard disk industry blossomed. And with the
increased power of mass storage, the Macintosh began to make headway into
the business marketplace.
Today, every Macintosh in production can access a daisychain, or interconnected series, of SCSI devices. Macintosh-comparable serial hard drives are no
longer manufactured, and SCSI hard disks are readily available with capacities
ranging from 20 megabytes to I gigabyte and beyond.
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Internal Bard Disks
In 1987, the Mac was fully opened for business. The Macintosh SE (for S stem
Expansion) retained the distinctive size and shape of its predecessors, whil
adding a single expansion slot and room for an internal hard disk. The Ma intosh II, introduced at the same time, was designed with an unabashedly pen
architecture: there was room under the cover for no less than six expansio
boards and two hard disks.
These models ushered in a new generation of internal hard disks, as engin ers
no longer had to make design compromises in order to shoehorn the units · to
the computer's casing.
Today, the Macintosh fam ily can be divided into three types:

• Compact Macs. Models in this group have built-in monitors and
cases that are not designed to be opened by the user. "Mac cracking" tools are available for these types, but in general, internal drive
installation should be left to qualified technicians. Opening a compact Mac voids its warranty, and it can be dangerous to both the
computer and to you. The Compact Mac group includes the Mac
Plus, SE, and Classic models.
• Modular Macs. The models in this group, which include all Macintosh Ils and Quadras, are often known as "open" Macs, since they
can connect to external monitors and accept add-on cards and peripherals. They're designed to be opened by the user; the top or side
panel is held in place by only a single screw. By following a manufacturer's instructions, the user can install an internal drive in a few
minutes, usually with no more specialized tools than a screwdriver.
It's pretty straightforward, but if you balk at the prospect of grappling with the innards of your computer, installation is available at
all authorized Apple dealers, and most reputable Macintosh
peripheral vendors.
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• Portable Macs. The models in this line (the Portable, the PowerBook line) are even more densely engineered than compact Macs,
so opening them is not recommended. You'll want to make sure that
the hard drive you buy was engineered specifically for your portable, and you 'II want a professional to install it.
Internal drives are an excellent choice when desk space is at a premium, or
when sound needs to be kept to a minimum (internal disks are cooled by the
computer's fan) . The disadvantage is that they can't be easily transported from
one computer to another; many users with both an office and a home system
prefer external hard disks, which they can shuttle back and forth.

External Hard Disks
External drives are not physically integrated into the Macintosh and have
separate power supplies, cooling systems and control circuitry. We'll discuss
their set-up, installation and formatting in Chapter 2.
For the owner of a compact Mac, the external disk is essentially the only hard
disk option. But external drives have proven to be popular with modular Mac
owners as well. They ' re easier to transplant from one Mac to another, and
easier to remove when something goes wrong. If you work with several different Macintoshes in various locations but need ready access to the same
group of files, an external drive, and preferably a portable one (see below), is
often the best option.
It's important to note that even though the same external hard disk can be used
with most Macintoshes, it can be configured for optimum performance with
only one member of the Macintosh family at a time. See "Hard Disk Performance on the Mac" below and Chapter 8.

Portable liard Disks
A subcategory of external hard drives has emerged in recent years: the portable
drive. Although all external drives are portable, these models are especially
designed to be lightweight and durable. A typical portable drive weighs under
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two pounds and can fit inside a shirt pocket. These benefits come at a cost,
though. You ' ll usually pay about twenty percent more for a portable drive
for a conventional drive of similar performance and capacity.

If you opt for a portable drive, look for one that connects to the Macintosh
cable. Some portable drives connect directly to the back of the Mac, which
make moving and removing the drive awkward. You'll also want one with
"pass-through" port, which allows you to connect other SCSI peripherals (s me
portables hog the entire SCSI port). Try to find one with a shock rating of a
least 100 g's-and keep in mind that even though such a drive is durable, i~ s
not indestructible.

What is SCSI?
SCSI (pronounced "scuzzy") isn't a physical unit or piece of software, but
rather a set of rules for ensuring compatibility between devices. SCSI is a c mplete set of mechanical, electrical, and functional standards developed by tH
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), an organization that develo s
and promotes standards to eliminate product incompatibility.
A device that is built to SCSI standards can communicate with other SCSI
devices along a data pathway known as a SCSI bus. Hard disks aren 't the o y
machines built to SCSI specifications; the Macintosh itself is a SCSI devic
and other peripherals such as high-speed printers and backup drives are als
available in SCSI versions.
Under SCSI rules, each device can act as an initiator or a target: the initiato requests that the target perform an operation, such as the reading or writing o a
certain block of data. At present, the Macintosh always acts as the initiator n
the SCSI bus, although " intelligent peripherals" that initiate commands oft eir
own may be in the wings.
Multiple SCSI devices- up to eight, counting the Macintosh-can be Iinke to
the SCSI bus at once. But only one of those devices can be a Macintosh, wl ich
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is why shared, or " networked," hard disks must rely on some other connectivity
system. The one exception to this rule is the PowerBook 100 (see below).

Tbe SCSI Port
Take a look at the back of your Macintosh. Unless it's one of the earliest
models, you ' II find the SCSI symbol (Figure 1.3) embossed above one of the
larger ports. And unless your Mac is one of the PowerBook models, that SCSI
port conforms to a connection standard known as DB-25; you' ll note a total of
25 holes, 13 on the top row and 12 on the bottom. This uneven pattern, along
with the sloped sides of the port, is intended to discourage accidental upsidedown connections. However, it isn't foolproof: given enough obliviousness and
force, you can cram an incorrectly-oriented connector into the port, damaging
your Mac, your cabling, or both. If it doesn't feel like the right fit, double-check
it. Don't force it.
A further note of caution: while the SCSI port may be the fastest way to get
data in and out of your Macintosh, it is also one of the easiest means of disabling your hardware, perhaps permanently. That's because SCSI devices aren 't
the only equipment designed to use the DB-25 standard. Other hardware products are physically capable of connecting to the port, but appearances can be
disastrously deceiving. For instance, most IDM PC-compatible computers have
DB-25 serial and parallel printer ports, and there are literally hundreds of
printers on the market designed to operate with them. But plugging a PC serial
or parallel port printer into a Macintosh SCSI port will almost certainly cause
circuitry damage to the Mac-and that means hundreds of dollars in repair bills.

The symbol for
Small
Compwer

System.\·
Inte1jace (SCSI)
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The bottom line is: Don't connect anything to your Macintosh SCSI port utless
you're sure absolutely it's intended to work with that port. If the hardware'
documentation doesn't tell you, contact the manufacturer directly.

' I_.

~RNING
Never plug a non-SCSI device into your SCSI port; it could
permanently damage your Macintosh. If yon're not sure
whether a device is a SCSI device, check the device's
documentation or ask the manufacturer.

Powet•Book SCSI Ports
If your Macintosh is one of the PowerBook portable models-the I00, 140 or
170-you won't find the DB-25 port in back. Since space is at a premium o
the PowerBooks, Apple uses the HDI-30 port. It's smaller, but surprisingly t
has five more holes than the DB-25 port.
Unlike the slant-sided DB-25, d1is port is perfectly square, which makes up idedown connections even more of a possibility. Apple connectors guard again t
this by adding a solid guiding pin on top of the connector. But if you ' re usi g
third-party cables, confirm which is the top side of the cable before connect g
it to the port.
The configuration of the port is the only significant difference of PowerBoo
SCSI; with the right adaptor cable, you can attach external hard drives and
other SCSI devices designed for use with the other Macintosh marketplace.
addition, the PowerBooks have bred a new genre of SCSI products: video
drivers. Since the 100, 140, and 170 don't have dedicated video ports, the o
way to hook them up to an external monitor is with the SCSI bus, and a nu
of companies manufacture graphics adapters for just that purpose.
Even though the PowerBook 100 is the bottom-of-the-line portable, it has o e
capability unmatched by the others: it can use its HDI-30 SCSI Disk Adapt r,
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to connect directly to a desktop Macintosh. When "docked" in this manner, the
PowerBook 100 doesn't function as a separate computer; instead, its internal
hard drive is accessed directly by the desktop Mac, just like any other SCSI
device. Since the PowerBook 100 doesn 't have an internal floppy drive, this
type of connection is the fastest and most convenient means of transferring information and software from one computer to the other.

The PowerBook 100 using the HDI-30 SCSI Disk Adapter is
the only

~lacintosh

that can be corutected directly to another

Mac's SCSI port.

SCSI Ports fo•• Older

~laes

If your Macintosh was manufactured before the introduction of the Macintosh
Plus, that doesn't mean you can 't use SCSI devices. Many hard disk manufacturers have developed after-market SCSI p01ts that are easily installed by either
the user or a qualified dealer. Most take only a few minu tes to install andrequire no special tools or technical know ledge.
Before you buy a SCSI port, however, make sure that it is compatible with your
hard disk, and that you' re comfortable with its manner of installation. Usually,
the manufacturer of a hard disk produces the best port for that hard disk; those
made by other manufacturers might not work at all. The typical port is installed
through the battery compartment in the rear of the Macintosh.
If you have a 512 Ke Mac (the "e" stands for Enhanced), a port is all you need;
your computer's ROM has routines that fac ilitate the use of SCSI devices. Your
machine won't be as fast as a Macintosh Plus, but your hard disk will make a
big difference in your computing.

A
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Hard Disk Perfot•manee on the Maeintos
Most SCSI Macintosh external hard drives can work with any member of the
Macintosh family- the smne would go for internal drives, except for the fact at
design differences between the SE and Mac n require different configuration
Theoretically, all SCSI hard disks could be 100 percent compatible with any CSIported computer, given the appropriate disk controller circuitry and mountin
But just because they ' 11 work, that doesn' t mean they ' 11 work exactly the
same when teamed with any model of Macintosh. The degree of perfonn
depends on a number of factors, particularly the limitations imposed by th
computer and the hard disk controller. Primary among these performance
factors are transfer speed and access time.

Trans fer S p e ed
Transfer speed, also known as throughput, is the rate at which infonnatio is
conveyed between the disk and the CPU . Measured in kilobytes per seco
(KB/sec), it varies with the traffic coordination capacity of the CPU. Like
mileage estimates for cars, official transfer speeds reflect optimum perfor
mance. However, optimum transfer speed is usually attained only in short
bursts-continuous transfer at opti mum speed would quickly overwhe lm
the CPU.
Faster transfer time is one of the benchmarks of the Macintosh famil y's u
perfonnance curve. The Macintosh Plus SCSI port can only accommodat
KB/sec. That's a considerable increase over serial port hard disks (62.5 K
and over floppy dri ves (which average around 56 KB/sec), but by current
standards, it 's downright slow and pokey. The Macintosh SE's port, oper
at approx imately 656 KB/sec, is more than twice as fast as that of the Ma
T he origi nal Macintosh Ir's throughput maximum is 1250 KB/sec (or L.2
MB/sec), again nearly a twofold increase. The Macintosh Quadra 900 rep
sents an even greater leap in SCSI perf01mance, with clai med transfer sp
up to 4 MB/sec for external drives, and 5 MB/sec for internal drives. The
speeds press the theoretical limits of SCSI speed, but optimum speeds do
necessarily reflect real-world perfo nnance.
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Like the Macs themselves, hard disks and other SCSI products have their own
throughput speeds. ff a hard disk has a faster transfer speed than the Macintosh
it's connected to, the Mac has to enforce a slower speed limit. This is usually
done through a process called interleaving.

Inte••leave Ratios
Interleaving slows the effective data transfer rate by deliberately skipping chances to access a sector as it passes by. Because it must wait for the sector to
come around again, the read/write head accesses information on disk slower.
Since the various members of the Macintosh family have different port speeds,
the ratio of sectors encountered to sectors read, known as the interleave ratio,
varies for each of the models.

~~~--p-----.,~
You can think of the interleave ratio as the nwnbcr of revolutions a disk must make for the read/write head to read one
track of data.

On a hard disk formalted with an interleave ratio of I: I, the read/write head accesses each sector on each track as soon as it encounters the new sector. When the interleave ratio is 2:1, every other sector is accessed during a given revolution, which
means that it takes two revolutions to read a tmck. For a ratio of 3:1, every third
sector is accessed each revolution, and it takes three revolutions to read an entire
track (Figure 1.4). Since interleaving changes the order in which sectors are accessed, it slows down the an1ount of time it takes to open, close, or modify a file.
Although it's possible to connect a hard drive with a I: L interleave to just about
any Macintosh, it won't speed performance and could lead to system crashes
and corrupted data. Table 1.1 lists the recommended interleaves for the various
Macintosh models. Un less your Macintosh has had a CPU enhancement that includes new SCSI capability, you're unlikely to benefit from an interleave ratio
that differs from the standard for your model.
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Recommended Interleave Ratios for Macintosh CPUs

Model

ReeoJBmended Interleave

Quadra 900

1:1

Quadra 700

1:1

PowerBook 170

1:1

PowcrBook 140

1:1

Ilfx

1:1

Ilci

1:1

Ilsi

1:1

Ilcx

1:1

Ilx

1:1

II

1:1

LC

1:1

Classic II

1: I

SE/30

1:1

Powe~·Book

100

2: 1

Portable (pre-PowerBook)

2: 1

Classic

2: 1

SE

2: 1

Plus

3:1

512Ke

3:1

512K (w/SCSI port)

3:1

Access Times
A common benchmark of hard disk performance is access time or seek time, the
time it takes the read/write heads of a hard disk can locate a given track. S ince
tracks vary in distance from one another, access time is usually given as an
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average. Current averages range from 65 milliseconds for older drives to milliseconds and less for the newest, most expensive models. Most drives on ~ale
today have access times between 10 and 25 milliseconds.
Access time is measured in milliseconds and the difference between the s pwest
and fastest hard disks would be im~erceptible except when several hundr ~sec
tors have to be located and read (a regular occurrence when launching an pplication). In this case, a delay of milliseconds is multiplied to the point that
becomes noticable.
When evaluating hard disk speed in real-world terms, don't forget to take
consideration the transfer speeds of both the drive and the computer. Eve
fastest drive can only work as fast as the computer it's connected to, and
Macs handle SCSI data more slowly than others. If you have a Quadra 9C
instance, a drive with a 10 millisecond access time will seem positively z
But if you connect the same drive to a Mac Plus, it' ll probably seem no f~
than a 25-millisecond drive.
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When considering n hard disk purchase, don't overlook the
factor of your computer's processing speed. Don't pay for
performan«>e capabilities that yow· computer can't use. On the

!

other hand, if you expect to buy a newer, faster Macintosh
sometime in the future, a speedy drive can be a good
investment.

Befo1•e You Buy
If you ' re in the market for a hard drive, here are a few things to keep in m nd:

Used drives are risky purchases. There's no such thing as an odome ~ron
hard drives, so there's no way of !mowing for sure just how much u eful
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life is left in one. If you're tempted by the bargain price of a used drive
(or if it's part of an overall used computer package), try to find out how
long it's been in use, and the conditions under which has been used.
Buy the technology, not a brand name. There are dozens of companies
marketing hard drives under a myriad of brand names, but the drives
themselves are actually manufactured by only a handful of companies.
The retail-oriented companies simply buy the mechanisms in bulk from
the manufacturers, and then (in the case of external drives) place them in
a case with a power supply, fan, and the requisite ports.

When making a purchasing decision, it's a good idea to weigh the reputations of both the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and of the company that's selling the drive to you. Among OEMs, Quantum probably
enjoys the highest reputation; at one time, they were Apple's exclusive
supplier for factory-installed drives. They're my manufacturer of choice,
although I've also had good experience with Maxtor, Hewlett-Packard,
and Micropolis drives. Seagate is another well-established OEM, although they probably have a better reputation for their high-capacity
drives (more than 100 megabytes capacity) than for their more modest
models.
When weighing retail companies, take a look at their return policies. Do
they offer warranties, technical support, and free and timely replacement
of defective parts? Also look at the quality of the components used: Is
the power supply adequate? Does it include a circuit breaker to prevent
power surges from obliterating circuitry? Is the fan quiet and effective, or
noisy and inadequate? Is termination removable? Is it easy to set and reset
SCSI addresses? If the terms termination and SCSI addresses throw you,
don' t worry; I' ll explain them in the next chapter.
Buy fo r reliabilty as well as pe1formance. Fast access times and transfer
speeds are only part of the picture. Another benchmark to look for is
Mean Time Between Failures, or MTBF. That's the manufacturer's estimate of how long you can expect trouble-free operation.
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MTBFs vary from drive to drive and from OEM to OEM, and the di
Ference can be significant. I once saw a Maxtor drive advertised sid
side with a Conner drive. Their storage capacity and prices were ide
yet the Conner offered only 20,000 hours MTBF, or approximately
years of constant use. The Max tor's MTBF was 150,000 hours, or a
of 17 years !
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Make sure you get what you pay for. Unscrupu lous vendors do exist and
some are not above switching a high-quality drive for one of the s
capacity but lesser quality. I once purchased a Macintosh SE from a
authorized Apple dealer; when the internal hard disk failed a little o
year later, I discovered that before the Mac had been sold to me, the
dealer had removed the factory-original Quantum drive and replace it
with a slower, much less reliable drive-a drive that in fact hadn't b en
designed to work with the Mac in the first place!
[f you

have a Macintosh IT or Quadra series computer, it's easy to a
tain your internal drive's manufacturer: just remove the top of the c
and inspect the drive yourself. Almost all OEMs clearly label their
products.
If you own a Macintosh Plus, Classic or PowerBook, the case is not I tended to be opened by the consumer, at least not without special to
External hard drives vary-some make it easy to "look under the ho
while others are hermetically sealed. When physical inspection isn't
sible, software can help: each drive has a manufacturer's lD code th is
readable by software utilities such as DiskMaker (discussed in Cha~ er 6).
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Your computer is essentially a solid slate device, but your hard disk is a
machine-a sophisticated one with several rapidly movi ng parts operating to
very close tolerances. Yet what's awe-inspiring about today's hard disks is the
fact that their re liability belies their complexity. You 'II want to handle, install,
and use your hard disk with a certain degree of respect, but primarily because
of the value of the data stored within. Your hard disk is not fragile, j ust intricately engineered.
This chapter is designed to help you get started with a hard disk system. We 'll
examine the details of setup, installation, and connectivity. We'll also look at
how best to fit your hard disk into your workplace, and what precautions should
be taken for trouble-free operation. Then we' ll move on to the software side,
demonstrating how to prepare your hard disk for its role at the core of your
computing.
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Even if you already have your hard disk up and running, you'll probably
benefit from reading this chapter. We' ll examine several of the concepts yo 1
might need to troubleshoot a hard disk problem.

Handling Your Bard Disk
A hard disk is not a box of nitroglycerine, but it's not a brick either. When
handling your hard disk, strive for a balance of confidence and caution. Do 't
get it wet. Don 't subject it to extremes of temperature (below freezing or a ve
100 degrees). Don't place it under a heavy weight. And try to keep it from
being sharply jostled or violently shaken.

Unpacking
When removing your hard disk from its packing, try not to mangle the con
tainer or tl1e foam padding. Once you've unpacked the disk and double-ch
for any stray paraphernalia or documents, set the packaging aside for safek
ing. You may never need it, but if a time comes when you need to transport
your hard disk through the mail or by package express (perhaps to return it
the manufacturer for repair), you'll be glad you kept the packaging. You co
ship your hard disk in any reasonably padded package, but nothing will be
ter suited to the task than the original container.
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Before you move on to the hardware, take a moment to peruse and fill out y
warranty or registration cards that came with your hard disk. Surprisingly, t e
majority of new equipment purchasers fail to return consumer information f
this sort, even when it's clearly to their benefit. It's a good idea to take care
of this now, rather than waiting to get around to it.

Transporting
A hard disk is at its most vulnerable when it's operating. If you need to tran port your disk, give it ample time to shut down before you move it. Don't j t
tum off the computer it's attached to; if it has its own power supply, be sur o

Till~
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tum it off as well. Before moving it, wait about a minute for the platters to stop
spinning and the read/write heads to return to a position away from the disk
data. This is known as parking the heads, and all but a few older and third-party
disks do this automatically. If you have one of these older disks, consult your
manual for instructions on parking the heads.
Once turned off and disconnected, the hard disk is a relatively hardy breed. You
can put it in your briefcase, place it in your car's backseat, or even send it
through the mail (but be sure to package it well and make a backup of an data
first).

Setting Up
Most of the following refers specificaHy to hard disks of the external, self-contained variety, but the information will be useful to owners of internal hard
disks as well. If the documentation that came with your hard disk is complicated, inadequate, or entirely absent, the following should help you on the way
to proper installation. For installation instructions, however, you'll have to rely
on the manual or the manufacturer. The best way to ensure the correct setup of
your external hard disk is to read the instructions. There are too many variations
on the process for us to cover here, and since each variation involves direct contact with the computer itself, you 'II need to be sure of every step you take.
However, no matter how correct an action might seem, don't force any part or
parts. Most computer peripherals are designed to stand up to heavy use, not
heavy abuse.

Where to Put It?
Most external hard disks are horizontally oriented, designed so that the platters
spin parallel to the desktop. The majority of these are zero foo tprint; they fit
easily under a compact Macintosh without adding to the or amount of room occupied on the desktop. Most compact Macintosh users prefer the under-Mac
location, since it raises the Mac screen by a few inches, which many people
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find easier on the eyes. If you do put your hard disk under the computer,
e
sure that your unit is designed for such a position, that it has ample vents ~ r circulation, and that the vents won' t be blocked by the bottom of the Macint h.
To see if this arrangement works for you, place the still-unconnected hard isk
under your computer. Now fire up the Mac and operate with floppies for a
while. If your taste or your workspace doesn't accommodate the added hei ht
of the hard disk, no problem; simply place the hard disk elsewhere.
The location of that "elsewhere" is dictated by the length of your SCSI ca
But if you'd like to clear your desktop or put your hard disk in a place wh e
you won't hear its fan, you might look into the purchase of a longer SCSI ble.
These can be up to seven meters in length, and they enable you to place th
hard disk in a corner, a cabinet, or even a closet. Make sure the location m ts
the following criteria:
Ventilation Resist the temptation to use the hard disk as a bookend or p per-

weight; even a sheet of paper placed flat against a vent can impair cooling.
There should be at least three inches of clearance on both sides of your h
disk, unless your unit has a special air intake and filtration scheme. Check
documentation to see what kind of filtration system you have.
Most hard disks are designed to be placed on a flat, hard surface. If you m
place it on a soft surface such as pile carpeting, first lay down a piece of w d
or firm cardboard large enough to cover the unit's base. This will allow air o
flow beneath the case.
Cleanliness A hard disk draws air through a series of high-mesh filters.
These are more than adequate for filtering out the dust and dirt found in o ce

and household environments, but they cannot deal with high amounts of g ase,
moisture, or dirt. It is probably okay to store your hard disk under your des ,
but not under the kitchen sink.

TIH~
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At!cesslblllty You want your hard disk to be where you can get to it with
ease, both to check on its operation and to flip its power switch. Dependi ng on
your power supply setup, you might also need to flip its power switch every
time you start a computing session. We'll cover power switch strategies in a bit.
Safety Keep your hard disk out of harm 's way. This goes not only for the
hard disk, but for all your computer system's cords, cables, and connectors.
Keep them away from pets, child ren, vacuum cleaners, and the like.

You can store or transport a hard disk- when it' s properly disconnected- in
just about any position, but you should operate it only in the position for which
it was designed . U you place a horizontally oriented hard disk on its side, chances are it will still work, but not for as long as it might otherwise. Changing a
hard disk's orientation puts torque and grav itational strain on the drive's internal bearings and other mechanisms, which can lead to fa ilures.
Keeping your hard disk level doesn't mean you ' ll have to get out a carpenter's
level; any reasonably level surface will do nice ly.

P luggin g In
If your hard disk will remain under or near your Macintosh, it 's probably
easiest to plug both of them into the nearest socket. This way you can tum them
both on and off by reaching around the back of the units. However, if the hard
disk is situated so that the on/off switch isn't easy to reach, you might want to
consider a power strip setup.
A power strip is a sophisticated extension cord, with m ultiple outlets, an on/off
swi tch, and in some cases, a circuit breaker. With your hard disk's cord and
your computer's cord plugged into the stri p, you can leave the units' on/off
switches in permanent "on" mode. This way you can simply power up and
power down by f licking the switch on the strip.
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For many, the best solution is to plug computer, hard disk, printer, modem, and
other accessories all into one power strip. With this arrangement, you don't
have to spend time searching for on/off switches. No matter how you configure
your setup, make sure that the computer and the hard disk don't power up
simultaneously: the hard disk needs a few moments to get up to speed before it
can be recognized by the Macintosh.

Using Surge Suppressors
Every computer user should have a surge s uppressor to filter off excess voltage. Surge suppressors increase the reliability of your hard disk and add years
to the life of your computer and its peripherals.
AC current, as supplied through the wall sockets of most buildings, doesn't
flow at a consistent voltage. The standard flow rate in the U.S ., is supposed to
be 120 volts, but in reality it often varies plus or minus 10 to 15 volts, depending on the age of the circuitry and the demands placed upon it. When for example, lightning strikes a power pole, a large electricity user goes offline, or a
large household appliance turns on, a sudden strain is placed on the system,
causing a momentary voltage imbalance that sends surges through local outlets.
These have little effect on lights and appliances, but they can cause data loss
and even permanent damage in microprocessors and magnetic media.
That's where surge protection comes in. Most surge suppressors are simple
plug-in devices that range in price from $15 to $~00.
Surge suppressors filter off the excess voltage of a surge, but they won' t protect
you from brownouts, blackouts, or other abrupt power outages. That's why it 's
a good idea to save your data regularly. If you want a guaranteed, reliable
source of electricity, you might consider buying an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), which are more expensive but can render your Mac oblivious to
brief power outages. If you want protection from a direct lightning strike, you '11
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need a surge arrestor, available for about $300 from your local power company. It'll protect not only your computer, but any other equipment plugged in
to the same circuit.
Most people will find enough security in a straightforward surge suppressor.
The problem is that not all surge suppressors do what they purport to do;
some are little more than grounding plugs. I've actuall y seen, on more than
one occasion, unscrupul.ous salespeople sell ordinary power strips as "surge
suppressors."
When shopping for a surge suppressor, look for the Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) marking of UL 1449 on both the packaging and the product itself. And
somewhere on the packaging should be the term "UL Listed 1449 Suppression
Voltage L-N 400/L-G 400/N-G 400." These designations indicate that the
product has passed UL's surge suppression test for use with personal computers. Be sure to look for the listing and not just the UL symbol, which has
been known to be counterfeited.

When shopping for n SW"ge suppressor, look for one with the
Underwriters Laboratories sealnnd the term "UL Listed 1449
Suppression Voltage L-N 400/L-G 400/N-G 400."

Getting on the Bus: Your SCSI Setup
Most external hard disks come supplied with one SCSI cable and two SCSI
ports. That's because each SCSI device, including hard disks, can serve as a
link on the SCSI bus, passing on information to and from another SCSI device.
A number of SCSI devices linked this way is called a daisychain. Up to seven
devices can be daisy-chained at once. A SCSI pore's capacity to transmit
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information is greater than the CPU's capacity to process and transmit it, so
even a fully-loaded daisychain is usually no slower than a single SCSI device.
On most hard disks, it doesn't matter which port is connected to the computer
and which is connected to another SCSI device. But even if you're only hooking up a single hard disk, you're establishing a SCSI bus that must have a
clearly defined end. This definition is achieved with termination.

Termination
Daisy-chaining isn't just a fringe benefit of SCSI, it's what the standard was
designed for-to overcome the limitation of data port bottlenecks. In order for
the SCSI bus to support multiple devices, the last device in the bus must be
capped with a terminating resistor, or terminator. Internal hard disks are automatically terminated, but most external drives aren't.
Your Macintosh constantly sends and receives signals up and down the SCSI
bus, signals that contaip commands, status messages, target addresses, and of
course, data. Some signals are directed at a specific device, but others of
general significance are intended to be read by all the devices in the daisychain
(even if only one device is connected). Unless there is a terminator at the end of
the daisy-chain, these signals can travel up the SCSI bus and then "bounce
back," colliding with other signals and disrupting the entire bus. A terminator
safely dissipates the signals.
Most terminators are external, in the form of a short female/male adaptor. If
you intend to attach only one SCSI device to your Macintosh, attach it in one of
the following ways:
• connect the SCSI cable directly to one device port and place the terminator on the other
• place the terminator between the SCSI cable and the device port
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Of the two, the latter is slightly more convenient for users who occasionally
daisy-chain another SCSI device. Connecting the SCSI cable to one part and
placing the terminator on the other becomes necessary when multiple devices
are on the bus-that's when you need to make sure that termination is active
only on the last device in the chain. A terminator placed in the middle of the
chain effectively cuts off other devices from the bus.

Some external hard disks have internal tenninators that c110't
be deactivated,

Ol'

tenninatol'S that are not removable. Most

of these were m110ufactu.red in the early days of Macintosh
SCSI by companies who assumed that most users would need
only one hard disk at a time. If your terminator is one of
these, get in touch wilh the manufacturer; most can at least
recommend a means of removing or circumventing the
termination. If the manufacturer is no longer around, try
taking it to a qualified service teclmician 110d hope for the best.
Of course, a penn110ently terminated hard disk isn't obsolete.

It'D work fine when directly connected to the Macintosh, or
when placed at the very end of a daisychain.

Nearly all terminators are designed to work with almost all Macintoshes. As of
this writing, the one exception is the Macintosh Ilfx, which implements SCSI in
a slightly different manner from the rest. A special terminator (usually black) is
provided with the Ufx; it must be placed at the end of the SCSI bus, or none of
the volumes will be recog ni zed by the computer. This terminator is incompatible with other Macintosh models.
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The Macintosh Ilfx requires a special terminator,
manufactured by Apple. It will not work with other
terminators.

Setting SCSI Addresses
Daisy-chaining is a means of ordering devices along the SCSI bus, but there's
another order to the setup: each device has an address that serves both as an identifier and as a means of prioritizing data traffic. The address order bears no relation
to the physical order, and you can change it without reconnecting any cables.
The SCSI bus has a total of eight addresses- 0 to 7-and no two devices on the
SCSI bus can have the same address. The address 7 is reserved for the Macintosh itself, and internal hard disks are always set at 0. You can set your hard
disk to any of the six addresses in between. When looking for data, the Mac
looks at address 7 first, then address 0, then addresses 6 down to I.
Different drives provide different means of setting addresses. Some come with
a preset address that can only be changed with software after the drive is up \illd
running. Others require the setting of switches, and still others have a simple
dial or knob on the rear of the unit for changing addresses. And, of course, there
are some units that can 't be reset at all-a drawback only when you need to
daisy-chain two units with the same permanent address.
If you have a choice, it's a good idea to set your main external hard disk to the ad-

dress 6. Six is the next address after the floppy drive and internal hard disk where
the Macintosh looks for system software upon startup. When two or more devices
are trying to feed the SCSI bus at the same time, the one with the highest address
gets priority. Be sure that no devices share the same SCSI address.
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Reset addresses only when the computer is turned off. Or if your system uses
software to change addresses, be sure to change them only under the cond itions
specified by the software. In any case, compl.e tely shut down and restart the system before you attempt to access a re-addressed device. Never change a
device's address in the middle of a work section. SCSI addresses are read by
the Macintosh only once, during the startup sequence. If you change an address
in the interim, the computer w ill remain oblivious; it w ill blithely send commands and data to wrong or non-existent devices.

Breaking In You•• Ha••d Disk
Your first impulse w ith a brand new hard d isk may be to go easy on it, perhaps
b y loading only a few applications and files and onl y add ing to them sparing ly.
Whereas a gentle breaking in period may be appropriate for a new automobi le,
for hard disks you should take the oppos ite tack.
It's best to uncover any defects in your hard di sk in the earliest phase of use,
before the warranty expires. Here's a three-step strategy for ferreting out
problems while there's still time to do something about them.

• Keep the unit running. If your hard disk has a separate power supply, it can operate (but not read or write data) whi le the computer is
turned off. So long as the noise from the fan doesn't present a problem, keep it running constantly for the first week or so. This can
reveal problems with the platter bearings, the exhaust fan, or the
drive motor.

• Copy as much data as possible. Bad sectors and controller problems
are usually di scovered while reading and writing data. As soon as
you've fini shed setting up, transfer the applications and files you expect to use regularly to your hard di sk. If it's not too much trouble ,
why not fill up the disk? You needn 't stTuggle to fill up every
megabyte- taking up a significant block of storage space can be
surprising ly fast and easy.
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Instead of laboriously feeding in floppy disks, create a folder. Next,
insert into this folder a duplicate of everything currently on the
drive. Then open the folder, create another folder within it, and
place all the duplicates inside that one. Now, select the folder containing the duplicates and duplicate it. Repeat the process fo r as
long as possible; your Macintosh will tell you when it reaches the
limits of its memory. Be sure to discard these folders and their contents before getting down to work, however: the multiple versions
of files and applications could cause the system to crash in confusion. If this copying process causes any complications (such as a
system malfunction or incomplete copying), the hard disk may be
defective. See Chapter 6 on troubleshooting problems.
• Make the hard disk drive the startup device. You' ll want to do this
anyway, since nowadays even a modestly equipped System Folder
can take up more than 1.4MB (the capacity of a high-density floppy). Your Macintosh probably reads and writes the contents of this
folder more than any other software, so its presence on your hard
disk ensures a workout. System installation and startup designation
is discussed below.

Getting the Systetn Running
Now that your hard disk is properly situated, installed, and connected, it's time
to see if the computer recognizes the drive. If your drive comes preformatted
with a resident System Folder, all you need to do is to make sure everything is
turned on. The computer should boot automatically (make sure no disks are in
your floppy drives). If, on starting up, all you see is the Macintosh 's request for
a disk icon, then your hard disk doesn't have a valid System Folder. Keep the
hard disk running, but boot up from a floppy. When the desktop appears, note
that the hard disk icon looks different from the floppy disk icon. Some hard
disk manufacturers provide different icons, so yours may look different from
the standard icon (Figure 2. 1).
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The standard
hard disk icon

On the other hand, if you had to boot from a floppy and a hard disk doesn't
show up on the desktop, shut down the Macintosh. Check the power cord and
SCSI cable to make sure they're securely connected. It's important to do this
with the computer switched off. Often the Macintosh doesn't recognize SCSI
connections made after startup. If you make SCSI connections with the computer on, the Macintosh might send data to the wrong address, which can cause
system crashes. If securing the power cord and cable doesn' t do the trick, see
Appendix A.
If you have a serial hard disk, watch out for instances when a floppy disk
replaces the hard disk icon. This indicates that the Mac has confused the drive
with a floppy. Although rare, subsequent performance problems can occur.
Whenever the Macintosh displays an incorrect icon for any hard disk, immediately save all data, shut down, and restart.

Installing tlte Systetn Foldet•
In Chapter 1, we discussed the role of the ROM in running the Macintosh. But
the ROM provides only part of the Mac 's operating system: the rest must be
loaded into RAM at the beginning of each session. This software usually makes
up the bulk of the System Folder contents-it's the first software you should install on your hard disk.
Apple has released several versions of the Macintosh System software since
1984. Unfortunately, it isn't safe to assume that the latest version is the best for
you. The best System Folders are a often a mix-and-match collection of system
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components, custom-configured to match the needs of the user and the Limitations of the machine. We' ll take up the subject of System software in detail in
Chapter4.
You may eventually choose to upgrade the System Folder resident on your hard
disk, for the moment the best version to install is probably one you 've been successfully using with your t1oppies. One way to dete1mine if your System Folde r
will meet your short-term needs is to examine the System Folder icon. Does it
have an image of a miniature Macintosh in the middle, as in Figure 2.2? This
symbol is called a "blessed" folder: it means the system fi les within the folder
are sufficient to operate the computer. If you rebooted on another system and
removed vital files from this folder, the "blessing" would be absent. The miniature Macintosh image has been a feature of all Finder fi les s ince System 6, and
it's a sign that the software is at least recent enough to work with your hard disk.

The "blessed"
System Folder

Lru

system folder

Another way to determine if your System Folder meets your short-term needs
is to read the Get Info entries. If your active System Folder does not display the
" blessed" folder symbol, use the Get Info command to determi ne version number. Open the fi le and find the fi le named Syste m. Click on it once to select it
(Figure 2.3), then choose Get Inf o from the File menu. An infonnation box
similar to the one in Figure 2.4 should appear. Get Info boxes exist for every
visible fi le on the Macintosh and they are storehouses of useful information.
Note the version number. If it's Version 3. 1 or earlier, do not use it. Such Systems are re mnants of the Macintosh File System (MFS ), a file management approach long since abandoned by Apple. The Hierarchical File System (HFS)
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OPERATING YOUR HARD DISK

has supplanted the MFS version. Unlike its precedecessor, the Hierarchical File
System is capable of handling the multiple nested folders generated by a hard
disk system. If your system is an MFS version, replace it with an HFS version,
which you can obtain at an Apple dealer or through Macintosh user groups.
The HFS system is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
After you've checked the System file, make sure that the Finder file with the
same icon is present. The Finder can be omitted if certain options are selected
on one of the more recent System files, but for now you should play it safe and
include it on your hard disk.
Once the System Folder has passed the test, copy it as you would any other file
by selecting its icon and dragging it over to the hard disk icon. The folder won 't
disappear from the floppy, but a duplicate will be created on the hard disk.
Double-click on the hard disk icon to conftrm its contents, then shut down.
Now, while holding the mouse button down, start the Macintosh back up, once
again making sure that the hard disk is turned on first. If the floppy disk wasn't
automatically ejected upon shutdown, it should eject itself now. If it doesn't,
wait until the startup is completed, select the floppy, and choose Eject from the
File menu. Now shut down and restart again, and your Macintosh should be up
and running from the hard disk alone. If it isn't, see Appendix C.

System 7 Versus System G
In 1991, the Macintosh system software took its biggest leap forward yet with
the introduction of System 7. This new System version was far more than an incremental improvement or expansion of the previous versions. The new system
changed the Macintosh interface considerably, and added a number of new features. But for all its sleekness and versatility, System 7 may not be for everyone.
For one, System 7 is extremely RAM-hungry. System 6 introduced the MultiFinder (see Chapter 3), a feature that expends at least a megabyte of RAM at all
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times. In System 6, this option could be turned on or off. System 7 keeps it on
permanently. Other features of System 7, such as the TrueType font management standard, use up additional RAM. Although Apple claims System 7 can
run on a minimum of 2 megabytes of RAM, in reality you 'U want at least twice
that much memory before trying to do any meaningful work.
Another consideration is software incompatibility. Although practically all applications will eventually be compatible with System 7, upgrading your
software can be both inconvenient and expensive.
In general, you'd be better served with System 6 if:

• You have a compact Macintosh with less than 4 megabytes ofRAM.
If you have an SE/30 or Classic ll, you might consider additional
RAM a small price to pay for the capabilities of System 7. Otherwise, you're better off with System 6.
• Y ou can't afford to upgrade the software you already own. If your
copies of Microsoft Works 1.0 and MacPaint 2.0 do everything you
need them to, why go to the expense of buying newer versions?
• You truly don't need the extra f eatures of System 7. The networking,
file management, and type manipulation features of System 7 are
pretty nifty, but your System software is truly obsolete only when it
no longer does the work you need it to do.
Why would you want to upgrade to System 7? To answer that, peruse the System 7 features listed in Chapter 4.

The Startll(l Sequence
Making your hard disk the Mac's startup device requires more than depositing a
System Folder on it. The disk must occupy the proper place in your computer's
startup sequence.
When the Mac is switched on, it displays the Disk Requested icon (Figure 2.5)
and looks for a startup disk. First it searches the "native" internal floppy drive
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that is sold with the computer (not the optional third-party internals). Next, it
looks in the second internal or the external floppy drive. If the Macintosh finds
a floppy disk in any of these locations and the floppy disk does not contain a
System Folder, it ejects the floppy. Howeve r, if it finds a System Folder in one
of those locations, it will begin to boot up. Make sure the floppy drives are
empty-or at least not occupied by disks containing System Folders-when
you want start up from a hard disk.

The Disk
Requested icon

If the computer cannot find a System Folder in any floppy drive, it starts searching the SCSI devices, starting with SCSI 0 and then SCSI 6 on down in descending address order. Again, the search stops as soon as a System Folder is
found. At this point, booting up begins. If you have only one SCSI device, and
it is set at any SCSI address other than 7 (the address for the Mac itself), this
device becomes the default startup device. If, however, two or more units are in
the daisychain, you' ll have to establish a hierarchy-you must give the startup
unit of your choice the higher address. (As mentioned before, SCSI address
priorities bear no resemblance to the physical order of devices in the
daisychain.)
Users working with System 4.2 or later have another option: the program called
Startup Device. This program, accessed through the Control Panel desk accessory, enables you to change SCSI priorities without resetting addresses. First,
open the Control Panel, click on Startup Device (or Startup Disk under
System 7). and then click on the icon corresponding to the drive you want
(Figure 2.6).
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Why all this effort to ensure that the M~cintosh boots off of the same System

Folder every time? Speed and consistency, for the most part. You can operate
your hard disk with a floppy-based startup fi le, but the time spent reading and
writing from the floppy will slow your work considerably. And even if there is
a System Folder on another hard disk in the daisychain, it may lack a number of
the elements (most notably fonts) that were used to create your files, elements
needed to accurately reproduce those files when reopened. Remember, not
every system configuration works on every Macintosh. To keep chances and unpleasant surprises to a minimum, it's best to boot your system from the same
System Folder each time you operate your Macintosh.

Custom Startup Screens
As the bootup process begins, the screen display changes from the Happy Mac
icon to the startup screen. Usually the screen shows a stylized version of the
Mac and the " Welcome to Macintosh" message. This screen is automatically
written into the boot blocks of each startup disk. This image can be modified or
replaced by another image. This is a very helpful feature when working with a
hard disk. With a customized startup screen, you can tell at a glance whether
your Mac accidentally booted from the wrong System Folder.
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One easy way to create a custom startup screen is with SuperPaint, a
paint/drawing program from Silicon Beach Software. SuperPaint operates
much like MacPaint or other graphics programs, but it can also convert bitmapped images into the Mac's startup screen format; just choose Save or
Save As from the File menu, then enable the StartupScreen option (Figure 2.7).
Note that StartupScreen is one word with each S capitalized. Once saved, you'll
need to give that precise name to the file, and then place it in your System
Folder. One of the boot block commands directs the Mac to search fo r a document by the name StartupScreen only. The SuperPaint application does not
have to be resident on the disk for the customi zed startup screen to be displayed.
Another popular software program with the ability to produce startup screens
is Adobe Photoshop. After creating a Photoshop file, you can make it your initial
screen by saving it as a Pict Resource under the Save As command. (Figure 2.8).
Again, be sure to save the fi le as StartupScreen and place it in the System Folder.
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Custom screens can also be created with util ity programs such as Screen Maker,
and ready-made screens are also available. Both can be obtained commercially,
through electronic bulletin board systems, or through user groups.
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n this section, we 'll explore the ele m ents of effec-
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tive hard disk usage, from the basics of the d a ta
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Applications, and the documents they generate, will doubtless make up the vast
majority of the data stored on your hard disk. But there are other types of data,
and although their roles are limited, their impact on your computing can be
significant.
The weU-managed hard disk uses all data types in a configuration that adds up
to an optimum work environment for the individual user. There's no one "right"
way to organize data, but any systematic approach must first take the user 's
needs into account-and the approach should change when those needs change.
This chapter introduces you to the tools and resources you' ll use in organizing
your hard disk. I'll stait with an overview of the Macintosh data structure.
Then, I'll explain how to transfer files of various data types to a hard disk.
Finally, I'll look at the various means to manipulate and store data, including
folder variations, file compressors, and the use of the Finder and Multi Finder.

MACINTOSH DAT A: TYPE S AND TOOL S

An Overview of the
Macintosh Data Structure
Because the differences between data types on the Macintosh are often apparent
only to the computer, the related terminology has become somewhat blurred.
One often hears "application" used interchangeably with "program," or "ftle"
as synonymous for "folder."
A clear understanding of the different data types wasn't really necessary in the
early days of the Macintosh, when performance and storage technology were
severely limited. But now there are numerous storage options and variations,
and a knowledge of how the computer uses and interprets information can give
you a better perspective on both choosing and managing your hard disk.
Figure 3.1 shows the three discrete levels of data: the volume level, the file
level, and the fork level. Volume refers to any element of storage medium that
has a single identity and root directory, such as a floppy disk, a hard disk, or
other storage device, such as a CD-ROM or WORM drive. These devices
usually contain only one volume, but with the Macintosh, volume recognition
isn 't hardware-dependent. A single storage device can be broken up into multiple volumes. On hard disks, this division is known as partitioning. With partitioning, the computer treats the disk like several smaJJ but separate disks, each
with its own desktop icon and directory. The reasons methods behind partitioning are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
When a volume is online and accessible to the computer, it is called a mounted
volume. Inserting a floppy or booting up a SCSI device are means of mounting
a volume. You can tell that a volume has been mounted when its icon appears
on the desktop.

File Types
If volumes are the libraries of the Macintosh world, files are the books on the
shelves. However, Macintosh fi les can be much more than simple storehouses
of information. Below, I will discuss several different types of files. Together
they cover the entire spectrum of the Macintosh's operations and abilities.
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Aa•plleatlons These are programs that aJiow you to perform tasks, such as
word processing, numerical calculations, or desktop publishing. Most allow the
work accomplished to be saved in another file. Some applications, however,
perfo nn tasks that are less apparent to the user. The Finder, for example, is an
application that's constantly running whenever you use your Macintosh. It displays and updates the desktop and icons, and it translates your clicking and
dragging into meaningful commands for the System file to read. (The System
file itself is not an application, but the software portion of the operating system.) When you launch an application by clicking on an icon like those in Figure 3.2, you' re actually using one application, the Finder, to load another. As
the Macintosh system becomes more sophisticated, more of these meta-applications- applications that manage other applications- will appear. Alternatives
to the Finder have become more popular; they ' re explored in more detail in
Chapter 9.
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Documents These are the products of the applications, the fi les which con-

tain the work you 've done. They have their own distinctive icons (Figure 3.3)
and can be opened by double-clicking. In Mac jargon, documents are "opened"
while applications are " launched.")
Before document can be opened, an application capable of reading it must also
be present on a mounted volume. In fact, when you open a document, you
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generally launch its parent application as well. In the past, only the parent
application could read and edit a document; if you wanted to transfer text or
graphics, you had to use the Clipboard. Now, many applications can either
convert or import files created by another application. As Macintosh software
becomes more feature-laden, chances are that most word processing or desktop
publishjng applications will be capable of importing a text or graphic document, and spreadsheets will be able to import any numerical document, regardJess of the document's parent application.
Resource Flies These files store user preferences and customization infor-

mation. They're usually created, updated, and filed away automatically by the
application, and often are unreadable by the user.
For example, the word processing application Microsoft Word creates a number of
resource files to perform different tasks (Figure 3.4). The Hyphenation file stores
the correct hyphenation of often-used words, while the Main Dictionary has a
similar list of correct spellings. The Temp file provides temporary storage for handling long or complex documents, the Glossary file holds frequently-used text for
easy access, and the Settings file contains the user's default choices for menus and
formatting. You can't open and peruse these files directly, but Microsoft Word
opens, reads, and modifies them every time you use that application.
Resource files are usually placed in one of two locations: the home folder of the
application or the active System Folder. I recommend that you keep track of
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which applications create Resource files and where the files are stored. Whenever you need to work on a different disk or system, copy them along with the
applications.
Desk Accessories Also known as DAs, these are programs that can be incorporated into the System fi le, which enables them to be accessed from within an
application. They all have the same suitcase icon (see Figure 3.5). Once installed, they are launched via the "Apple" menu. Under System 6, you use an
application known as Font/DA Mover, which comes bundled with all System
software disks from Apple, to install and remove DAs. The use of Font/DA
Mover is discussed in the next chapter.

Under System 7, no special installation software is necessary. However, you' ll
need to follow these steps to successfully access desk accessories:
l. Double-click on the DA's suitcase icon. This will open a wi ndow
containing the sui tcase's contents (Figure 3.6).

2. Drag the contents of the suitcase (but not the suitcase itself) from
the window into the System Folder. A dialog box will inform you
that the desk accessory should be placed in the Apple Menu Items
folder, and ask if you want it to do so.
3. Click OK. The desk accessory will then appear on the Apple menu,
and the suitcase window wi ll be closed.
If, in the future, you wish to remove the desk accessory from the Apple menu,
simply relocate it from the Apple Menu Items folder, which is located wi thin
the System Folder.
DAs were originally inte nded to be simple, accessible tools--extensions of the
Macintosh 's computer-as-desk metaphor. Some of the most common DAsthe Alarm Clock, the Calculator, the Calendar- are still simple and small, but
others now offer features and capabilities to rival full-fledged applications.
Word processors, spelling checkers, graphics programs, and spreadsheets are
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all available in DA fo nn. Not only have programmers transcended the limitations of DA size (they generally cannot occupy more than 32 KB of memory),
they've managed to circumvent Apple's limitation of 15 DAs per System file.
Now, utility programs like Suitcase can make up to 500 DAs available at one
time.
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The distinction between DAs and applications is becoming blurred with time.
Since the advent of MultiFinder, a Macintosh with enough RAM can run
multiple applications simultaneously. And according to Apple, true multitasking
on the Macintosh is one of their goals for the future. MultiFinder and multitasking are discussed later in this chapter.
Fonts These files aren 't programs, but instruction sets displaying and modify-

ing a particular type style. There are two kinds of fonts:

• display f onts govern the bit-mapped display of a typeface both on
the screen and on a dot-matrix printer
• downloadable fonts are used with laser printers to translate the choppy bit-mapped font into smooth characters via Postscript, a pagedescription language for laser printers like the Apple LaserWriter
As Figure 3.7 illustrates, the difference between display font text and downloadable font text can be quire pronounced.
The display font icon is similar to that of desk accessories (Figure 3.8, left).
Like DAs, they 're incorporated into the System file either by means of the
Mover application for Systems 6 and earlier, or through the double-clicking

LaserWriter
output of
display f ont
text (top ) and

Twas brillig, and the sli thy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

downloadable
f ont text
(bottom)

Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
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procedure for System 7 (see above section on DAs). Generally, a properlyinstalled fo nt is avai lable in every application that uses fonts, although some
older applications require further steps in order to make the fonts accessible
from the main menu.
Downloadable fonts (Figure 3.8, right) are not part of the System file. In order
to work with the LaserWriter and similar devices, they need to be part of the
System Folder. Simply place them in the Syste m Folder-place them in that
folder only, not in a subfolder-taking care U1at you don 't accidentally rename
them. If while processing printing for a PostScript device, the System cannot
find the downloadable font, it will instead rely on the display font and create a
bit-mapped version of that font.
An exception to th is ru le is presented by TrueType fonts, which use a single file
for both screen display and printout (Figure 3.9). A TrueType font can be distinguished from a PostScript font by its icon, which disp lays three "A"s, as compared to the single "A" on PostScript files. TrueType can be used with either
System 7 or System 6.0.7.

Icons for display foms (left)
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and downloadablefoms (right)

TrueType (left)
and PostScript
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Because of their ability to produce near-typeset quality characters, downloadable fonts are expensive, whereas most display fonts cost little, are shareware, or are free. For example, Adobe, the leading PostScript fo nt manufacturer, sells its downloadable fonts but makes the display versions available
to user groups and electronic bulletin boards for free duplication. You probably
don' t need downloadable fonts unless you have a PostScript device-and even
most of those have a number of fonts in ROM. So even with a PostScript
device, you may not need many external font files for crisp, readable text output. However, if your work includes graphic design or desktop publishing,
extra fonts may be a worthwhile investment.
Drivers These are the programs that allow the Macintosh to control a device.

A device, in Macintosh parlance, means a piece of equipment or part of the
computer that transfers data in and out of the machine. Devices include floppy
drives, hard disks, scanners, modems, keyboards, and printers. The video
screen is also a device on the Macintosh n and Quadra Lines, although it is not
considered a device on compact Macintoshes (due to their direct use of QuickDraw routines). Drivers are not accessible by the user.
A number of drivers are built into the ROM; others are incorporated into the
System fi le along with fonts and DAs. However, some drivers, such as printer
drivers, must be made available by the user, usually by placing their icon (Figure 3.1 0) into the System Folder. In the case of printer drivers, you must place
the icon in the System Folder and then select it from the Chooser desk accessory. In the case of System 7, drivers should be placed in the Extension folder
which is nested in the System Folder.

~'

~N~T-E-----------~--------------------~
In System 7, if you try to place drivers within the System

Folder, a dialog box will appear, asking if you want to move
the drivers to the Extension folder. Click Yes and the drivers

will be moved to the Extension folder automatically.
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Drivers can work as "nested" programs; that is, one driver may be built upon
another driver. In Figure 3.10, the SerialPrinter file is an application-specific
driver written to manage a generic serial printer, while the Diablo 630 file is
a driver for a specific serial printer. When you select SerialPrinter in Chooser,
the Diablo 630 is presented to you as a se lectable option. However, the Diablo
driver would be useless without the serial driver file. This is why it's necessary
to keep track of which combinations of drivers your hardware requires, and to
store, install, and transfer them as a unit.
INIT Files INIT (short for INITial) fi les are files which, when placed in the
System Folder, will launch install and activate themselves automatically. Figure 3. 11 shows some examples of INIT file icons. Often, an INIT file will
remind you that it's installed by adding some sort of notice to your startup
screen, either a graphic symbol or textual statement.

The INlT file is a useful file format for utility programs that you' ll want to have
in the background at all times. Because their features are automatically put into
action, you'll never forget to "turn them on." A laser spooler, a network communications system or a debugger are examples of INIT files.
Some INITs pop up as another menu in the Finder, some are accessed by way
of the Apple menu, and some are virtually invisible to the user. If you have a
file that doesn 't look like a document, yet can 't be opened by double-clicking,
chances are it's an INIT.
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A word of caution is appropriate for INIT experimentation:
because it modifies your system's startup sequence, a buggy,
bad or incompatible INIT installed on your hard disk could
make it 1Ulable to boot. When in doubt, try out the INIT on a
floppy-based System Folder first. Just make sure the floppy is
placed in the Aoppy drive before you power up the ~lac.

~.------,~
INITs are automatically loaded in alphabetical order. If for
some reason you want to tl1em to be launched in sequence,
simply add a letter to their name. For example, change
"LaserSpool" to "ALaserSpool" or "ZLaserSpool".
To deactivate an INIT, just remove it from the System
Folder--it won't be launched the next time you start up.
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CllEVs CDEV (short for Control Device) Iiles are a subcategory of INIT files.

They are accessed only through the Control Panel selection under the Apple
menu, but are automatically launched by placing them in the top level of the
System Folder. Figu re 3.12 shows some of the more common CDEVs.
The Control Panel was originally just another Desk Accessory. As options increased, however, Apple realized that different users needed to control different
aspects of their system. The Control Panel DA was then rewritten to encompass
CDEVs, which now appear in a scrolling field to the left of the Control P~mel
box (Figure 3.13). C licking on an icon will cause the options controlled by that
CDEV to be displayed in the main window of the box.
CDEVs are a popular format for utilities affecting operations (such as Stepping
Out n, a screen enhancer, or the Adobe Type Manager font display program).
They' re insta lled and removed in the same fashion as INITs, but take care not
to rename them-if you do, they may not be recogni zed by the Control Panel.
Apple bundles many CDEVs with System software, but there's no need to
load ones that don't pertain to your setup. Compact Macs, for example, don't
need the Monitors CDEV, which manages color and shade settings for the
modular Macintoshes. And only the Mac Portable and PowerBooks need the
Battery CDEV.
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Using Suitcase
As I've already noted, there are two ways to install fonts and desk accessories
in the System file: by way of the Font/DA Mover application (for System 6 and
earlier), and by manually moving them in and out of the file (System 7). Fortunately, there's a third, more convenient way: with Suitcase, an INIT that
provides simple installation and deinstallation under both Systems 6 and 7.
Once installed, Suitcase places itself at the top of the DA portion of the Apple
menu. When you call it up, it lists all currently active "suitcases" (both display
fonts and desk accessories), as shown in Figure 3. 14. These are suitcases that
have been activated with Suitcase itself; suitcases that have been installed in the
usual manner won't show up in the Suitcase window. For this reason, it's a
good idea to clear out the DA and font suitcases from your System file, and
then reinstall them with Suitcase.
To install a suitcase, first select the suitcase's "set." Permanent will ensure that
the suitcase is loaded every time you boot your Macintosh from the current
volume, while the suitcases in the Temporary set will be removed as soon as
you shut down. You can also create sets of your own, wi th the New Set command in the upper-right corner. Once the set has been specified, you add the
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suitcase by clicking on Add and selecting the display font or DA from the
dialog box. The suitcase name will subsequently appear in the Suitcases field
and will be underlined to indicate that it is open. If you've designated it as part
of the Permanent set, Suitcase will find and load it again the next time you start
up the Mac.
To close a suitcase, you don't need to remove it from its set: just select it and
click on the Close button. Its name will remain in the Suitcases field, but it will
no longer be underlined.
The flexibility offered by Suitcase sets can really come in handy, especially if
you're a graphic designer, desktop publisher, or otherwise work with many
fonts. The suitcase "sets" allow you to group fonts according to project, and
load all relevant ones at one time. This capability is not only convenient, but it
also increases your Mac 's performance. Since an abundance of fonts can bloat
the System fi le and fill precious RAM, Suitcase offers a quick way to streamline Lhe system when you need maximum RAM, such as when you work with a
scanned image or large document. In addition, Suitcase will inspect font files
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for evidence of corruption, and will notify you when a two or more fonts have
conflicting ID numbers (a problem that can cause printing mishaps).

~
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Sometimes it's hard to remember exactly how a given font
looks. That's why Suitcase offers a specinl option 101der the
Fonts subset of the Preferences menu. Select the "'font menus
show font names in their own typefaces when modifier key is"
option, then select Pressed. Whenever you hold down the
modifier key (X, shift or option) while selecting a font menu
from within an application, the fonts will show their own faces
on the menu. This specinl menu takes longer to draw on
screen than a conventionnllist of font names, so you'll
probably want to use this option only when you need to
refresh your memory.

t::hoosing the Right File Type
The advance of technology has increased the Macintosh's capabilities, but it
has also brought an array of often-confusing options. DAs and INITs can now
perform tasks that at one time required the use of an application. When choosing software, which is the right format for any given job?
Ideally, you should choose software on the basis of its features, not its format.
But given the constraints of your system (and your pocketbook), format itself
can become a feature. If your Macintosh has many megabytes of RAM, you'll
probably work under MultiF inder, in which case the limitations of a DA or
INIT may outweigh its benefit.
On the other hand, if your RAM resources are more modest or if you work with
memory-hungry applications such as HyperCard, MultiFinder may not meet
your needs. Convenience may be an important factor--even with MultiFinder,
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an application must be located and launched in order to be available. In contrast, DAs and CDEV-type INITs are always j ust a menu selection away.

Intt•oducing the Fork
One of the most important concepts to grasp is that of forked data. Essentially,
forking is the process of storing a file in two files. As another glance at Figure 3. 1 will indicate, the fork is the final level of information organization.
Though they are fundamental to Macintosh technology, forks are invisible to
the casual user. But an understanding of them is essential when you need to
retrieve lost or garbled data.
To put it in a nutshell: every file- applications, documents, etc-is in fact two
files, a resource fork and a data fork, both stored under a single file name.
Either fork can be empty, but an empty fork still exists as an entity as far as the
Macintosh is concerned. Both forks collaborate to launch a file.

The Resource Fork
Stored in the resource fork (sometimes called the "resource file") are all the
resources required by the file. What are resources? Generally speaking, resources are the building blocks of Macintosh programming-the elements that build
a fi le. Icons, menus, dialog boxes, fonts, and programming code are all resources. Resources are broken down into resource types, which are stored in the
fork and arranged by fu nction in logical groupings. Resource _types are identified by distinctive four-letter codes; each resource in the type is in tum identified by a resource ID number.
Why is all this programming broken up into so many discrete units? There are
two primary reasons. The first is has to do with memory management: because
the data is so fragmented, it can be loaded into RAM more efficiently than if it
were large chunks of code. The Macintosh has highly sophisticated firmware
in ROM known as the Memory Manager, which uses this flexibility to great
advantage.
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But the second, perhaps more significant reason why resource codes are so
fragmented has to do with the user interface. The resource approach gives
Macintosh software a standardized look and feel- it's a rare application that
deviates from the familiar arrangement of pull-down menus, dialog boxes, and
scrolling windows.
With many operating systems, the programmer has to build the "world" of the
program practically from scratch. When a pull-down menu is called for, the
programmer must design the menu right down to the typeface and write a code
that draws it on the screen. If the program is later translated into, say, Italian,
the programmer must write the code all over again. What happens if the Italian
versions of the commands are too long to fit into the original menu box? The
menu code itself would have to be rewritten, which means that code would
have to be modified throughout the software.
Fortunately, this isn't true for the Macintosh programmer. All he or she must do
to create a new menu is redefine the MENU resource (the four-letter code for
that resource type) with its own ID number. The defmition would not only
describe the menu and every item on it, but also specify what other resources
are to be accessed when a particular menu item is selected. With the resource
codes redefined and stored in the resource fork, the Macintosh then takes ove1·
from there, displaying the menu and initiating the commands.
Since all this can be done without writing a single line of code, even a nonprogrammer can make menu modifications. Want to market an Italian version
of your Mac program? Just type in replacements to the English words in the
resource definition fields. If the menu must be widened to accomodate Italian
words, you can modify the menus, too.
The ROM routines that create and manage these resources are collectively
called the User Interface Toolbox, or more commonly, the Toolbox. A Macintosh programmer could bypass the Toolbox and build an application entirely
from scratch, but the application would be slow, incompatible with other applications, and difficult for users to master.
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You can use applications such as ResEdit to explore and modify the file 's
resource fork. I'll explain the whys and hows of doing so in Chapter 7.

The Data Fork
More mundane but just as important as the resource fork is the data fork. As the
name implies, the data fork is the storehouse where the data that's manipulated
by the program is kept. This data is broken down and saved as numeric code.
The process works like this: say you launch a word processing appl ication
by double-clicking on its icon. If it was designed to industry standards, the
application should open with a document screen labe led "Untitled." But
"Untitled" isn 't a document just yet; it's the more-or-less empty data fork of
the appl ication.
If you type the word Macintosh, then save the document, the application works
with the Toolbox to create a new fi le (which you're then requested to name).
This new file is still controlled by the app lication, but has its own data and
resource forks. The data fork contains only the letters M,a,c,i,n,t,o,s, and h ,
while the resource fork contains a "recipe" of sorts, a list of all the resources
you used while typing that word-the font, fo nt size, letter spacing, position in
the document, and so on. The resource fork also contains information about
which application created it, which is why opening a word processing document simultaneously launches the word processor.
T he separation between data and resources is the main reason why formatting
changes can be done easily on the Macintosh, even with huge blocks of text. Instead of loading the text into RAM in order to alter its appearance, the Macintosh simply changes the rules by which the text is displayed. An application 's
data fo rk is useful because an application can use its own data fork as a storage
area while you are working on a document. This fork is copied to the document
data fork only when you answer yes to the "Save changes?" dialog box.
One fringe benefit of the fork structure perta ins to data retrieval. When the
resources in a file's resource fork have become garbled, the file is usually
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unreadable by the system. But an "unopenable" document still has an intact
data fork, and the information it contains can often be salvaged. I'll survey
tools for extracting data from data forks in Chapter 7.

Making the Transition from
Floppies to Hard Disks
If you've already installed a working System Folder on your hard disk, the next
step is to transfer your applications and documents from your collection of floppies, so you can do most of your work with the hard disk alone.

If you ' re new to hard disks, all those megabytes of storage space can seem awfully tempting. You might feel an understandable impulse to fill your hard disk
up with every piece of software on hand. But a bit of advice is in order: don 't
copy software to your hard disk just because you have one. Copy the software
because you need it. And only copy software when you need it.
There's an old saying about nature abhorring a vacuum. Your new hard disk is
one of those vacuums, and chances are it' ll fill up before you know it. Most
well-used Macs develop a voracious appetite for storage; that's why the
capacity of drives on the market gets bigger every year, making those firstgeneration 5 MB drives little more than curiosities. The more files you load, the
sooner you '11 be faced with c~oices between which files get stored on the hard
drive and which don't.
Of course, only you can decide which applications and files you 'IJ need at your
fingertips, and when you ' ll need them. It helps to take a cold, hard look at your
floppy collection before you begin transferring in earnest. You can start by
dividing your files ' data into three categories.
We'll be referring to these categories throughout this chapter and the next, as
we discuss volume-based and file-based storage strategies.
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\l'ork Flies These are the applications and documents you use regularly-the
ones that justify the Mac's presence in your life. You might be surprised how
little of your software actually falls into this category-perhaps only a word
processor, a spreadsheet, and a few games you're addicted to. But since you're
defining these categories to suit your purposes, you might consider as work
files everything that lets you use your Macintosh the way you want to use it.
Reference Files Reference files are those you probably won't use often, but
which you should have on hand anyway. For instance, you may never need to

take another look at the invoices you've sent to customers, but if a customer
refers to last April 's order while making this month's order, it's a lot easier to
go to the hard disk for the order than to search through floppies.
Reference files are also the type that benefit from centralization. If you have a
spreadsheet to project the profitability of several investments given a number of
different scenarios, you would want all the investment files on the same hard
disk as the spreadsheet, rather than scattered across several floppies. You can do
serious number-crunching without a hard disk, but the flexibility and ease of
making speculative analyses are severely impaired.
Archival Files Archival files comprise the remainder of your software, the
fi les that might come in handy someday, although there's no telling when
"someday" might be. This category might include little-used applications, documents ready for storage, exotic fonts, and other electronic bric-a-brac.

Another possible archival file is any file that might overwhelm your hard disk
by virtue of its size. A scanned image or HyperCard stack can easily occupy a
megabyte or more of disk space. Yet size can be a criteria for keeping a file on
your hard disk, as some files are too large to fi~ on a floppy disk.

Managing Applications
Of all file types, applications are probably the easiest to manage. They require
no special installation, can be stationed anywhere on a hard disk, and can be
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renamed with impunity. Yet there are a few general principles to keep in mind
when loading applications on your hard disk.
• Watch for duplicate versions, as two copies of the same application
on one hard disk--even if they're different versions-can cause system hangs, crashes, and lost data. If you have multiple versions of
the same application, copy only the latest one. However, having
multiple versions of an application on separate SCSI volumes
should present no problem, as long as there is only one copy on
each volume.
• Keep track of resource files and drivers. Many applications create
or require dependent documents--dictionaries, user preferences settings, device drivers, and even companion !NITs and DAs. Be sure
to transfer to your hard disk every dependent document necessary to
produce your nonnal working environment within an application.
Unlike applications, dependent documents may need to have a certain title and be in a certain folder in order to work. Consult your
software manual if it has a section on hard disk installation. Once
again, try to avoid having multiple versions of a dependent document on the same SCSI volume.
• Be prepared for your hard disk to introduce certain changes to your
files. When a document is transferred to a volume with another System, elements such as spacing, columnization and alignment may be
affected. If you created your document with a font that isn 't present
in your hard disk's System Folder, the application may automatically convert all text into another font, which will cause changes in
fonnatting. The accurate placement of page e lements is probably
crucial in your documents, so make sure all the necessary fonts are
installed in your hard disk before you transfer files there. Then open
a few documents under the new System file to see what changes, if
any, occur. If you don't want to save any changes made during the
transfer, you can still retain the integrity of the original document by
choosing not to save changes upon closing. The Save Changes
dialog box governs both System- and user-initiated modifications.
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Changes created by the new System vary in degree from the
obvious to the invisible. In some cases, when you close a
transferred document, you may be asked if you want to save
changes, even if you made no changes and no changes are
appallent. In these situations, give the docnttlenl close scrutiny
to ensure its acceptability, then save the changes. If you don't,
the Save Changes dialog box will continue to appear every
time you close your document.

Loading Non-Copy-Protected Files
With a few rare exceptions, any application or other file that can be copied from
floppy disk to floppy disk can easily be loaded onto a hard disk as well. You
use essentially the same procedure:
l. Click on the floppy disk icon to select it, then drag it over the hard
disk icon.
2. A dialog box similar to the one in Figure 3. 15 should appear. Note
that it lists the number of files to be transferred and this number
decreases during the process. You can cancel the transfer procedure
at any time by clicking the Cancel button. However, this doesn't actually cancel the entire procedure; it stops the copying in midstream,
and any fi les already copied to the target volume will remain there.
Take the time to delete any files created by a cancelled Copy command, since they may have not been completely duplicated.
Copying icon by icon can be tedious as well as disorganizing, since it may
separate an application from its documents. In practice, you'll probably prefer
to transfer larger groups, either folders or entire floppy disks.
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Copy-protected applications and some conunercial applications such as PageMaker 4.0 cannot be copied to the bard

disk by simply moving it& icon there. These applications require you to copy separate resource 6Jes to the System Folder.

Moving all of a floppy's files into a folder and then copying the folder to the
hard disk is probably the most convenient means of transferral. If that's the
method you choose, be sure to open the new folder and see if it contains a System Folder. If it does, drag the System Folder into the Trash (and don 't forget to
select Empty Trash afterwards). Many floppies are startup disks, so it's important to police your hard disk for System duplication. Of course, transfer any
resource files, INITs, DAs, and the like before deleting the System Folder.
Transferring a floppy without putting all its files into one folder requires an interim step. Here's how to transfer a floppy to the hard disk:
I. Drag the floppy disk icon onto the hard disk icon.
2. Under System 6, a dialog box like that in Figure 3.16 will appear. If
you select OK, the floppy's directory information will be changed
during the copying process, and the copied disk will appear as a
folder on the uppermost, or root level, of the hard disk.
Under System 7, this message does not appear; instead, the copying
will begin without a dialog box.
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The two disks ore differe nt types, so
the contents of "Floppy Disk" w ill be
pl11 ced In 11 fo l der on " Hard Disk".

floppy to a hard
disk
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If you are not running System 7 , and It for some reason your
Mac does not present this dialog box , the Mac may have
confused your hard disk for a floppy- which could mean that
it will erase the hard disk! Stop the o peration immediately by
turning off the power or pulling the plug on the computer!

That's a sign that somehow 6le types have been confused or
misidentified, and havoc can result.

3. Drag the floppy disk icon to one of two places: the hard disk icon,
or the open root level window of the hard disk (the window that
opens when you double-click on the hard disk). If you try to copy
the icon to a preexisting folder on the hard disk, you will probably
be unsuccessful- Systems 4.0 and later won' t let you do this. No
matter how you copied the floppy, you should probably then delete
any System Folders from the copy on the hard disk.
No matter how you've made the transfer, it's a good idea not to start transferring other floppies until you' ve done the fo llowing:
• Eject the floppy. But don' t just cause the drive to eject the disk.
Make sure a dimmed version of its icon is present on the desktop
before you eject it. There's a quick though scary shortcut for ejecting a floppy icon: drag it to the Trash. The disk will not be erased,
j ust ejected.
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• Examine the copied files. See if the application and document icons
have been changed into default icons . The default icons are displayed in Figure 3.17, but you should note that some of the more
modest applications don't display custom icons to begin with. If
you find that any icon has been changed to a default icon, or that a
file name has been changed, you should immediately delete not
only the changed file, but all files that were transferred along with
it-that is, with the same copy command. Do not attempt to launch
or open an altered file and investigate why your file icons were
changed; by so doing, you will damage your System Folder.
• Launch an application or two and look for glitches, incompatibilities, or System-file-related changes. Now's the time to find
about them. Open a few documents and see if you can spot any
changes there as well. If an application 's menus do not reflect user
settings or other custom information, double-check to see if all
resource ftles are in order and in their proper place.

If a test launching .fails, it may indicate that the application is copy-protected.
Some copy-protected applications cannot be transferred at all, others are transferred in garbled form, and still others demonstrate their copy protection only
when the user attempts to launch the copy. These types of software require a
separate approach to hard disk transfer.

Loading Copy-Protected Files
The issue of copy protection remains hotly contested. Software developers
defend its use as a necessary means of protecting their financial and intellectual
investment. Users deplore it as an major inconvenience.

Default icons
for applications
(left) and documents (right)

Application

D

Document
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In the Macintosh world, the issue has more or less been decided in favor of the
user. In fact, nowadays hardly any Macintosh software is released with copy
protection. Although, copy protection may be on its way out, many users still
find themselves with a necessary application or two that incorporates some sort
of protection scheme.
In general, copy-protection falls into five categories:

• Key disk software can be copied freely but will only run when the
original or "key" disk is placed in a floppy drive. Some of these are
programs demand the key disk not just upon startup, but also at random times during a work session. Software of this type can probably be copied to your hard disk, but since you'll have to use the
floppy anyway, it's hardly worth the bother.
• Uncopyab/e software either can't be copied, or else the copied
"duplicate" version will not work (or at least not work very well).
You're limited to working directly with the floppy.
• Semicopyable software can be transferred to either a floppy or hard
disk, but only a limited number of copies can be transferred, and of
those, only a few are copyable.
• Serialized software requires the one-time entry of a serial number
before the application will run. You're limited to working directly
with the floppy.
• Random quiz copy protection is also a frequent tactic. With it, each
time the application is launched, the user is asked to provide information from the manual, such as "Type the last word of the first
paragraph on page 36." This method of copy protection is most
often seen in games.
For the most part, each of these copy-protection tactics applies only to applications, not to documents created with them.
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If you are a registered owner of an application that uses copy protection, you
can often get a nonprotected upgrade from the publisher for a small fee. The
main exceptions are game manufacturers, most of whom have no plans to abandon copy protection in the near future.

Copy Protection and the Law
The microcomputer software industry has made many millionaires (and a billionaire or two) since taking off in the 1970s. So it's understandable that
software companies seek to protect their copyrights to the fullest extent of the
law. Unfortunately, most national and international laws regarding copyrights
and intellectual property were written for static printed media, not interactive,
changeable electronic media. Statutes will eventually catch up with the Information Age, but for the present the legal issues implied in software ownership are
still somewhat fuzzy for the average consumer: what industry figures call
"software piracy" is often an act of innocence or ignorance.
Only a lawyer could fully explain all the implications of software law. But from
a user's standpoint, you should know a few main principles that (unless otherwise stated by the manufacturer) apply to most of the software commercially
available for the Macintosh.
• You have a right to preserve and transfer aJI files and applications.
Even if your software is copy protected, it's okay to duplicate it for
purposes of convenience, safety, or just to protect your investment.
That includes backups and hard disk transfers.
• You may duplicate freely, but you cannot use your duplicates in a
situation that would legitimately require you to purchase another
copy of the software. In other words, you can make a backup of a
program for your office computer, and the co-worker who shares
your office computer can use the backup program at work. Your coworker, however, cannot be using your backup ve rsion on another
computer while you're using the same program on your home computer. Software designed for multiple users and software sold under
a "group user" or "site" license are exceptions to this rule.
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• Your documents are your property. Copyright laws apply to applications and other programs, not to the documents created with them. If
you use a graphics program to create artwork, you're free to
copyright that artwork in your name, and you can sell it or give it
away as you see fit. You cannot, however, distribute copies of the
application you used to make the artwork, even if your intent is for
the application t.o be used solely to view your artwork.
There is one important exception to all of the above rules: shareware.
Shareware was developed as a means of distributing software without the
hassles of marketing and retailing. If a program has been designated as
shareware (this is usually noted in the "About. .. " portion of the Apple menu),
you' re encouraged to give away copies to anyone who might need one. Each
new user is asked to voluntarily become a registered user by sending in a fee to
the developer. I will discuss several shareware applications in this book.
No matter what the distribution method of software, there are compelling
reasons beyond compliance with the law for being a registered, legal user.
Legitimate users get more than software-they get documentation, technical
support, and free or inexpensive upgrades when the product is improved. Given
the growing ability and complexity of Macintosh application, it's getting harder
and harder not to be a registered user.

Spliced Applications
There's a third type of application, one that isn't exactly copy protected but
can' t be easily transferred from flopp y to hard disk. Usually it is called a
spliced or merge application, and it exists in two states: unassembled and
assembled.
Spliced applications are packaged and sold with the software spread across
several floppy disks; at least one of the disks also includes an "installation" program, which reassembles the segments of the application on a hard disk or
other storage device. Spliced applications may be used because the application
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itself is too large for a single floppy, or because effective installation (with the
supporting resource files in all the right places) involves more than simply dragging icons. PageMaker, for example, now requires fo ur floppy disks to contain
all its featu res and attendant fi les.

If you have a spliced application in unassembled form, try to install it on your
hard disk directly from the original floppies by launching the installation program and following the prompts. Avoid making a floppy-to-folder copy of each
of the disks. You'll save time and space that way, and you might save yourself a
system crash. If you use the floppy-to-folder method, you will have to launch
the installation program from the hard disk, which may be difficult because of
assumptions it makes about floppies and drives.
If you have already assembled a spliced application on another storage device,
you can transfer it by simply daisy-chaining your hard disk to the device and
copying over aJI files. It's the floppies that present the biggest problem when
transferring spliced applications: a fai lure of any floppy in the set to transfer
can render the entire program unusable. Moreover, floppy-by-floppy copies
onto other floppies don't always produce a working duplicate set. In these instances, the user is in the odd position of using a hard disk as a backup for a
floppy! If you must do this, be sure to back up your hard disk regularly with an
effective backup program. The most capable ones will preserve all data in floppy-sized chunks, regardless of file size or copy protection scheme. Backup
programs are discussed in Chapter 5.

MultiFinder: Ne'" Windows on Your Work
Having a hard disk doesn' t just eliminate the time you formerly spent juggling
floppies. It opens up new work horizons, since much advanced and innovative
software requires the space and speed of a hard disk. In fact, nearly all of the
latest Macintosh software is written for hard disk-based systems; they'll barely
run on floppies, if at all.
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Foremost among this class of hard-disk-dependent software is the system
software itself, which, with the inclusion of MultiFinder, increased the productivity of the Macintosh. MultiFinder lets you work with several applications at
once, switching back and forth between them with the ease of a single mouse
click.
The capabilities MultiFinder offers are often referred to as " multitasking," but
it's not multitasking in the strictest sense. Although multiple applications can be
open at any one time, only one application can be "active," i.e., exploiting the
processing power of the Macintosh CPU. When not active, an open application
is held in suspension. In contrast, a true multitasking system (such as UNIX) allows work to be completed " in the background": for instance, a graphic can be
rendered automatically while a word processor is also being used. Under conventional System software, the onlyreal background processing to be found is
in the PrintMonitor, which can process printing commands without interrupting
your work. It does so by "stealing" CPU time during moments when the active
application is idle-those fractions of a second when a key isn 't being pressed,
or a mouse moved, or the screen display doesn' t need changing.

~\
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Under System 6, MultiFinder is an option; you can turn it on
or off at will (although you do need to restart the system
before the cltange takes effect). With the introduction of
System 7, MuhiFinder was incorporated into the Finder itself,
and became a permanent part of its operatiom. Although
Apple retired the term "MultiFinder" in System 7, I use it
here to refe r to the technology, which remaim essentially the
same under both System versions.
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An Introduction to MultiFinde•·
Like the Finder, MultiFinder is an application that opens, manages, and manipulates Macintosh files in accordance with your commands. When you launch an
application with the Finder, the application is simply read into the RAM. Since
only one application can run at a time, the Finder is only concerned that there's
adequate available memory, and any unused RAM remains unused.
In contrast, MultiFinder not only reads the file into RAM, it confines the application to a designated portion of the total available memory. This frees up
the remainder of the RAM for other files. MultiFinder keeps the files carefully
segregated, expanding or contracting the various regions as necessary. The
Finder is always the first of the applications launched, so normal operations
(the desktop, etc.) are always just a mouse click away.
I've already mentioned that MultiFinder doesn 't give you true multitasking
capability. But since you can activate an application simply by clicking on its
window, you can use Multi Finder to perfatm several meaningful tasks at once.

If you're equipped with System 5 or System 6, you can enable Multi Finder by
selecting Set Startup from the Special menu. Notice that the dialog box contains
several options, as shown in Figure 3.18; after you select MultiFinder, you can
choose what files, if any, you'd like to have opened automatically upon startup.
This is a useful feature if you use a particular application each time you start up
the Mac . Under System 7 , Set Startup options are not avai Iable.

~~
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The System 7 MolliFinder does not allow you to recouf'igure
its startup options lo open a particular file or application

automatically. You arc taken straight to the desktop on startup.
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If you want to see the familiar desktop setup whenever you start up your Macintosh, choose the M ultiFinder Only option; MultiFinder will be active, but only
the Finder will be automatically launched. To open each work session with a
particular application launched or document opened, select the desired icon
before opening Set Startup. You 'II find the name of the file in the same location
as the phrase Selected Items is in Figure 3. 18; that's the button you' ll want to
select.

If you' d like to go directly to a frequently used work e nvironment (say, a word
processor with a spell-checking DA), you can select Opened Applications and
DAs. But you ' II fi rst have to shut down and restart the Macintosh under MultiF inder in order to keep the applications and DAs open while switching back to
the Finder.
The desktop of a Macintosh running under MultiF inder looks the same as that
of any other Mac, with the exception of a miniature version of the active
application's icon that is displayed in the upper-right comer of the screen (Figure 3. 19). Not only is this is a helpful identifier, it 's also a button (System 6) or
a menu (System 7). Under System 6, c licking on this icon will make another
loaded application the active one; the icon will change to indicate which application is active. If three or more appl ications (including the Finder) have
been loaded, they will be acti vated in alphabetical order.
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icon lndlcaling currently active
application (click to change)

ln /elface
modifications
under
Multi Finder
(System 6)

display of all currently launched
applications

Under System 7, the right-hand corner icon is a pull-down menu (Figure 3
Clickin g on it displays not only a list of launched applications, but also a
Hide and Show commands, which are important tools for combatting
MultiFinder, with its multiple applications running in a myriad of open w
dows, seems to breed clutter. But when the Hide command is selected, all
windows pertaining to that particular command are hidden, just as if the
lion had been closed. Selecting the Show command restores the opened wi
dows. When you want to focus on a single open application, you can se
Hide Others when that application's window is active. All other windows
be suppressed .
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System 6's clickable icon is convenient, but its limitation to alphabetical order
can make it inefficient-why activate HyperCard when you 're trying to shift
from Adobe illustrator to QuarkXpress? The easiest way to shift active applications is to simply click on the desired window, but sometimes that window is
obscured by others. That's why a third method exists: under the Apple menu,
the loaded applications are listed below the DAS . The active one has an adjacent checkmark, and you can activate another by selecting it.
Once you've experimented with MultiFinder and feel comfortable with its features, you' 11 want to try it in your day-to-day work. If you don ' t need to shift
rapidly from one application to another, you may find MultiFinder unnecessary.
If you need to work with several large applications, you may find your computer 's RAM insufficient to load more than two applications at once. Some
programs written before the advent of System 6 can't be loaded under MultiFinder because they make assumptions about RAM that Multi Finder cannot
manage.

Options for Storing Doeutnents
You create, save and store documents because you want to preserve your work,
and you can choose fro m a number of formats for saving your documents. You
preserve disk space if you choose wisely. The first step in selecting a file format
is an analysis of your requirements: do you only want to store the information
contained in a file, or do you need to store it in a specific form?
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Normal Mode
Unless you' ve selected other options, most applications automatically sav
your work in normal mode. If you store a document this way, it will look
or Jess the same when you reopen it (although using a different System c
cause changes). Normal mode is the most memory-intensive format. It is
best choice for work data, for documents in an unfmished state, or fo r doc
ments you want to open, consult and perhaps borrow from quickly.
You can always save a new document in normal mode and save it later in
another format. Usually, if you try to save a document in a different mode ith
Save As, the original document it usually not changed; instead, a copy of e
document is saved under the new format, often with a slightly modified n e.
You ' ll have to return to the Finder, throw away the old document, and giv
new document the correct name.

Text-Only Mode
Many applications dealing heavily with words, such as page layout progra s
and word processors, offer the option of saving only the text in a documen In
these ftles, all formatting information-fonts, headers/footers, pagination
discarded.
Along with the advantage they offer in saving space, text-only files are us
for transferring documents larger than the Cli pboard can handle from one
plication to another. Some text-only files can also be transferred to other o erating systems, such as MS-DOS or UNIX.
The text-only format can be useful for storing your archival data, but take are
to use it only when you' re sure that the words alone, and not the fom1ats,
worth saving. Otherwise, you may save disk space but lose a lot of time in
laborious reformatting. And just how much space can be saved is a functi of
how fu ll the resource fo rk is: an elaborate five-page document may be hal the
size in text only mode, whereas a hundred-page document with few forma
variations may stand to lose only a few kilobytes.

~1
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Otltet• Modes
Depending upon the parent application, document files can also be saved in a
variety of other modes. Experiments and experience will help you make the
most of these options, but bear in mind that just because an application can save
a document in one format doesn't mean that it can read the resulting file.
• Word processors often let the user select a fo rmat that changes the
parent application. Microsoft Word documents, for example, can be
saved as Mac Write documents. Another common option is the Interchange fo rmat, which can pass text and formatting data among incompatible applications. If you want to open a WriteNow file in
Microsoft Word, you' ll need to convert it to an Interchange file first.
• Graphics applications can often import, export and convert documents in a number of formats. For example, ImageStudio can save
files in MacPaint format, in Encapsulated PostScript format or
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF). Choosing any of these is more
an act of modification than preservation, since the resulting document will be radically different from the original, and suitable for
different uses. Unless you need to use multiple applications on the
same graphic fi le, you 're probably best off saving in normal mode.
• Spreadsheets are applications that can generate multiple document
types: text files, charts, graphs, and the spreadsheets themselves.
When sav ing such fi les, you may be faced with the option of linking
or unlinking. Linked documents draw their raw data from the
spreadsheet; they change to reflect changes in the spreadsheet. If
you don't want a linked document to change with the spreadsheet,
either unlink it or save it in the format of another application.

File Cotnpt•ession
Document format options can be used to save disk space, but if you' re looking
to maximize your disk space, you'll want to use a file compression utility.
These programs squeeze most files (applications and DAs as well as documents) down to a bare minimum of space, but they do have drawbacks.
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There are two main types of file compressors available today: archive uti li es,
which work as stand-alone applications, and "on the fly" compressors, wh h
automatically compress files during the course of the user's regular work. rchive compressors weren't created with hard disk optimization in mi nd; th y
were created to save money on phone bills. Electronic bulletin boards ofte
allow users to transfer, or download, files via modem. But even with highspeed modems, downloading a single, modest-sized application could tak an
hour or more. Compression programs such as Stufflt, Packlt, and MacArc ·an
cut that time drastically. The file is compressed before it's placed on the b
board. Once downloaded, the file must be decompressed, usually with an
copy of the same utility, before it can be used.
Compressors can significantly reduce a fi le's size, but they cost the user ti
spent in compressing and decompressing a file. A one megabyte file can b
squeezed to less than half its normal size, but it may take two to five mi nu
(dependening on the processing power of your computer) to restore it to a
operable condition. For that reason, compression is usually useful primari
with archival data, where preservation is more important than accessibili
However, if you have a relative ly powerful Macintosh (such as a Mac ll s
PowerBook or Quadra), and if the majority of your files are small- to me
sized, you may benefit from an "on the fly" compressor such as DiskDou
(see below).

e
s

ries,
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llow Co1npression \\'ot•ks
Although the particulars may differ, the basic principle behind compressi
software is the same. Sometimes a description of a fi le takes up less spa
the file itself. The typical compression utility first analyzes a file determi s
what information can be safely discarded. For instance, if a graphics file
tains a large amount of white space, the utility may discard the color info ation about those areas, and make a general note that an area should be dis layed
as white if there is no color information available.
Once the file has been reduced to i~s essentials, the computer substitutes t e
standard eight-bit code for graphics and characters with codes of varying
lengths, assigning the shortest ones to the characters that show up most o en
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in the file. For example, in an English-language text file, a compression utility
might replace the eight-bit code for the most prevalent character (usually the
letter "e") with a three-bit one. This encoding process is what achieves the
greatest compression effect, especially in text files. Some decompression standards go a step further, substituting short codes not only for characters but for
common words, such as the or and. As I noted in Chapter 1, the byte is the
basic unit of data acknowledged by the Macintosh; when dealing with an uncompressed file, the computer identifies letters, numbers and other characters
by their unique ASCII code, each of which occupies a single byte. When the
file is decompressed, the utility substitutes the longer, Mac-readable ones for
the shorter codes.
The difference between an eight-bit code and a three-bit one might not seem
that big, but it adds up: a good compression utility can reduce a text fi le by
about 50 percent. Most applications and graphics files don't compress as well,
since they rely less on text or other repeating characters.

Working witlt Stufflt
Of the current archive-type compression utilities, Stufflt (shown in Figure 3.21) is
the one you '11 encounter most often. If you plan on downloading files from bulletin
board or electronic mail systems, you'II probably need a copy. It offers three
choices of compression methods: RLE (which is automatically used if the file is
under 25K), LZW and Huffman. The respective advantages of these depend upon
the charac;teristics of the file itself, but you can insuuct the application to simply
select the one most appropriate for the task. Stufflt has the added advantage of
being able to open and convert ftles that have been compressed with Packlt.
Stufflt saves one or more files in an archive, which is much like a folder but
can be opened only from inside Stufflt. When you launch Stufflt, you begin
work by either opening an existing archive or creating a new one; either way,
the contents of the archive folder will be displayed in Stufflt's main window.
Once the archive folder is open, you can add, compress, uncompress, rename,
or delete any or all files . lf the archive is especially large, you can even break it
into segments small enough to fit on individual floppies.

~1
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The archive arrangement is convenient, but it can lead to confusion since
can't tell the Finder to determine the contents of the archive; you must
archive with Stuffit to inspect it. For that reason, try to name and populate
chives on a logical basis. For example, keep business correspondence in an
chive titled "Business Correspondence.sit." (All Stuffit files are
given the ".sit" suffix.) You can add new files to a document at any time,
you can't transfer a compressed file from one archive to another. You' 11
decompress it first.
There are three versions of Stufflt, each of which are not I 00% compatible
others. Stufflt Classic is the shareware version, which has many of the 1vaLw'""""1
the commercially-available Stufflt Deluxe, including virus detection and the
to view the contents of an archive folder without uncompressing it. The third
sion, Stufflt 1.5.1 , is an earlier shareware version that is still in use on many
it only opens archives created by either of the other two versions if they were
as Stufflt 1.5.1 archives. Only Stuffit Deluxe includes Magic Menu, an INIT
lows the utility to function on the fly, much like DiskDoubler.

Working with DiskDoubler
DiskDoubler is the most efficient and easiest to use of the "on the fly"
of file compression utilities. Once you use DiskDoubler to compress a file,
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won't need to decompress it to access it; decompression is done automatically when you launch the file. DiskDoubler will automatically recompress
the file when you are done.
DiskDoubler places another menu category, named " DD," on the Finder's
menu bar (Figure 3.22). When a file or folder is highlighted, selecting Compress from the DD menu will begin the compression process. A status window
(Figure 3.23) will display the utility's progress, and let you know just how
much space is being saved. A file compressed with DiskDoubler retains its
original icon, but with a tiny " DD" in the lower-le ft corner.
DiskDoubler pretty much lives up to its name: although the amount of disk
space saved varies file to file, the overall effect of the compression is to double
the number of files you can place on your hard disk. However, it's unlikely that
you' ll want to compress every file on your drive. Applications and fonts compress only minimally, and it's usually not worth the hassle to decompress them
every time you want to use them.
Another thing to keep in mind is that even though a file compressed by DiskDoubler retains its icon (in a slightly modified form), the file is treated by the
Macintosh as belonging to DiskDoubler, not the application with which it was
created. This can cause confusion when trying to open a document from within

DiskDoubler's
DD menu
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an application. For example, QuarkXPress (a desktop publishing program)
might not recognize a compressed X press file, and therefore might not list i n
the Open dialog box. In such a cases, you '11 need to retu rn to the Finder and
decompress the file before proceeding.

File Compression Cards
The problem with on-the-fly compression utilities such as DiskDoubler or S ffIt Deluxe is that they take time to work-the larger the file, the longer it tak
to compress and decompress it. That's why some manufacturers offer a hard
ware solution, in the form of compression cards.
Most compression cards are of the NuB us configuration, designed to fit into
members of the Macintosh II and Quadra fami lies. Once installed, they sup y
dedicated processing power to a compression utility, intercepting the proces
before it's passed to the Macintosh CPU. In most cases, a compression card
will make the compression process all but invisible to the user. These cards
aren't cheap, but they're often more cost-effective than the purchase of an a ditional hard drive. If much of your work involves large graphics files, a com ession card can be an intelligent investment.
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Coutpucting the Desktop File
One of the largest files on your hard disk may be an invisible one. It's called the
Desktop file, and although you can't see it without a utility program (such as
ResEdit), it usuaJly resides on the root level of each volume. It's essentiaJly a
list of aJI the information the Macintosh needs in order to accurately represent
the contents of every file on the volume: the icons, the type ID of files, instructions on where to find the application needed to launch a document, and so on.
It's read whenever you open a folder or double-click on an icon.
The more files and folders you have on your hard disk, the bigger the Desktop
file-and since much of the information isn 't automatically purged, it can grow
even bigger with time. In fact, the bigger it is, the longer it takes the Macintosh
to read it, and it can become so big that normal operations start to slow down.
This shows up most often on hard disks of 80 megabytes or more, but it's not
uncommon on drives of lesser capacity.
Fortunately, you can compact the Desktop file by holding down the Option and
Command keys during startup. This command will prevent most INITs from
loading. A dialog box will appear, as~ing if you want to proceed with a desktop
rebuild. Doing so will not affect operations in any way, but the display formats
of some folders may be changed, and some custom icons may be replaced with
default versions.

~,.._
IP --------,~
To compact the Desktop file, hold down the Option and X
keys during startup.
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I n the previous chaptec, we looked at the factocs Involved In cceating, modifying,
and managing data on the Macintosh. Now we' II turn from general concepts to
practical principles, detailing a number of e lements and approaches to hard disk
organization. Although this chapter presents specific scenarios, you're encouraged to create your own customized strategy, drawing from any or all of
the following.
We' ll begin by covering the topic of navigating your hard disk's directory and
the methods for locating a file quickly. Next, we' ll turn to folders-fonnat
options, display features, alternatives, and related info nnation and advice. We' ll
also review alternative data locations, such as on the desktop and on partitioned
volumes. Finally, since fiies can get lost on even the most thoroughly organized
hard disk, we'll look at a few of the available high-speed file search-utilities.
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Folders, Files and Conceptual Piles:
Making Sense of Macintosh
Document Organization
As anyone who has used one knows, the Macintosh organizes and manages
files in a manner that mirrors real life. Instead of directories, the Mac uses'
folders", whose icons are shaped roughly like mani la folders. The topmost
of data isn' t the root, but rather the desktop. And files aren 't deleted, they'r
thrown into the "Trash." This file cabinet metaphor makes it easy to learn h
to work with the Macintosh, but the metaphor only goes so far. A real-worl
folder can hold only so many pieces of paper, but a Macintosh folder can n
only contain hundreds of documents, but "nested" folders (folders within
folders within folders) as well. Similarly, while a hard disk may be roughly
analogous to a real-world file cabinet, today's high-capacity drives (such as
CD-ROM drives) can contain more information than a roomful of fi ling
cabinets. That's why special skills are needed to easily and consistently
manage your data in a manner that doesn't cramp your working style.
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In the following pages, I'll help you develop those special skills. We'llloo at
the general principles behind file management and at specific choices you n
make to keep your fi les from becoming little more than computerized heap of
information.

Preltistory: the Macintosh Filing System (MFS)
In Chapter 2, I mentioned that System files previous to Version 3.2 should
be used because they contain the outmoded Macintosh File System (MFS)
rather than the Hierarchical File System (HFS). Here's why: MFS was crea
with the expectation that all Macintoshes would be work with only one or t
floppy disk drives and that all floppy disks would hold a relatively limited
amount of information-about 400 KB apiece. MFS created folders that
weren't really folders. All files and folders placed in other folders didn 't ac
ally exist on other organizational levels-they were still on the same root I
Their individual file icons were simply replaced by the folder icon. In other
words, MFS folders were a convenient way to designate a group of files, b
the organization was only cosmetic. The difference between representation
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reality was most apparent when one tried to open a file from within an application. The Mac intosh desktop may have seemed uncluttered (top), with files
neatly grouped in folders, but in the application, the user still needed to scroll
through every file on disk (bottom). The folders were nowhere in evidence.

The Hiet•arellleal File Systent (HFS)
With the advent of double-sided floppies, serial port hard disks, and finally
SCSI buses, MFS soon became unmanageable. HFS replaced it in 1986. HFS
creates folders in true nested subdirectories. Under HFS, users can navigate
through volumes from within an application and do so far more rapidly because
files are stored in a useful folder structure.
HFS has its drawbacks, however. A misplaced file can be difficult to find.
And the proliferation of folder levels can lead to "over-organization," with
files tucked away so deeply in the hierarchy that simply locating one becomes
a tedious process.
Because a disk's file system is active whenever a volume is mounted, you ' ll
want HFS not only on your hard disk, but also on any reasonably full floppies
you use regularly.
There are a number of ways to determine which file system is present on disk:
• Check the Finder file; if it's Version 5.0 or earlier, it features MFS.
• If a disk does not contain a Finder file, try seeing if folders disappear when the Open command is selected from within an application. If they disappear, MFS is present.

• In every open folder window, there are two c losely spaced lines
right under the space where the column headings are displayed. On
an HFS system, the space between the lines is fi lled with one pixel
on the far left, below the number of the items. Under MFS, the
space is entirely clear (Figure 4. 1).
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If you want to convert an MFS disk to HFS , first make sure that the Macint h
is started with an HFS System file. Make a backup of the disk's contents (a
make sure the copy is a functional one). Then select the disk and choose Er e
Disk from the Special menu in the Finder. The disk will be reformatted for
HFS. Complete the task by copying all the files back to the disk, and dispos
of the duplicates on the hard disk.

Navigating in tlte Maeintoslt Environmen
In this section, we' ll discuss the basics of getting around in your Macintosh
work environment-locating, opening, closing, saving, and copying fileswith a minimum of delay or confusion. Unless otherwise noted, the principl s
presented here apply to both System 6 and System 7.

Opening and Saving: the Standard File Dialog B
Take a look at the two dialog boxes in Figure 4.2. Both are actually version
the same standard File dialog box, a Toolbox feature that most applications
often with minor modifications. The first time you save a document, and ev
time you choose the Save As option, you' II likely see some version of the fi
box. Every time you try to open an existing document from within an appli tion, chances are you ' II see a variation of the second.
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The File di alog box is located next to the Finder and is the main portal through
which you ' ll navigate your hard disk. The HFS has features that may not be obvious to the casual user. Let's take a look at a few.

t•atta Name Navigation
When you save a docume nt, where is it stored? Unless you specify otherwise,
it ' ll be stored in the folder from which you entered the application. The sequence of nested folders in which a file is stored is known as the fi le's path, or
path name. It is d isplayed whenever you click on the folder name field, located
directly above the folder contents field (F igure 4.3) .
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This path name field is more than a box; it's also a menu. You can move up e
hierarchy by any number of levels by simply selecting the target level. To
navigate down the hierarchy, double-click on any folder in the folder content
window. If necessary, you can scroll the contents window to locate the desire
folder. With these tools, you'll be able to save or seek a file anywhere on any I
currently mounted volume on your system, without first quitting your curren
application. To shift the search to another mounted volume, click on the Driv
button.
System 7 takes the process a step farther. Instead of stopping at the volume
level, the path goes all the way to the root level of the Macintosh, the level o
which the Finder maintains the desktop. This makes it easier to search multip
volumes mounted on the same Mac, since you don 't have to click the Drive
button. (Figure 4.4)
By the way, there's a shortcut to climbing back up the hierarchy: clicking on e
name or icon of the current volume will automatically move you one level up
the hierarchy. Path names are listed in descending order, fro m current folder t
volume root level, but in this book, "up" will always refer to the direction of e
root, or highest level.
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In a Save or Save As di alog box, only the folders can be opened, whereas in the
Open dialog box, both folders and files are accessible . However, the Open box
can be misleading. Sometimes, fi les that the application cannot recognize are
no t listed at all, so don 't panic if a folder containing valuable data appears to be
empty. Furthermore, the files that can be selected are not necessarily ones that
belong to the application you ' re in at the moment. For instance, the Open
dialog box in Microsoft Word will list all Mac Write documents as selectable,
even though se lecting one wi ll actually start a time-consuming conversion
process instead of opening the original file directl y. Also, some utility applications will prevent ftles from appearing in dialog box lists. For example, if you
use a file compression program such as Disk Doubler, don't panic if a file
doesn't show up in the Open dialog box; it may j ust be compressed in a fo rmat
that the parent application is unable to read. You can use the Finder to take a
look at the actual folder and fi nd the file .

~·,p__-------,~
Don't panic if a file fails to turn up in the Open dialog box; it
may just be saved in a format unrecognizable to the application you're presently in. H in doubt, use the Finder to
inspect the folde r directly.
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All path name navigation can be done before the Save or Save As button is
selected; once the path name is set, all files will be saved to that locale. Desig
nating a "home" for a file as you create it is the most efficient way to go, but
does have its limitations. In most cases, you can 't use the standard File dialo
box to relocate a file once you've saved it, nor can you create a new folder, o
rename a file or folder (some application File dialog boxes allow you to do
this). To do those tasks, you'll need to return to the Finder, or use a Finder au mentation program like Directory Assistance (see Chapter 9).

Field Navigation
Since folders can hold numerous files and folders, the folder field can becom
imposingly long. You can scroll up and down the field until you find the file
folder, but fortunately, there is a shortcut that makes the task easier.
The contents of the field are always listed in alphabetical order, with the first
file or folder automatically selected w9enever the dialog box opens. You can I
skip down the list by typing a characte or two from the keyboard: the first fil
beginning with those characters will be selected. In other words, typing h wil
select the first file starting with "h" or "H" (the function ignores upper and
lower case). However, don't pause too long between characters: typing j and
in rapid succession should select "Job File," but a pausing too long between
characters could select "Orientation Notes" instead.
The Macintosh tries to match these keystrokes as closely as possible, but it d s
allow a margin for error. If you type z and a file or folder beginning with that
letter does not exist, it'll select the file whose name starts with the closest lett r
before the keystroke, such as "y" or "w" or "v." Numbers, spaces, and other
nonalphabetic characters precede letters in the folder field, so any one of thos
keystrokes will send you to the top of the list.

Using Default Features
One of the things that makes the Macintosh so helpful for beginners is its use
of defaults: whenever a choice needs to be made, the computer either present
an automatic option or makes the safest course the easiest to take. As such,
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unnamed document will be saved as "Untitled," or an attempt to throw away
an application will prompt an "Are you sure?" message before the task is
completed.
To the experienced user, such default functions may seem unnecessary and unwelcome. But defaults can also be useful shortcuts in a number of circumstances.
• The double border default. In dialog boxes that offer more than
one choice, the option button with the thick double border (as in Figure 4.5) can be selected by pressing the Return key. Even if none of
the buttons has a double border, the Return key will usually select
one option or another; experimentation will reveal which.
• The field selection default. Most dialog boxes which allow the user
to enter text or numbers automatically highlight the contents of one
field. To change the contents, you don't have to select, delete, or
backspace over it-just start typing. This can be a tricky feature,
since an accidental keystroke can make major changes, and Undo
doesn't work in dialog boxes. If an accident of this sort happens,
don't try to restore everything to its original condition; just click on
the Cancel option and open the dialog box a second time.
• The "Save changes" default. When you' ve completed work on a
document, you don't need to save and close it before quitting the application. The Quit command will open a "Save changes" dialog
box (in which "Yes" is usually the double-bordered default choice)
for each open document. Whether or not you choose to save the
changes, the document will be closed automatically.
• The tab default. When a dialog box has multiple boxes for data
entry, pressing the tab key will usually advance the cursor to the
next user-accessible box. Try it the next time you issue a print command; the Print dialog box will appear with the Copies box selected,
but pressing the tab key, either before or after making an entry, will
move the cursor to the From box. Pressing the tab key again will move
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it to the To box. This function cycles through all the boxes; when the cursor is in the last box, the next press of the tab key will return the
cursor to the first. However, applications do not employ this method
consistently.

double-bordered box

Any double
bordered box

can be activated with tire

Go To

P11ge Number:

====

"return" key

These are just some of the more common default features of the Macintosh,
they may be missing from applications that depart from the standard user-i
face guidelines. With experience and experimentation, you'll discover mor
these default actions.

d

Working with Folders
Folders are more than a means of conveniently grouping files- they're on
the best tools for structuring your Macintosh work environment. The first s
in using folders to your advantage is gaining an understanding about their t: tures. Let's take a look at the most important ones.

Folder windows remember their place on your screen. To see how this wor
double-click on a folder to open it. Click and drag on the title bar area to m
the window anywhere on the screen. Then close it and click it open again;
you reposition it, the window will continue to open in the location you spe
With this feature, you can work with multiple folders without getting lost ·
clutter of overlapping windows.

s,
ve
til
y.
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Folder windows have two sizes. Click on a folder, and then move the size box
(the lower right comer of the window) to make the window as long or thin,
large or small as you like. This size is the set size of the window. The folder
window will take this form every time you open it. Of course, you can change
the set size at any time.
But the window has another size,Ju!l size. Clicking on the zoom box in the
upper right comer will expand the window to a width of nine inches and a
depth roughly equivalent to the depth of your monitor's screen. For all compact
Macintoshes, full size is the ~uivalent of full-screen size. On modular Macintoshes with large monitors, full size does not fill the entire screen.
Windows remember their View format. There are seven different ways that a
folder window can display its contents. When a folder is created, its window
displays it contents "by Icon." However, the order in which the files are displayed can be changed by selecting another format from the View menu while
the folder is open and active.

View fonnats are probably one of the most underudllzed
features of the Macintosh. Even experienced

~en

often

prefer only one formal, which they apply unifonnly to all
folders. But each fonnat has its own distinct advantases, and
when used in combination with each other, they can gready
add to the clarity of hard disk organization.
'

View by Icon
The Icon view (Figure 4.6) displays all files with full-size icons. This format is
useful if you need to easily identify applications and documents at a glance.
The large icons also make it easy to select and drag files with the mouse.

111;-
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However, the format takes up a lot of screen space and is best used with fol ers
that have relatively few ftles. What's more, since the icons can be arranged ~
any manner, the folder can easily become cluttered and icons can get " lost" y
being placed too far below the main grouping. You can tidy up such a folde by
selecting Clean Up Window from the Special menu. You can scroll around !>
find it, but often it's easier to simply change the folder format to View by N me.

H you have System 7, you can rearrange the files in an Icon
view window into name, size, kind, label, or date order. Press
the Option key while opening the Special menu; the Clean Up
Window command will change to reflect the view format used

prior to the Icon view format. For example, if the window was
in View by Name format prior to its current View by Icon

format, preBBing the Option key will change the Clean Up
command to Clean Up by Name, and the command will not
only tidy up the window's contents, but will alphabetize the
files as well. To sort an Icon view window in size, kind, label,
or date order, shnply select the desired view format, reselect
the View by Icon format, press the Option key, and select the
Clean Up command.
~----------------------------~------------------~--~

·---

View by Small leon
This fom1at is a variation of the View by Icon format. Icons are one-quarter
size of the latter format, and the file names are listed to the right of rather th
beneath the icons. Small icons can fit more densely into a window, but this
leads to their disadvantage: the miniature versions of many icons are difficu
distinguish from one another (Figure 4.7). This may not be a problem if yot
familiar with the names of your applications and documents. But if such is
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case, why not use an even more compact view format? View by Small Icon is
most useful for folders whose contents need to be arranged in a custom,
idiosyncratic fashion, such as a "Prioritized projects" folder.

View by Name
Under the View by Name format (Figure 4.8), icons become so small as to be
unidentifiable. As a result, application-specific icons are replaced with default
icons for their file type: all applications share the same icon, as do all documents. All files and folders are listed in a single column in alphabetical order.
You can drop one folder into another, but you can't change the order of files
and folders without changing file names and the reordering won't take place
until you close and reopen the window. As in the standard File dialog box,
numbers, spaces, and symbols appear before letters in the file list.
Since icon standardization could lead to confusion, the View by Name window
has a "Kind" column, which lists the parent application of a document. This ·
way, you 'll know which application you're launching when you open a document. But since the Kind column is limited to 18 characters, the entry is often
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longer than the column width, as indicated by the trailing ellipsis( ... ). You an
see the complete Kind entry by selecting the file and choosing Get Info fro
the File menu.
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In addition to the file name and parent application, View by Name also displays
the file's Size and when it was Last Modified. In System 6, the Size column
does not display the size of folders; in System 7, it does.
Not only does this format display more flle information than either of the Icon
view formats, its inherent orderliness and compactness can make for a very neat
desktop. Yet you do need to take a few precautions. A file or folder can be
selected not only by clicking on its icon, but by clicking anywhere in the adjacent horizontal band area (on any of the category entries and all spaces in between). However, since the icons are very close together, casual clicking can
accidentally select and start dragging a file or folder, which can then be inadvertently dumped into another folder. If you're dragging from one folder to
another, don't release the mouse button until you're sure that none of the target
folder's subfolders are highlighted.
System 7 adds another useful feature to the View by Name format. The miniaturized folders are accompanied by a small triangle to the left of the file icon
(Figure 4.9). When you click on the triangle, it will rotate 90 degrees and the
contents of the folder will "spill" temporarily into the currently active level.
Files in folders are distinguished from files in the current level by their indentation. Clicking on the triangle again returns the ctisplay to normal. This feature
makes inspecting folders less cumbersome since you don't have to open an new
window every time you want to see what's in a folder.

View by Date, Size, Kind, Color, and Label
Each of these four formats is a variation of the View by Name format. The data
categories, the default icons, and the automatic organization remain the same;
only the organization criterion varies. As with View by Name, you can determine the window format by looking for the underlined the category heading
(Figure 4.1 0).
View by Date rearranges the folder contents in order of date last modified (as
opposed to date created, which is recorded in each file or folder's Get Info
box). The modification date is drawn from the calendar setting in the Control
Panel.
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View by Size displays files in order from largest to smallest, as measured in
number of kilobytes, with folders bringing up the rear. If two or more files are
the same size, they will be listed alphabetically. This format is useful for folders
with applications you want to be readily accessible; since most applications are
larger than documents, they are placed at the top of the folder window.
View by Kind lists folder contents in order of type-applications, documents,
or folders-with documents placed first, then applications, and finally folders.
The files and folders are in alphabetical order.

~
Because ,the file type order can be customized, the View by
Kind format can be a versatile organizadonaltool. If you want
to change the order of a folder's content&, just empty the
folder, and 'reflll it in the desired sequence. Or you can simply
create a new folder, transfer the folder's content&, and rename the new folder after discarding the old, emptied folder.

View by Color (System 6 only) is an option for those Macintoshes that have a
color monitor. This option won 't show up in the View menu unless the
Monitors CDEV in the Control Panel is set for 16 or more colors. Although
color-capable Macintoshes can display up to 256 colors at once, only eight
colors are reserved by the system for file and folder designations: orange, red,
pink, light blue, dark blue, green, brown, and black. You can color-code an icon
by clicking on it, and then selecting color from the Color menu in the Finder
(Figure 4.11). Until you change their color, all files and folders will be displayed as black. In the folder window, the order of organization follows the
order on the Color menu, with files and folders of each color arranged in
alphabetical order.
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If your computer can employ the View by Color format, you'll fmd it to be
of the most useful of folder formats, enabling you to group applications,
ments, and folders together in any combination, based on any criteria. On
other hand, the format also requires constant updating; you 'll need to colorcode files and folders as they are created.And the subtleties of such
tion will be lost if you need to transfer your work to a black-and-white Ma.cmtoSJll.
Interestingly enough, the View by Color format will work on a Macintosh II
with a nongrayscale black-and-white monitor, but all of the eight colors will
be displayed as solid black, and only the computer will be able to differentiate them.
View by Label is the System 7 variation of View by Color. It's essentially
same as color-coding, but includes the option of assigning custom labels to
each color (Figure 4.12). You can change the labels by selecting Labels from
the Control Panels menu (under the Apple menu), and then typing in the
you want associated with each color.
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One advantage of the View by Label format is that you're not limited to factorypreset colors. If you want to pick an entirely new color, double-click one of the preset colors; you' 11 see a color wheel displayed (Figure 4.13), a representation of
the full spectrum of available shades of that color. Use your mouse to move the
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selection circle around o n the wheel, either by manipulating it directly orb adjusting the hue and brightness controls. When you are satisfied with the ne
color, click OK.

Storing on the Desktot•
Folders aren't the onl y place where fi les (or other fo lders) can be placed.
Another especially useful location is the desktop of the Macintosh itself-t e
home base screen, with the Trash icon in the lower right-hand comer and y r
hard disk 's icon in the upper right (Figure 4.14). Although you may at first el
a bit uneasy about plac ing important data near the Trash, it can be very use 1,
as you ' II soon see.
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To place a file or folder on the desktop, just drag it from its folder to a vacant
spot. You'll notice that no matter what the view format of its previous home,
the file's icon is automatically displayed in fu ll size. Although the Clean Up
command on the Special menu won't help, you can arrange any number of
icons on the desktop in any way you wish, and then shut down with confidence.
Upon rebooting, the icons will appear right where you left them (if they don't,
it's probably because the hard disk isn' t the current startup volume).

~-~
.p -------,~
You em• use the d esktop 88 a locnlio.n for the applications you use
most often, or ns a means of giving lOJt priority to projects that
demand special attention. And under System 6, if you really want
to uwke an application or document as prominent as possible, you
cmt use the MultiFinder's Set Startup feature to launch the
application or document automatically upon booting up.

As far as the HFS system is concerned, the desktop is simply part of the startup
volume's root level; a look at this level with any standard File dialog box will
show the desktop's contents incorporated into the scrolling list field. You can' t
use the File box to place a document on the desktop; you need to use the Finder
to place it there. However, System 7 dialog boxes recognize the desktop as a
valid file location (Figure 4. 15).
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If your machine is on a network that allows others to accesa
your hard disk, keep in mind that 61ee on your Mac's desktop

will also appear on their desktop when they mount your drive.
H, Cor example, both you and a co-worker have a folder
labeled ''Today's Work" on your respective deektope, the
moment she accesaes your drive, she'D have two "Today'•
Work" folders on her desktop. Needlesa to say, thU can lead
to some confusion, not to mention a lou of privacy.

Cleaning Up and Closing Up
With icons in a folder, or multiple folder windows on the screen, it often s ms
like the rule is " the more, the messier." Try these shortcuts to keep things
tidy and less tiresome. You' ll find that order breeds simplicity, and your h
disk will be more efficient, as well as easier to use.

Managing Icons
Icons and small icons are placement-sensitive; unlike the other folder fo
they can be arranged in any order on the monitor's screen. And when that
gets disorderly, you may have to resort to one of the following quick clean ps.
To tidy things up , select the Clean Up Window command from the Special zenu
in the Finde1: If the command reads Clean Up Selection instead, that's bee use
an icon inside the folder is currently selected; deselect it by clicking elsew ere
on the desktop and try again. The Clean Up command will align icons or s all
icons on an invisible grid, moving them from their present position to the
nearest grid coordinate. If an icon is not visible in the current window con guration, it'll be moved into any open space in the window. This command is ' seful for minor reorganization, and you may want to select it from time to ti e
just as a helpful habit.
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To maximize fo lder organization, hold down the Option key while selecting the
Clean Up command from the Special menu. When invoked, this command will
redraw the entire window's contents in a new, close formation. Icons will be
rearranged into a rectangular block, with no gaps between them. This command
is especially useful for thoroughly disorganized windows, and should be used
whenever you change the icon format.
Keep in mind, however, that the Clean Up commands organize the folder window,
not in the folder itself. As such, the icon organization is based on the size and shape
of the folder window; for example, if the window is long and skinny, the icons may
be placed in single ftle. If you're dissatisfied with the results of the Clean Up commands, res ize the folder window and try again.

To move or delete multiple objects in a single folder, hold down the Shift key
while clicking on the icons. You can select as many files and folders as you
want, relocating or disposing of them as a group. As long as you keep these two
keys depressed, you' ll be able to scroll and resize folder windows while maintaining your selections. If a wrong file or folder is included in the group by mistake, just c lick on it a second time to unselect it.

Clos ing F ohler Windows
Locating a particular file often entails plunging into the depths of your hard
disk's folder hierarchy, requiring you to open a half-doze n or more fo lders
before reaching your goaL Of course, when you are f inished working with the
file, you need to close all the folders that you opened. You could do this by
clicking on each folder window's close box; fortunate ly, there are less-tedious
alternatives.
To close each folder window one at a time, just press the Command (3€) and
W keys simultaneously. The active folder will close and the next folder in the
path will become the active one. You can repeat th is command until all nested
folders are closed. If you make a mistake, pressing the 3€ and 0 keys will
reopen the last fo lder c losed.

ORGAl'iiZING YOUR DISK

To close all the windows at once, hold down the Option key while closin
any one window (either by clicking in the close box or pressing 3€- W). AI
windows will be closed, including the root level window for the hard disk tself.
This is the quickest method, and the only method available when you hav a
number of open windows from unnested folders.

Mass Volume Searches, or
"I Know It's in Here Sontewhere"
Even the most thoroughly organized hard disk can sometimes lose files in
labyrinth of path names and nested folders. If you have at least a vague n ion
of the whereabouts of the file you want, you can try searching for it with t e
Finder. But if you don't know the file's general location, its type, or even s
name, you'll fmd the Finder little more than a time-consuming desperatio
effort. Fortunately, a number of programs have been developed to search
entire storage volume very quickly. Let's examine two of the most popul·
these utilities: Find File and GOfer.

Systelll 6: Working witlt Find File
Find File from Apple Computer was included as part of the System softw re
package in versions prior to System 7. Although it has the advantage of b ng
free, it has limited search capability. It can search only for file and folder
names, and cannot differentiate an entire file name from a simple string o
characters.
To use Find File, select it from the Apple menu. A window will appear (F ure 4.16); to initiate a search, type the desired name or characters into the
"Search for" field. If you want to search another hard or floppy disk, clic
the Hard Disk icon until the desired volume appears. Finally, click on the
bol that looks like a pedestrian "Walk" sign, or simply press the Return k
The program will begin searching from the root level. As the search conti
it will display the names of all the files and folders that match the "Searc
criteria. When the search is over, the Macintosh will beep and the crossw klike "Stop" symbol will be selected.
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The Find File
window

Fortunately, you don't have to wait until Find File has finished searching the
entire volume before you can monitor the results of the search. As each criteria
match is made, the file name is added to the scrolling field in the center of the
window. You can inspect any of the files by first clicking on the "Stop" symbol.
This won't end the search; it'll just freeze it until you click on "Walk" again.
You don't have to stop the search to examine a file. Just click on the desired
name. This will fill the bottom two portions of the Find File window. The left
box contains the file information usually found in the Get Info box-file type,
dates created and last modified, and file size. The right box contains the path
name of the file . You can use this path name as a "road map" to the file or
folder. But if you want to extract the file permanently from its present hiding
place, select Move to Desktop from the Find File menu. This will automatically
transfer the file from its current location to the desktop. (The desktop shouldn't
be confused with the root level of the hard disk.)
The other command on the Find File menu, Search Here, is used to start the
search at any level and in any folder. After you select the command, the standard Open dialog box appears. Select the starting folder for the search and press
the Return key. Selecting the command while one of the files is selected will
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inform you of the other folders and files located in the selected file's home
folder.

You can instruct Find File to work in the background. Taking
care not to hit the close box (which will cancel tbe search),
click on another open window. Find File will continue to search
and will beep when it is complete.

System 7: Searching with tlae Finder
Apple retired Find File with System 7, favoring instead to make the Find command an integral pa1t of the Finder itself. You can initiate the search for a fi le
whenever the Finder is active, either by selecting Find from the Edit menu or
by pressing 3€- F. The dialog box seen in Figure 4.17 will then appear.
When you type all or part of a name into the Find field , the Macintosh will
search all of the volumes on your desktop, starting with the startup volume.
When it fmds a match, the Finder will open the folder in which the match
resides and highlight the icon. If it's the right file , you can launch it by doubleclicking on its icon or pressing :t€-0. To continue the search, type :t€-G. The
folder will be closed , and Find wi ll seek another match. If no match can be
found, you'll get both an alert beep and a notification message.
The Find command can perform more sophisticated searches, based on criteria
you specify. Click on the More Choices button to display the expanded Find

The Find
command's
dialog box
(System 7 only)
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dialog box (Figure 4.18). Note that instead of a single text-entry field, the dialog box offers a number of pull-down menus. Use the top left menu to establish
the type of search you want: by name, size, kind (i.e., documents, applications,
or aliases), label, date created, date modified, version number (e.g., PageMaker
4.0, QuarkXpress 3.0), comments entered in the Get Info box, or whether a file
is locked.
Once you have chosen the main search criterion, the selections on the top center pull-down menu will change to reflect your choice. For example, if name is
the main search criterion, the selections on the center menu change to enable
you to specify that you' re searching for a file whose name contains, starts with,
ends with, is, is not, or does not contain the text in the text field (Figure 4 .19).
However, if you search by date created , the items on the menu change to search
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for files whose created dates are the same, are before, are after, or are not the
same as that specified in the text box.
If you' d like to wait until the end of the entire search to view the results rather
than having each match displayed individually, mark the "all at once" box. The
Finder will not open individual fo lders, but will highlight all matches on the
root-level of the searched volume. This not only e liminates the need to re issue
Find Again commands (31:-G), but it's also useful for performing increasingly
narrow searches. Once the original Find command has selected the matches
meeting the original search criteria, you can return to the Find wi ndow and
launch another search, based on more specific criteria. Choose "selected items"
from the Search pull-down menu (Figure 4.20), and the new search will be
limited only to those items.
Although System 7's Find command is more powerful than Find File, it still has
limitations. You can't automatically move a file to the desktop, or preview its contents before opening it. And since the search matches are not listed in a single, easyto-read field, it's hard to ferret out duplicate tiles. For those reasons, you might
want to keep another search utility, such as Fast Find, on hand.

Working witlt Fast Find
If System 6's Find File or System 7's Find don't quite meet your needs, you
might want to look into Fast Find, which is part of the Norton Utilities for the
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Macintosh package. Fast Find looks and works a lot like Find File, but it has
more options and greater speed.
The Fast Find dialog box (Figure 4.21) looks and operates in much the same
manner as Find File. However, Fast Find can search every volume mounted on
your Macintosh, even those that are accessed over a network. You can search
any combination of volumes by holding down the Shift key while clicking on
their icons. To search all volumes, type 3€-A.
Fast Find also enables you to search less than an entire volume for those times
when you have a general idea of where a file resides. To limit the search to a
folder, type X-S and select the folder. Then, to return to searching on the
volume level, type 3€-S again.
To start the search, click on the running man button or press the Return key.
Note that the horizontal bar beneath the volume icons fills as the search progresses; the little running man icon stops when the search is complete. Adjacent to
the horizontal bar, Fast Find lists the total number of matches it has encountered. As with Find File, clicking on a fi le name will display information about
its location and dates of creation and modification. However, Fast Find will
also let you preview or open a file without having to locate its icon in the
Finder. To preview a file, click on the magnifying glass icon (or type 3€-F).
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A new box will be opened, displaying the contents of the file in plain ASCII
characters (Figure 4.22). You won't be able to see formatting or graphics, but
you can use this command to confirm the contents of text fi les. If you want to
open the fi le itself, type :1€-0.

Working With GOfer
GOfer from Microlytics, Inc. is a fast, versatile, easy-to-use search utility. It can
search not only file names, but also a file's contents, a specified text string,
keywords, or combination thereof. Furthermore, it can locate files containing
text that matches a very specific set of parameters. For instance, you can instruct GOfer to identify all word processing files that contain the words Chrysler and Chevrolet, but only when they are mentioned in proximity to the word
Buick.
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Once installed, the GOfer DA can be accessed from within any application. As
Figure 4.23 shows, it has many of the same features as Find File; however, the
three buttons along the top of the window open dialog boxes which allow you
to customize the search. The What option sets up the object of the search: what
is to be· located, in what context, and whether to find only exact matches or
allow matches that GOfer considers to be "close". The Where option enables
you to save search time by specifying exactly where GOfer should look; you
can direct GOfer to search in any combination of folders, or focus the search to
include or exclude files of a certain type or those created by a certain application. You can even limit the search to only text or data forks. The How option
lets you decide how you want the search results displayed, and when the Mac
should beep to notify you of the search results.
Once you have defined the search criteria, GOfer works extremely fast- it
takes about one minute to search one megabyte of data. The Where option further speeds the search since it prevents you from having to search the entire
hard disk for a file. Unfortunately, GOfer does have a serious shortcoming: it
can't search for file and folder names alone. Even when you're sure of a file
name, you must wait for GOfer to search for matches in the text of files.
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Searching for file names, however, happens to be Find File's greatest strength,
so installing both Find File and GOfer on your hard disk will cover all of your
volume search needs.

GOfer also offers a major fringe benefit: it can display the
contents of a rde's text fork, and this text can be cnt and
pasted from one application to another. Since you can do this
without leaving one application or launching another, GOfer
can be a useful text-only alternative to the Clipboard.

(;leaning House 'vith Volume Searches
Mass volume search utilities are useful not only for locating misplaced files,
but also for weeding out the redundant, the obsolete, and the otherwise superfluous. Keeping only one version of a file has three main benefits: it saves
space, it eliminates confusion on your part, and it guards against confusion on
the part of the Mac (which can lead to system crashes). Here's a brief rundown
of the software most likely to proliferate on a hard disk:
• Duplicate system files are a likely cause of operational glitches.
Such duplicates often result when an entire startup disk is copied
onto a har:d disk. Use Find File or another search utility to extract
files named System, Finder, Clipboard, ImageWriter, LaserWriter,
or any related duplicate files.
• Desk Accessories and Fonts can often be found in multiple versions,
since the act of installing them in the System file itself creates a
copy. Once properly installed, the individual icon of the desk accessory or font does not need to be present anywhere on the hard disk
(with the exception of downloadable fonts, which need to be placed
in the System Folder). Look also for excess versions of the Font/DA
Mover application.
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• Temporary files are often created by applications (such as Microsoft
Word) for a multitude of reasons, most notably to store as-yet-unsaved document changes and free up RAM . Once the changes have
been saved by the user, these "temp" files are usually drained of
their contents but not deleted from the Finder. Although most take
up virtually no storage space, they do add to disk cluner and confusion. You can often find these discarded files in the System
Folder. Temporary files usually display the default document icon,
and have a title that indicates their parent application, such as
"Word Temp 1" for Microsoft Word file.

'wARNING
Before you permanently delete any file, however, make sure
that you can do without it. In the case of a duplicate file,
make sure that the one retained i8 the correct version. Two
or more documents can share the same name, and the mos~
used copy of an application may not be the one with the most
features. When bt doubt, open the docmnents for perusal, and
check the Get Info boxes of the applications for version
numbers.
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Hardware Security

In tills chapter, we'll tum to the ;ssues of data preservation and security-how to
ensure that your data is safe from accidental loss, unauthorized access, and corruption by "viruses" and other damaging software.
We' ll begin by loolcing at using both floppy and hard disks in conjunction with
your primary hard disk, both as a means of preserving your software and of
baclcing up your complete work environment. We'll survey different preservation strategies and evaluate some of the more important features of backup
software.
Next, we'll examine viruses and other rogue software: how to detect them, how
to guard against them, and how to remove them from your system. Then we'll
tum to an even thornier subject, human intrusion. We'lllook at the strategies
(and psychology) behind choosing and using passwords, and look at accesslimiting software. Finally, we'll see how to protect your hard disk, as well as
its contents, with hardware security systems.

PROTECTII'iG YO U H DATA

Archives, Backups, and the Inevitable
It's important to note the distinction between archiving software and backing
up your hard disk. Archiving consists of simply making sure that all files exist
in duplicate form in a location other than the hard disk. Backing up ensures that
all functional aspects of your hard disk are preserved along with the data: the
System file setup, hierarchical organization, folder formats, e tc. Archiving requires no special software but does require a systematic, disciplined approach;
backup provide a more automatic, straightforward procedure.
Which is the right tactic for you? For the most part, it depends on the tasks for
which you use your Macintosh. lf you work with only a handful of document,
database, or spreadsheet files over the course of a month, you may not need to
invest in backup software. But if you regularly produce numerous new or updated documents, chances are you'll find a backup program to be an excellent
investment.
No matter what your needs, there's a hard truth that can't be overemphasized:
data preservation is a necessary part of owning a hard disk. It is as important
to using a computer as adding oil and brake fluid is a necessary part of owning
a car. As you have seen, a hard disk is not a solid-state unit, and at some point,
it will stop working. Even if you have used your hard disk for years without incident, it's just a matter of time before it fails.
To be honest, preserving your data can be a hassle. It takes time, it takes
money- if not for special software, then for floppy disks-and it rarely
produces any visible benefit. It all seems to add up to wasted effort. Besides,
you probably bought a hard disk just so you wouldn't have to juggle dozens of
floppy disks.
But take a moment and consider the effort that went into creating the data
stored on your hard disk. Unless you can afford to do it all over (if that's even
possible), you can't afford to do without a data-protection scheme. At the risk
of sounding overly pessimistic, I recommend that you think of it as insurance
against the inevitable.
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When and Bow Often?
Your data preservation schedule should be built around your work schedule.
Still, the rule of thumb is, "If you can't afford to lose it, save it." Here are a few
tips about saving documents.
• Save the document you are working on to your hard disk any time
your work is interrupted for a more than a few minutes or if you
need to leave your desk. Most programs recognize the 3€-S keystroke combination for saving documents, and some have an
auto-save option that automatically saves the document before a
specified period of time. If you work under MultiFinder, you may
wish to take the added precaution of saving a document every time
you switch from one launched application to another.
• As an extra precaution, save an important document to a floppy disk
as soon as it's completed. This is especially recommended for timesensitive documents (such as a report you must submit the next
day), since problems have a way of occurring when you least have
time to deal with them. One good way to do this is to take a single
floppy disk, label it something like "Current Work," and keep it in
your floppy drive. Save the documents you work on to this disk as
well as to the hard disk. By the time the disk fills up, you should
have archived or backed up your hard drive, so you can safely trash
the floppy's contents and start anew.
• Schedule regular back up sessions for a time when the task won't
have to compete with other duties. Many people schedule their backups as the last agenda item on Friday, but all too often the task is put
off in favor of last-minute obligations. It's better to schedule your
backups as the first item on your least hectic weekday morning.

Archiving with Floppies
Most floppy disk-based archives consist of two parts: commercial data (applications, DAs, etc.) and personal data (your documents, folders, and custom
resource files) . This is a practical distinction to make, since each data type

lJ1
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presents a separate challenge. Commercial files tend to take up more storage
space, but since they are relatively static, they usually need to be archived only
once. Personal files are usually smaller, but since they change more often, they
need to be archived frequently.

Commercial Data
The best way to start your archive is by gathering the master floppies of your
commercial data, the disks the software was packaged on. Run each disk briefly
in the Mac to make sure that it has not been damaged or inadvertently erased.
To these, add disk copies of software without source disks-programs downloaded from bulletin boards, shareware programs, and the like (Figure 5.1 ).
Once these files have been copied, make sure that all your commercial software
is clearly labeled and arranged in some useful order, such as alphabetically or in
order of importance. You may also want to note as well which disks contain
startup files .
Finally, copy your System Folder, configured to your preferences, to a fresh
disk. Since it's easy to have a System Folder-or even a System file-that
greatly exceeds a floppy's capacity, you may need to split the folder 's contents
over more than one disk. The System file itself can be shrunk by making a COJ?Y
on the hard disk, and then using Font/DA Mover to purge it of Fonts and DAsl
which you can then copy separately to a floppy disk. Don't forget to throw
away the System duplicate on the hard disk when you have finished.

Personal Data
How you approach your personal data archive depends on three main factors:
how much data you 'II be dealing with, your organizational choice, and whether
you have a file compression utility (discussed in Chapter 3). Any one of these
factors can affect the others, and you should give your archive strategy a bit of
careful consideration before proceeding. The better your plan fits your needs,
the easier it will be to maintain.
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Jn choosing a strategy, keep in mind that the goal of archiving is to make you r
fi les available in the event of a mishap, not to replicate your hard disk's contents (that's what backups are for). You could simply copy every folder onto a
floppy, but in a time of crisis, you could find yourself frantically juggling
dozens of disks, trying to find a vital file.
You can categorize your data by subject, client, or project, and dedicate specific
floppies for each category. This option is probably the easiest for locating
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specific files, but it uses significantly more floppies than other methods since
the disks won't be consistently filled to capacity. It's also much more time-consuming since you' ll need to update many disks. If this is the best viable approach for your data, you can reduce your floppy consumption through the
judicious use of a compression utility (Figure 5.2).
For most users, the most efficient archive method is to organize files by date of
creation. That way, you need to add only one new floppy at a time to the archive, with no need to update the previous archive disks. This take a little more
time to set up at the start, but it's usually worth it; when used in combination
with file compression, this method is probably the best use of your time and
resources.
To establish a date-based archive, first consider just how difficult it' ll be to organize your file on such a pattern, and then determine just how specific your archive needs to be. If you have, say, 50 megabytes of data on your hard disk, the
task of placing them all in strict chronological order is far more daunting than if
you have only 15 megabytes. And depending on your ability to locate files, you
may be able to organize on the criteria of a single distinction: every file created
up to now, as opposed to all files created in the future. Using a "librarian"
utility such as DiskQuick (see next page) can make this location task easier.
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Once you've determined your archive standard, start by plowing through the
folders on your hard disk, temporarily changing the view format of each folder
window to View by Date. Take care to organize each folder by date last
modified, not the date of creation. Copy your personal data to floppies, giving
each disk a name that indicates the time period of its contents.
After you've finished the initial archive, you ' 11 need to decide on a means of updating your archive. The best way is probably to move each new or modified
file to a special folder and rearrange them in chronological order only after the
transfer to a floppy has been made. If you need to restore your hard disk's contents from your date-based archive, be sure to load the floppies in strict date
order, from earliest to latest. That way, the latest versions of files will automatically replace earlier versions; you should expect to see the "Replace existing
fi le" dialog box quite often.
No matter what archival approach you take, sorting, shuffling, and copying a
myriad of files is a tedious process-one only too conducive to oversight, error,
and neglect. That's why archiving is recommended primarily for the user who
has either a sma ll amount of fi les or a large amount of discipline and free time.
For the rest of us, it is more practical to streamline the process with backup
software or hardware.

Using Librarian Utilities
Whatever strategy you choose, you'll probably find it useful to have a catalog
listing the contents of each floppy disk. Librarian utilities such as DiskQuick do
this automatically.
DiskQuick and similar programs act as "curators" for your archive, listing the
contents of your archive disks according to such criteria as file size, creator ID,
or RAM demands. Once compiled, an archive list can be appended or modified
at will, enabling you to easily locate replacement copies of software when disaster strikes.
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DiskQuick can keep track of the contents of your hard disk as well as your
floppy-disk archive, and tag certain files for regular updating. The utility can
also establish and maintain different storage reports, generating different files
according to different standards. lf your data is saved on a multitude of floppies, a volume librarian can be well worth the expense.

Baeking Up Yout• Hat•tl Disk
Archives require no specialized software, but their usefulness is limited. When
it comes to hassle-free data preservation, backups beat archives hands down.
Not only do backups save volume structure as well as file conte nts, their automation speeds up the process, enabling you to keep track of duplicates and restore lost data with a minimum of fuss and effort.
There are two classes of backups: floppy-based systems, which preserve your
data on floppy disks; and hardware-based systems, which store data on another
mass storage volume. The former is cost-effective but time-consuming, the latter expensive but efficient. The appropriate backup method for you depends on
a number of factors: your budget, the value of your data, your work habits, and
your degree of dedication to preventative maintenance.

Cltoosing Backup Soft,vat•e
There are many backup software packages offering a wide range of performance and features. A careful choice will go a long way toward making the
process tolerable. Many manufacturers bundle their hard disks with a free backup program , and Apple includes an adequate one , HD Backup, with each System package (Figure 5.3). But as with many things, you get what you pay for.
When evaluating backup soft ware, you should look for at least some of these
features:

• Volume management. Good backup software will work with
floppies, other hard disks, and removable media storage (see Chapter 10). If floppies are used, it should calculate the number of disks
necessary for the job, and prompt the user to insert new disks. It
should evaluate each backup disk and halt the proceedings when
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somethlng is amiss. The software should also rename or reinitialize
floppies when the need arises, and automatically perform minor
desktop and directory repairs.
• Selective p rotection. The user should be able to specify precisely
which files should be backed up and in what fashion. A good program will identify all files that have been modified since the last
backup, and copy those files that meet specific criteria. It's also
desirable to have the flexibility to specify individual files when restoring damaged f iles from the backup.
• Copy verification. The backup utility shouldn't just make copies-it should test those copies to confirm that the new copy is an accurate reproduction. If a file is too big to fit on a single floppy disk
or other storage volume, the software should be able to safely
segment the file into smaller pieces, and splice them easily and
accurately.
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• Speed and versatility. Some backup software packages are featureladen but slow, while others are swift but spartan. Most programs
can back up 100 KB and 300 KB of data per minute, but some companies claim that their programs can handle nearly a megabyte per
minute. Many backup programs also allow you to save files in
various formats, from text-only to full compression and encryption.
• Automation. A good backup program can be set to initiate a backup
at regular user-specified intervals. This minimizes Lhe effect of
human forgetfulness or procrastination, and also makes it possible
to perform the backup at a time when the computer isn 't used, such
as late at night or after business hours. When automation is an option, make sure that the program provides adequate notification features in the event of an unsuccessful backup, includ ing the
information you need to proceed.
One popular program that meets all of the above criteria is Retrospect by Dantz
Development. Retrospect can function not only as backup software, it can also
compile and restore archives. It can read and write to nearly all storage formats,
and it offe rs file compression and password protection. In fact, you can use
Retrospect to back up any volume accessible from your Macintosh, including
network file servers and drives on other networked Macs (Figure 5.4).

Floppy-based Backups
If you've chosen to back up your hard disk onto flopp y d isks, take a few precautions before plunging into the task. Calculate the number of floppies you'll
need, allocating one double-sided volume for each 740 KB of data, or one highdensity disk for every 1.25 MB of data. That's not the maximum capacity of
either disk, but you don't want to fill every byte of space.
Fresh disks are preferable to used ones, but the latter will do fine as long as
they're reliable and properly formatted. You don' t need to reformat a used floppy, but make sure you delete its contents, rename it, and relabel it appropriately.
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Make sure that the copy protection shutter is disabled. Test each floppy by copying, opening, and deleting documents in its directory while keeping a watch for
unexpected results. It's tempting to retire marginal floppies to backup duty, but
remember, your fi les are only as safe as your floppies are dependable.

Hardware-based Backups
Even with the best backup software, copying the contents from a hard disk to a
stack of floppies is a bulky, cumbersome process. If your budget allows, you
may want to take a look at the hardware options that can make the job of backing up data much easier and faster.
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One obvious, but expensive, hardware solution is simply to buy another hard
disk of the same capacity and add it to the SCSI daisychain. This will do the
job, but it could prove problematic: if your storage needs to expand, you' ll need
to match each new volume with a companion backup drive. A more cost-effective solution would be to purchase a removable m edia device, which can backup all your storage volumes as your system grows. Removable media drives
store data on some sort of high-capacity module, such as Digital Audio Tape
(DAT) cassette, a large floppy-like disk, a CD-ROM disk, or a WORM drive.
Each method has its own critics and champions. And since cost, features, and
performance are all factors to be weighed when shopping for such devices, it's
hard to declare any one format clearly superior to the others.
Some removable-media mass storage devices are designed especially for backup purposes. Others represent stand-alone alternatives to the hard disk, and a
few are forerunners of the devices that may one day replace hard disks. The issues involved in making the proper choice for your system are discussed in
Chapter 10.

Complete Backups
The backup process usually begins with a comprehensive copying effort, a
foundation which later backups will update and augment. This takes time, but
when done, it's easy to maintain. You'll want to do this once and do it right, so
approach it with all the thoroughness you can muster.
If your backup program provides the option of excluding fLies, you may want to
bypass much of your commercial data, since it's already stored on its original
floppies. But before you do, run them from the original floppies to confirm that
the files are functional and intact. Make sure you open the copy protection shutters on the floppies so that you don't unintentionally alter the files.

When deciding which data should go into the backup, remember that your startup System Folder and many of your applications may be modified according to
your preferences, and should thus be preserved in their current incarnations.
And don't forget to back up the software that may not have a proper source
disk: shareware and public domain programs, the IN1Ts, files, fonts, DAs, and
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other sundry programs that most Macintosh owners acquire almost without
e ffort.
Unfortunately, the only sure way to test a complete backup is to use it to
recreate your hard disk's contents, a task recommended only for those with
ample spare time and a spare hard disk. Most backups use some form of file
compression. You might compare the files on the floppies with those on the
hard disk, watching for omissions and irregularities. If your backup application
is capable of partial restorations, you should restore a file or folder or two, just
for practice and self-assurance.

When your full backup has been completed, label the floppies
clearly, set them aside from your other disks, and just let
them be. Don' t change any volume, 6le, or folder names.
Don't attempt to open the backup IDes with any application
other than the backup utility. And don't add to or diminish the
contents of any of the floppies; a seemingly innocuous change
could confuse the backup program and render your data
reserves unreadable. You can, however, safely make dire ct
disk-to-disk copies of your backup volumes, if you want an
extra me asure of security.

Increntental Backups
Once the basic backup of your entire hard disk has been completed, there's no
need to go through the whole process again. All but the most primitive backup
programs follow the initial session with incremental backups, in which, only
the files that have been added or changed since the last session are added to the
backup. If the " last modified" elate of a file has changed, the backup software
adds its to the backup.
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The incremental strategy significantly speeds up later backups, but that's not aJJ
it offers. A full-featured program like Retrospect can catalog and store previous
versions of files; if you want to retrieve a version of the file other than the latest
version, you can do so.
The advantage of this soon becomes apparent. Say that you back up your data
daily. Say also that for the past three days, you've made changes to an important file, but now you realize that you prefer the version from three days ago.
With an incremental backup program, you can retrieve that copy of the file, as
well as the versions from the later two days.

Because incremental backups involve the modification of
previously backed-up files, they can cause their own
probleDUI. H the new version is corrupted, or if the updating
process is incorrectly executed, the resulting file can be
garbled and unusable. Nonetheless, incremental backups are
far more convenient than starting from scratch every time you
back up your hard disk.

Restoring from a Backup
No matter what your backup strategy, the moment of truth comes when you
must retrieve your data. A full-featured backup application should offer three
restoration options: mirror restoration, second-volume restoration, and filespecific restoration.
A mirror restoration, when correctly executed, recreates the contents of the

volume as if the hard disk never malfunctioned in the first place. The directory
structure is recreated, and files are placed in their original location. This is the
restoration option of choice when a disk itself has been successfully repaired
following major damage or data loss.
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A second-volume restoration copies the contents of one volume into the subdirectory of another volume. For example, the backup fi les of a 20 megabyte
hard disk could be restored into a folder of an 80 megabyte drive. The files
could then be accessed as normal. Once the 20 megabyte drive is repaired, the
files could be transferred back in "mirTor" form .
The final option is file-specific restoration, in which individual files or groups
of files can be selected and recreated. This is the best approach when time is
limited and you need access to only a few vital files.
You should note that none of the options are mutually exclusive. You should be
able to perform them in any combination, and at any time.

Planning for Maximu1u Seen••ity
Whether you have used a floppy- or hardware-based system, chances are you
now have a collection of disks or other removable media. Since the safety of
your data rests in a large part upon the safety of this collection, you may want
to take a few extra steps to minimize the possibility of mishaps.
• Isolate your backups from your other data. This is particularly
true with f loppy-based systems. Don't place your backup floppies in
the same area as the disks you use for other tasks. Otherwise, you
run the risk of one your backups disks being accidentally used for
something else, like shuttling data between computers, especially if
you're not the only one working with your Macintosh.
• Enable the copy-protection tab. In the upper right hand comer of
every Macintosh-compatible floppy disk is the copy protection tab,
a sl iding plastic square (Figure 5.5). When the tab is slid down (so
that you cannot see through the square window), the data can be
read from and written to the disk. When placed up, the drive will
only read data, but will not write changes to disk.
• Store them away from the workplace. Perhaps you want to guard
against more than mechanical malfunction- perhaps your data is
too valuable to risk being destroyed by fire, theft, or other
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catastrophe that affects your entire workplace. Consider storing
your backup disks in another secure location entirely, such as your
home, another office, or even a safe. Some people assign a briefcase
or other carrying case just for floppies; carrying it back and forth
whenever an update is needed. F loppy disks are remarkably tolerant
of temperature and environment, but keep them away from extremes of heat and moisture, and from significant magnetic fields,
such as those generated by refrigerators, microwave ovens, or other
major appliances. If you decide to purchase a safe for storing your
disks, you'll find that many manufacturers specify which models
are particularly suited to the storage of magnetic media.

Preventative Softwat•e
Regular backups are the most thorough insurance against data loss, but they
have one drawback: they can only restore your data to the condition it was in
at the time of the backup. Even if you back up your data every day, your data
remains unprotected for a 23-hour period-ample time for disasters to occur.
Files can become unreadable for no apparent reason, your Mac may simply
refuse to acknowledge your hard disk, or you might throw away a file and then
realize how important it is-or rather, was.
Fortunately, preventative utilities, designed to work transparently (that is, in the
background, while you do your normal work) fi ll this critical gap. One software
package, the Norton Utilities, dominates this field. This set of programs is is so

The protection
tab of the Macintosh's 3.5"
floppy disk.

copy-protection tab
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useful that I strongly recommend them for every single Macintosh hard disk
user. We'll explore the Norton Utilities in more detail in the next chapter, but
for now let's focus on those utilities devoted to rescuing damaged or deleted
files. (Sum II also includes an "unerase" feature; it is discussed in Chapter 7.)

Working with Norton Utilities' UnErase
The Norton Utilities ' UnErase (Figure 5.6) does what its name says: it actually
"unerases" fi les after you have emptied the Trash. It's even possible to delete
the entire contents of a hard disk, and then make the files reappear. (But don't
do this without taking the proper precautions!)
UnErase takes advantage of the fact that the Macintosh doesn' t really erase
most files; instead, it just erases the file's identity from the Volume Information
Block, and declares that the space occupied by the file is available for use by
other files. Until that space is actually overwritten, the file's data is still on the
disk. UnErase pieces together the erased Volume Information Block data, usually based on clues in the file itself.
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UnErase is an valuable utility, but it isn 't a panacea. It can only rescue a file
that hasn't been overwritten. The less free space is you have on your hard disk,
the more likely it is that your Macintosh has complete ly obliterated the file by
writing new information to the old file's blocks. Even if the file hasn 't been
overwritten, there is no guarantee that UnErase will be able to recover the fi le.
The utility relies upon information contained within the erased file itself to
reconstruct the file; that information is rarely sufficient for the task. Therefore,
you should use a file information saver to increase your chances of recovering
erased files.

File Inforn•ation Savers
File information savers aren't stand-alone utilities. They work in the background, intercepting information regarding erased files and storing it away for
later use by recovery utilities.
The most popular and powerful file information savers are FileSaver, part of
the Norton Utilities, and Shield, part of the Symantec Utilities for the Macintosh II (SUM IT). Once installed, these utilities (and others Like them) work in
the background; you won't see any evidence of them except the occasional appearance of a special icon.

Configuring FileSuver
FileSaver is an INIT that is automatically installed during the general installation process of Norton Utilities. If you would like to take advantage of its
protection, use the Norton Install utility or drag a copy of FileSaver to the
volume's System Folder. (If you are using System 7, the Macintosh will place
the lile in the Control Panel's subdirectory for you.) When you reboot, the FileSaver window can be opened from the Control Panel's menu (Figure 5.7).
Af1er you have installed FileSaver, you must configure and activate it. You
have the following configuration choices:
• Save Finder's "Get Info" comments. If turned on, this feature will
protect the information entered into a file 's Get Info box. Normally,
that text is lost whenever the desktop is rebuilt.
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• Save Format Recover a nd UnErase info. S ince fom1at recovery
and erased fi le retrieval are two of the most important powers of the
Norton Utilities, you'll want to select this option.
• F ileSaver. This button switches protection on and off. Although
you' ll want to leave F ileSaver on, this option allows you to disable
it temporarily while retaining your user settings.
• How many files? The slide bar lets you specify the number of
erased files you want FileSaver to keep track of; you can set it fro m
a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 500. The larger the number, the
more hard disk space FileSaver will need to store file information,
and the longer it wi ll take to periodically update that file. Note that
the prospecti ve size of the file changes as you move the slider up
and down. Unless you have a extremely large number of files on the
volume, a selection between 200 and 400 will probably be adequate.
You can also opt to hide the Fi leSaver icon during the startup process, but it's a
good idea to keep it displayed. That way, it 's easier to keep track of which
volumes have protection, and which don't.
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Once you're satisfied with you r user settings, click on the Save button. After a
short pause, FileSaver's special fi le for that volume will be created. Then, if
you wou ld like to extend the same protection to another online volume, click on
the Drive button until that volu me's icon appears. C lick Save again and that
volume will be protected as well.
Working with FileSaver and other portions of the Norton Utilities is discussed
Ln further detail in Chapter 7.

Config11ring Shield
Shield, the file protection component of SUM II, works similarly to FileSaver.
Its protection is broken down into three parts, and you can choose to enable any
combination of them. You can also specify exactly how Shield should update its
information.
Use the SUM II Installer utility to install Shie ld, making sure that both Deleted
File Record and Volume Restore Record are checked during the process. Then,
reboot your Mac and select Shie ld from the Control Panel menu (Figure 5.8).
As ide from "Show icon at startup," you' ll find three configuration options:
• Volume Protection Active. T his selection acts as a sort of security
g uard for your hard disk, intercepting some types of viruses and
oveiTiding potentia lly damaging operations that can be triggered by
corrupted or damaged software.
• File Recovery Active. This is Shie ld's " undelete" feature. Keep it
active if you want to increase the likelihood of retrieving erased
fi les. If this option is disabled, the names and locations of files will
not be recorded when the Trash is emptied.
• Volu me Recovery Active. This is Shield 's directory recovery
feature. If you select it, make sure you also set the Volume Save
options.
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Uolume Soue Options

The Volume Save Options window is a dialog box that enables you to control
when and where the Volume Restore file will be saved (Figure 5.9). Although
the default choice of "Update Record on Shutdown" is adequate for most users,
you can also change this setting to one that better fits your needs.
• Save the information about this volume on another volume. This
option creates a second copy of Shield's Volume Restore file to a
specified volume, which is a good insurance policy in case damage
to the first volume renders the original Volume Restore file unusable.
• Update the file with a keystroke command. With this option, you
can set a "hot key" consisting of :H:, Option and a third character that
when pressed simultaneously will instantly update the Volume Restore file.
• Update at Specified Intervals. You can instruct Shield to update
the Volume Restore file at regular, specified intervals. When the
specified time has e lapsed, Shield produces a warning sound and
suspends your current activity while the Volume Restore update is
underway. During the update, the Shield icon appears on the screen.
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This is the most thorough means of protection, but it can slow down
your nonnal operations.
One final note: Shield can interfere with the installation of certain programs, including Aldus PageMaker and Persuasion. For that reason, it's a good idea to
remove the Shield lNIT from your System Folder and reboot before proceeding
with any installation that requires the use of a special installation program (as
opposed to the simple copying of flles from floppy disk to hard drive). But after
the installation is completed, don't forget to return the INIT to the System
Folder and reboot before proceeding!
Working with Shield and other portions of SUM II is discussed in further detail
in Chapter 7.

Automated File Savers
Another useful utility is the automated file saver, which seeks to overcome
human carelessness and unexpected events by saving a file in the background
without waiting for the Save command.
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Working with NowSuve
NowSave (Figure 5.10), part of the Now Utilities package, is a CDEV that performs a simple task: it silently issues a Save command at regular intervals when
you are inside of an application. You can set the interval to be set in terms of
minutes, keystrokes or mouse clkks, and you can set different intervals for different applications.
The main drawback to an autosave utility like NowSave is that it completely
overwrites the original file; once a new version has been saved, there's no way
to return to a previous version. Sometimes an automatic save can be unwelcome: you could be experimenting with a graphic file, or rewriting a passage,
and finally decide that the original version was better. In recognition of this,
NowSave allows you to config ure it to tum itself off if a file's name begins
with, matches, contains, or doesn' t contain a specified text string.

Working with Last Resort
Strictly speaking, Last Resort (Figure 5.11 ) isn't an "autosave" utility; it
doesn't simply issue a Save command. Instead, it saves every keystroke you
type into a separate text file. These files are arranged in chronological order and
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placed in a folder named "Last Resort D," which is in the Preferences subfolder
of the System Folder.
What's the use of such a file? Say you' re putting the finishing touches on a
memo, but before you can save it, a bomb box appears, or a power outage occurs. Your word processing document won't reflect the most recent changes,
but the Last Resort file will. And since it saves your keystrokes in simple text
format, the file can be opened by most word processing applications, enabling
you to cut and paste the missing characters into your original document.
Last Resort should be viewed as just that-a last resort. Since it only saves text,
it's not useful for graphics or sound files. Furthermore, since only the
keystrokes themselves are saved, any special formatting (fonts, size, boldface,
etc.) is lost. You ' II also have to weed out the meaningless characters resulting
from the pressing the backspace or delete keys-Last Resort saves all characters, including those that you later removed.

Viroses and Other Rogue Software
Before 1988, the realm of misleading, mischievous, and malicious programming was virtually unknown to Macintosh users: viruses and re lated programs
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were an obscure subject in software engineering classes and an occasional topic
for computer professionals. Although their presence had been reported on
mainframes and other systems, rogue software seemed more a part of folklore
than reality.
Then, almost overnight, their reality became all too apparent. A virus spawned
in Canada began to appear on Macintoshes in several countries within a few
weeks of its initial release. At the same time, at least one "Trojan horse" caused
considerable grief among users in the US. The ensuing furor produced a lot of
indignation, a little bit of panic, a few court cases, and the realization that
Macintosh computing would no longer be the same. Relatively few people have
been significantly affected by illicit Macintosh software, but even fewer can afford to ignore the issue it presents.

What Is a Virus?
Although it is often used to describe any code created with devious intent, the
term "virus" refers a specific type of program that's been around (at least in concept) since the earliest days of computing: software that, like its biological
equivalent, can spread from one host to another. A virus usually installs itself on
a system without the user's knowledge. It then proceeds to quietly place copies
of itself on any storage volume it comes into contact with-hard disks as well
as floppies. When one of these volumes is later connected to another computer,
the process begins anew.
A virus can also do more than reproduce itself-it can carry code designed to
do a specific task, such as writing a message to the screen. After writing the
message, the virus can then self- destruct, wiping out all evidence of its existence. Viruses do have their limitations, though-the code must be kept small in
order to remain unobtrusive, and the program must be designed to anticipate
and adapt itself to all possible operating system permutations.
Viruses were first presented as an intellectual exercise, a conceptual demonstration of the fact that computers, like humans, can be said to have "health" that
exists as a function of an "ecology." The idea was an irresistible challenge to at
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least a few programmers, and system administrators soon incorporated testing
for rogue software into their regular duties. But for decades, it seemed that
viruses would remain limited to only mainframe and other large-scale systems,
where the sheer bulk of processing tasks occasionally allowed them to slip
through.
Why are viruses now afflicting microcomputers? There are a number of
reasons. The personal computer boom has wrought a flood of new programmers, many of whom relish a challenge as much as their predecessors. Sophisticated programming languages have made it possible to pack more code into
increasingly smal.ler packages. And since the success of a microcomputer relies
in large part on how much third-party software is available for it, manufacturers
have given programmers far more access to specialized information about circuitry and design than ever before.
But why has the Macintosh been especially hard hit? Part of the reason is the
Toolbox architecture of Mac software, which enables small, illicit programs to
complete a big job done simply by issuing commands to the ROM; on other
PCs, the rogue program would need to include all the code necessary to do the
job itself. Another factor is the Mac user interface, which makes some applications easy to use without documentation-which in turn makes it easier for
users to use and pass along shareware, public domain software, and pirated
software. Yet another reason is the proliferation of ties between Mac users;
these can be social in nature (user groups), physica l (local area networks), or
electronic (modem-accessible bulletin board systems).
The Macintosh community responded swiftly and effectively to the first wave
of viruses. A number of free or shareware utilities were created and distributed,
by both individual programmers and Apple Computer. The custodians of bulleti n boards started meticulously policing their contents. Commercial products
began to incorporate tools for virus detection and removal.
A few years after their initial onslaugh t, it appears that the incidence of Macintosh viruses is on the wane. Perhaps the novelty of programming them is wearing off, or perhaps the "fun" of rogue software hacking has been spoiled by the
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effectiveness of anti-viral software-not to mention the stiff fines and sentences
the courts have handed down to those convicted of such activ ities.
But the battle isn' t over yet, and it's unlikely that it w ill be for the foreseeable
future. Even the most effective vi rus-fighting resource can only find what it's
been taught to look for; it may be helpless against programs that behave differently. Experts have cracked the secrets of the current crop, but viruses
belonging to entire ly new categories may eventuaJly appear.

Should You Worry?
Viruses and their ilk are a cause for concern-but not worry, much less panic.
Despite the large amount of alarmist attention placed on them, you're probably
best off viewing them as just another factor to be add ressed in your overall data
protection strategy. With a little preventative effort, you can rest assured that
your system is (and will remain) virus-free.
But do you reaJly need to go to such an effort? Probably- even if you don't
usually deal with networks, user groups, or bulletin boards.
You may not think of your Macintosh as belonging to a vast interconnected network, but only the most isolated users are completely immune from viral contagion. Just about every software source has been fo und to be infected at one
time or another: e lectronic bulletin boards, shareware, even commercial
programs fresh from the manufacturer. It's best to consider yourself at risk;
even an apparently blank floppy could carry a virus.
What sort of threat to your data do viruses represent? So far most of the Macintosh viruses have been more or less benign, often doing nothing more than
announcing their presence and promptly self-destructing. But even these programs represent an unanticipated presence on the system, and as such can
inadvertently cause problems ranging from minor performance slowdowns to
a hang up of the system. Furthermore, any virus is fu lly capable of taking command of the system or its online volumes; only restraint on the part of the
programmer can keep it from causing lasting damage to your data.
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Worms, Booby Traps, and Trojan Horses
There are three other types of rogue programs to watch out for, software
designed to wreak havoc on the unsuspecting. Unli ke viruses, they aren't selfreplicating; they use other means of transmission. In Macintosh world, none of
these types are as common as viruses, but their potential for destruction is just
as great.
Worms are quite similar to viruses, and can in fact be written as a kind of virus.
The main difference is methodology; while a virus reproduces itself one copy at
a time, a worm produces a rapid population boom. Once activated, a worm can
quickly occupy all available storage space and overwhelm the computer.
Booby traps re ly on human curiosity to lure their victims by masquerading as
an enticing piece of software. Typically these files have a name calculated to
titillate (such as "Sex Survey") or convey confidentiality ("Corporate
Espionage Report"). Once launched, a booby trap shows its true colors, often
triumphantly declaring the nature and extent of the damage it has inflicted.
Some booby traps are benign, but others have been known to cause irreversible harm.
By the time a booby trap goes off, it's often too late. But if you're suddenly
faced with an unusual or ominous screen display-or other evidence that something's amiss-<ion 't just wait to see what happens. Turn off the power as fast
as you can, by flicking the power switch or even by pulling the cord out of the
Mac or the wall socket. You can experiment with the suspect file further, but
only when you' re running from a floppy and all other volumes are safely
offline.
Trojan horses are more subtle in their methods. Instead of merely pretending to
be something else, they actually function as advertised. But at the same time,
they also carry out other covert tasks. Trojan horses have taken the form of
spreadsheets, word processing documents, and HyperCard stacks, and their unauthorized results have included everything from a simple message ("Gotcha!")
to the erasure of an entire hard disk.
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Because of the ir innocuous image, these programs can be especially insidious,
quietly engineering changes that don't manifest themselves until days, weeks,
of even months afterward. Like booby traps, Trojan horses are potentially more
dangerous than viruses; they can contain more damaging commands since
they're not confined to the size limitations required of an invisible file.
Fortunately, both booby traps and Trojan horses tend to be far Jess common
than viruses and worms. They're disseminated only by intentional copying, and
when one betrays its true nature, the news usually travels swiftly. The threat can
usually be nipped in the bud by simply trashing the file. Some anti-virus
utilities will check for boobie traps and Trojans as well, but the best way to
guard against them is by testing new software before placing it on your hard
disk (although you probably don't have to worry about brand new, professionally-produced software on an official master disk).

The "Scores'' Viruses
The most common virus is the Scores variety, so called because it often places
an invisible file of that name in the System Folder. The Scores virus behaves unpredictably: some Macs infected with it will display no ill effect, while others
will undergo a severe degradation of performance. Problems commonly associated with Scores are difficulties in using the Set Startup option, and in running or printing from MacDraw. The virus has also been blamed for damaging
MacDraw and Excel files, and for causing frequent system crashes.
The easiest way to check for the presence of a Scores virus is to examine the
contents of your System Folder using the View by Icon format. Look for the
Scrapbook or Note Pad resource files; their icons should look like miniature
Macintoshes (Figure 5.12, left). If, instead, they look like documents (Figure 5.12, right), it's likely that your system is infected. But the visual check is
not a totally accurate indicator. If you still suspect the presence of the virus,
there are two ways you can probe further.
The easiest way is to use a special utility such as Virus RX or Ferret that specifically targets Scores viruses (see " Antiviral Utilities" below). The other method
is to use ResEdit to examine the invisible files on your system. ResEdit is a
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powerful program that should be used with caution; its use is described in
Chapter7.
If you're familiar with ResEdit, you can use it to open and examine the Sy$tem
Folder. You may see a number of invisible files, but you should be concerned
only with ones named "Scores," "2 Virus ResEd," or "Desktop"-any one of
these files is a symptom of Scores. Don't confuse a "Desktop" file nested in the
System Folder with a file of the same name placed on the root level of your
volume; the root-level "Desktop" file is supposed to be there, and should not be
disturbed.

If a Scores virus is the diagnosis, the only treatment is radical surgery. Advanced users who are thoroughly familiar with the inner workings of the Macintosh may be able to use ResEdit or Norton Utilities' Disk Editor to eradicate all
traces of the virus. Some commercial applications such as Virex or SAM do
this automatically. Otherwise, your only recourse is to completely replace all
of the applications on the infected volume.
To remove Scores, start by disposing of the complete contents of the System
Folder; you can use the Font/DA Mover to extract installed fonts and desk accessories if necessary, but everything else should go. Then delete all applications (not your documents, just the applications), taking as much care as
possible to ensure that they all are removed. Scores not only tries to reside in
the System Folder, but in every application as well, and a single infected application could reinfect the entire volume.
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Once the System and aJI applications have been eliminated, you can install
fresh copies of the files on the volume and proceed as usual. But before you
consider the crisis passed, check once again for a possible reoccurrence of
Scores-the copy you used to restore an application may have been the original
source of the infection!

n VIR Viruses
The second most common type of viruses belong to the nVIR genre; they're
much less prevalent than Scores but more difficult to detect. Fortunately,
they' re not as disruptive or destructive.
Like Scores, nVIRs attach themselves to the resource ftles of applications, creating a unique resource with the "nVIR" ID. It also places its own INIT in the
System Folder, which is then accessed whenever an infected application is
launched. In most cases, this INIT does little more than cause the Macintosh to
emit a beep during startup; if you have the MacinTalk speech synthesis application, you may hear the beep replaced with a calm voice saying, "Don't panic."
There is no need to panic. The nVIR virus is more a nuisance than a menace,
and once again rehabilitation is a simple matter of removing and replacing the
infected applications and System Folder. Some utilities such as Interferon (a
shareware program) may be able to remove the virus without erasing your files
(see below). Once eliminated, you '11 need to check periodically for a reoccurrence of the virus. nVIR is exceptionally tenacious and can reappear even when
you thought you had thoroughly removed it.

WDEF Viruses
The WDEF virus, named after the Macintosh Toolbox resource it infects (Window DEFinition), appeared in late 1989. It spread rapidly because it was the
first virus that could replicate itself without any action being taken by the user.
Any time an uninfected volume is mounted on an infected Macintosh, WDEF
virus automatically copies itself to the volume.
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Two strains of the WDEF virus have been detected to date. WDEF-A works
silently, whereas WDEF-B emits a single beep whenever it infects a new
volume. Both strains infect the invisible Desktop file, which the Finder uses to
locate such information as directory contents and display formats. Although the
WDEF virus doesn't appear to cause any intentional damage-its sole purpose
seems to be to propagate itself-but there have been reports of WDEF causing
crashes on the IIci, the original Macintosh Portable, and on any Macintosh
which has 8 MB of RAM installed. Problems with displaying fonts and crashes
while saving files under MultiFinder have also been attributed to the virus.
Recent antiviral utilities, such as Disinfectant and SAM, can detect the WDEF
virus, but earlier utilities like Vaccine and GateKeeper often do not recognize it.
Once detected, WDEF can be removed with a virus utility, or by simply rebuilding the desktop file (hold down the 3€ and Option keys when starting up your
hard drive, or when mounting another volume).

INIT-29 VIrus
Dating back to 1988, the /NJT-29 virus distinguished itself as the first virus to
attack documents as well as applications. As with WDEF, it seems to have been
intended as a harmless virus, existing only for self-perpetuation. It can infect a
volume whenever a file (application or document) is copied from an infected
source.
The virus gets its name from its the fact that it installs itself in one of the Toolbox !NIT resources, the one with an ID code of 29. Although the virus is usually benign, it's possible that an infected document could be adversely affected
since the virus expunges the file's legitimate INIT number 29. SAM and recent
versions of Virex and Disinfectant will detect and remove the INIT-29 virus.

ANTI VIrus
Unlike other Macintosh viruses which operate by stealthily adding to the code
of a file, the ANTI virus simply modifies existing portions of the code. This
makes it especially difficult to detect and remove.
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The ANTI virus, first discovered in France, is considered by some experts to
have been written as part of a copy-protection plan. It replaces the initial portion of some applications with itself, so that the virus itself is accessed every
time the application is launched. Once accessed, it infects a portion of the
active RAM, and then infects other applications when they are launched. If
left unchecked, the ANTI virus can infect every single application on your
hard disk.
The virus doesn't appear to be intentionally destructive, but in order to operate,
it makes certain assumptions about the structure of applications. If an
application's code does not meet those assumptions, the application can either
escape infection ... or crash upon launching. Most commercial antiviral products
can hunt down and eliminate ANTI.

ZUC Virus
Like ANTI, the ZUC virus does not simply add its code to applications, but instead modifies existing portions of the program. ZUC, which first emerged in
Italy in early 1990, is especially virulent: it can infect applications even before
they're launched, and it's designed to intentionally impair your working ability
on the Macintosh.
Before March 2, 1990, ZUC was a "sleeper" virus, replicating itself with no outward symptons of infection. But on that date, it sprang into action-much to the
chagrin of Mac users. Since then, a ZUC-infested application usually displays
the following behavior. Starting about 90 seconds after the application is
launched, the cursor will behave erratically whenever the mouse button is
depressed. The cursor may careen across the screen in random directions,
rebounding every time it hits the edge of the screen. This quirk disappears when
the mouse button is released. In addition, ZUC has been known to change the
desktop pattern on some Macintoshes, and to cause sluggish performance and
unusually high disk activity.
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The ZUC virus works by raiding the Desktop file, but it doesn't infect the ftle itself. Instead, it determines the location of all applications on the volume. It then
checks the applications against an internal "avoid" list (which includes some
antiviral programs). If an application isn' t on the list, it gets infected. Most commercial antiviral programs released after March 2, 1990 incorporate protection
against the ZUC virus, but you should check before purchasing; since ZUC
uses its "avoid" list to steer clear of them, earlier utilities may not work.

Dukakis Virus
The very name of the Dukakis virus dates itself. As you might imagine, it
emerged in 1988, as the Presidential campaign of that year was drawing to a
close. The Dukakis virus is noteworthy because it afflicts HyperCard exclusively; when you open an infected file (or stack, in HyperCard tenninology), a
message box appears declaring " Dukakis for President." Aside from its persistent (and now irrelevant) electioneering, the virus appears to do no harm.
The Dukakis virus is hard to detect with most antiviral utlities because it makes
legitimate use of HyperTalk, the scripting language for HyperCard. HyperTalk
makes it easy to write stacks that exchange information with other stacks, and
even modify them when necessary. For that reason, you' II have to remove the
virus yourself, by following these steps:
l. In the Home stack of your copy of HyperCard, set the User Level to
5 (Scri pting). If you don't know how to do this, check your software

documentation.
2. Open one of the infected stacks (your Home stack is a good place to
start), then select Stack Info from the Objects menu. A dialog box
will appear.
3. In the dialog box, clic~ on the Script button. This brings up a display of the HyperTalk commands used to write this stack.
4·. Click the " Find" button and search for " on openStack". Be sure to
follow the unconventional spacing and capitalization.

1~1
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5. This should lead you to the HyperTalk text containing the offending
command. Select and delete the entire HyperTalk text, and then
click OK.
6. Close the stack, and do not reopen it until a ll other stacks on your
system are similarly cleaned up (if you reopen it before then, you ' ll
only reinfect it).
7. Repeat the above steps on all other stacks. In many cases, it might
be easier to replace than repair files; if you do copy over with fresh
versions of stacks, don 't launch them until all other stacks have
been cleared of the virus. Otherwise the new copies will also be
infected.

Antiviral Utilities
Almost as soon as viruses hit the Mac intosh community, utilities were written
to aid in detecting and combating them. Most of these programs were free or
shareware, provided by prominent programmers more or less as a public service. Those programs have since been joined by commercial products, most
notably Symantec Antivirus for the Macintosh (SAM) and Virex.
It's a good idea to make an investment in commercial antiviral software, even
though shareware programs such as Virus Rx and Interferon are readi ly available from bulletin boards and Macintosh user groups. Shareware programs
usually run only at the user's initiative, whereas most commercial programs
operate passively, either during idle moments or when a new volume comes online. When properly configured, SAM, Virex, and other such programs can
stand at constant vigil. They're also more likely to be continually upgraded, to
fight more recent virus strains as they ' re discovered.

Working witll SAM
SAM can run as a stand-alone application, but it also functions as a CDEV, with
a number of user-configurable options. Instead of monitoring for virus types, it
looks for suspicious software activity, particularly anempts to bypass, modify,
or replace portions of the operating system. The window in Figure 5.13, which
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appears when the "Custom" option is selected, shows the general range of activity SAM monitors. The user can also indicate when scans for viruses should
be made (on startup or shutdown, or when a floppy is inserted), and what areas
should be scanned (the System Folder, the startup volume, or all mounted
volumes).
Such coverage is certainly comprehensive, but it can lead to some confusion,
since legitimate software can sometimes make "suspicious" modifications to
the operating system. For instance, the addition of an INIT file to the System
Folder can trigger a warning message from SAM, alerting you that an attempt
has been made to "Add startup resource." Since the modification is valid, you' ll
want to click Allow.
For all its thoroughness, the SAM CDEV is essentially a warning system. It
won't identify and remove a virus-it' ll just let you know that unusual things
are happening with the system software. It's up to you to determine if those actions are indeed illegitimate, and what steps (if any) you should take. If you do

SAM monitors
the Macimosh
for the kinds of
operating
system modi-
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decide to remove the virus, you can do so with the stand-alone application
SAM Virus Clinic.

Online But Off Lhnits: Access Limitation
Thus far, we've covered the topics of protecting your data from accidental loss
(with archiving and backups) and from other softwa re (viruses and related
programs). But there's another security factor that needs to be addressed: the
human element.
For most people, a hard disk greatly enhances their work: it's the equivalent of
a file cabinet in a compact, easily accessible package. But unlike a locked file
cabinet, a hard disk can be easily accessed, tampered with, and even stolen.
Work made easier by a mass storage unit can be made impossible by that unit's
disappearance.
Your archive or backup storage may mean that your data isn't lost forever, but
that 's small consolation when replacing an expensive hard drive, or dealing
with the prospect that sensitive information may have fallen into the wrong
hands. Access limitation is a must for sensitive work, but it's also useful for
anyone who just wants to keep some part of the system out of reach of certain
people. Security technology is used by Macintoshes in the Pentagon-but it's
also used by parents who want to let their children play on the computer, but
don't want important files to be accidentally modified in the process.
There are three main approaches to access limitation: password protection ,
data encryption, and physical security devices. Password protection is the most
straightforward and limited of the trio: it just refuses to mount a volume (or
sometimes, to complete the startup process) without the proper password. Data
encryption software uses a variety of mathematical methods to scramble the
contents a file, unscrambling it only when the right comm~mds are given. Physical security devices employ the brute force strategy, limiting hardware and/or
software access by simply locking up the device.
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Which Security Type Is the Best for You?
Of the three, which type of security meets your needs? Depending on the circumstances and the actual products available to you, your strategy may incorporate one, two, or all three of the methods.
Even though it makes no changes to the data it protects, password protection is
generally considered an effective security technique. It's theoretically possible
that an expert system cracker could, given ample time and equipment, copy
some of those files to an unprotected disk; however, that would still be quite a
feat. Most password-protected hard disks are so secure that if you forget the
password, you may have no further recourse than to erase its entire contents
with a magnetic field and start over.
Once installed, password protection is convenient, usually adding no more than
a few seconds to the startup process. But it's not going to keep anyone from
stealing the drive itself.
For those who need more flexibility in their security, data encryption offers a
better solution. An encrypted file can be transferred and transmitted just like
any other file-you can copy it to a floppy disk, post it on a network, or even
download it from a bulletin board. But unless the person possessing a copy
knows the keywords required to unscramble it, it'll amount to nothing more
than a waste of storage space.
Encryption has a few drawbacks. It takes time during both the encoding and
decoding processes. In addition, a secured file usually takes up more space than
its normal counterpart. Some users may be a little disturbed by the fact that
encrypted files can be duplicated freely, but there's no need to worry. Even with
another copy of the encryption program, the most brilliant Mac hacker won't be
able to overcome the scrambling scheme.
If the primary goal is to keep your hard disk in your possession, a properly installed physical security device can be a sound investment. Some devices, s ch
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as cabling systems, do little more than anchor your equipment to another,
bul.kier object, while others use metal bars and bands to make the system unusable when locked.
Such dev ices may foil the typical thief looking to make a quick getaway, but
that doesn't mean they' re foolproof. The locks tend to be no more complicated
than what an experienced lock-picker would encounter elsewhere, and chains
and cables need only to be cut. Given time and determination, a person could
probably overcome such security-especially if they don't mind mutilating the
Macintosh in order to extract its internal hard disk. Still, there's no safer alternative to prevent theft, save locking the system away in a safe.

'I
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Keep in mind that all access lbnitation products in the current

Macintosh marketplace share one limitation: they might be
able to keep others from rending or stealing your dntn, but
they cnn 't be connted on to keep your dntn from being
destroyed. As with nny mf1811etic media device, nil it tnkes is a
sufficiently strong magnetic field to blank out a hard disk.
Extremes of heat will usunlly achieve the same effect by
buckling the disk's platters or melting their coating. H the
possibility of such a catastrophe concerns you, your best
insurance is nn up-to-date, safely stored backup.

Pass word Protection
When evaluating password-protection software, keep your eye on a number of
features . A versatile program will accommodate multiple authorized users, as
well as multiple passwords. It should also be compatible with all other user-customized aspects of the startup process, especially MultiFinder's Set Stm·tup
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options. Another big advantage is a means of oveiTiding the program (usually
by means of a special floppy) in the event the volume is malfunctioni ng or the
password has been lost.
All software-based methods of access limitation, no matter how sophisticated
the programming, have a weakness that can't be eliminated: they rely on passwords or other user-defined codes. Even the fiercest protection strategy can be
only as secure as the secret that controls it, just as an elaborate burglar alarm
poses no problem to a thief who has its key.
When working with a password program, your biggest challenge will likely be
the password itself-what to choose, when to change it, and where to record it
in case it's forgotten. As you ' II soon see, these tasks take us from the realm of
technology to psychology.

Seleeting a Password
You' ll want a password that's easy to remember, but keep in mind that phrases
which strike you as appropriate may strike others as obvious. If you're an avid
golfer, for instance, stay away from passwords like "fore" or "birdie." There's
nothing wrong with a password that holds a particular connotation for you, but
the subject it evokes shouldn't be one that others would associate with you.
Your co-workers may be thoroughly familiar with your interests and affinities,
but it's unlikely that they know the name of the boy who sat at the desk directly
in front of you in your seventh grade math class .

~m,___-----,
'.
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The ideal password is a word, term or phrase that is
personnlly meaningful and therefore memorable, but so far
removed from its original context as to place it beyond the
reach of tbe educated guesser.
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When choosing a password, stay away from the following types. These are
among the most popular choices, and some "password-cracking" programs are
instructed to try hundreds of terms that fit into these categories.
• Common names, such as Bill or Margaret. Many people use their
middle name or their mother's maiden name.
• Obscenities, especially of the four-letter variety. Most password
crackers will try them early on.
• Science-fiction terms. Among the more prevalent are "Spock,"
"HAL," and "I, Robot."
• Common objects found in households and offices. Steer clear of
"file cabinet," "spider plant," and the like. Also, stave off the temptation to take refuge in the obvious, like "computer" or "Macintosh."
• Common phrases. Avoid especially those pertaining to greeting or
getting down to work, such as "Good morning," "Wake up," " Hey,
you," or "Get going."

Preserving the Password
No matter how strong your memory-or how memorable your passwordthere's too much at stake to trust your recollection. Once decided upon and duly
entered, the password should be written down in a safe but unobtrusive place.
This can pose a problem. You might find it easier to remember a password than
a set of directions to a secreted piece of paper, and besides, you're relying on
the same memory to retain both pieces of information. That's why both
password and hiding place are usually products of personality and force of
habit, and why most would-be security crackers employ psychology as well as
computer expertise.
Here's a trick that often works: hide the access code in a place that's not hard to
find, but in a form or context that makes it all but impossible to identify as the
password. One sterling example of this was devised by one user with a
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thoroughly undependable memory, who employed as passwords only sevendigit numbers. These numbers were even harder for him to recall than they 'd be
for most people, but this didn't concern him; when the password slipped his
mind, he' d simply tum to the address book on his desk, just inches from his
Mac. There, entered under the name of a mythical "Mr. Strubinski," he'd duly
recorded the seven-digit password in the form of a phone number.
If you think your memory isn ' t up to even this simple plan, find someone you
can trust to keep the password both safe and confidential and enlist their help. If
you give the password record to, say, your spouse for safekeeping, all you ' ll
need to remember is that you've done so. Even if you forget that, you' re
covered: your confidante will in all likelihood learn of your plight and remind
you of your precaution.

Changing Your Password
Some people manage the task of password retention by painstakingly remembering a password, then sticking with it indefinitely. But circumstances do arise
in which a new password is appropriate, and some users would do well to
change passwords as a matter of routine. Don't become a creature of habit, and
don't hesitate to replace your password whenever it seems like the right thing to
do. Although there's no need to for paranoia, anything that leads you to suspect
a security breach is probably cause for a new code.

If your workplace is so situated that others can watch the keystrokes you make
(even from a distance), you may want to change your password as a precaution
against the possibility of someone discerning the access code from your fmger
movements.
You may occasionally need to give temporary access to someone else, in which
case you should change your password as soon as the person has completed the
task. Sometimes you'll have no choice but to disclose your c urrent password
(such as when you're calling in sick), but in other instances you may not need
to part with it permanently; just change it to a temporary password and then
change it back when the sharing is done.

liJ
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The security problems implicit in passwords are evident enough on a singleuser system. It's much thornier when multiple users and past users enter the picture. In such cases, passwords should probably be changed whenever someone
who knows the current one will no longer be using the system, even if the person is com pletely trustworthy and changing passwords would be inconvenie nt
for other users.
It's not a matter of trust, it's a matter of human nature: your password remains
very important to you and others who rely on the system it protects. But to a
person who' ll no longer need the access it provides, the password is now just a
useless piece of info rmation, and as such will likely be handled both consciously and unconsciously with considerably less care. The departing person may
have no real stake in maintaining confidentiality. The secret will be maintained
not out of practicality, but out of a more abstract sense of ethics or expectations.
In this light, a pol icy of frequent password changes should not be seen as a sign
of mistrust, but as a courtesy to those who are departing: the password becomes
a piece of trivia that they won't have to worry about inadvertently divulging.
And you won't have to worry about temptation striking in times to come.

Data Encryption
Most encryption programs employ a method similar to that used by compression utilities, and some applications offer both features in one package. The contents of a file's data and resource forks are broken down, analyzed, and substituted
with a representational code; reconstituti ng the file is the reverse of the process.
Yet wh ile compressors perform this task in the same manner every time, encryption software creates a new set of rules fo r each file. Unlike simple codes based
on the substitution of one lener for another, most encryptor codes substitute one
multidigit number for another, which creates allows for a vast number of possibil ities and increases the code's complexity.
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Just how complex can this encryption be? Well, many programs offer DES '
(Data Encryption Standard)- the same method used by the government to
protect top secret data. Until recently, DES was considered to be the ultim
" unbreakable" coding system. A team of specialists did succeed in break in
but the task required weeks of calculations on one of the most powerful su rcomputers in the world. Thus, your encrypted data is probably safe.
If you' re interested in data encryption, you may want to look for a package hat
offers different encoding standards to meet your different needs -the more
elaborate the method, the more time and storage space involved. For exam le,
Sentinel offers three: SuperCrypt, BlockCrypt, a nd the formidable DES. S erCrypt is fast, space-efficient, and simple only in comparison to DES; both ·
and the more complex BlockCrypt provide sufficient sec~rity for most Ma ntosh users.
1

Like password protectors, encryption programs require that you establish a d
maimain passwords or user authorization lists. This entails the effective us of
psychology as well as software, but the flexi bility of encryption also adds w
twists. You may need to keep track of multiple passwords for multiple files
(although you could apply one password to them all), and if you send encrypted files to someone else, you'll need to safel y convey the password to
them as well.

llardware Security Devices
Macintoshes are compact, relatively lightweight, and easy to unplug and di
nect. Even a top-of-the-line Quadra isn 't much bigger than the average TV
VCR. These features may make the Mac easy to use, but they also make it
to steal. Any computer theft represents a significant monetary loss, but that
is compounded when your hard disk is among the missing items. Valuable,
not irreplaceable data, may be gone for good. And as if that's not frustratin
enough, it's likely that the very data that is priceless to you will be useless
the thief, and will likely end up dele~ed from the di sk.
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It's a grim scenario, but an avoidable one. Small as it may be, the Macintosh
can actually be secured more easily and thoroughly than many other computers,
thanks to its insightful design. As the original Mac was being developed, Apple
realized that big value in a small box could appeal to thieves, so security slots
were incorporated into the casing. Although they look like simple notches from
the outside, these have internal spines that distribute weight across a large surface area; when a cable or chain is passed through them, it can't be pulled out
with anything short of a power winch, which would tear out a large part of
the case.
There are a variety of anchoring packages available. Some use hard-to-pick
locks, some use metal rods instead of cables, and others use super-strong adhesives to supplant the slots. The adhesives are useful when you cannot or don' t
want to drill holes through your furniture.

WHEN
SOMETHING
GOES
WRONG

M

aybe you'11 be lucky and never have a
hard disk problem- but the odds are a
Even the best-engineered, best-maintained
is susceptible to mishaps, software bugs, au
and tear. 'Preventative m easures go a long
toward protecting your data, but they're o
the picture. You'll need to know how to ide
rectify a problem when it does occur.

In this section, we '11 discuss the skills and t ls necessary for doing just that. Chapter 6 shows yo how to
diagnose both software- and hardware-base ImalfWlctions, and how to contain such problems. C
takes you through the ste ps of recovering,
and replacing your hard disk's contents.
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To a Macintosh user, few things cause more frustration (not to mention fear) tltan
a hard disk that isn 't working properly--or worse yet, not working at all. If
you' re currently suffering through either of these scenarios, this chapter should
help you isolate the problem. But no matter how certain you are of your diagnosis, take care to read its entire contents before moving on to the recovery
methods outlined in Chapter 7.
Even if you're not currently in the midst of a hard disk crisis, it will be worth
your while to read this chapter. You'll be able to learn about these tools and
techniques under less stressful circumstances, and be much calmer and have
more confidence when disaster does strike.

Don't Panie-Pondet•
Before getting into the gory details, a note of encouragement is in order: when
proper precautions have been taken, the data on all but the most severely
malfunctioning hard disk can be recovered. The Macintosh system is very
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forgiving-it makes it extremely difficult to accidentally damage or delete ·
tion. In fact, hard disks are safer than floppy disks, because the storage medi s
more durable and the platters are unlikely to be completely erased, even by
tentiona! e rasure. Recovery may take time, and your hard disk itself may be a lo
cause, but your data is likely to be retrieved. So don't panic, okay?

~
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View the situation as an exercise in deductive reasoning.
Tracking down and r emedying a problem can be an achievement that will make you feel more in control of the technology. Even if your quest is unsuccessful, consider it a lesson
in being conscientious ahout data preservation in the future.

Approaching the Problem
This chapter will provide you with step-by-step procedures for troublesh
a number of problems. These procedures are ordered by major symptom
three main categories. "Software-Centered problems" encompasses malf
tions that appear to be mostly or entirely due to software. The term is int
ally ambiguous; a lthough these problems are manifested in software, the
originate in, or otherwise involve, hardware. "Hardware-Cente red proble
covers those problems that originate in hardware. "Nonspecific problems
cusses those problems not clearly attributable to hardware or software,
problems that may implicate both.

der

These procedures aren't exhaustive, but they should track symptoms at 1
the point of detennining that expert help is needed. Read through the enti e procedure before perfonn ing its steps, and don't proceed if you're unclear o any
of the instructions. You may also want to read the other procedures in tha
category; many have common procedures, and you may better understan a
step in one explanation than in another.
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Looking at tbe Big Picture
Although hard disks are our p1imary subject, effecti ve troubleshooting requires
looking at all aspects of the Macintosh: computer, peripherals, wires and circuitry, programs and other data, as well as the standards and assumptions by
which they all operate.
Why do we need such a comprehensive approach? Because your computer system is truly a system, an interdependent, interactive environment capable of
functioning-and malfunctioning- in a highly complex manner. Hardware
problems can trigger software problems (or vice versa), and such secondary
effects may beget still more repercussions. Some problems are caused by
neither hardware or software alone, but arise instead fTom their interactions.
That holds true for most computer systems, but the line between hardware and
software (or cause and effect) is even more blurred on the Macintosh. The
Macintosh operating system is a firmware/software hybrid, and even basic
operations require the coordination of a number of separate elements. Moreover, the manner of d1is coordination is far from fixed. While it may seem that
an application is "in charge" of a document, just as the System file is "in
charge" of an application, a document may make demands of an application,
which may in turn give orders to the operating system.
Under such circumstances, even seemingly clear-cut problems may stem from
a multitude of possible causes, have a number of consequences, and require
more than one manner of treatment. Thus the best approach to finding and
defining problems is to take nothing for granted, to start troubleshooting from
general causes and to proceed to specific causes by means of experimentation
and exclusion.
Effective troubleshooting takes more than the ability to identify problems. It
also requires an understanding of the factors behind those problems- the conditions in which they arise and the elements they may affect. With a proper understand ing of your computer and software, you' ll be ab le to ferret out many more
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problems than this chapter could possibly address. You may also be able t spot
and eliminate potential trouble before it occurs, or recognize one problem s a
symptom of another.

~
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Your attitude and approach may make the difference between
success and failure. Hat all possible, try to set aside the tune
to do the job right. Proceed step by step, and don't start
fixing a problem untiJ you're confident in your diagnosis;
improper cures can often cause further problems. Don't be
afraid to investigate the obvious. Is everything plugged in? Is
the wall socket supplying current? Does the disk have a valid
System file? Is a missing file really missing, or just misplaced?
You'd be surprised how maJ-)' "major" problems have a simple
solution.

Wltat Can Go W••ong?
Every element that makes up a working Macintosh system can be groupe in
three categories, each of which presents its own set of problems:

• Mechanical components (such as disk spindles, read/write heads,
keyboards, monitors, indicator lights, and the like) wear out with
use or the passage of time. Some of these, such as the power supply
or the flyback transformer, may have no moving parts but nonetheless have a finite useful life. Some imminent malfunctions may be
signaled by symptoms, such as eccentric operation or unusual
noises. Other parts fail without warning, turning your Macintosh
into an unusable box.
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With few exceptions, the repair of most mechanical problems is
beyond the skills of the average Mac user. Expert technical knowhow and authorized replacement parts are probably required, which
makes these problems more expensive than others to fix. Fortunately, it is rare that data is lost completely due to these kinds of
malfunctions, and with the help of a specialist, the contents of even
a ready-for-the-junk-heap hard disk can be recovered.

• Electronic components won't wear out, but they can be damaged
and disconnected. These include hard disk controllers, the Mac's
CPU, the RAM, the ROM, and the rest of the system 's circuitry,
plus all the wires that connect them. Although an informed user can
diagnose many electronic problems, in most cases repair can only
be done by experts. Since most components are solid-state and extremely small, these components are more likely to be rep laced than
repaired.

• Software is the most common cause of malfunctions, primarily because even the simplest program must perform a number of intricate
interactions with the operating system, the Finder, and other
software. Fortunately, software problems are the ones that best lend
themselves to user solutions. Unfortunately, they're also the type of
problems most like ly to involve data distortion or loss.

When llelp Is Needed
In general, you should turn to the expertise of others after you ' ve done as much
to pinpoint the problem as possible, and before you resign yourself to any seemingly permanent results of the problem. Keep your preliminary diagnosis in
mind when shopping for help; if it's clearly a software problem, the expense of
an Apple-authorized technician may not be necessary, but even the most brilliant and experienced Mac enthusiast may find a hardware dilemma beyond his
or her reach. Some situations require special tools and special training, while
others need only insight and persistence.

1~1
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Whatever you do, don't make matters worse by declining to seek help ou
pride or fear of ridicule. Whatever happened, it's not your fault; it was eitl
accident or a product flaw. Even if the problem arose as a direct result of
step you took, there's an engineer or programmer who should have made
action impossible.
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Don't hesitate to take advantage of the fact that most manufacturers of M f intosh software and peripherals stand behind what they sell, and may be the best
qualified and prepared to help. Find out if the troublesome component in uestion is still covered by a warranty, or if the manufacturer provides a "cust mer
service" or "technical support" phone number. Most companies use these
departments not only to please individual customers, but also to detect bu s
that may have eluded discovery during in-house testing. Software compat es in
I
particular pay special attention to support services, viewing you as a "fiel
tester" as well as a customer.

~.----------.,~
Experts can tell you what needs to be done, but only you can
decide if the data to be rescued is worth the time, effort, and
cost involved. Some documents are vital, unique, and irreplacable, while the loss of others represents only a minor
inconvenience and repetition of effort. While making your
decision, take stock of the resources you might use to
l'econstruct the missing information: your archive or backup,
misceDaneous Roppies, the storage volumes of a co-worker, or
even printouts or a non-computer source. The docmnent.s
aren't important-what matiere is the data they contain.
~---------------------·,~------------~------- ' ---
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The Te•·•nlnology of Malfunctions
Before we look at tools and troubleshooting, let's defme some of the terminology of malfunction. In general, Macintosh problems are most likely to manifest
themselves as crashes, bombs ,freezes, and hangs.
Crashes are the most serious signs of malfunction. The term encompasses any
condition in which the computer is misbehaving so profoundly that it's essentially no longer a computer. A crashed Mac might display only a blank or
garbled screen, or it may not work at all. Crashes may be caused by either a
hardware or a software problem, or a combination of both.
If your screen suddenly shows the haywire behavior characteristic of a crash,
turn off the power to the Mac at once, even if that means pulling its plug. (Any
unsaved data in an open document has probably been lost anyway.) Crashes of
this sort are the likely result of a software error or the failure a crucial component. Such crashes should not be confused with hard disk head crashes,
which occur when a read/write head touches a disk platter and damages its
surface.
Bombs are those occasions when a variation of the "bomb box" appears on the
screen. Although these problems may be just as catastrophic as crashes, they're
also a sign that things remain at least somewhat in control. The bomb dialog
boxes, which are part of the ftrmware of the Macintosh operating system, appear whenever the machine cannot interpret instructions it's receiving from the
System file or from an application. The box usually presents you with no option
other than to select the OK button; this automatically reboots the computer, and
any unsaved data is lost. In some cases, you'll be presented with another button, usually labeled "Resume." It's worth trying this button first, but its effectiveness depends on the application that was running when the system error
occurred. Things may return to normal, but even then it's a good idea to check
for data loss.

IHA GNOS I NG A NU CO:-I T A I :'I I NG A I'ROllL.IDI

Not all bomb boxes are alike. Some have a multi-digit number in the lowe
right-hand comer. This code number, generated by the firmware, is intend
describe the c ircumstances that caused the system error. Although it's not
lible, this code can be an important diagnostic tool. The meanings of the n
prominent of these codes are listed in Appendix C, although they're reall y
meaningful to programmers than troubleshooting users. Some application
use the codes in othe r, specialized dialog boxes ; in this case , they're usual
preceded by a minus sign.
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Since System 6.0.7, many error ID codes have been discontinued in favor f
specific messages, such as "floating point error" or "coprocessor not insta ed."
In some cases, this information may prove more useful than an error code. n
others, it can be too vague or general to be en lightening.
Freezes happen when all of a sudden nothing happens-when everything
the
screen, including the mouse pointer, is frozen in place. Whe n this happens
first step should be to check the connection of your mouse and keyboard; t at 's
the usual culprit. If that doesn ' t work, locate another mouse or keyboard,
that you know is operational, and hook it up. If that fails to unfreeze th ing
time to flip the power switch or pull the plug.
Hangs are caused when the screen refuses to change, but the mouse pointe
still move freely. This usually signals that either the System file doesn 't kn
how to carry out a command, or the application has started a task that can '
completed. The proper response to this condition is dictated by the form o
mouse pointer. If the pointer is the standard arrow or text-insertion beam (
ure 6. J ), reboot the computer. Jf the pointer is in its "wait" form (a watch ,~
beach ball , or an hourglass), then give the computer fifteen minutes or so t
complete the task before shutting down. Those indicators mean that the M
tosh is reading to or writing from memory, and a varie ty of circumstances
slow these processes down to a crawl.
These four types of conditions are by far the most common signs of crisis
the Macintosh, and each is an unambiguous indication that something has
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awry. Although each condition has its own cause and significance, some diagnostic procedures work equally well in response to more than one type. It's
often convenient to refer to the four types collectively as interchangeable indicators of a single problem. Therefore, this book uses the term malfunction
only for circumstances involving bombing, crashing, freezing, or hanging.

Software Tools
Software developers have created programs to deal with the various malfunctions you might run up against. I will discuss these utilities at various places
throughout tllis book. In this section, I will introduce a few of the most common and useful software utilities: DiskMaker, the Norton Utilities' Disk Doctor,
and Apple Computer's Installer.

Examining the SCSI Bus with DiskMaker
If a SCSI volume does not show up on the desktop, but otherwise appears to be
operational, the problem may not be in the device, but in the SCSI bus itself. A
cable connection might be loose, a wire may have shorted out, a port may have
become disconnected from SCSI circuitry, or a conflict may exist between
SCSI addresses.
You can test for aJl these possibilities by using a special utility that looks at the
SCSI bus itself. One such utility, DiskMaker, includes a control panel device
that displays the current status of the SCSI bus (Figure 6.2). It lists all seven
SCSI ID numbers, either displaying the device's miniature icon or indicating
"no dev" if no device is found to correspond with a number.

1~1
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Scanning the
SCSI bus with
DiskMaker

To examine your SCSI bus, click on the Scan Bus button in the lower left
corner. After a few moments, the devices currently on the SCSI will be list
Click on a drive's icon, and DiskMaker will display the drive's desktop ic
manufacturer, model name, and maxi mum capacity. All connected volume
should appear, even if it isn' t currently mounted on the Macintosh's deskt
a volume doesn't appear-and you believe it to be properly connected, te
minated, plugged in, and powered on-hold down the 3€ key and click on
Reset button. The bus will be rescanned.
DiskMaker has a number of uses:
• You can use it to determine the exact make and model of a hard disk
without resorting to opening the computer or external drive case.
(Remember, the disk mechanisms of external drives are often
manufactured by a company other than the name appearing on the
drive case.)
• You can use it to determine if a device's software SCSI ID is the
same as its physical ID.

• If you're adding a device to the bus, you can use it to see which ID
numbers are available.
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• If a volume does not appear on the desktop but does appear in DiskMaker, you may be able to mount it with the Mount command.
• If repeated scans of the SCSI bus refuse to recogn ize a volume (and
that volume only), you can conclude that the problem is isolated to
the volume itself.

Usi n g No••tun Disk Ductur
If you have insta lled Norton Utilities on your system, you' ll want to use Norton
Disk Doctor be fore proceeding to more elaborate measures. Disk Doctor is the
application 's general-purpose diagnostic and repair utility. While it can' t solve
all problems, it's de fini tely worth using as your first recourse when trouble
strikes.
When launched from the Norton Utilities main menu, Disk Doctor performs a
series of tests on the selected volume, as shown in Figure 6.3. These tests can
detect the majority of problem areas on the Macintosh volumes. Even severely
damaged floppies and hard drives can be examined with thjs automated process.
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The Norton
Utilities' Disk
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number of
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hard drives
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Disk Doctor begins by examining the general volume info, confinning tha the
boot blocks and related files are accurate and in working order. It then per rms
a sim ilar verification of the directory level, and moves on the check the ex ents
and 8-tree catalog to detennine that files and folders are placed in a functi
hierarchy. Next, it analyzes the block allocations, making sure that fi les ar
being read from and written to in a logical fashion. It then attempts to rec stitute any files that seem damaged, and inspects all files for irregularities at
could lead to potential mishaps. If any are found, Disk Doctor reports on i
promptly. Whenever possible, it will ask for your permission to attempt to
the problem. The results of each diagnostic session can be saved into a fil
even printed out if necessary.

~

~1~.p -------,~
Be cause it can spot possible problems before they happen, it's
a good ide a to rw1 Disk Doctor regularly, even on volumes
that seem trouble-free.

Systetn Trnnsplants witlt Instnller
As you ' II soon see, one common remedy fo r disk trouble is the replaceme
an unusable or unre liable System file with a fresh one. You may not relish
prospect of such a task, since your System probably contains c ustomized
tures such as fonts and desk accessories, but fortunately, there's a way to
forrn a System transplant without losing that personalization. Since 1987,
has included a utility called Installer on all System disks. Not only does I
staller automate the process of System installation and replacement, it can
wi thout disturbing your file customization. It will also optimize the new S
file to best suit your model of Macintosh. Installer works on any mass sto
device or floppy, but only when the volume 's current System is not prese
use as the startup file.
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When launched, Installer presents a single dialog box (Figure 6.4). Start by
clicking to select the entry that corresponds to your Mac. If you have a 512K or
earlier model Macintosh, you'll note that your model is not listed. That's because Apple recommends you stick with an earlier System version. Although
trying the Plus option may work, it won' t produce any change in performance,
it's probably best to heed Apple's advice. Contact your Apple dealer fo r information on the best System software for your Mac.
Next, specify the target volume and wait while Installer calculates whether the
volume has enough space for the new System file. If so, you' re then apprised of
how much storage space will be used and how much will remain. Give it the goahead by clicking the Install button. You ' 11 be informed when the job is done.
Just how does Installer tailor the system to your Macintosh? It eliminates the System features you won't need, includes ones you will, and modifies some dialog
boxes so that the Mac images used in dialog boxes and the like will more closely
resemble your machine. For example, Installer will include display formats and
color CDEVs in a System file for a Mac II or Quadra, but will omit them in a Classic or PowerBook System file since they would only waste storage space.

fl~~~~ ~.~
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Using Diagnostic Procedures
You'll find that most of the information in the following procedures appli to
floppies and other storage devices as well as hard disks, but for the sake o
clarity and conciseness, it's assumed that you have at least one SCSI hard isk
connected to your Macintosh, and that you are using it as your startup vol me.
Internal hard disk users may find fe wer answers in the following sections
their problems than those with external units. This isn't because the princi
outlined here don't apply, but because they may prove impossible to appl)
vice
non-working internal hard disk often means a non- working Macintosh,
versa. Most internal hard disks have special problem detection resources
built in or bundled with the drive, so check your user manual or contact t
manufacturer 's technical support staff for information on troubleshooting hese
drives.
One final note: it's possible that you might find yourself at the end of a pr
dure with still no answer in sight. Although the following sections includ
most useful means of tackling the most likely causes of difficulties, there
been no effort to anticipate and address every possible problem. For the a
user, such an effort would prove overwhelming, intimidating, and of little
benefit. If a diagnosis remains elusive, don't give up the situation as a los
cause. Look at other troubleshooting information, both in this book and e
where. And keep in mind that sometimes, answers don't come because th
wrong question is being asked: make sure that you fully understand the n
of the problem, and have correctly identified all the symptoms.
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Software-Centered Problems
In addressing the problems that seem rooted in software, we' ve broken dow

pertinent procedures into three categories. "Problems upon Startup" covers e
conditions that show up during the startup process, the period in which the c mputer is turned on, booted up, and all mounted volumes are brought online. " roblems upon Application Launch" looks at the malfunctions that can occur wh the
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user launches documents, applications, and related files. "Problems upon InApplication Command" tackles the mishaps that can occur while working
within an application.

Proble111s upon Sta••tu1•
The startup sequence (explained in Chapter 2) is one of your Macintosh's
busiest times: the boot blocks have to be read and obeyed, as does the PRAM
(see below). Among other things, the System f ile must be loaded, INIT file commands must be carried out, the Finder needs to be launched, the desktop has to
be rebuilt, and the directories of all online volumes must be confirmed and at
the ready. The more work that goes on, the greater the chance that something
can go wrong, and since the Mac is just getting down to work, there's not much
of a context with which to determine the cause of a problem. The positive side
of startup problems is that they almost never involve your personal data; most
startup errors simply announce a System or a hardware malfunction.
You can't be certain that a startup has been successful until you've actually
used the Mac for a while without incident. However, the first sign that things
are proceeding as planned is the " happy Mac" icon (Figure 6.5). This indicates
that the Mac has recognized a vol.ume, located its System file, and started the
loading of the same file.

lnt•·odueing the PllAM
There are numerous problems that can plague the startup process, but one fac tor
may be suspected in most, if not all, startup app lications: the Parameter RAM,
or PRAM (Figure 6.6).
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The PRAM is the Mac's third type of memory, neither permanent like R
nor temporary like RAM. It's a 256 KB storehouse for data the Mac uses or
consistency from one session to another, such as the clock/calendar's tim and
alarm settings, the configuration of non-SCSI ports, and all the custom o tions
available in the Control Panel. Unlike regular RAM, its contents don't di ppear when the machine is turned off, thanks to a battery located in a com artment in the back of the machine (on the Mac Plus or earlier models) or d eper
within the workings (on Mac lis, SEs or Quadras) . Like RAM and ROM however, it can be corrupted or damaged.

If a startup problem can't be attributed to any other factor, you can purg
PRAM and see what happens. (You '11 have to reset the clock and all you
trol Panel preferences, but that's probably a small price to pay. If your
battery compartment is in the back, purging the information is a simple atter;
just open the door, remove the battery for at least three to five minutes, t ~n
replace it and close up.
In the case of other Macs, zapping the PRAM requires a slightly more c
cated purging procedure, since the battery is soldered directly to a circui
and can't be removed by the user. To purge PRAM on these models, pre
Option, Shift, and Command keys simultaneously while selecting the C
Panel from the Apple menu. This 'will trigger a dialog box (Figure 6.7),
if you're running System 6 or earlier. Under System 7, this is not an op ·

pli-
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You can, however, reboot fro m a System 6 floppy, then flush the RAM.
This procedure takes a few moments. Even if you choose not to continue, the
dialog box may remain on the screen for a half-minute or so.

No Screen Display
Problem: After the power is turned on, the Macintosh screen does not display
the "disk requested" icon (Figure 6.8). The screen either remains dark or displays only snow or other garbled images.
Diagnosis: If you have an external monitor, first check your connecting cables
and the monitor's power supply. If they seem to be in order, test the monitor itself by either connecting it to a functioning Macintosh, or by connecting a working monitor to your Macintosh.
If you succeed in isolating the trouble to the monitor, follow servicing procedures for your particular model. But unless the manufacturer specifically directs
you to do so, do not open up your monitor's casing. The monitor's cathode ray
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tube (CRT) assembly includes parts under high pressure, and parts capable f
storing high voltage, even if unplugged. By poking around in there, you'll
probably do more hann than good-to your Mac and to yourself.
If your monitor works fine on another Mac, or if you have a compact or po able Mac with an internal screen, see the section "Complete Function Loss
later in this chapter.

Startup File Not Recognized
Problem: Even though a volume with a valid startup file has been placed
line, the " disk requested" icon either remains displayed or is replaced by t
"disk rejected" icon (Figure 6.9).
Diagnosis: Does the question mark in the middle of the icon continue to
on and off? If not, consult a technician; a ROM problem is likely. If it doe
shut down, take any SCSI volumes offline by switching them off or disco
ing them, then try to reboot from a floppy you know to be a valid startup
If that does the trick, it's likely that the startup file on your SCSI volume
been rendered unrecognizable. Replace it, and then reboot three or four ti
from the replacement before resuming business as usual. If a System tran
doesn't eliminate the problem, replace any I NITs that may be in the S yste
Folder.
If booting from the floppy results in no change, or if "disk requested" is
replaced with the "disk rejected" icon, you 'II need expert servicing. The
Iem may be in the ROM, the RAM, the CPU, or connective circuitry.

This icon
appears when
the startup file
isn't recognized
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Startup Aborted
Problem: The "disk requested" icon, the "happy Mac" icon, or the "Welcome to
Macintosh" message box is replaced by the "sad Mac" image (Figure 6.1 0).

Diagnosis: This icon indicates that a System f ile has been located, but the
Macintosh is unable to read all or part of it. First, consult the icon's error code
to determine if the problem is in the hardware or the software (see "Troubleshooting with the 'Sad Mac"' below). If it 's a hardware problem , call in the
pros. If it's a software problem, shut down and take all SCSI volumes offline,
then try to reboot from a startup floppy placed in the internal disk drive.
If this works, it's likely that the System fi le was somehow corrupted; shut down
again, put your SCSI volumes back online, ~nd then reboot, making sure that
the startup floppy is still in the internal drive. If the volume with the suspect
floppy subsequently appears on the desktop, replace its System file and see if it
now functions as a startup source. If not, reboot from the floppy once more,
replace any INITs in the System Folder and use the Installer program, then try
again. If the volume does not mount, you may have a corrupted directory; see
Chapter 7 for information on recovery from these problems.
'l'roubleshootlng with the "Sud Mne" The "sad Mac" icon is more than
an irreverent image designed to put a whimsical twist to a sobering situation.

It's the result of the Mac failing the diagnostic tests built into its ROM. Unlike the

The "sad Mac"
icon signals
that system
startup cannot
be completed.
due to faulty or
missing bootup
data
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error codes of the "bomb box," the "sad Mac" can yield information about the
nature of the problem that's useful to the general user.
Beneath the icon is a code which can hold a number of meanings. Let's look at
the important information it provides (Figure 6.11 ).

The first two characters indicate whether the problem is in the hardware or the
software. OF indicates a software failure; any other characters point to hardware. 01 declares a ROM problem, while 02 to 05 mean the RAM is at fault.
The remaining characters are used to further define the problem. If the fu·st
two characters are OF, the final characters pinpoint the type of software problem. If the first two characters indicate a RAM problem, the others will specify
the memory chip that isn't working properly.
From a user's standpoint, the most important use of the "sad Mac" codes is to
determine if the problem is in the software or the hardware. If it's the former, a
System replacement is in order; if the latter, you ' II require repair services from
an expert.

Alternating Icons
Problem: The "disk requested" icon continuously alternates with the "happy
Mac" icon, and startup proceeds no further.

The numbers
and letters
beneath the
"sad Mac"
idemify the
nature of the
problem
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Diagnosis: Because a seeming file glitch can sometimes be an error in reading
the fi le instead, the Mac is sometimes instructed to try again. Odds are that your
System file has problems, but the computer doesn't know when to give up and
display the "sad Mac." Follow the instructions under "Startup Aborted"
scenario to identify the root of the problem.

Redundant Icons on DesktO(J
Problem: Numerous (usually five to seven) copies of the same volume icon appear on the desktop after startup (Figure 6. 12)
Diagnosis: First, resist the temptation to click on any of these icons (unfortunately, your hard disk has not miracu lously multiplied), then shut the Mac
down as soon as possible. This visually dramatic quirk is caused by an online
device with the SCSI address 7. As noted in Chapter 2, that number is the SCSI
ID of the Macintosh itself, and the computer is understandably confused. Reset
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the device's address to a number between 0 and 6, then restart and check for
possible data loss.

Volume leon Missing
Problem: A normal desktop is displayed, but the icon of an online hard disk or
other SCSI volume is nowhere to be found.

Diagnosis: It's likely that (1) the SCSI bus is faulty or disconnected, (2) the
volume hardware just isn't working, or (3) the volume has a damaged directory,
and thus cannot be mounted by the Mac. Investigate the problem in that order.
First, shut down the Mac and check its cabling; make sure that the terminators
are in place, the connectors firmly seated, and while you're at it, check the
power cords as well. Then reboot and see if the icon finally appears. Don 't do
this while the Mac is up and running, since the computer confirms the presence
of volumes on the SCSI bus only during startup; bringing a SCSI device online
at any other time can, in fact, cause crashes and hangs.

If the device icon is still missing, look for signs of life from the hard disk itself.
Is the fan working? Restart the Mac; can you hear the usual sounds of the
read/write heads moving from their parked positions? If it has an indicator
light, does it light up at all during startup? If there's any indication that something's amiss with the unit's hardware, turn to the section "Other Hardware
Problems" in this chapter.

If the unit is operating normally but the icon still refuses to appear, a repair
utility may be able to mount the volume and replace a damaged directory or
FAT. The use of these programs is covered in Chapter 7. Until you have restored these files, don't use your Macintosh unless the hard disk has been safely
disconnected.

leon

~Usslng

from Directory

Problem: The contents of a folder are normally displayed, but the icons of one
or more files are missing.
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Diagnosis: Start by making sure that the files are really missing. Perhaps they
were deleted from the volume, moved to another folder, or renamed. Use Find
File or another mass volume search utility to see if the file is located elsewhere
on the hard disk or on another volume; if it's possible that your system has been
used by someone else, inquire (discreetly, if need be) if changes have been
made to your folders. If the lost file is a document, browse through other documents of the same type to determine that it hasn't been renamed; advanced
search utilities like GOfer can do this for you. If its an application, peruse
folders under the View by Icon format and look for its distinctive icon.

If you are certain that the file has indeed disappeared, all is not lost: it's possible that the volume directory has somehow lost track of it, or that it has been
converted into an invisible file. What's an invisible ftle? It's a file that is meant
to be read by the Mac but not by the user (such as the Desktop file). As such, it
does not have an icon. Invisible files can be located, opened, and modified with
utilities such as ResEdit, which is covered in Chapter 7.

ARNING

Until you've retrieved the ftle, refrain from working with any
other file on the hard disk, or adding a new file to the disk.

This is to keep the Macintosh from changing any area on the
hard disk, and possibly writing over the file.

Changed Volume Icon
Problem: The icon of a hard disk or other online storage volume is displayed,
but its appearance has been modified or replaced by another icon (Figure 6.13).
Diagnosis: Do not open the volume. Shut down immediately and reboot under
another System file. If the icon returns to normal, replace the System file used
previously. If the problem persists, then the volume is unable to identify itself
correctly; use one of the utilities described in the next chapter to attempt
repairs. In a worse-case situation, you may need to reinitialize the volume

DIAG N OSING AND C ONTAINING A PROBLEM

(which obliterates its contents). But even if you don't have a current backup, all
is not lost. Some utilities, such as Norton Utilities' Disk Editor, allow you to
copy the contents of a hard disk without actually mounting the volume.

Changed Application leon
Problem: An application can be located, but when seen in the View by Icon or
View by Small Icon display format, its icon has been modified, or replaced by
the default "generic" icon, as in Figure 6.14.
Diagnosis: If the default icon is displayed, don ' t proceed until you' re confident
that the application does, in fact, have a distinctive icon. Although the vast
majority do have their own icons, some (especially amateur and public domain
programs) don 't and display the default icon instead.
If something really is wrong, do not launch the application. Instead, shut down
and reboot the computer with a fresh System file. If this works, replace the first
System file. If it doesn't, replace the application with a fresh copy.

If for some reason you don 't have a fresh copy at hand, you may want to risk
launching the application anyway; it's possible that only the code governing the
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icon has been corrupted. But before you do so, take a few precautions. If you're
running System 6, make sure you're running Finder rather than MultiFinder,
since the latter has a greater potential for corrupting other applications. Make
duplicates of any documents you wish to use, and plan on working with them
only. Finally, launch the application, but don't just forge ahead, even if everything seems normal. Before getting down to business, make sure that the application can open, create, save, and reopen documents without problem.
If the application malfunctions upon launch, chances are that the icon display
code isn't the only corrupted part of the document's resource fork. You might
be able to pinpoint the problem with the help of one of the utilities described in
Chapter 7, but the inner workings of applications are usually too complex and
convoluted for anyone but programmers and software engineers to understand.
You're probably better off obtaining a clean copy of the application.

Changed Document leon
Problem: The distinctive icon of a doctlment has been modified or replaced by
the default "generic" icon, as shown in Figure 6.15.

Diagnosis: If the default icon appears, the document's creator ID may have
been deleted or damaged. This part of the resource fork tells the Finder which
application the document belongs to, and describes the icon that should appear
on the screen. A misdrawn icon usually indicates heavier damage to the resource fork than the default icon.

In either case, the next step is to test the document's viability. First, open or create another document of the same type to make sure that parent application is
not corrupted. Then return to the Finder and make a duplicate of the document

Distinctive icon
(left); default

icon (right)
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in question. Finally, while running only under Finder with no other open documents, use the Open command from within the application to locate the
document's home folder.
Are the document and its duplicate listed in the scrolling contents field? If so,
try to open the duplicate. If the Mac bombs or otherwise misbehaves instead of
opening the document, then at least one of the file fo rks has been corrupted
beyond the computer's comprehension. Turn to Chapter 7 to retrieve the information in the file.
If the duplicate of the document does open, inspect it for omissions or additions. If any of the text is worth saving, copy it to a brand new document. If the
formatting has been scrambled, you may want to use the Cut and Paste commands instead of the Scrapbook, which copies both the text and formatting. If
the file's contents appear so garbled as to be unusable, it's still possible that
only the file's resource fo rk has been damaged, and that the data fork is intact;
see Chapter 7 on how to determine whether this is the case.

Did the document not show up in the scrolling field of the Open dialog box?
That means that the program cannot recognize (and therefore, cannot open) the
file. Some applications have commands such as Import or Open Other that can
interpret various document formats; if such a command is available, it's worth
giving it a try.
If none of these procedures work, quit the application, return to the Finder, and
try to launch the duplicate of the document by clicking on it directly. There's an

outside chance that the parent application will be launched and the document
opened, but the odds are more in favor of the appearance of a dialog box similar to that shown in Figure 6. 16. If the file still fails to open, it's time for the
techniques of Chapter 7.
Don' t let the dialog box discourage you. All it indicates is that the document's
creator ID is unreadable; the Mac can't launch the application because it
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doesn't know which application to launch. You'll find the tools for rectifying
that condition in the next chapter.

Non-Startup Volume Not Recognized
Symptom: The startup process appears successful, but an online volume other
than the startup disk is not mounted by the Macintosh. Instead, the dialog box
shown in Figure 6.17 appears, asking if the disk should be initialized.

Diagnosis: Probably no Macintosh message is more disheartening than this
one, but in just about every circumstance, the situation is not as dire as it may
seem. There's a lot you can do before instructing the Mac to initialize the disk,
and the odds are good that most if not all of your data is far from lost.
The dialog box doesn't mean that the volume is blank- just that the Mac can't
figure out how to read it. Most of the Macintosh user interface is designed to
minimize problems-to make it as difficult as possible for even the neophyte
to make an unintentional move that has permanent consequences. But the
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initialization dialog box is one aspect of the interface can be downright misleading, and even an unnecessary source of grief.
The box seems innocuous enough. It appears when a brand-new floppy or a
floppy previously formatted for a different kind of computer is inserted in the
Macintosh. But if it appears when you insert a floppy that you know has already been formatted for a Macintosh, do not initialize the disk except as a last
resort. The initialization dialog box is problematic because it gives you only
two courses of action: eject the disk or initialize it. Initializing the disk
obliterates any information already on the disk. Initialization of the disk is not
inevitable, although this message may imply as much.
In most cases, there's a good chance that much if not most of the data on the
floppy is still intact-it's just that the disk directory has been damaged. In the
next chapter, we'Ll detail the procedures for regaining access to the data on disk.
If you insert a high-density disk, you won't be given an option; it will be automatically formatted as a 1.44 MB disk. If, however, the disk is not high-density,
you'll be asked if you want to format it as a single-sided or double-sided djsk.
One last item of advice: if you do wish to initialize a disk, choose the ''Twosided" option only if the floppy is manufacturer-designated double-sided (800
KB) disk. Single-sided 400 KB disks can be intialized on both sides, but resist
the temptation to do so; the second surface of a single-sided disk is coated but
not tested, and can fail at any time. In fact, some single-sided are actually
double-sided disks that didn't pass inspection on one side. If your data is worth
saving, it's worth saving on a reliable floppy.

Problems upon Launch and {;otnmand
Two other events tax the Macintosh's resources: the launching of an application, and the carrying out of commands made from within that application.
Launches are problematic because the compiler needs to perform so many
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duties. The application must be located and loaded into RAM, its instructions
followed, its resource files consulted, its fonts accessed, its windows drawn, a
new or existing document must be displayed, and so on. All this needs to be
done smoothly and consistently, in as few seconds as possible.
Commands within applications are often as exacting and elaborate as the launch
sequence. For instance, when you select the Open command, the application
calls on the user interface portions of the Toolbox to draw the standard File
dialog box, and relies on the System to list file and folder names in the correct
order. Since four separate software elements are operating at more or less the
same time (the application, the document, the System, and the Toolbox), an incompatibility between any of them can trigger a malfunction.
Why are so many problems caused during launches and commands? The are a
number of reasons, but perhaps the most important is that these are the times
when the hardware/software package created by Apple Computer comes into
contact with software created by someone e lse. And since thousands of people
have written thousands of applications, this is the time when human error is
most likely to show.
Since its earliest days, the Macintosh has had a reputation among some programmers for being idiosyncratic and problem-prone. The truth of the matter is
that all Macintosh models are extremely reliable, but they're also extreme ly difficult to program. Even a modest application must conform to the user interface, access the right elements of the ROM Toolbox at the right times, and be
versatile enough to reshape its operations to accommodate any of a number of
variable factors, such as CPU types, RAM availability, or the presence of MultiFinder. These constraints are more than mere conformity; they're the standards
that allow the Macintosh to place most of its resources at the program's disposal. In effect, your Macintosh does not run an application so much as the application runs your Macintosh, at least until control is returned to the Finder.
That's why Macintosh programmers must follow a mind-boggling set of rules.

DIAGNOSI!'iG AND CONTAINING A PROBLEM

Of course, the more things there are that need to be programmed right, the more
things there are that can go wrong.
What follows are a few of the more prevalent malfunctions encountered during
the launch process and application commands. Since many of the troubleshooting techniques for startup-related problems are also useful here, you'll often be
referred to procedures discussed before. As before, the goal is to recognize the
problem; full-fledged repairs are covered in the next chapter.

Launch-Triggered Malfunction
Problem: The Macintosh bombs, crashes, hangs, or freezes when the user attempts to launch an application.

Diagnosis: Were you running the application under MultiFinder? Some
applications were written when only the Finder's RAM management rules
applied, and therefore are not compatible with MultiFinder. Start up under
the Finder and try again.
Is the application capable of running on your computer? The SE and Macintosh II models were designed to run software created for the Mac Plus, 5 12K,
and 128K, but only if the software had been written in accordance with Apple's
programming protocols. Unfortunately, many software authors didn't strictly
follow those protocols; thus some applications make assumptions about
hardware that don't hold true for the SE or Macintosh II. Many such programs
have since been rewritten for full compatibility; if your application is still supported by the manufacturer, find out if an upgraded version is available.
Of course, the opposite may also hold true: the application is intended only for
Macintoshes more advanced than yours. Most software is written to be compatible with as many models as possible, but some applications rely so heavily
on the superior computing power of the high-end models that running them on
a Mac Plus or earlier model would be impractical, if not impossible. That's why
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it's a good idea to determine a product's limitations and system requirements
before making a purchase. And before you make a choice between jettisoning
the application and buying a more powerful Mac, fmd out if the program could
run on your current system with the help of a hardware upgrade or enhancement; some extra RAM may be all you need.
Is the application compatible with the entire contents of the System Folder?
Some applications need a particular version of the System, the Finder, or a
printer driver. Others are allergic to INITs and CDEVs. Check the manual or
user guide, and while you're at it, double-check for any other special requirements which may have been overlooked.
Still no solution? Replace the application with a fresh copy. If it's a program
that incorporates numerous options and customizations that you 'd rather not
lose, you might want to copy the suspect version onto a floppy rather than just
tossing it in the Trash. In any case, take the precaution of first removing the app lication on the hard disk entirely, and only then copy the new version to disk.
Don't use the update method that triggers the "Replace current version?" dialog
box (Figure 6.18), since that may make the change by directly overwriting the
sectors currently occupied by the file, and we haven ' t ruled out the possibility
that the fault lies in physical damage to those sectors.
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Does the new application work fine? If you hung on to the previous version in
hopes of retaining its customization, bid it farewell and get started on duplicating those features in the new version. The problem may have been in the software alone, but what if it physical platter damage was involved? Your bard disk
should automatically identify and avoid the affected areas in the future; both
Norton Disk Doctor and Symantec Utilities for Macintosh identify and isolate
such areas.
If the new copy also triggers the malfunction, your System file is suspect.
Install a new System file and try again; if that does the trick, go ahead and
reinstall the original version of the application onto the disk, if that's your
preference, but be sure to first try it out.

Application f::annot Be Launched
Problem: Although the Macintosh does not hang, bomb, crash, or freeze, an attempt to launch an application is met with the dialog box shown in Figure 6.16
announcing the Mac 's inability to open the application. In rare cases, the command is ignored entirely.

Diagnosis: If you're in MultiFinder, reboot under Finder and give it another try.
If a document created by the application is at hand, try launching the application by opening a new duplicate of the document. Finally, try to launch a few
other applications residing on the disk.

Do the other applications launch without incident? If so, then the Mac considers this application to be so damaged that it does not even attempt to launch
it. Follow the removal and replacement instructions of the previous procedure.
If more than one application is unlaunchable, it's likely that the Finder or Multifinder is faulty, and a new System file is needed. This may solve the problem
but not repair the damage it caused, so if the applications remain unlaunchable,
they should be replaced as well.
Still no results? There may be an incompatibility between the software and the
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contents of your System Folder. Check your user manual or any related documentation for System-related requirements or limitations.

Insufflent Memory for Launch
Problem: The Macirltosh refuses to launch an application, displaying instead a
dialog box (Figure 6.19) declariiJ.g that available memory is inadequate for the
task. In most cases, the dialog box goes on to ask if the user wants to proceed
anyway.

Diagnosis: The memory in question is RAM, and it's possible that the application simply requires more than your Mac is capable of supplyirlg. Minimum
RAM requirements are usually noted in the application's documentation and in
its Get Info box. (If you're unfamiliar with the Get Info box, see Chapter 3.) If
workirlg with such software is worth the investment, you may want to look into
memory upgrades.
Is the application supposed to run on your configuration of Macintosh? It may
be that other programs are currently gobbling a disproportionately large amount
of RAM, or that the Mac has been looking for more memory than the application actually needs. If you're running under MultiFinder, this means you should
free up RAM (or to quit one or more open applications), or shut down and
reboot under Finder. But even if these steps work, don't conclude that you 'II always need to launch the application in this manner; use the techniques under
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"Managing Memory Allocation" below to see if the memory allocation can be
adjusted instead.
If the problem persists under Finder (or if MultiFinder wasn't a factor in the
first place), read "Managing Memory Allocation" to learn about the issue of
memory allocation. Then open the Get Info box and make sure the application's
allotment is no bigger than necessary, adjusting it if needed. But for the moment, avoid setting it any lower than the recommended minimum.

Still can't launch the application? It's time to take a look at the big picture. You
can do this by selecting About this Macintosh from the Apple menu. (In System 6, this command is called "About the Finder.") Unless you're using an outmoded System file, the resulting display should be a variation of the one in
Figure 6.20.
This box gives you an up-to-the-second snapshot of your RAM- the amount
your Macintosh is equipped with; the amount currently being used by the System, the Finder, (and other applications when you're run ning under Mul!iFinder; and the amount remaining in reserve. If the Largest Unused Block
figure is less than the application's recommended minimum, your only recourse
is to seek a simpler, less memory-hungry situation in which to launch the
application.
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The most effective way to free up more memory is by cutting frill s from the
System Folder. If you have a monitor capable of displaying color or gray scales,
deactivating those options may make a big difference. Other possibilities are
custom backgrounds, spec ial sound files (for warning beeps and the like), INITs
and CDEVs, fonts, and DAs. Remember the criteria is appetite, not size: you' re
looking for software that effects the Mac 's general operations, and as such is
likely to be kept in RAM. In extreme situations, the best solution is to keep a
bare-bones System Folder on a floppy to boot up from before launchi ng the
app lication.
Mnnnglng !Uen10ry 1\llocntlons You'll notice that an application 's Get
Info box differs from those of the Finder and documents. It has two extra informational categories directly below the text box, as shown in Figure 6.21. Suggested Memory Size displays the minimum memory recommended by the
application's programmers, while the boxed figure following Application
Memory Size records the amount of RAM the Macintosh will in fact use when
launching this application.
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These two figures usually start out as identical, but the second figure can be increased or decreased by the user. Why does the Mac make such a distinction?
Because the minimum RAM recommendation is based on normal performance
expectations, and the demands you place on the application may be far from
normal.
If you have the memory to handle it, increasing the memory allocation can
speed up an application's performance considerably, especially when dealing
with large, complex, or multiple documents. More RAM means less time spent
reading from the disk. You ' ll want to consider this option for your word processor if you're writing a book, or for your desktop publishing program if you' re
working with scanned photographs.
Decreasing the alloc.ation may be called for when RAM is at a premium, and
when the app lication is unlike ly to be pushed to its limits. Such reductions can
be risky since memory inadequac ies tend to announce themselves with malfunctions, but most applications can run with a memory allocation that is sm&ller
than the official minimum. The threshold varies, however, and the only way to
find it is through trial and e rror.
To change the memory allocation in either direction, just delete and replace the
current figure (the box it's in is actually a text field) . Remember that your specifications are retained as an integral part of the file, and as such will be passed
along with any duplicates you may make.

Malfunction During DoeuDient Opening
Problem: Launching an application by clicking on one of its documents results
in syste m malfunction.

Diagnosis: Is the malfunction triggered by the document or the applicatil n? If
you can't open other documents or launch the program directly, go back to the
procedure outlined in " Launch-Triggered Malfunction." If the problem seems
isolated to the document, see if you can open it from within the application
using the techniques outlined in the "Changed Document Icon" procedure.
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If that doesn 't work, you may need to unlock the file's contents with one of the
utilities described in Chapter 7.

Application Not Found
Problem: Launching an application by clicking on one of its documents results
in a dialog box, shown in Figure 6.16, indicating that the parent application cannot be located.

Diagnosis: Well, is the application in fact present? Use a volume searcher like
Find File to make sure. And don't just check the startup volume-look at any
other volumes on which the application might reside. If the application doesn't
tum up, make a fresh copy of it from your backup.
If it is present, try opening the document from within the application using the
method described in the "Changed Document Icon" procedure.

Document Has Been Changed
Problem: A document opens as usual, but its contents are garbled, reformatted,
missing, or otherwise modified.

Diagnosis: System changes can cause some documents (especially text and
page layout files) to change dramatically. If text created in one font is now displayed in another, make sure that the original font has been installed in your current System file, and that the document's application can access it automatically
(some programs require separate font installations). If line spacing and page
breaks seem to have been affected, check the Chooser desk accessory (Figure 6.22) when the document window is open and active. The Macintosh reconfigures page setups for different printers, and a document created when the
LaserWriter driver is chosen will be different than one created under ImageWriter. Selecting the proper printer driver will correct page setups, even when
you have no intention of printing the document.
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Still no luck? The document itself may be fine and the changes may be due to
the Mac's incorrect reading of the file 's resource forks. Close the file immediately, making sure to choose No when the Save changes? dialog box appears.
When you've returned to the desktop, make a duplicate of the document. Open
the duplicate; if the unwanted changes were temporary, things should be normal. If the problem persists, the changes made are permanent. If you have a
backup copy, use it instead. If your primary goal is to save the document's text,
you may be able to do so; refer to Chapter 7 to find our how.

l'tlaliunctlon Upon Command
Problem: The Macintosh bombs, crashes, freezes, or hangs when a command is
given.
Diagnosis: If the Mac is frozen or has hung up, it may have unexpectedly run
out of RAM in the midst of carrying out the command. Wait a few minutes to
make sure that the CPU isn't just taking its time, then shut down and try again.
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Take steps to free up memory before launching the application: if you were running under MultiFinder, restart with Finder. If you had multiple documents
open within the application, try accessing only one at a time.

If the malfunction is a bomb or crash, than an incompatibility needs to be tracked down and eliminated. Follow the steps listed under "Launch-Triggered Malfunction" above.

Document Will Not Print
Problem: When the user attempts to print a document, the Macintosh responds
as expected, but the document does not print.
Diagnosis: Is your printer correctly connected to the Macintosh? Keep in mind
that both the printer port and the modem port are serial connections, and either
can be connected to a Macintosh-compatible printer. After checking the connection, open the Chooser and make sure the right printer driver has been selected.

Is the appropriate printer driver not available in the Chooser? Make sure that
the driver is present in the uppermost level of the System Folder.

Hardware-Centered Problems
Thus far, we've been tackling problems in much the same way a detective
would unravel a mystery: using deductive reasoning, zeroing in on the answer
by methodically looking for clues, then following the trail of telltale signs until
it leads us to the culprit.
But some Macintosh and hard disk problems don't lend themselves to this
approach quite as easily as others. Sometimes there's only one symptom: something just doesn 't work. Perhaps your entire system is inoperative and unresponsive. Or perhaps there are some vital signs, such as a flickering screen or a
whirring fan. Maybe the Macintosh itself patiently displays its Disk Requested
icon and remains oblivious to the hard disk that serves as its startup volume.

DIAGNOSING AN D COI\"TAIKING A PHOBLEM

The symptom may appear at different times and in different magnitudes, but its
character is essentially the same.
In such cases the powers of deduction are still useful, but the diagnostic process
is much shorter and less enlightening. Problems caused by accidental disconnection (or misconnection) are easily diagnosed and remedied by the average user,
but beyond that there's usually little to do other than identify and isolate the
nonfunctioning unit and then seek qualified help.

If it's your hard disk that's out of order, bear in mind that only the most severe
physical mishaps pose a threat to data, and even when data is damaged, the loss
is usually far from total.
If the casualty is your computer itself, take heart in the fact that all Macintoshes
have been designed with remarkably few parts, all of which are readi ly av itable and easily replaceable, and many of which are relatively inexpensive. And
just because your Mac isn 't working doesn't mean that your work needs t9
come to a standstill; nearly almost all serviceable hard disks can be transferred,
temporarily or otherwise, to another system.
Transferring Your liard Disk When your Mac intosh is a iling but your
hard disk is healthy, downtime doesn' t have to be unproductive time: you can
connect your hard disk to another Mac and resume business as usual.

Transferring an internal hard disk may be problematic; some disks can be
removed only by experts, and reinstalled only in a similar Macintosh model.
But any external SCSI device can be attached to any Mac with the appropriate
port, even if the unit is formatted for a model different from the temporary
computer.
Whether internal or external, a hard disk initialized on a member of the Mac II
or Quadra fami lies may not perform as swiftly when attached to a less powerful
model due to the disk's quick interleave ratio. The inverse, however, does not
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hold true: when a Mac encounters a hard disk with a slower interleave than it's
capable of, it simply conforms to that ratio. The drive may be capable of
speedier performance, but only reformatting will tell for sure.
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Noises
Keep an ear out for unusual noises-they're often the first sign that things
aren't operating as usual. Although not every strange sound signals an imminent crisis, a change in the normal repertoire of clicks, hums, and whirs
should be assessed as a sign of potential trouble. Here's a rundown of the basics
of sonic diagnosis.

Noises During General Operation
Problem: The hard disk sounds consistently louder than before, emitting new

noises whenever turned on.

Diagnosis: Something's wearing out-perhaps it's just the fan, but it could also be
the drive's motor, or the shaft-and-bearings assembly on which the platters rotate.
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You 'II want to get the drive serviced right away. The cause of the noise can be
determined only by opening the unit. If it is the fan that's acting up, it can be
easily replaced. If the noise comes from the main mechanism, that's a sign that
it's severe ly worn; most are engineered to work silently for the bulk of their
useful life.

Noises During Reading and Writi.ng
Problem: The strange noise is heard only when the Macintosh is reading and
writing to the hard disk. Many external hard disks have an indicator light that
flashes when read/write operations are underway.

Diagnosis: There's been a loss of function in the read/write heads mechanisms,
the parts that move the heads over the platters to the desired tracks and sectors.
This condition calls for immediate servicing, since the read/write heads are
hovering a fraction of an inch above the platter surface. Any further de terioration and the heads could crash down on the platters, obliterating your files and
rendering the entire drive beyond repair.

Lack of Nor10al Noises
Problem: A sound usually made by the Mac or hard disk is absent.
Diagnosis: If the units themselves continue to operate, the new silence is
probably caused by the failure of a fan. You can keep using your system long
enough to save your data and shut down, but don' t push your luck any further
than that. Get the unit serviced before getting back to work.
Some users have been known to intentionally disconnect fans, but in doing so they
almost certainly reduce the life of their equipment. The computer itself may be able
to operate for days or weeks with no visible mishap, but the hard disk is another
matter entirely: a lot of moving parts are packed into a tight package, and the combination of proximity and motion creates a lot of heat. Fans are so important in
hard disks that some manufacturers have designed fail-safes into the unit, ensuring
that when the fan doesn't work, neither will the drive.
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!Uodular Maes: Tones Upon Startup
Problem: Your modular Macintosh does not function when switched on; instead, it emits a brief series of musical tones.

Diagnosis: This is a special feature unique to the modular Mac. It signals a
failure somewhere in the RAM resources-the ROM has run a check of available memory prior to beginning the startup process, and it has discovered that
something is amiss.
In the modular Mac, RAM is stored on Single Inline Memory Modules
(SIMMs), a series of microchip units that snap into an array of eight slots. This
modular approach makes for easy upgrades: SIMMs can be removed and
replaced quickly. But since they' re not soldered in place, they can also come
loose.
The RAM failure tones can indicate that one or more SIMMs is burnt-out or
broken, bul can also indicate that a SIMM isn't correctly connected, or that any
of the eight slots is vacant. Apple recommends that you leave memory
problems to authorized service sources, but you may want to check first for a
simple solution. Opening your modular Mac doesn't void its warranty, so a
quick inspection for loose SIMMs may be in order, provided that you or a
friend know what to look for.

Perfot•manee Problen•s
Some problems don 't announce themselves in a cataclysmic fashion. Instead
they arrive gradually, often so subtly that they're not recognized as a problem
until months, if not years, go by. When a Mac's performance begins to deteriorate, your first reaction may be to take it in stride; it's natural for things to
slow down as they get older, so why complain?
Well, unlike cars and old gray mares, your system should always function at
the same performance level. Mechanical parts may wear out and need to be
replaced, but on the Macintosh even the most tired component shouldn't slow
down such normal functions as launching applications and opening files. When
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such a symptom shows up, don't just live with it-solve it.

Slow Startup
Symptom: The Macintosh's startup process takes considerably longer than it
used to.
Diagnosis: Most likely, the Mac is taking more time because it's been given
more things to do. INITs, CDEVs, custom screens, and other specialized software all add to the startup sequence, and especially elaborate ones can take
several seconds to load. Check your System Folder; if you're loaded with startup related fi les, either remove a few or accept the delay as the price you pay.
If a stuffed System Folder doesn't seem to be the problem, it's possible that
some part of the data used in the startup process has developed a glitch, one so
minor that the Mac deals with it without notifying the user. Take another inventory of your lNITs, and other fi les. Has anything that should have been accessed been skipped instead? If so, replace it; if not, install a fresh System fi le.
Still no luck? Check the c011nectors and addresses of all SCSI dev ices-something might be sending confusing signals down the SCSI bus, which is read by
the Mac during startup. If the slow boot up process is fo llowed by overall slow
performance, open the About the Finder box to fi nd out if your total amount of
RAM has diminished. lf it has, you have a hardware problem.

Slow Access Time
Problem : Basic Finder operations, such as the opening of folders and the
launching of applications, seem slower than they used to be.
Diagnosis: Is the problem confined to your hard disk? Comparisons with
other volumes may help you determine this, although most floppy disks will
run slower than even an extremely sluggish hard drive. If the hard disk ha
been in use for a while, the problem could be file fTagmentation, which is asily
remedied. Fragmentation and its treatment are explained in Chapter 8.
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Does the Finder dawdle on other volumes as well? Maybe it doesn't have sufficient RAM. If you're running System 7, or under MultiFinder with System 6,
open the About the Finder or About this Macintosh box and see if something
else is using up the memory. If you're running the Finder only, check that same
box to confirm that the overall amount of RAM is the same as it should be.
Keep in mind that sluggish operations on networked Macs can also result from
heavy network activity and do not necessarily indicate hardware problems.

Slow Document llandling
Problem: While working within a document, commands affecting large portions of the file (scrolling, cutting and pasting, font or text substitution) take an
unusually long time to carry out.

Diagnosis: The application may have less RAM resources than it used to, or simply less than it needs to swiftly perform the current task. If you're using MultiFinder, the About the Finder box in System 6 or About this Macintosh box in
System 7 may show cramped memory conditions, in which case you'll need to quit
other applications (and even MultiFinder itselt) in order to free up the RAM.
If there is no RAM crunch or if you were running under Finder in the first
place, perhaps the application's memory allocation has been set unnecessarily
low. Check this figure in the application's Get Info box, resetting it if necessary.
Of course, the most thorough solution would be to increase the amount of available RAM by adding more SIMM chips.
On drives with little free disk space, file fragmentation can slow document handling. See Chapter 8 for information on defragmenting files.
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n tl>e previous chapter, we looked at the general principles of troubleshooting
and treatment. But sometimes a problem can't be completely fixed; instead, it
has to be coped with, and its permanent effects have to be minimized. That's
the concern of this chapter.
It's often possible to restore damaged files to their previous, uncorrupted state.
But since our prime concern is not the files themselves but the data they contain, this chapter offers a variety of possible solutions-everything from restoring an accidentally-erased hard disk to extracting strings of text from
unopenable documents.
If you're reading this chapter in search of a solution to a current crisis, don't
proceed any further unless you've already followed the diagnostic instructions
in Chapter 6. Many of the procedures and resources detailed here are of a more
drastic nature than those in the previous chapter, and you probably won't want
to try them until after you have pursued all simpler options. Still, if the simple
methods fail, the information contained in this chapter may save your data.
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The Four Types of Data Loss
Unfortunately, the Macintosh offers about as many ways to lose data as it does
to preserve it. Whether stored on a hard disk, a floppy, or other media, Macintosh files are vulnerable to heat, strong magnetic fields , and just plain human
error. In general, incidents of data loss fall into the four categories of directory
deletion, directory damage, file overwrites, and hardware crashes.

Directory Deletion
A file is considered " deleted" whenever it has been expunged from your Macintosh folder system, whether intentionally or not. This is usually accomplished
by dragging a file icon to the trash and selecting Empty Trash from the Special
menu.

Under System 6 or earlier, the Macintosh will delete a file
placed in the Trash if it needs the extra storage space occupied by the rue. So files can be deleted from the Trash even
when the Empty Trash command has not been given. With
System 7, files remain undeleted until you give the coounand.

But putting a file in the Trash is not the only way it can disappear. If you're running System 6 or earlier, the Macintosh doesn 't always wait for the Empty
Trash command to throw out a file you have put there. Even if you place a file
in the can without selecting Empty Trash, the Macintosh may delete the fi le
automatically when it needs the storage space occupied by the trashed fi le.
Likewise, the contents of the Trash are purged whenever you launch a new application or shut down the Macintosh. Under System 7, none of this applies;
once dragged to the Trash, the file remains there until you select the Empty
Trash command. The Trash will remain full even through successive sta ups
and shutdowns.
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If you have inadvertently trashed a file, your first step should be to open the
trash by double-clicking on the Trash Can icon in the lower right-hand comer
of the desktop. The Trash Can is similar to other file folders-it just has a unique icon. If the Trash Can is bulging, it still contains the flles you threw out. If
you decide you don't want to throw a file away, you can drag it out and deposit
in a folder. On the other hand, if the Trash Can is not bulging, either no flies
have been thrown away during the current work session or the files placed in
the Trash have been deleted.
Some applications give you the option of deleting files without placing them in
the Trash. This option, when it exists, is usually accessible from the File menu.
When you delete a file directly from the File menu, you do not have a chance to
reverse your decision. As soon as you select OK, the flle is deleted.
As we've already noted, a file that is "deleted" from a hard disk is not actually
expunged from the drive's magnetic-media platters. Instead, the file's entry is
removed from the volume's directory. The actual data in the platter's tracks and
sectors remains until the space it occupies is needed to store a new file. When
the space is reused, the data is finally overwritten by new data, and therefore is
lost to the ages.

Directory Damage
Directory damage is the second most common way data is lost. In this case, the
information needed to locate, display, and manipulate a file is mangled or
misplaced, and the flle simply disappears from the Mac's directory. The file itself is not really lost-it continues to occupy tracks and sectors on the volume's
storage medium. However, because the computer cannot access it appropriately,
neither can you.
Directory damage can be repaired with utilities such as Norton Utilities' Disk
Doctor (see Chapter 5) or Volume Restore (see below). The key to minimizing
loss is to act swiftly and take steps to restore a file as soon as you note its absence. When you notice that directory damage has occurred, don't save another
file to the same disk. If you do, there's the possibility that you won't be able to
recover your missing data.
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File Overwritten
Ove1writing means that a file has been deleted from a directory, and that one or
more of the tracks and sectors it used to occupy is occupied by another file.
Overwriting occurs when the information needed to locate a file is lost, and you
save a new file to the hard disk. This is why you should try to recover a missing
file at once: if you save a new file, it may occupy space that holds data from
your missing file.

A completely overwritten file cannot be reconstituted by any utility. All of the
information stored on the overwritten sectors has disappeared. But in some
cases, if the entire file has not been overwritten, the data in the remaining sectors can be saved without formatting (this is especially useful with text-only
documents). For the most part, however, an overwritten file is permanently lost.
Even if you do recover part of the data, it may not include the critical information that an application needs to open and use the file .

Ha••dware {;rashes
The final and most profound type of data loss is caused by a physical problem.
Data is lost when the magnetic storage media of a hard disk are stressed or corrupted , or when intricate mechanical parts collide. A head crash or disk crash
occurs when a Macintosh is dropped from a table or subjected to similar strains,
and the drive's read/write heads come into contact with the platter's surface.
Head crashes and disk crashes have significant consequences. Usually the data
in the affected sectors is obliterated. Moreover, the sectors themselves usually
become unusable. Fortunately, most hard disk drivers will identify damaged
sectors and automatically avoid using them.

Working with Disk First Aid
Disk First Aid, Apple Computer's recovery utility, has been included in the System software package since version 5. Although it's not as effective or flexible
as some third-party programs, it's worth using if you have got it on hand. At the
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very least, it's a good step to take before resigning yourself to reinitiaUzing a
volume and losing aJI of the data on it.
Disk First Aid is limited in that it can repair only volume-level problems, not
file-level ones. Although it is useful when you cannot mount a volume or when
a directory has been damaged, it won't help you recover a corrupted application
or a deleted document. Use Disk First Aid when you attempt to mount or open
a volume and a Reinitialize dialog box appears. It may provide the solution
when your system won't boot from the hard disk.
Using Disk First Aid is a simple matter of launching the application and designating a volume for testing (Figure 7.1). The default choice is the floppy disk in
either the internal or external drives, but if there isn't one, Disk First Aid selects
the current startup volume. To choose another drive, click the Drive button until
its name appears in the dialog box. You can select and test a volume even if the
Macintosh cannot mount it on the desktop. If the disk drive with the unmountable disk is connected and operational, your problem lies with the disk, not the
drive, and Disk First Aid will tell you so by announcing "Disk With Bad
Name." This usually means that Disk First Aid cannot read the disk.
Make sure that the volume you're testing was not used as the startup and is not
write-protected. Disk First Aid can examine a startup or write-protected volume
and verify any damage, but it can't make repairs to it. If you need to run Disk
First Aid on your hard disk, copy it to a bootable floppy and start the system
with the floppy.

Using Disk

Reody to stort.

Firs/ Aid

Uolume:

Hord Dislc

MJW-t

Stop
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To use Disk First Aid:
l. Click on the Start button (Figure 7.2). This puts Disk First Aid
through its paces.

2. The Ready to Start message is replaced by the Verifying volume
message. It takes Disk First Aid a couple of minutes to check a hard
disk. The program does not display the wristwatch or other wait cursor while testing is underway. You can abort, pause, or resume testing at any time by clicking the appropriate button.
3. When Disk First Aid has finished its check, a diagnostic message
appears.
The primary diagnostic messages are:
• Finished. No repair necessary. Be careful with this message.
While it sometimes means that the volume is nonnal, often it means
that the volume needs repairs beyond what Disk First Aid can offer.
• This is not an HFS disk. This message can be misleading. Disk
First Aid doesn't work with volumes fonnatted under the earlier
MFS standard. The message might mean that you have an MFS
volume, but it could also mean you have an HFS volume whose
formatting has been garbled or corrupted.
• Verification completed, but cannot repair. Although this ambiguous
message doesn't seem to do so, it is really recommending that you
repair the disk. It appears when you test the startup volume. When you
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The disk is damaged. Disk First Aid is unable to repair this disk.
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see this message, reboot from a floppy or other volume that contains
Disk First Aid, relaunch Disk First Aid, and go through the steps
again. You should then get the Disk is in need of repair message.
• Disk is in need of repair This message appears in its own dialog
box and indicates that Disk First Aid thinks that it has identified and
can fix the problem. You have nothing to lose by clicking the Repair
button- there's no danger of losing any data on the volume. At
worst, Disk First Aid will do nothing; at best, it will mend your
disk. In a minute or less, Disk First Aid will say whether the repair
was successful or not. If it declares the repair a success, don't
assume that all your troubles are over. Quit the application and see
how the volume functions from the Finder. Open some files to be
sure that all of their contents appear correctly. If Disk First Aid was
unsuccessful, it 's time to try another utility.
• Disk is damaged. Disk First Aid cannot perform repairs. This
means that the application recognizes the problem as one too complex for its powers. When this message appears, go directly to a
more advanced application, such as the Norton Utilities' Disk
Doctor.

Working with SUM II
One package of potent data recovery utilities is Symantec Utilities for the
Macintosh II (SUM II). S imi lar to the Norton Utilities but with a more technical flavor, it's a very effective tool not only for retrieving lost data, but also for
restoring a crashed disk to proper working order.
SUM II is not a single utility but rather a group of programs controlled by the
Disk Cli nic application (Figure 7.3). Each program can be used individually,
but Disk Clinic is the hub from which the other programs are initiated. SUM II
offers a number of nice utilities for defragmenting your hard disk, exploring its
contents, and even making quick copies of fi les. But in this chapter, we'll concern ourselves with Disk Clinic's data recovery capabilities.
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A glance at the main Disk Clinic menu shows the three choices that Disk Clinic
offers.
• Quick Fix is the court of first resort. It's the utility SUM II uses to
repair minor damage to volumes, without resorting to such elaborate
measures as reinitialization or reformatting. When a problem arises,
you'll probably want to try Quick Fix without proceeding further.
• Recover Volume can retrieve files from volumes that have crashed,
or even from volumes that have been reinitialized by mistake. Its
speed and effectiveness are dependent on whether or not SUM's
Shield INIT was installed on the volume beforehand, with the
Volume Restore Record option selected. The installation of Shield
was covered in Chapter 5.
• Recover Deleted Files functions similarly to Norton Utilities' UnErase feature, rescuing files that have been trashed. For maximum
effectiveness, you need to have installed Shield and selected the
Deleted File Record option.
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You can click on any one of these choices and Disk Clinic will automatically
launch the utility you've chosen. If you're not sure of which one to choose,
Disk Clinic can help you decide. Select " Symptoms and Solutions" under the
Options menu, and you 'II fmd yourself in a helpful diagnostic tutorial guiding
you through possible options (Figure 7.4). Take the time to read and follow
these instructions before proceeding.

Recovering Deleted Files with Disk C:::linie
With the Recover Deleted Files command, you can resurrect many of the files
missing from a floppy or hard disk, including those that you intentionally
deleted.
It's important to note that the Recover Deleted Files utility can recover files
missing from the directory, but not damaged files still present in useless form
on the disk. If the tracks and sectors of a deleted file have not been overwritten,
Recover Deleted Files will try to retrieve the file data, which it can do with an
extremely high rate of success.
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File Restoration with Shield Installed
After you launch Recover Deleted Files, Disk Clinic asks whether you have installed SUM II's Shield feature on the target volume (Figure 7 .5). Shield makes
retrieving your files much easier by saving relevant file information to that
Recover doesn 't need to search the disk. If Shield is installed, click on the
Recover Volume button in the Disk Clinic main window, and then click on the
"Deleted File Record IS installed" button in the ensuing dialog box.
Next, select the volume and click Continue to reach the main window of
Recover (Figure 7 .6). In the center of the window is a scroll box that Lists all
deleted files that can still be identified. You can use the pull-down List and By
menus to arrange the files by whatever criteria you'd like.
Note the two different type styles in the UnDelete Window. Unlike Norton
Utilities' UnErase (described in Chapter 5), you're not given an estimate of
your chances for recovering any given file. Instead, files in roman type are
those that can be recovered while files in italic type have already been at least
partially overwritten and can't be recovered. Another important column is
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Size-a 0 in this column may indicate that a file is recoverable but devoid
of data.
To restore a recoverable file listed in roman type, select one or more files and
select Recover. After a minute or two, depending on the size of the file or files
you want to recover, the utility will inform you that the restoration process is
complete.
Restored files are placed in an automatically generated folder on the volume 's
root level. The first is named "A.SUM Recovered Files." All subsequent files
placed in the folder will have the same designation but the next available
alphabetical prefix, which in this case would be " B.SUM Recovered Files."
You'll note that you're not given the opportunity to restore those files directly
to another volume; they're automatically restored to the same volume on which
they were found.
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File ltestoratiou Without Shield Installed
If it so happens that you didn't install Shield on the volume whose deleted fi les
you wish to restore, SUM IT may still be able to save the day. The search takes
longer than it would if you had installed Shield. Moreover, SUM IT will only
list files that can still be retrieved, not files that have been overwritten.
When Shield is not present on the target volume, Recover Deleted Files offers
the option of selecting a destination volume for recovered files. I strongly suggest that this volume not be the one from which the recovery effort was made.
When you retrieve and store on the same volume and file corruption is present,
you' ll only make things worse. You 're better off saving the data on a flopp y
disk. Files recovered from a volume are placed in a root-level folder labeled
" A.Recover."

Recovering Entire Volumes witlt SUM II
SUM II also offers a method for recovering entire volumes which have become
unusable-volumes that Disk First Aid cannot repair. If Shield is installed on
your System Folder, you can use SUM IT's Recover Crashed Disk button to
reclaim the data on the volume. You can use this feature even if Shield was not
installed-SUM II will scan the disk and try to recover as many files as possible (Figure 7.7).

Volume ltecovery with Shield Installed
If Shield was instaJied on the system before the hard disk crashed, you need
to answer only a few questions before using SUM IT to recover your deleted
volume. This is because, when Shield is installed, the utility knows where to
look for aJI the information it needs to recover the disk. If Shield was installed,
click on the Recover Volume button in the main Disk Cl inic window, and
then click on the button reading "Volume Restore Record IS installed" in the
dialog box that follows.
SUM II then asks you to select the device you are trying to recover. SUM IT can
recover crashed floppy disks, hard disks, or partitions; it can recover partitions
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made with its own partition driver and partitions made with drivers from hard
disk manufacturers. Specify the volume, and then click Continue.
Now that SUM II has all of the information it needs, the Volume Restore Window will appear (Figure 7 .8). From here you tell Shield where to locate the
volume restore file-the fi le with the information SUM II needs to restore
the volume. It can be located either on the crashed hard disk or on a different
disk (specifying its location is part of the Shield installation process). Click on
the Restore button and SUM ll will go to work; if the volume restore fi le you
chose was on the crashed disk itself, the process may take several minutes. If
the process succeeds, you' ll be requested to quit SUM IT and reboot your
Macintosh. The repaired hard disk sho uld reappear on the desktop and function
properly, although you might want to run a general diagnostic check with Norton Utilities' Disk Doctor (see Chapter 6) before proceeding.

Volume Reeovery Without Shield Installed
Even if you didn 't install Shield on the volume, Disk Clinic's Recover Volume
command can scan a disk and attempt to copy files to a healthy volume. This
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takes more time than with Shield, since you need to give SUM II more information before proceeding, and the operation won' t be as thorough as it would have
been with Shield installed. Still, you may be able to save vital files from a
crashed volume.
The big difference between SUM II alone and SUM II with Shie ld installed is
the type of retrieval method used. With Shield installed, SUM II has a specific
place to look for all the information that it needs to recover from the disk. But
wi thout Shield, SUM II must compile that info rmation on its own, and in order
to do so, it has to know something about the nature of the problem. The program asks you to indicate your the type of problem with your disk (Figure 7.9).
• The Crashed Volume category covers the gamut of large-scale malfunction: volumes that refu se to mount, volumes that mount intermittently, and volumes that your computer doesn 't recognize as
formatted for the Macintosh. U your problem doesn't fall clearly
into the other two categories, this is the option you should choose.
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• Initia lized by Mistake is the problem category to use when a hard
disk appears on the desktop, but seems devoid of files and folders.
SUM II will scan the entire volume and try to restore the files that
occupy the physical disk but do not appear in the disk directory.
This is one of the few SUM II commands that can work only on a
hard disk, not on a floppy disk.
• The condition of 'Garbage' in File occurs when a volume seems to
operate normally, but many of the files, when opened, contain
garbled, extraneous, or otherwise unrecognizable data. Unfortunately, SUM II is not able to actually repair such files. Instead, it will
offer general advice about recovering the data, such as opening a
text file w ith a word processor other than the one that created it.

Recovering C1•ashed Volu1nes 'vitb Norton Utilities
Norton Utilities' Format Recover command works quite simililarly to SUM IT's
Recover Crashed Disk command (both packages are produced by the same
manufacturer, Symantec). Format Recover looks first for the volume recovery
file (in this case labelled FileSaver rather than Shield), and if such a file cannot
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be found, it attempts to rebuild the volume from the information on hand. We
covered the installation of the FileS aver INIT in Chapter 5; if you're working
with Norton rather than SUM II, it's a good idea to make FileSaver active on all
your volumes. Norton Utilities provides a special "Emergency" floppy disk,
which can be used to startup your Macintosh when you hard drive is down.
This disk includes most of the diagnostic features of the software, including
Disk Doctor, Disk Editor and Format Recover. You should make a backup copy
of this floppy, and use it as the startup source.
When a volume refuses to mount on your desktop, or does mount but appears
to be empty, your first step should be to run a basic diagnostic with the Norton
Disk Doctor (covered in Chapter 5). Often times Disk Doctor can identify and
eliminate minor problems with the boot blocks or directory files, which can
give the appearance of a major problem. However, if Disk Doctor doesn't help,
proceed by following these steps:
I . Return to the main window of Norton Utilities. Select "Format
Recover."
2. In the ensuing dialog box, specify if FileSaver was or was not installed on the volume in question.
3. Select the volume you want Norton Utilities to open. If the volume
appears but not under its correct name (a title like " Disk with Bad
Name" may be given), proceed. If the volume does not show up on
the SCSI bus no matter how many times you hit the Drive button,
Format Recover can't help you. Recheck the cabling, power and termination setup, then try again.
4. If FileSaver was present on the volume-and Volume Restore is

able to locate it-you '11 then be presented with the date of the FileSaver file, and asked if you want to use it to restore the volume.
Remember, the restoration will be only as recent as that date. If
you're sure that a more recent FileS aver file exists on the volume,
you can click on the "Keep looking" button. Otherwise, hit the
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"Restore" button. In a few minutes you'll be notified that the restoration is complete. Your volume should then reappear on the desktop
under its proper name.
5. If FileS aver was not present--or if the file was corrupted or otherwise unusable-you can instruct Format Recover to keep looking,
or to proceed with a recontruction. An unprotected volume is unlikely to be as throroughly reconstituted as one with a valid FileSaver
file, but you should be able to at least get the volume once again
mounted on the desktop.
6. Once restoration is complete, launch Norton Utilities ' UnErase feature (discussed in Chapter 6), a retrieve any files you need.

Recovering Text Documents
If you have a word-processed file that you cannot open with the application you
used to create it, you may still be able to recover the file by converting it to textonly format. Although you will lose any formatting information you included in
the original document, and some garbage characters may appear in the document, all of the text should remain in the file. Cleaning and reformatting a file
is usually a lot easier and faster than retyping the entire document, but a short
document with a lot of formatting might not be worth recovering in this fashion.
You can convert a document to text-only by entering a program that allows you
to edit the application type of a document (such as Norton Disk Editor, described below, or DiskTop), and changing the four-character code that defines
the file type. Once you have converted the fi le to text-only, you should be able
to open it with almost any word processor.

\t'orkiug 'vith Norton Disk Editor
One utility capable of making such a modification to a file is Disk Editor,
another portion of Norton Utilities for the Macintosh.
Disk Editor maintains a low profile in the Norton Utilities. You' ll note it's not
listed in the main menu that is displayed whenever the Utilities are launched.
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This is probably because Disk Editor is a powerful application, one that could
easily damage files if used incorrectly. It's a very good idea to make a duplicate
of the file you will be working on before proceeding since you could easily
make the file even more unreadable. However, sometimes the Macintosh cannot copy a damaged file; if this is the case, you may want to open up the file itself, but proceed cautiously.

ARNING

Whenever possible, only use Disk Editor on duplicate copies
of files. Otherwise, you might make the problem worse than
it already is, or even make it impossible to retrieve the data

you want.

Since Disk Editor isn' t on the main menu, you launch it by selecting Norton
Disk Editor on the Utilities menu. You '11 be asked which volume you want to
Explore, and after you make your selection, you'll enter the Disk Editor's main
window (Figure 7.1 0).
You can navigate in this window to select the file in question, double-clicking
on any folders if necessary. Note that each file 's creator ID code is listed. Once
you've located the file, click on the Edit Info button. The information displayed
should be similar to that in Figure 7 .II .
As you can see, the window lists a number of elements pertaining to the file:
name, creation and modification dates, and whether the file is on the desktop or
invisible. You can modify any or ali of these attributes, but let's limit ourselves
to the file type. In the Type text field, enter the word TEXT. This tells Disk
Editor that you want to change the file's type to text-only. M ake sure that
you're changing the four-character Type code, and not the s imilar Creator code.
Select OK, then quit the Norton Utilities. Save your changes when prompted by
the program.
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Th e main
window of Disk
Editor

Now your f ile can be opened from almost any word processor or text editor;
launch the program, and then see if the file is recognized in the Open dialog
box. If so, all you need to do is open it, remove any extra characters that were
inserted, and recreate the document's formatting.
It's also possible to completely "graft" a file to an application, that is, to modify
it so that it is "adopted" by the application as if it had been its creator. This is
done by substituting a type code other than "TEXT" and adding the correct
creator code. For instance, if you designated "WDBN" for type and "MSWD"
for creator, the Macintosh 's Finder would then treat the file as if it had been
created by Microsoft Word. However, that method isn't recommended, since
sometimes the application can't successfully open the "grafted" file. It's a safer
bet to make the file a text-only file, open it from inside your word processor,
and then use the Save As command to create an entirely new file.
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Be careful in case any passages you deleted from the text

I

have reappeared in the document. Some word processors,
such as Microsoft Word, do not really erase deleted text but
rather mark it as dele ted so the prog ram knows not to display
or print it. Afte r converting the file to text-only, some of this
deleted text may r e appear.

Using ResEdit to Examine Resource Files
ResEdit is a powerful utility developed by Apple for examining and modif ying
the resource fo rk of an application. Every fi le on the Macintosh has two distinct
components: the data fork and the resource fork. A file may have an empty data
or resource fork, but the fork still exists even when empty. Resource forks contain the information that an application needs to operate, such as icons, pictures,
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text, dialog boxes, menus, and computer codes. Data forks hold the data that
you create with an application. This is not always the case, however. It is possible to store applications in the data fork and documents in the resource fork.
Sometimes a file is stored on both the data and resource forks. An empty file
might be stored on both an empty data and empty resource fork.

~'

~ No
._
, T-1:-----,~
Data forks and resource forks arc examined in detail in
Chapter 3.

Using ResEdit to modify the resource fork of an application or document can
be dangerous-you might make the application nonfunctional. Only use ResEdit to examine duplicate copies of applications. Before you launch ResEdit,
select the document that you want to examine from the Finder, then select
Duplicate from the File menu. Now, when you pick a file from ResEd it, be
sure to pick the duplicate of the application that you want to examine.

Only use ResEdit to ex10nine duplicate copies of applications.
You don't want to damnge the originals.

ResEdit also provides an easy way to locate hidden files that are in the directory
but do not show up from the Finder. In its tile list, ResEdit includes hidden files
along with the others. For example, when you look at the root level of the hard
disk you should see the Desktop file. Desktop is a hidden file that the Finder
uses to assign documents to the appropriate applications.
When you launch ResEdit you are presented with a window listing all the files
at the root level of all mounted disks (Figure 7.1 2). To move into a folder,
j ust double-click on the one you want. This will open a new window listing all
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the files in the folder (Figure 7.1 3). To move towards the root, click the cl se
box on each window until you are at the desired level. Once you have the ile
you wish to open in a window, double-click on it. ResEdit will show anotl ~r
window listing all of the resources in the file (Figure 7.14). To examine a
resource, click on its name. Either the resource or a list of resources will a pear.
1
If a list of resources appears, click on one of them and the resource itself s ould
be displayed.
Although it's a powerful program, ResEdit has only limited usefulness fo data
retrieval. But here are a few suggestions of how it can help you diagnose
problem:
• Most document fi les have no resource fork. If a malfunctioning
document appears in ResEdit with a resource fork, while a document created wi th the same application has none, the contents of
that fork may be causing the problem. You might try deleting all
resources in that fork by selecting the Clear command.

I
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• Some document files saved in special formats do have a resource
fork, which usually contains one or two resource types. For instance, a Photoshop document saved as a TIFF file will have one
resource labelled 8BIM (the number of resources under the type
may vary); the same document saved as an EPS file will have both
8BIM and PICT resources. You can use ResEdit to confirm that th
file was saved in the correct format-once again, compare its contents with the contents of similar, properly working files.
• All files, even invisible ones, will appear in ResEdit's windows.
You can check for duplicate or unecessary files, then delete them
(once, when I was baffled by a hard disk's quirky performance, I
browsed with ResEdit and found a second Desktop file in a subdirectory). To delete a file with ResEdit, highlight its name then
select the Clear command.
• If you're running with MultiFinder active, you can encounter an
error message and not know which of the currently active applications triggered it. With ResEdit, you can examine the ALRT resour
ces of each. These display mini-screenshots of the error messages
belonging to the individual application.

When All Else Fails...

I

Even if you've exhausted your resources in trying to retrieve data from a
crashed hard disk-and you don't have a complete backup of your data all is
not lost. Your last resort is to turn to a firm that specializes in data recov , in
hopes that they'll be able to succeed where you haven't.
The number of data recovery services has grown in recent years, for two
reasons: more people are coming to rely on hard disks, and more hard di
have been in use long enough for reliability to become an issue. These fi
expensive: $100 an hour is a not-uncomm on charge, and even a relative!
straight forward data extraction can take from three to eight hours. That e
might seem like a lot, but it can be cheap compared to the costs of recrea ng
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valuable data. A reputable recovery service is more than a computer repairperson with a workbench; most employ specialized tools and technicians, and
make an active effort to keep up to date with manufacturer specifications.
Several services even maintain their own "clean rooms," similar to the
conditions under which hard disks are built.
You can find data recovery services in your phone directory, or in ads in Macintosh magazines. If you do decide to seek one out, it's a good idea to ask the following questions:

• Are they e.xperienced with Macintosh hard drives? Drives formatted
with MS-DOS present a different set of recovery problems, so make
sure that the service has a solid track record in repairing Mac disks.
• What kind of success have they had with drives of your specific
model type? If they quote a success rate, ask if that applies to drives
from which they've recovered 100 percent of the data, or just drives
with which they have achieved partial success.
• Do they have the technical information and diagnostic tools needed
to work with your kind of drive? Most competent services maintain
ties with hard drive manufacturers, and are able to communicate
with them when they need specialized information.
• Will they keep your files confidential? If security is of the utmost importance, ask if they' ll sign a non-disclosure agreement before proceeding. If they do succeed in recovering your data, will they send you
a copy of your files and then destroy their copy as soon as you've
received it? If they destroy their copy earlier (or send you the only
copy), you run the risk of it being lost or damaged in the mail.
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t's now time t o look a t the more advanced aspects
of using Macintosh hard disk technology. In tltis

section, we'll cover many of the ways you can e n hance and expand your hard disk system, fro m r eor-

ganizing its contents to u sing it in ne tworks a nd other
multiple-device configuratio ns. With this information, you'll b e able to kee1> your hard disk efficie nt
and effective .

MAXIMIZING

Even a well-orgrulized hard disk can b ecome sluggish
in time, as a once logical dit·ectory layout b ecomes
cluttered and confused. Chapter 8 will give you ad-

HARD
DISK

vice for streamlining your file struc ture, including informatio n on reformalling your hard disk and
elinunnting m e fragm e ntation. Chapter 9 examines a
number of advanced-level organizational to(lls, as
well as su c h b ard disk "fringe b e nefi ts" as m acr o
keys, printe r spoole r s, and utilities for the Fi nde r.

PERFORMANCE

Chnlller 10 looks at incorporating ne w hard disks o r
other devices into your SCSI setup to keep np with
yom· syste m growth. And since not all Macintosh
hard d isks are conve ntionally connected to a com pute r, Chapte r ll addresses networking issu es su c h
as ne tworked hard disks and m e sh aring .
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rganization is merely
first step in getting the most out of your hard disk; the
next step is maintenance. You' ll find that maintaining your hard disk's performance is an ongoing process, requiring frequent evaluation and adaptation.

Time changes things, and your hard disk is no exception. A directory structure
that once perfectly suited your needs can become antiquated and awkward, adhered to only by force of habit. Files and folders that were once in logical locations can soon languish in out-of-the-way places. And all hard disks eventually
slow down as the hours of usage take their toll.
Fortunately, all of these symptoms are easy to identify and remedy. With the
proper tools and techniques, you can keep your hard disk tuned up and in shape
for years to come.
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Evaluating Organization and Perforntanee
There are two main aspects to fi le management, and they affect all operations.
The first is clarity and convenience. Is your organizational setup easy to use
and understand? Or do you find yourself misplacing files, or plowing through
an excessive number of subfolders?
The second aspect is capacity and capability. Is the hard disk operating slower
than usual, taking more and more time to carry out basic operations? Does it
contain a large number of little-used files?
Since these factors develop gradually, many users don't identify these problems
so much as adapt to them. You should make a habit of evaluating organization
and performance, keeping a running critique " in the back of your mind" while
worki ng with the Macintosh. One way to monitor performance is to periodically run the "Check Disk" portion of the Norton Utilities' Speed Disk utility;
it' ll give you an exact percentage of the extent of fragmentation on the disk,
and recomme nd when defragmentation is necessary (see "Using Speed Disk"
be low).

When to Reorganize?
In most cases, file management is a matter of refinement, not renovation. In
general, your hard disk's organization should change when your needs change,
a process which can be slow or sudden depending on your c ircumstances.
Modifications can be as subtle as placing a much-used application directly on
the desktop while moving another to a folder, or as radical as complete ly reformatting the disk and starting anew. Changes should result out of a need, not a
crisis: update your setup when it becomes more hindrance than help, rather
than waiting for it to become a complete handicap.
A good time to address fi le management issues is when you perform your
backup or archiving chores, since inspection can be incorporated with preservation. If you use a cataloging utility, such as those discussed in Chapter 4, you
can search for little-used fi les by scanning the "date last modified" field. Some
search utilities can compile a similar list.
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Make it a habit to review your hard disk organization
whenever you backup your hard disk or archive your files.
Move frequently used files to the root level or desktop, group
related files together, and remove inactive files if necessary.

Here are a few rules of thumb that may be useful:
• Relocate a file you frequent ly use if it's nested three or more folders
down the directory hierarchy. If it's a high-priority file (such as a
report), place it directly on the desktop. If the file is needed for a
current on-going project, place it (along with any other necessary
files for the project) in a new folder on the hard disk's root level. If
you expect to be working with an application regularly, give it its
own folder on the root level-or, if you have System 7, place an
alias of the application directly into the Apple menu. For example,
you may currently have Photoshop in your Graphics folder which is
nested in your Applications folder. However, if you find that you
use Photoshop regularly, you should create a root-level folder of
its own.
System 7 can make documents or applications even more accessible
by allowing you to put them in the Apple Menu Items folder nested
in the System Folder. When so placed, they can be accessed under
the Apple menu in the same fas hion as desk accessories (Figure 8.1 ).
Unless you want to give your fi les a new, permanent home, file shuffling can lead to confusion since a file can have two addresses: its
temporary location and its long-term home. If you 're running System 6, the best way to keep track of where a file belongs is to record
the home path name in the comment fie ld of the file 's Get Info box.
Under System 7, an alternative is to create an "alias" of a file, and
place it in a convenient location. We ' ll talk more about a.liases in
Chapter 9.
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• Create a new folder only when there's no easier way to group related files together. It's easy to create and populate new folders, but
be wary of over-organizing your disk to the point that files are tidy
but tedious to locate. Each new folder adds another set of mouse
clicks and keystrokes to the task of finding a file.

As a general rule, there's no need to create a new folder when you
have only one or two files to place in it. If a group of files must be
identifiable as a unit, use the features of the folder window's view
format to distinguish them (Figure 8.2). If the files are displayed
with icons or small icons, the files can be arranged in a row or in a
cluster. If the folder uses View by Name format, they can be
grouped together by giving them all a common prefix; for example,
you can use a non-alphabetical prefix such as ! or * to group the
files at the top of the folder window and File dialog boxes. If you
have a color monitor, you can use the View by Color (View by
Label in System 7) format to identify related files at a glance.
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• Remove files from the hard disk when you need the space they
occupy, or when. you're confident you won't need the files to be on
hand. You may want to move inactive tiles off your hard disk and
onto your archi ve floppy disks; but if they contain reference data
and your disk is not unduly crowded, why not keep them around?
They may come in handy someday. Since most backup software
ignores files that have remained unchanged since the last backup,
these files do n' t add any time to your regular backup chores. If you
keep these files on disk, you may want to change the ir names to
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bener refl~ct their current status (i.e., "Inventory" should become
"Inventory/1992").
When should you consider your hard disk "full"? Theoretically you could continue to squeeze in files to the absolute capacity of your drive, but in general,
you should clean house when your disk approaches 80 percent of maximum
capacity. Keep in mind that overall performance speed is really a function of
the number of flies on disk, not storage space occupied, and a drive containing
a few files of massive size will run faster than one with a multitude of small
files.

For maximum performance, keep your disk at 80 percent of
total capacity or below.

File Fragmentation
Probably the biggest correctable factor affecting hard disk performance is file
fragmentation. Fragmentation is a by-product of normal disk usage. It occurs
when data being copied to the disk cannot be placed in contiguous sectors on
the disk. Instead, the file's data is stored in sectors scattered around the surface
of the platter. A fragmented file takes longer to access because the read/write
heads must move around the disk to access the file information, as illustrated
in Figure 8.3.
Why aren't all files read into consecutive sectors? They usually are when a hard
disk is newly formatted, but after a while, the most convenient locations for
new files are the sectors vacated by deleted files. The remaining files are not
automatically reorganized to make room for more contiguous space. Since the
available contiguous sectors rarely match the exact storage needs of a new file,
the file must be split among a number of sectors in different areas on the drive.
As files continue to be added and removed, the platter surface becomes a haphazard patchwork of files in scattered segments.
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Detecting and Treating Fragmentation
File fragmentation is usually first manifested in slower performance, but it's
possible to identify and e liminate it long before it has an impact on your work.
A number of diagnostic utilities can detect fragmentation, and provide other
useful information about the state of your hard disk's performance.

Using Speed Disk
Speed Disk (Figure 8.4) is part of Symantec's Norton Utilities for the Macintosh
package, and is accessible either directly or via the Norton Utilities application itself. The utility uses a two-step process to repair fragmentation: first, it analyzes the
extent of fragmentation, and then it recopies files to contiguous sectors. The analysis procedure reviews the locations of current files, calculates available noncontiguous space, and produces an overview of track and sector efficiency.
Optimization with Speed Disk requires no file replacement, but it does take a
while: a llocate about three minutes for every megabyte of space occupied on
your hard disk. It'll rearrange as many files as possible, copying and regrouping
them to free up contiguous tracks and sectors.
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Although you can keep a copy of Speed Disk on your hard drive to check on
fragmentation, in order to start the defragmentation process, you' ll have torestart from the Application disk provided as part of the Norton Utilities package.
If at all possible, try to use a backup copy of thls disk rather than the original.

~.~p--------,~
If Speed Disk or a similar ulility reporl8 that more than 2
percent of the total number of files are fragmented, it's
probably time to defragment the disk. Up to 10 percent of
your files can be fragmented before the drive's perfonnance
becomes noticeably slower, but it's best to play it safeespecially since the flies that fragment first are the System and
desktop files.

Speed Disk will keep you apprised of its progress, and identify files that cannot
not be unfragmented. If you can't complete the entire task, hit the Stop button
at any time (it may take a few moments to finish what it's doing). Stopping
Speed Disk wiU leave the unfragmented files in their new locations, and the
other files as they were. You can return and finish up at any time without affecting your operations.

Defragmenting witla Reinitilizntion
There's another way to defragment your hard disk, one that's more drastic but
doesn't require a special utility. If you've made a complete backup of your
files , you could reinitialize the hard disk by selecting Erase Disk from the
Finder's Special menu. You ' ll have to boot off of a floppy disk first, since the
Macintosh will not erase a startup volume.
Once the hard disk has been purged and reconfigured, you can replace your
files, using your backup software's restoration capabilities. Most programs will
copy the files in consecutive fashion, and since the trac ks and sectors are now
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blank the fragmentation will be eliminated. Most users will likely fmd a defragmenting utility preferable to this method-restoring from a backup requires a
lot of time and shuffling of floppy disks, and you ' re gambling on the soundness
of the floppy copies.

Partitioning Your liard Disk
We've already noted that hard disks can be partitioned, or formatted so that it
functions as more than one volume. Partitioned volumes are handled by the
Macintosh as separate entities (logical volumes), each with its own directory
and icon, and each capable of being mounted and unmounted at will. What are
the benefits of giving your hard disk a split identity? Although they 're not for
everyone, partitions can be useful organizational tools.
When two or more people need to share a single Macintosh system, assigning
each user to a partition may make matters easier for everyone. That way, compromises and confusion can be eliminated: each user can arrange their files according to their individual needs and preferences, and any changes made by
one user will not affect the others.
Partitions can also be helpful when muJtiple groups of data not only need to be
accessible quickJy, but also kept as segregated as possible. For example, a scientist working simultaneously on several experiments may have similar sets of
statistical files for each of them . These files could be assigned separate folders
on a single volume, but an accidental misfiling could prove disastrous. It's safer
and faster to store each group on its own partitioned volume. If only one volume is mounted at any one time, the prospect of a misfile is minimal.
System Folders can be configured and augmented in numerous ways-fonts,
DAs, INITs-and any single set of customizations may not be equalJy useful
for all kinds of work. Each partitioned volume can have its own System Fol~er,
and each can be used as the startup volume when its features are needed. A
volume for page layout projects could be installed with numerous fonts and a
LaserWriter driver, whereas one dedicated to spreadsheets may not need such
options.
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The potential of partitioning goes beyond organization alone. Used in conjunction with password protection (see Chapter 5), a partition can create a software
"safe," a storehouse that keeps impmiant files off-limits while leaving the rest
unrestricted. If you're fortunate enough to have a hard disk with more than
twice the capacity you currently need, one partition could serve as backup
storage for the other; however, since they' ll both be vulnerable to the same
hardware problems, you'll still need a conventional backup. I recommend a
conventional backup instead.
' I

Do not back up tlte contents of a drive to a partition on the
same hard disk without also making a backup to floppy disks
or another physical drive. Otherwise, you mny not be able to
recover your backups if tlte Macintosh crumot access tl1e hard
drive.

There are many partitioning utilities commerciall y available. Some, such as
DiskMaker, are part of a general utility package, while others are stand-alone
applications, such as I-IDD Formatter, shown in Figure 8.5. But before you part ition your drive, consider the drawbacks. The process expunges the drive's current contents, and a hard disk partitioned into five volumes will store less than
it would with a sing le partition, since the extra fmmatting files take up disk
space. But the biggest limitation is flexibility; once created, the size of partitions can't be modified without reformatting the entire disk. Different sets of
files grow at different rates, and it can be frustrating when one volume is filled
to capacity while another has room to spare.

Making For1nat Motlifieations
While organizational concerns can be attended to casually and gradually, performance changes require more radical methods. Most format modifications
shouldn 't be undertaken lightly-they take time, and can involve the complete
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replacement of the hard disk' s contents. You probably won't want to carry them
out until they' re clearly necessary, and even if file replacement isn 't called for,
you shouldn' t proceed without a complete backup of the drive. Here are the
major circumstances that call for modifying the formatting of your disk:

• When the drive is transferred to a different Macintosh model, it
should be reformatted to match the new Mac's capabilities. If you
are transferring the disk to a more powerful Macintosh, the reformatting will produce a notable improvement in performance. If the new
Macintosh is less powerful than the previous one for which the
drive was originally formatted, the drive will run no faster or
slower, but the new format will reduce possible mishaps. When
moving a hard disk from one Macintosh to another, don't forget to
check the drive 's SCSI address and change it if a conflict arises.
Many people use a hard disk in conjunction with one or more Macs, shuttling the unit back and forth between systems at home, in the office, and
in the field. When such a situation involves different Macintosh models,
configure the hard disk for the most powerful model; the operational speed
will be automatically adjusted when working with the slower CPUs.
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If a disk that has been formatted with a higher intel'leave ratio
than the Macintosh it's connected to can handle, the Mac will
still be able to aeeess the disk, but operations will proceed at a
rate much slower than the Mae's capacity. H you plan to keep
the drive connected to the new Mac for any length of time,
you should reformat it to change its interleave factor to match
the CPU's capability.

• When the unit was previously configured for a computer other than the
Macintosh, you must reformat the drive, even if the drive appears to behave normally. Macintoshes aren't the only computers that can utilize
SCSI devices. While a hard disk from another system may be recognized as a legitimate volume by the Macintosh, don't just delete its contents. Be sure to cany out a complete reinitialization of the drive, and
even then, proceed only if you're sure that the drive is completely Maccompatible. Apple's SCSI standards deviate slightly from the norm,
just enough to cause confusion during normal drive operations, and
more severe problems somewhere down the line.
• When the hard disk was previously configured for the Macintosh,
but for purposes other than conventional mass storage under the
Hierarchical File System, reinitialize it before proceeding. This applies to units that have been used as file servers on a network, those
broken up into unwanted partitions, and any Macintosh hard disk
previously used for specialized purposes, such as storing MS-DOS
or AIUX files and directories, or acting as a downloadable font
storehouse for a laser printer.
• When the current driver is not the appropriate one for the drive, the
drive should either have a new driver installed, or be reinitialized.
The driver is the software that controls the hard disk, and most
drives are supplied with one specially designed for the product.
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How do you determine driver types? Check your user's manual or
other documentation; it should mention the recommended driver
choice. Another way is to look at the volume's icon; many models
have distinctive icon designs. If your model doesn't appear on the
desktop with the correct icon, try to find the appropriate formatting
software and make the necessary changes.

Sometimes a driver frmn one manufacturer is used to format
a hard disk from another. While a drive formatted with
another driver might function well, it may not perform as well
as possible. Be sure to use the driver designed for your model
of bard disk when formatting your bard disk. H you do not
have the appropriate driver for your disk, you can get one by
contacting the manufacturer of your hard disk.

I
Using liD SC Setup
In Chapter 7, we discussed using Apple's HD SC Setup utility, included as part
of the System Disk software, as a troubleshooting tool. It's also useful for
general performance evaluation purposes, and it should be part of your regular
utility arsenal.
You can use HD SC Setup to detect potential problems before they erupt. Select
the Test button and the utility will examine the unit for hardware-based problems and inconsistencies, testing the driver, the platters, the read/write heads,
and the SCSI cabling. It will not analyze or affect the data on the disk itself. If
a problem is found, the dialog box will display an assessment of its nature ~nd
extent. You may need to reinitialize the drive, but before you do, be sure to give
HD First Aid a try (also discussed in Chapter 7) .
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esides being a convenient, cent<al location for your files, a hard disk gives you
features that would be impractical, if not impossible, to implement with a floppy-disk-only system. In this chapter, I'll take a look at some of these features.
You'll learn how to use your hard disk to augment your Macintosh's RAM, and
how to streamline elaborate commands into just a few keystrokes. Then we' ll
explore background printing with PrintMonitor spooling software, and examine
a few tools designed to supplement the Finder. Finally, I'll survey a few hard
disk-relevant features unique to System 7.

Augn1enting RAM witlt Your Hard Disk
In earlier chapters, we went to great lengths to distinguish hard disk "memory"
(i.e., storage space), fTom Macintosh " memory" (RAM). But System 7 blurs
that distinction by using hard disk space to do the work of RAM. It's called virtual memory, and it can be used on all members of the Macintosh II and Quadra
fami lies, as well as the SE/30, Classic IT, and the PowerBook 140 and 170.
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Virtual memory works by designating an otherwise ·unused area of your hard
disk as a "buffer zone," to work in conjunction with RAM. When conventional
RAM is full , the Macintosh uses this buffer zone as a temporary storage space,
reading and writing from it up to several thousands of times per minute. When
enabled, this pseudo-RAM is treated just like conventional RAM: it'll be
shown in the About the Finder and About this Macintosh windows, and you
can use it to increase the memory allocations of individual applications.
The amount of virtual memory available to you depends on the amount of free
space on your hard disk; the Memory control panel (Figure 9. 1) calcu lates and
displays that figure. You can adjust the amount of virtual memory, but the
changes won't be enacted until you restart the machine.
Considering that virtual memory offers the equivalent of "free" RAM, you
might be tempted to set it to the max imum and leave it on at all times. But this
RAM has its price: the hard disk space assigned to it can't be used by your files.
Also, virtual memory is significantly slower than conventional RAM, and
you' ll notice considerable sluggishness in your Mac's operation, especially if
you're working with sound or motion applications. In general , it's best to turn
up the virtual memory onJy when you have a te mporary need to handle a large
file, such as a detailed graphic or a large database.
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Using Macro Utilities
If you're like most Mac intosh users, you probably find yourself performing certain sequences of tasks over and over again- multistep procedures such as
opening an application and several documents, or selecting multiple options for
printing a file. With a macro utility, these steps can be consolidated into a single
command.
In Chapter 4 , we mentioned System 6's Set Startup feature, which can open
selected files and desk accessories automatically during the startup process.
Macro programs perform a similar function; however, they can be run at any
time, and the work they do isn't limited to locating files and launching them. A
single macro could create a new document, format it according to business
correspondence standards, import a letterhead design, and type in the date and
salutation. Another could save a document, make multiple copies, print out
some copies, and send others to specific destinations by network or modem.
Creating, stori ng and using macros can be a complicated process: there's a
whole new set of command sequences to remember, and even simple macros
don' t always work flawlessly in all conditions. But if some aspects of your
work are repetitive and systematic, macros can really increase your efficiency.

Using Macrol'tlaker
MacroMaker is Apple Computer's macro utility, an INIT included in the System 6 software package but discontinued in Syste m 7. Although it contains
fewer features than other macro programs, its "cassette tape" metaphor makes it
easy to understand and use (Figure 9.2). The program looks and functions like a
cassette tape player, and keystroke macros are recorded, filed, and loaded as
"cassettes." These macros can incorporate mouse actions as well as keystrokes,
but can only be used with the application that is active at the time of the
macro's creation.
When placed in the startup System Folder, MacroMaker announces its active
status by adding a cassette tape icon (which is actually a menu item) to the right
side of the menu bar (Figure 9.3). To create a macro, select Open MacroMaker
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from the tape icon menu, and then designate a name for the current " tape.' Add
a description of the macro if you wish, then place the cursor in the Keystroke
field and press the keystroke combination you want to use to activate the
macro. The combination is displayed in the field, with special symbols fo noncharacter keys. There are no character limitations, but only one alphanumeric
character can be used in the keystroke.
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Be sur e to use nlpbantmleric chaJ!actel'S in conjunction with
the Option, Control, or :IC keys; do not assign only a single
letter or number ns a macro keystroke. Otherwise, the macro

will mn each time you press that key.

Click on the Record button. MacroMaker disappears, but its menu icon blinks on
and off to indicate that macro recording is in progress. Perfo rm the various commands you want included in the macro. When you are done, select the Stop Recording command [TOm under the MacroMaker icon. (Don't worry. Your selection of
the command won't be included in your macro.) If you are not satisfied with the
macro you recorded, click the close box and try again. When you're ready to
save the macro, click Store. The macro will be loaded automatically whenever
the application is running, and you can se lect it from the MacroMaker menu as
well as invoke it with the key command.
MacroMaker isn't perfect. It can erase macros but not edit or modify them, and
even simple ones perfo rm ing such common tasks as text entries or
save/close/print requests cannot be copied from one application to another. Furthermore, since it can't be instructed to wait until certain conditions exist, it
won' t work with programs that require pauses between commands.
The program's greatest limitation, however, is the fact that it is indeed little
more than a cassette recorder for commands. MacroMaker doesn't recognize
the actual steps incorporated into a macro; it simply mimes the motions. This
differs from other macro utilities, which don't actually record actions so much
as replicate the end resul t, enabling the utility to adapt to contexts different
from the one in which the macro was originally created. MacroMaker is, in essence, a "player piano" for the Macintosh. If you record a sequence that includes
opening a folder, and then later move the icon even an inch or so from its original
position, the macro won 't find it. If another folder happens to be in its place,
it will be opened instead. If the space is now occupied by an application or
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document, MacroMaker's attempts to treat it like a folder may cause the Macintosh to crash or bomb.

When using a macro utility like MncroMaker that records
sequences of keystrokes and mouse movements, create
keystroke-only macros (which are not position-specific)
whenever possible, and toke pains to keep things in their
original locations when mouse movements must be used.
Otherwise, your macro may not work and may even cause
your computer to crash or h1111g.

Using QuicKeys
QuicKeys (Figure 9.4) is a system extension billed as a "keyboard enhancer,"
which is an accurate description since it produces not only multistep macros but
also new keyboard configurations. If you favor a keyboard layout other than the
traditional QWERTY order, QuicKeys rearranges key functions to suit. If you
regularly use special foreign language or mathematic characters, you can use
QuicKeys to invoke them.
QuicKeys is superior to MacroMaker in a number of respects. Macros made
with QuicKeys can be made to apply to any application, including the Finder.
Macros can be recorded in two ways-as a precise sequence of actions to be
duplicated in "real time," as with MacroMaker, or as a set of executable commands. With the latter, the macro records the command rather than just a simple
sequence of keystrokes and mouse movements. This method is definitely
preferable: a "real time" macro will only work if the folders and icons remain
in the same positions as when the macro was recorded, but command macros
don't have this restriction . As such, a command macro for opening a specific
file will open that fi le even if the file's icon has moved since the macro was
created (but not if the file has been moved out of the folder entirely).
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QuicKeys macros can also be instructed to pause between
steps, and one macro can be incorporated into another's
functions. Furthermore, unlike MacroMaker, QuicKeys is folly
compatible with System 7.

Macros and Hartl Disks
The streamlining ability of macros makes them helpful in just about every
aspect of using the Macintosh- but they come in especially handy for a number
of hard disk tasks. Here are a few suggestions for creating your own shortcuts:
• Automate your backup process with a macro that launches your
backup software and specifies the parameters of the backup. You
may not need a macro program for this, since some applications
offer automatic backups. If you create a macro to backup at the end
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of your workday, don ' t just launch it and blithely walk away;
monitor it to make sure it's functioning before you leave, or you
might e nd up with a botched backup.

• If you need to access other volumes via your network, write macros
that mount those volumes on your desktop.
• If you have multiple networked printers to choose from, write
macros that open the Chooser and select individual printers. You
can use the same macro to subsequently open the Print dialog box.
• Under System 7, the Trash is not e mptied until the Empty Trash
command is selected fTom the Special menu. Write a macro that performs the same function .
• If you want to assign a custom label to a number of fi les, use a
macro the selects the label from the Labe l menu.

Other Special Key Conu11ands
Even if you don 't have a macro utili ty, you can take ad vantage of the macrolike keystroke combinations that have been built in to the Macintosh system
software. You don ' t have to master and use them all, but it doesn't hurt to be
fam iliar with them.

Two-Part Cou1mands
The Macintosh operating system is chock-full of "shortcut" keystrokes. Most
are simply the equivalent of a mouse operation, but some perform actions that
can't be done any other way. When using any two-part command, you don't
have to enter both steps sim ultaneously- just make sure that the special function key (the 3€, Shift, or Option key) is pressed first. These keys are also
re fe rred to as modifier keys.
Most alternatives to choosing and clicking with the mouse utilize the 3€ key, the
one to the left of the space bar (it 's sometimes called the Command or Apple
key). The 3€- key equivalents for any app lication's menu commands will be displayed next to the menu items themselves (Figure 9.5).
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You can use these keystrokes at any time: it doesn't matter where the cursor
happens to be, or if any text is selected. Table 9.llists a few of the most common 3€- key commands.
The majority of Macintosh applications use these keyboard equivalents, but
some applications do not. In SuperPaint, for instance, 3€-W simply changes the
window display size. In WriteNow, 3€-T opens the print dialog box, not 3€-P.
More 3€-key combinations are listed on the inside covers of this book.

Oaation-Key (;ommnnds
While the 3€ key usually performs the keyboard equivalent of a mouse function ,
the Option key invokes a number of unique two-step functions. Here are a few
of the most useful.
01ttlon-Drng Normally, dragging an icon to another folder will simply move

the file to that destination. However, if you press the Option key while dragging the icon, the file will be copied (not moved) to the new location.
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Common :11:-key commands

Keystroke

Function

:11:-N

Opens a new document from within an application

:11:-0

Begins the process of opening a existing document, presenting a
dialog box with which to locate the file

:11:-W

Closes the cuuently active document ; in the Finder, it closes the
current fold er window

:11:-S

Saves the cha nges made to the document

:11:-X

Removes a selected area of text ot· gr aphics, saving it on the
Clipboat·d for placement elsewhere

:11:-C

Copies a selected a r ea to the Clipboard, without removing it
ft·om its context

:11:- V

P laces the Clipboard's contents (generated by :11:-X or :11:- C) a t
the curs01·'s insertion point; this command can be used
r epeatedly to make multiple copies

:11:-P

Opens the Pt·int dj aJog box

:11:-Q

Closes the active application and any open documents belonging
to it

Option-Key t::lmrneters The Macintosh also uses the Option key to extend
keyboard functions. The System software assigns each key a second character,
which can be entered by pressing Option ftrst. These characters include generalpurpose graphics, specialized symbols, and non-English-language characters.

Option characters vary according to the current font. The best way to keep track
of them is with Key Caps (Figure 9.6), a desk accessory installed on all standard System files.
Key Caps creates an on-screen representation of the keyboard, which changes
according to key selections. Open Key Caps and press Option; note that most
keys now display a new character assigned to them. While Key Caps DA is
open, any keystrokes will be listed in the text window above the keyboard map.
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You can use this feature to practice Option-key alternatives before using them
in text documents.
Another class of special characters are accessed via dead keys. These two-step
commands, all of which use the Option key, do not produce results of their
own; instead, they modify the keystroke that follows. They are font-specific
like other special characters and are usually used for writing characters in other
languages or mathematical equations.
You can determine dead keys by experimenting while the Key Caps DAis
open. While some modify any subsequent keystroke, others function only when
followed by an appropriate character. Some of the more common dead keys are:
• Option-u places a German umlaut (ii) over vowels only.
• Option-e, Option-' and Option-i produce the French acute (' ),
grave ('),and circumflex (") accent marks.
• Option-n inserts a Spanish tilde mark (-) over the letters a, n, and o.
Other Option-key combinations are listed on the inside covers of this book.
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Keystroke-Mouse Combinations
Other two-part shortcuts involve one keystroke and one mouse click. A few of
these are listed below.
Shift-Select Pressing the Shift key while pointing and clicking with the

mouse lets you select more than one item in a folder window. If you accidentally select an unwanted file or folder, click on it again to exclude it. While
pressing the key, you can scroll through the folder without deselecting your current choices, and you can choose items anywhere in the window (Figure 9.7).
Once you' ve made your selection, clicking on any one selected file will cause
all selected items to respond as a group; any command applied to one file will
apply to them all. To cancel the grouping, click on an unselected icon.
Option-Empty Trnsb Selecting the Empty Trash command while holding

down the Option key will override the message asking you to confum the deletion of the files in the Trash. This shortcut will also delete any locked files
which were trashed; usually, the Trash refuses to delete locked files .
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Window Management Combinations
System 7 includes some window management shortcuts.
• Pressing the Option key while clicking on the active window's close
box will close all windows down to the desktop level.
• Pressing the Option key while double-clicking on a file's icon will
close the file's folder window while opening the file.
• Pressing the Option key while clicking on a window's "zoom" box
will resize the window to the maximum size of the screen you're
currently using. This applies primarily to Finder windows, although
some recent applications also recognize this shortcut. Remember,
since windows remember their size, you 'II want to use this command sparingly when viewing files that will later be viewed on a
Macintosh with a smaller monitor.

Three-Key CoJnbinations
A few three-key combinations have specialized purposes that will work no matter which application is running. You can press two of the keys (31: and Shift) at
the same time, then push the third key at the same time or shortly thereafter.

31:-Shlft-1
This combination ejects the floppy disk in the first internal disk drive. The
floppy's icon will remain on the desktop, however, and the Macintosh may ask
you to reinsert it during the shutdown process. If you want the floppy to be excluded completely from the current work session, drag it into the Trash instead.
It'll be ejected (but not erased), and its icon will disappear.

:tt:-Shlft-2
This combination performs the same ejection function for the external drive, or
the second internal drive on Macintoshes equipped with more than one.
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3€-Shift-3
Under System 6 and earlier, this combination takes a snapshot of the current
screen on the Macintosh, and saves the image as. a PICT file, which can be read
by applications such as MacPaint and Photoshop. This file is automatically
stored on the root level of the startup volume; the first one is named "ScreenO,"
the second "Screenl," the third "Screen2," and so on, up to "Screen9." After
that, the images will not be saved unless the earlier screen shots are renamed.
Under System 7, the screen-capture process has been improved somewhat:
the image is saved as a TeachText file (which can then be cut and pasted into
most graphic and word processing files), and is named "Pic ture I ," " Picture 2,"
and so forth. Aside from the capacity of your hard clisk, there is no limit to the
number of screen shots you can take. In addition, System 7 lets you know the
capture has been successful with an audio signal, reminiscent of the click of a
camera shutter.

~. ----,~
This couunand is useful for illustrating the steps and
procedures of working on the Macintosh, but it can't always
take an accurate picture of the Macintosh screen. If another
conunand is running (such as a menu item selection or a watch
cursor indicating a delay), the computer will wait until the first
conunand is completed before taking the screen shot. If you
need a screen shot of a command under operation, use an
image-capture utility such as Capture or Camera.

3€-Shift-4
This key combination also takes a picture of the screen, but instead of saving
it as a document, it generates a printout on an ImageWriter or other dotmatrix printer. If you want to print the screen picture on a laser printer, use
the :tf:-Shjft-3 command, and then print out the resulting file.
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""Empty'' Keystrokes
If you have an Apple Extended keyboard (or a similar non-Apple model),
you' ll notice an entire row of keys labeled Fl through Fl5. These are the function keys, sometimes known as "f-keys". In contrast to their name, they're not
all that functional for most Macintosh users: they're intended for those who
work in alternative operating systems, such as MS-DOS or A/UX. If you are
using the Macintosh System software, you 'II find that most of these keys don't
do anything when pressed. Many newer applications at least support the basic
functions of Fl (Undo), F2 (Cut), F3 (Copy) and F4 (Paste), which are listed
below the keys.

~

~r·-.p----------~~
You're free to assign macros to any of the function keys.
However, double-check to see if an application bas already
assigned a function to tllem. Some applications, such as

Microsoft Word, make extensive use of the function keys, and
assigning a macro to a function key could create conflicts.

Wo••king with Printer SJ•oolers
One of the biggest fringe benefits of having a hard disk is the ability to use
printer spoolers. If you've ever stood by idly for minutes (or even hours) at a
time while your Macintosh printed a file, you'll appreciate the advantage they
prov ide.
With a printer spooler, you can continue working while printing is in progress.
You can send a multitude of files to the printer, and rearrange the order in
which they're printed. You can even order the Macintosh to print out a lengthy
document at a certain time, such as overnight or during your lunch hour. How
can spoolers do all this? By taking advantage of the fact that printers work
more slowly than computers.
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When a print command is given, the Macintosh begins by compiling a set of instructions for duplicating every page of the document. If a LaserWriter or
similar printer is used, the instructions are in PostScript, a language which interprets text and images in terms of lines. If the printer is an ImageWriter or other
dot-matrix model, the instructions are in bitmaps, which break the file's contents down into sequences of dots.
Once completed, these page descriptions are conveyed to the output device.
However, it takes the printer much longer to act on these instructions than it
took the computer to compile them, and rather than being transm itted to the
printer all at once, the instructions are sent bit by bit, in quantities the printer
can handle. If you do not have a print spoole r, your computer (and your work)
must wait until the printer translates the descriptions into physical actions.
A spooler does the waiting on behalf of the Mac intosh. It intercepts the print
command, and saves the document description as a document in its own 1ight.
The spooler then passes on the description to the printer at a pace the printer
can handle. The Macintosh itself must still pass the information to the printer,
but the spooler waits for the times when you're not using it, such as the seconds
between your keystrokes or the moments when the screen doesn 't need to be updated. Once the job is done, the spooler de letes the saved document description
and then deactivates itself.
Such capabilities do have their costs: even with the best spoolers, printing takes
longer than it would normally, and operations on the Macintosh can become
quite sluggish. Incompatibilities between the spooler and other applications can
affect the printout and any other work in progress, and some spoolers offer less
feature flexibility than conventional printing. Still, spoolers provide greater control over the printing process, and greater access to the Macintosh itself.

Using PriutMouitor
PrintMonitor (Figure 9.8) is Apple's spooler utility, which has been included as
part of the system software package since Version 5.0. It works with PostScriptcompatible laser printers onl y, and only when the printer is connected via LocalTalk (formerly called AppleTalk). It's especially usefu l when printers are shared
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via a network, since it can control the rraffic flow from several Macs into one
printer, or disiTibute a batch of print jobs from a single Macintosh to multiple
printers. Each file to be printed is logged in a queue window, which tallies them
in order of precedence. The first files placed in the queue are normaHy the first
out of the printer, but priorities can be changed by shuffling or canceling print
commands.
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PrintMonitor cat1 he set to print at specific limes; if you have
a large document bnt don't want to dominate the printer
during regu)ar busines!l hours, you can leave your equipment
on and have PrintMonitor process it overnight.

Finde1• Augmentation
For most people, the Finder is the program that makes the Macintosh a Macintosh. It's the application that mns more than any other--the one that supplies
the familiar elements of the Mac's user interface. The desktop, the folder
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display fonnats, and the sizes of windows are all controlled by the Finder.
Yet sometimes conventional Finder operations aren' t the fastest way to get
things done. Sometimes experienced Macintosh users prefer to bypass the features that make the computer easy for beginners to understand (graphic icons,
file-cabinet- like directories) in favor of increased perfonnance. That's why
there are a number of utilities available that either augment or bypass the Finder
for the sake o f speed and convenience.

Usi ng Di s k'I'oJt
DiskTop (Figure 9.9) is the Swiss Army knife of the Macintosh world, a multipurpose utility compacted into desk accessory fonn. It's one of the more versatile Finder alternatives available, and it also functions as a volume searcher, a
high-speed copier, and a resource modification tool. It can be used to rename,
relocate, create, and delete items; launch applications; convert graphic documents from one format to another; and even create custom menus.
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DiskTop provides a window that looks and functions much like the traditional
desktop, with the icons of all mounted volumes in the upper right comer and the
Trash icon below. But extra information is also provided: whether each volume is
HFS or MFS, how many bytes are occupied, and how many remain. You can add,
rename or delete files and folders from within DiskTop, and even modify directory
information such as creator code, file type, and modification date. And since DiskTop is a desk accessory, you can use it while applications are active.

Using OnCue
OnCue provides only a single, straightforward Finder shortcut, but it's one that
makes the utility well worth its price for System 6 and earlier users (System 7
has a similar feature built in). OnCue places a pull-down menu in a corner of
your screen (Figure 9. 10), which you can configure to contain the names of applications and documents you frequently use. To open the file or launch the program, simply select it from the OnCue menu .
The advantage of using OnCue is that you don't have to sacrifice convenience
for organization. A file can be placed in its proper location-even if that means
burying it within nested folders-and yet accessed with ease.
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If you're running System 7, you can achieve the effect as
OnCue by creating aliases of files, and placing those aliases in
the Apple Menu Items folder in the System Folder (see below).

More System 7 Extras
I 've already extolled the virtue of a number of special features in System 7,
such as virtual memory, new display options, and advanced search capabilities.
But that's just scratching the surface; System 7 offers you a wealth of power
and possibilities. If your Macintosh is capable of running the software, I recommend taking the time to explore System 7. A good place to start is Marvin
Bryan's Introduction to Macintosh System 7 (SYBEX, 1991).
What follows are brief descriptions of some hard-disk-related options unique to
System 7.

Using Aliases
One excellent innovation of System 7 is its ability to create an alias of any file.
To the user, an alias looks and acts just like a normal file: it has an icon, it
can be moved, copied and renamed, and it can be opened by double-clicking.
But the alias isn't the duplicate of the original file, but rather a sort of "pointer"
to the original. When you double-click on an alias, System 7 locates the original file and opens it up instead. To create an alias, highlight the original file
and select Make Alias from the Finder's File menu (Figure 9.11 ). The resulting
file will have "alias" added to its name, but you can rename it if you ' d like.
There's no limit to the number of aliases you can make of any file; a typical
alias takes up only 1-2 KB of disk space, no matter the size of the original file.
Any file that shows up in the Finder can have an alias-you can even make an
alias of an alias, if you'd like. Aliases are distinguished from original fi les by
the fact that their names are displayed in italics.
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The advantage of aliases is that they effectively enable a file to be in several
places at once. If several people need to contribute to a report, for instance, an
alias of the report file can be placed in each individual 's work folder. U you
need to temporarily call attention to a file without moving it, you can park an
alias of it on your desktop.
Aliases can engender some confusion, however. Sometimes it's hard to keep
track of which file is pointing to which. When in doubt, inspect the file's Get
Info box (Figure 9.12). Not only will it indicate whether the file is an alias, but
clicking on the Find Original button will lead you to the source file-the Finder
will locate the original and highlight it in its opened folder.

Designating Apple Menu Items
Before System 7, the Apple menu was the exclusive province of Desk Accessories, which had to be installed using either Font/DA Mover or Suitcase. But
now the convenience of the Apple menu location can be extended to any file or
application. Within the System Folder is another folder entitled Apple Menu
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Items. Anything placed in that folder will appear on the Apple menu (Figure 9.13).

~-.---------,~
To prevent the System Folder from getting too bulky, which
can slow down performance, and to keep your applications
separated and organized, place only aliases of the original ffies
in the Apple Menu Items folder.

Keep in mind that items on the Apple menu are displayed in alphabetical order:
if you want a ftle to appear at the top of the menu, you can either rename its
alias or preface it with spaces, numbers or special characters(*,#,., etc.).
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Creuting Custo1n Icons
Macintosh users have always been able to customize the pattern of the desktop,
but System 7 allows a more useful form of customization. Just about any file or
folder icon can be replaced with a design of your own creation. All it takes is a
graphics program that works with images in the PICT format, such as MacPaint
or Photoshop. (PostScript applications such as FreeHand or lllustrator won't
work.)
To create a custom icon, follow these steps:
l. Design the icon in the PICT-format drawing program of your choice.

2. Select the image and save to the Clipboard by using the Copy command under the Edit menu, or pressing 3€-C.
3. From the Finder, highlight the icon you want to change and open its
Get Info window.

4-. Double-click on the icon in the upper left comer; a box will appear
around it to indicate that it has been selected.
5. Select the Paste command from the Edit menu, or press.3€- V: your
new design will be resized to fit into the same general area as the
old icon (Figure 9.14).

Working witla Custom Icons
Custom icons aren't just another means of personalizing your Macintosh-you
can use them to keep track of work on your hard disk, or to make information
more accessible. Here are a few suggestions:
• If you work with several clients, and you distribute disk versions of
fi les to them, you might want to create a custom icon for each
client. That way, you can visually check the contents of each floppy
to make sure that one client doesn't inadverte ntly receive files
belonging to another. As an extra precaution, you could assign a unique label to the files as well (but under System 7, you're limi ted to a
total of seven labels).
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• If you want someone to read files in a certain order, or under certain
conditions, you can assign custom icons to make the sequence or circumstance clear. A series of tutorials could have numerical icons, or
a set of emergency instructions could have a stylized person shouting " Help!"
• Specially-formatted files, such as a spreadsheet or page layout, are
often used as templates fo r multiple documents. If you'd like to
keep track of which template was used to create which document,
assign custom icons to the templates; the documents, if saved using
the Save As command, will retain the icons. This way you' ll be able
to tell at a glance which Word files are new client proposals, or
which PageMaker documents pertain to the staff newsletter.
• Custom icons can be especiaJly effective when used in combination
with aliases. You can create an alias for a project file, give the alias
a name like "Do Today!", and assign it a particularly noticable icon.
(If you want to make sure it doesn't get ignored, you could place the
alias on the desktop.) Once the project has been completed, you
could throw away the alias, create another link to the next project,
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and then give that alias the same name, icon, and location as its
predecessor (you could design a macro to do this). That way, you
can get in the habit of simply sitting down at the Macintosh and
clicking on the "Do Today!" icon.
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or some people, a Macintosh and a hard disk may provide all the computing
power they'll ever need. But others develop new needs and standards over time,
and equipment that once seemed advanced can soon seem antiquated. Some
users are tempted by the latest generation of faster, cheaper, and better products
even though their hardware doesn't really hinder their work.
Our subject in this chapter is expansion: how to improve capability and performance while continuing to get the most out of your current equipment. I'll
detail the process of adding devices to the SCSI bus, and describe some of the
new hardware that's available-not just bigger and faster hard disks, but a new
range of storage technology.

Working with Multiple SCSI Devices
The versatility of the SCSI standard is as impressive as its speed. Unlike data
port bottlenecks on other systems, the Mac's single SCSI port can accommodate seven peripherals as easily as one. That's because the bus works as a
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sort of device-only network, administrating transfer priority along as well as actually transferring data. The single port can handle all SCSI devices because
SCSI intercepts, identifies, and evaluates each data transfer before conveying it
further along the bus, sequentially placing and removing each according to a
changing set of priorities.
Because of this smooth and seamless coordinative ability, building and using a
multiple-unit SCSI setup isn't much harder than getting your first drive up and
running. Each new device requires only a single cable and power cord, and configuration matters are rarely more complex then they've been so far. You need
to take some precautions and avoid some pitfalls, but don't worry: any mistakes
you make won't endanger your hardware or software, unless you force connections or willfully ignore signs of trouble.

Setting Up tile Dnlsyehain
As noted in Chapter 2, daisychaining, the technique used to add external
devices to the SCSI bus, avoids potential confusion by assigning each device a
SCSI address, and prefixes all data placed on the bus with that address. If a
device doesn't recognize the address as its own, it simply passes on the data.
To establish a functional daisychain, follow the steps detailed below. These will
help you build a SCSI setup that not only meets your current expansion needs,
but will accommodate future additions .

Connection null Termination
Begin by making the necessary physical connections, plugging in the power
cord, and linking the new unit to one currently attached to the Macintosh. You
can change the order of the devices if you want; the physical position of a
device on a daisychain doesn't establish its address on the SCSI bus. Every
SCSI device should have two ports; these ports may be one of two types: the
25-pin port identical to the one on the Macintosh, or the 50-point interlocking
coupler. If your devices don't have the same port types, you ' II need an adaptor
cable or coupling, available in computer stores or from drive manufacturers.
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But before you make the connections, remove the terminator from the currently
attached device. As noted in Chapter 2, a SCSI bus must have a terminator at its
physical end-otherwise, signals sent up the bus might "bounce" back down
the bus, confusing the Macintosh and its devices, leading to malfunctions. Terminators absorb bus signals, which means that any devices connected to a terminated device will not be able to access the SCSI bus. Since any SCSI setup
can have only one terminator, it should be placed on the last physically linked
device; remove any others. Some tenninators are hardware units placed between connector and port; these need only to be removed. Others are incorporated into the unit's design, and can be deactivated by flipping a switch or
using a software utility; check your user's manual to determine which method
to use. Still others are permanently installed; you'll have to place such a device
at the end of the physical chain, or have the termination removed by a service
technician or the unit's manufacturer.

Setting Multiple SCSI Addresses
Remember, each device connected to the daisychain must have its own unique
SCSI addresses; otherwise, the system will soon come crashing down. You can
determine a device's SCSI address by one of a number of means: some have
numerical displays in the back of the case, and you can change the number by
pushing a button. Others need to be set via software utility. Once again, cohsult
the product's documentation.
When you have the option of setting the SCSI address, remember that the
Macintosh searches for startup software and mounts in order of SCSI number.
If you want one volume to be mounted before another, assign it a lower number. However, don't forget that number "0" is reserved for the Macintosh's internal hard disk.

Mirrored Hard Disks
For most people, daily or even weekly backup sessions provide all the insurance they need against data loss. But in some situations •. the need for protection is even more critical. For example, say you were a scientist using your
Macintosh for automated data acquisition; even the loss of five minutes worth
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of data could ruin an entire experiment. If constant backup is crucial, you
should consider a mirrored hard disk setup.
Mirroring is the process of setting up a second hard dri ve, dedicated to realtime backup, on the same SCSI bus. When a fi le is created, modified, or
deleted on the primary drive, the changes are made to the backup almost simultaneously, so fast that the user rarely notices a slowdown.
Mirroring is an expensive solution, considering that it requires a second hard
disk (which can't be used for any other purpose) and specialized software, such
as DiskTwin. It's also possible to buy complete "fault tolerant" systems with
two drives already linked in a mirroring setup. lf one drive fails, the other takes
over immediately.
Although disk mirroring is the most comprehensive form of backing up available, it won't keep your data completely safe. Fire, system theft, and other
physical mishaps can still occur.

Other Mass Storage Hardware
Most Macintoshes rely on floppies and hard disks for storage needs, but they' re
not the only game in town. There's a wide and growing field of alternatives to
disks, offering different advantages. Some devices are hybrids of floppy disks
and hard disks, combining high capacity with the convenience of a removable
medium. Others represent a new generation of storage technology, which raise
performance and potential to new heights.

Tape Drives
Tape drives save files on half- or quarter-inch tape cassettes, sim ilar to those
used for audio recording. Like floppy disks, these cassettes encode data magnetically; however, their capacity is much greater than floppies-up to 250
megabytes each. While that capacity may seem impressive compared to the
average hard disk, it is only a fraction of the capacity of OAT drives, whqse
similar configuration can hold up to 1.3 gigabytes of data (see below).
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Tape drives have their limitations: the tape can break or tangle, and data on cassette can't be accessed fast enough for regular work. However, these drives can
make backups relatively painless, eliminating the need to stockpile and shuffle
multiple floppies. Software capable of timed backups can make the process
even easier, starting backups automatically at specified intervals.
Some tape drives are combined with a hard disk in a single unit, while others
are stand-alone devices. Either type should be capable of backing up any
volume on the SCSI bus; some can even work with several Macs connected to a
network. You may want to determine if backups can be combined on one cassette or spread across several. If a backup can be distributed over multiple cassettes, you'll want to make sure that file restoration isn 't too complicated a
process.
Tape drives are slowly being supplanted by DAT drives. If you're in the market
for a backup medium, you might be tempted by the low initial price of a tape
drive (under $1 ,000), but on a per-megabyte basis, a DAT drive is more costeffective.

Digital Audio Tape (BAT) Drives
Don't be put off by the "audio tape" in the name: DATs can digitize and store
data as well as sound. In fact, since Macintosh data is already in digital form ,
you could argue that DAT is the ideal medium for backups. A typical DAT drive
sells for $2,000- $3,000, which is more than a comparable removable media or
tape cartridge drive- but DAT cassettes, at less than $20 apiece, are significantly cheaper than removable media cartridges. A DAT cartridge weighs under two
ounces, looks like a cross between a cassette and a miniature VCR tape, and although it's roughly the size of a quarter-inch stack of business cards, it holds
1.3 gigabytes of data. If compression is used as part of the backup process, that
amount can be even greater.
DAT drives have most of the same disadvantages as cartridge drives: they're
not viable as primary drives, and the tape can jam or break. But if you need to
backup an entire network, or if you routinely work with extremely large files,
DATs are fast and reliable. If you want to transport large fi les through the mail
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or shipping services, DAT cartridges are a cheap and stable medium.
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When 11hopping for a DAT drive, look for one that is either
self-cleaning or equipped with a light to indicate when
cleaning is necessary. Tape manufacturers now offer hoth
conventional DAT cartridges and "data-grade" ones;
whene,•er possible, buy the latter. Although (:onventioual DAT
cartridges will work, data-grade cartridges are worth the extra
price, for a number of reasons. Data-grade cartridges are
encMed in a special high-stress case designed to withstand the
wear and tear of data backup (the process involves lots of fastforwarding, reversing, and multiple writes). Secondly, datagrade cartridges have special binders added to the tape
coating, to keep it from flaking off. And finally, all data-grades
are tested far more rigorously than audio-grade cassettes and
are certified defect-free. You'll also want to stick with the 60meter length cartridges (which are also packaged as "120minute" tapes). Louger tapes do exist, but they're thinner and
more susceptible to breakage.

Videotape Cartridge Drives
An alternative to DATs and conventional tape cartridges is beginning to
in the marketplace. The drive, marketed under different names but com
known as the Exabyte drive (afte.- the primary vendor), uses 8-millimet
videotapes much like those used by some video camcorders. Like DAT,
abyte drives use a process known as he lical scanning (which wri tes dat
series of angled stripes rather than as continuous tracks) to pack as muc
as possible on the tape surface. Since the tape used is twice as large as
4-millimeter tape, it can store even more data: 2.2 gigabytes on a stand
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cartridge, and up to 25 gigabytes when compression is used. However, the cost
of Exabyte cartridges and hardware is higher than DAT, and the drives are
larger. In addition, DAT drives are being marketed more aggressively, which is
likely to bring their costs down still further.

Removable Media Drives
The removable media drive is a version of the hard disk: it uses metallic, highcapacity platters contained in removable casings, often called cartridges or disk
packs. While not as fast as conventional hard disks, they can be used both as a
primary storage volume and as a backup. They're also more durable than tape
cartridges or floppies, and rugged enough to be sent through the mail. While
they 're cheaper than DAT drives, they have a significantly smaller capacity:
standard cartridge sizes are 44 megabytes and 88 megabytes.
There are two main types of removable media currently o n the market. While
they are similar in size and capacity, they are not compatible with one another.
SyQuest-compatible cartridge drives are the most common; the drives are
produced by a number of manufacturers, but the disk packs themselves are manufacured by SyQuest. These are available in both 44MB and 88 MB densities,
but most of the older hardware can read and write to only the smaller variety. In
addition, some of the newer drives can read and write to the 88 MB packs, but
can only read the 44MB variety. A SyQuest-compatible drive generally retails
for $500-$ 1,000, and individual disk packs cost about $80 (44MB) and $ 110
(88 MB) apiece.
Bernoulli removable disks, manufactured exclusively by Io mega, have a reputation for durability and reliability, but are somewhat noisier than SyQuest drives.
Bernoulli drives use aerodynamics to protect against read/write head contact:
air flowing beneath the rotating platter creates lift, which the drive uses to bring
the disk close to the head. If a power surge, jolt, or other problem interrupts the
air flow, the disk floats down and away from the head before contact can be
made. A Bernoulli drive retails for approximately $800, and disk packs are
available in 20MB for about $60, 44MB for $ 100, and 90MB for $150.
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Optical Disk Drives
Like hard disks, optical disks employ rotating platters organized in a trac
sector system. But instead of a magnetically sensitive coating, these platte s
have a shimmering, mirror-like surface. The surface contains billions of
scopic indentations, or pits; when a laser beam is focused on these pits, th
varying patterns of reflection are interpreted as bits and bytes.
In many respects, optical disks are a superior storage medium. They can
tain copious quantities of data: a 5 V4-inch platter holds as much as 550 M
while an 11-inch disk holds up to 4 gigabytes. Unlike hard disk platters
not affected by dust and magnetic field problems, and can be removed an
transported freely.

CD-ROM Drives
The first adaptation of optical storage for the Macintosh was compact dis readonly memory (CD-ROM), also known as optical read-only memory (OR M),
These employ 5 V4-inch platters that are identical to audio compact disks in
fact, some drives can also function as high-fidelity CD players. And like
musical counterpart, the information on a CD-ROM disk cannot be mo . r d.
1

While the inability to add or change data keeps them from being a compl
storage solution, CD-ROMs can p~;ovide huge directories and databases ·
convenient online form. One disk can contain 700 megabtyes-enough ~
complete set of encyclopedias, an unabridged dictionary, and a half-doze
phone books for major metropolitan areas.
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Yet, for all its storage ability, CD-ROM is relatively slow: it takes about
second to open a file, whereas a hard disk can do the same task in a matt
milliseconds. Because of its inherent permanence, CO-ROM's greatest p
tial is as a "publishing" format, a medium for preserving and presenting
documents, but high-resolution sounds and images as well.
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~T·p--------~-----------------Like most Macintosh hardware, CD-ROM drives are

increasing in performance and decreasing in price. In you're
in the market for one, look for a drive with an access speed of

500-millisecouds or less (older models have access speeds
three times as slow!), and a price range of $500-$1,000.
Since the majority of CD-ROM di~<~ks have been published for
the MS-DOS compatible market, you may also want a model
that comes supplied with software that lets you read data from
DOS-formatted disks.

WOR~I

Drives

More flexibility is offered by the write once, read many (WORM) drives. These
drives write information to an optical disk, but they can't erase or change the
data once written. The information is inscribed on the disk with a high-intensity
laser, and then read with another, weaker beam .
WORMs generally run faster than CD-ROMs, and even though their contents
can't be deleted, they're useful for maintaining permanent records. Multiple versions of a document on disk might be used to retrace mistakes or restore deletions, and records on a WORM disk are more compact and longer-lasting than
their paper equivalents; current WORM disks have a shelf life of I 00 years.
Presently, WORM drives are limited by a lack of standardization and flexibility.
Different models use different platter sizes (from 51J4'' to 19") and different organization systems, which means that disks written on one drive type can' t be
used on the others. And even though the technologies are similar, WORM
drives are unable to read CD-ROM platters. However, some erasable optical
drives (see below) can read WORM disks. A 600MB WORM drive sells for
about $3,000.
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Erasable Optical Drives
The latest generation of storage devices is the most promising of all, comb' · g
the functionality of magnetic media with the capacity of compact disks.
Erasable optical drives, also known as magneto-optical drives, employ bot
magnets and lasers to read and modify high-capacity platters. The technolo y
has been available for several years, but only recently have prices dropped
enough to bring it into direct competition with other storage media.

I

In a nutshell, here's how erasable optical technology works. Each platter has o e
side with a magnetic coating. When data is written to a block on the platter, a
heats up the nonmagnetic side of the data block to a temperature of about 150
degrees centigrade. Unlike with WORM drives, this doesn't c.arve a pit in the
ter, but it does cause the block to reflect the polarity of the magnetic coating o
other side. A platter using this technology will wear out eventually, but not fo
while- it takes about LO,OOO,OOO erase/write operations, or about 15 years of
fullife, before the drive is ready for the scrap heap.
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The main drawback to these drives is speed: the coordination of laser and agnetic read/write head effectively doubles the time it takes for the drive to s ek a
file. Speeds are increasing, but at present, erasable optical performance Ia behind SyQuest and Bernoulli drives.
1

Erasable optical media for the Macintosh are currently available in two m
types: the 31;2-inch format, which has a limit of 128 MB per disk, and 5 V4
format, which offer capacities of up to a gigabyte. The larger format offe
greater capacity when packaged in a "jukebox" format, as an array of pia
that remain in the drive, much like a multiple disk CD player. These drive
have yet to establish significant inroads into the Macintosh market, prima
because of their prohibitive cost: a 6 gigabyte, 10 disk drive can cost over
$ 13,000, while each individual disk costs approximately $500.
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In contrast, the small-format erasable optical drive looks like a prime con nder
to snag a large segment of the storage marketplace. The 31;2-inch disk ca
ridges are approximately the same size as floppy disks, and the drives the selves are small enough to fit into most desktop Macintoshes. The mech sms
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are lighter than hard drives, and the disks are impervious to magnetic fields, so
eraseable optical technology may soon find its way into portable Macintoshes
as well.
External 3112-inch drives currently sell for approximately $2,000, with individual disk cartridges going for $150. However, these figures reflect the novelty
of the technology more than any inherent cost of production, and in the future
magneto-optical drives may become as cheap as today's hard disks.

Other SCSI Hardware
Not all SCSI peripherals are intended for storage and backup tasks. Although
the majority of SCSI devices are used for storage, a growing number of other
peripherals are being engineered to take their place along the SCSI bus:
printers, scanners, and even cameras that produce full-color slides.
If SCSI is the fastest connectivity standard, why isn't it used by all devices?
Some devices don't need the speed; modems, floppy disks, and dot-matrix
printers handle data less quickly and in less quantity than the SCSI standard is

designed to handle, and their own ports adequately meet their needs. Others
(laser printers, file servers, other networkable products) are supposed to serve
multiple Macs interchangeably (if not simultaneously), and a SCSI setup can
work with only one computer at a time.
When properly designed, these products are as easy to integrate into a SCSI
setup as hard disks, and like hard disks, they're usually capable of taking any
address or daisychain position.

Input Devices
The SCSI bus is ideaJly suited for peripherals that need to identify and process
large amounts of data at one time. Scanners are camera-like devices that read
and interpret optical images into digital representations, which can be stored and
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modified like any other graphics file. Some can support optical character r ognition software, which convert printed text to Macintosh documents with v I ing degrees of success. Video and audio digitizers also translate informatio
into various Macintosh formats .

Output Devices
Every Macintosh has a printer port, but some printers can benefit from the
greater transfer speeds of the SCSI port. Apple's Personal LaserWriter SC
provides a good example. Unlike other LaserWriter models which connect
the Mac via LocalTalk, the LaserWriter SC connects to the Mac's SCSI po . Instead of generating images in PostScript, as othe r LaserWriters do, it gene
printouts based on QuickDraw, the same graphic interpretation standard us d to
create and update the Macintosh's screen.
Other SCSI output devices include fi lm printers, which produce photograp ic
exposures of screen displays for slide generation and presentation graphic and
liquid crystal displays, which can be used in conjunction with overhead pr 'ectors to project the Macintosh display.

Other Expansion Options
For members of Macintosh II and Quadra families, daisychaining SCSI de ices
I
isn't the only way to expand your system. These models include expansio
slots, which let you easily install additional circuit boards or other hardwa ,
collectively known as expansion cards. The Macintosh Ilsi has one expans I n
slot, the Macintosh Ilci has three, and the Mac llfx has six. Unlike internal opPY and hard disk drives, expansion cards are more than peripherals that sh· e a
case with the Macintosh itself; they' re integrated with the computer, not j
connected to it, and are as much a part of the computer as any soldered co 'ponent. The expansion slots themselves are wired to the motherboard, the
master circuit board that contains the CPU , the RAM, and the ROM. The
slot Macintosh ll expansion system does function like a SCSI daisychain i
any or all slots can be occupied in any order, and cards can be removed an
replaced at will.
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Expansion slots on the Macintosh II and Quadra families are administered by
another data bus: NuBus, a standard developed by Texas Instruments and
adapted by Apple. The Macintosh LC's SCSI port can transfer data at a maximum of l.25 megabytes per second, and the SCSI standard itself has been
designed to accommodate speeds four times greater than that. But NuB us
works at speeds of another magnitude altogether, transferring data at up to 37.5
megabytes per second. NuB us can also be accessed by more than one computer,
and control of the bus can even be handed over to an expansion card, thereby
turning the CPU itself into a peripheraL NuBus is primarily used to give the
motherboard additional resources (extra RAM, special coprocessors), for highspeed communications (networks, bus linking), and for replacing standard functions with advanced alternatives (color video cards). However, just about any
type of peripheral, including hard disks, can be designed to be connected to the
Mac via an expansion port. Such products are beginning to materialize, and
some ultra-high capacity drives overcome the limitations of SCSI by employing
NuBus connectors.

Video cards coordinate all visual display functions. Compact Macs are designed
to use only the 9-inch black-and-white screen integrated into the unit, so all
video instructions are built into the ROM. Some commercially available adapter kits, however, enable you to connect a larger monitor to the compact Mac.
The Macintosh II and Quadra families, on the other hand, are designed to work
with a variety of monitors. These Macs do have built-in video support for some
Apple monitors, but many monitor manufacturers have chosen to bypass that
support in favor of a video expansion card provided with the monitors. There
are three main reasons for doing so: ( I) the screen sizes of some monitors are
too large to be handled by the built-in video drivers, (2) some monitors are
designed to operate at a higher resolution than the built-in support provides, and
(3) some monitors display significantly more color information than the Apple
monitors. For example, the Macintosh Ilci's built-in video will operate Apple's
13-inch RGB monitor, with a resolution of 72 dots per inch and 8-bit color (i.e.,
256 individual colors can be displayed at any one time). Video expansion cards,
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however, enable companies to market monitors with 25-inch screens, 94 otsper-inch resolution, and 24-bit color (16,777,216 colors displayed at one
These high-resolution, multiple-color video cards are often more expensi e
then the monitor itself.

Mem01y cards supplement the factory-installed RAM provided with the
tosh. Each SIMM can be installed with up to 8 megabytes which in eight
systems like the Macintosh II and Quadra means a total of 64 megabytes at
can be directly installed on the motherboard. If that's not enough, NuB us
access up to four gigabytes of RAM, although that much RAM has yet t be
packed onto an expansion card.
Bus linkages give two or more computers full access to the other's bus.
only does this give the computers the ability to communicate, but such p
can bridge Macintoshes together, or with even more powerful mini- and
mainframe computers. Unlike a swiftest network, bus-linked computers
just send and receive data amongst themselves: they handle it simultane
as multiple parts of a whole computing system. The collaborating CPUs
distribute data and then process different tasks or work in parallel on the
task as needed. A bus-linked Mac~ntosh could access the files of, say, a
VAX as swiftly as those on its own hard disk, and the VAX could contro
Mac's screen display with equal ease.
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Looking Towards the Future
It's impossible to predict the future, but it's not too hard to spot potentia trends
I
in the fast-moving world of Macintosh computing. There are a number
developments on the horizon that may have an impact on the way you'll
working a few years from now. In the short term, look for the following

• Higher-capacity internal drives. At present, the highest-capacity
drive that can fit into the smaller modular Macintoshes (such as th
Ilci or Quadra 700) is about 2 10MB. New drives will be able to
hold a half a gigabyte or more of data while retaining the same siz .
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• SCSI devices with "intelligent termination." These devices will be
able to determine exactly where they're placed in the SCSI bus, and
configure their termination accordingly.
• Macintoshes integrating new storage technology. New Macintosh
models will likely offer more media choices than floppy drives and
hard disks. In addition, 3112.-inch erasable optical drives will probably also become a con figuration option, at least on the Quadra line.
• "On-the-fly" file compression will become a more prevalent feature, with special compression circuitry built into storage drives.
• A new,Jaster SCSI standard will emerge. Already, engineers are
developing SCSI-2, which will allow faster transfer times, the
ability to pack even larger quantities of data on individual volumes,
and the ability to mount a greater number of SCSI devices at once.
It's likely that fu ture Maci.ntoshes will be able to manage both SCSI
and SCSI-2 devices.
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System 1and Networking

No Macintosh is an island ... at least, it isn't designed to be one. Connectivity, or
the ability to communicate with other computers, has been an intrinsic part
of the Macintosh computer since the very first model. In the days before hard
disks became common, this ability was often left untapped: if you wanted to
share data, you would just pass it along on a floppy disk.
Now that file sizes have grown, direct network communications between computers is becoming more and more of a necessity. The successful configuration
and maintenance of a network is both an art and a science, and a full treatment
of the subject is beyond the scope of this book. But in this concluding chapter,
we'lllook at the various networking possibilities, and the technology and principles behind them. We'll start by looking at AppleShare, the most popular
networking software. Next we'll explore some of the networking features of
System 7. Then we' ll move on to TOPS, AppleShare's largest competitor, and
finally we'll touch upon remote-access software like Timbuktu.
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Networks : A n Overvie'v
What is a network? By stric t definition, a network is any configuration in hich
two or more computers are in direct communication. Of course, this de fin· ·on
can cover many different configurations. For example, some mini- and
mainframe computer networks are highly sophisticated and wide-ranging, ith
users and machines connected around the globe via telephone li nes, direct
bling, and microwave and satell ite hookups. The costs of establishing and aintaining networks of this magnitude currently restricts their use to gove
academia, and very large corporations.
Fortunate ly, there is a microcomputer alternative: the local area network, r
LAN. A lthough much smaller in scope, LANs give you many of the bene ts of
a full-scale network, including:

• Information access. With a net\.vork, you can swiftly transmit a file
from one computer to anothe , or place it in a location accessible by
all users. Some LANs a lso enable you to share data among computers of different standards: Macintoshes, ffi M PCs, and others.
• Interoffice communication. LANs provide an electronic alternati ve
to tele phones, intercoms, memos, and other conventional means of
workplace communication. An electronic message system delivers
messages immediately and provides confirmation that a message
was received.
• Resource sharing. Networked periphera ls are more productive and
cost-effective than units attached to individual machines. Most
lase r printers, some dot-matr.ix primers, FAX machines, C D-ROM
players, and even modems can be shared among the various computers on a network.

1

U nlike full-scale networks, LANs ban 't accommodate thousands of users
once. Furthennore, the need for directable connections between compute
usually confines the LAN to a single building. But networks, especially t ose
designed for the Macintosh, are relatively easy to establish and expand.
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AppleS hare and TOPS are the two most popular network software packages.
Both systems use the LocalTalk connectors located on the back of every Macintosh to communicate between the various machines. In fact, you can perform
some network functions, such as sharing LocalTalk laser printers and networksavvy modems, with your Macintosh alone, without any additional software. To
network a LocalTalk laser printer, all you need to do is install the proper printer
driver in the System Folders of all networked Macintoshes, then connect it to
with the nearest Macintosh with a standard LocalTalk cable. After that, all the
Macintoshes on the network can share the printer.
One cautionary note: simple networking, such as the connection of three or four
Macs and a couple of printers, can be done by the average computer-literate
user, but more complicated networks really require the expertise of network
specialists. A poorly configured network can end up hindering an office's
productivity, so it's prudent to plan and build a network under the guidance of
experts. Many Macintosh consulting firms specialize in networks, and if you
envision connecting more than a half-dozen computers ro the network, I'd
recommend that you contact one of them.
~

~~foT_E------------~--------------------------~
You can network all Macintoshes, but you can't network all
Macintosh peripherals. If you plan to place a printer, modem
or other device on the network, make sure that it is
networkable. In general, network-6avvy devices cost more
than their non-networkahle equivalents.

LAN Types
Each computer connected to a LAN is classified as a file server, a client, or
both. A file server accesses, locates, and opens files on the hard disks or other
storage volumes to which it is attached. It does this when requested by the
client computer. The client is the computer that initiates the access and receives
the data.
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Distributed Ne two r k s
Distributed network software allows each Macintosh in the network to act
both a file server and client, e ither alternately or simultaneously. In a distributed network, files e ither be long to one user exclusively or are designat
for access by all users. Files, folders, and even entire volumes can be made ccessible to other users in the network, and which users have access to whic
files is detennined by the system administrator.
Each Macintosh can be connected to up to six SCSI storage dev ices (and h e
an additional internal hard disk), so distributed LANs can make a massive
amount of files accessible on a network. However, the network software m st
shuttle between CPUs for the processor time it needs, so hooking up a lot o
hard disks to a network slows down processing time considerably.

Dedicated Networ ks
One way to prevent slow network process ing time is to establish a dedicat
network. These networks require that one Macintosh be "dedicated" for th
purpose of serving the other computers on the network. The networking so tware runs exclusively on this ded icated file server, and only those volume ttached directly to the file server can be accessed by the entire network.

Which Is Detter?
Of the two main types of networks, neither is clearly superior: each has its
benefits and d isadvantages, and you ' II have to weigh them in light of your
resources and needs. In general, dedicated networks work significantly fas
than distributed ones. But if your network is relatively small, you might n
want to purchase another a Macintosh solely for use as a file server. Grou
your network files on a tile server can also create a point of vulnerability:
server goes down, the network fails, whereas the failure of a single Macin
on a distributed network presents a much less significant loss of access.
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Your solution depends in large part on the volume o f your communication raffic. If you have several people wor~ing on complex projects at the same ti e,
you' ll probably find the speed of a dedicated network worth the investrne . If
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you don't really need to do much more than send an occasional electronic message, a distributed network will probably do just fine. But no matter what your
network choice, keep in mind that working with files on a re mote volume isn't
as fast or convenient as working with files on your own hard disk. Even the
fastest network is noticeably slower than a SCSI bus, and transfer speed is
reduced when the network's resources are taxed by several users.

Connection llardware
Software is just part of the networking picture. The other part is hardware-the
cables and connectors that convey information between machines. LocalTalk
(formerly AppleTalk) is the built-in standard, requiring only the same kind of
cables you use to connect your Mac to a LaserWriter; in fact, a MacintoshLaserWriter setup is essentiall y a LocalTalk network consisting of one computer and one peripheraL While this type of network presents the least
investment, it's also the slowest of all the commercially available network
connection types.
Two significantly speedier solutions are EtherTalk and TokenTalk, which work
in conjunction with EtherNet and Token Ring networks, respectively. These systems use expansion cards to accelerate network traffic up to ten times faster
than LocalTalk. Since these cards must be installed in the individual Macintoshes before the LAN can be configured, the network cannot include Macintoshes without expansion slots (such as the Mac Plus). In addition, the cards
are not cheap; their current prices range from $350 to $500 each.
Another way to maximize network speed is to add routers to the LAN. A router
is a hardware or software device oversees network activity in its zone, or section the network. Zones come in handy when you need continuous access to
some networked devices, and only occasional access to others. For instance,
you might have three departments on three different floors, with a laser printer
on each floor. The workers in one department will probably send the bulk of
their print jobs to the printer on their floor, and the majority of their electronic
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mail will be to others in the same department. When a zone is created fore l h
department, the router hardware will handle all traffic limited to it, which k ps
network speed from slowing down. Of course, users can access other zones
when necessary.
Some routers are stand-alone boxes, while others are software that runs co
rently with AppleS hare on the file server. If speed is of the essence, a hard
e
router is the way to go. You see, normally transmitted data must pass throu 1
all networked devices between the source computer and the target device: i
there are three Macintoshes on the Loca!Talk cable between you and your I ser
printer, your print commands must be passed along by each of these Macs
1
the next one in line, resulting the in slowing of processing time for all units In
contrast, a hardware router will intercept the print command, bypass the o r
computers, and deliver the data directly to the printer, speeding both your R ·nt
jobs and the other Macintoshes' work. A hardware router like Cayman Sys m's
GatorBox retails for around $2,000; Apple's AppleTalk Internet Router cos
about $350.

What Is Shnred?
How a network actually works isn't nearly as important as how it can help
people work together. At present, there are three ways to share information n a
network-disk sharing, file sharing, and groupware.

Disk Sharing
D isk sharing was the earliest form of networking for the Macintosh. It isn' true
networking, however; it's simply partitioning, multiuser style. As explain in
Chapter 8, partitioning is the process of breaking up a hard disk's storage 1
capacity into separate, or logical, volumes. With disk sharing, each partitio ed
volume is assigned to a particular machine or user. In a typical disk-sharin .
setup, volumes may be opened and read by more than one user, but only t
assigned user has the power to modify his or her "personal" volume.
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Disk sharing has a few limitations. For example, transferring files between user
partitions is awkward. To make changes to a document stored in someone else's
partition, you must copy the file to your own partition, modify the duplicate
version, and then request the "owner" of the other partition to replace the
original file with your version. In addition. you can't eliminate or increase the
size of a partition without reformatting the hard disk entirely. Also, since each
partition is only a fraction of the size of the hard disk on which it resides, file
fragmentation will occur more freque ntly.
The only real advantage of disk sharing is that it allows two or more Macintoshes to use a single hard disk. This was a big plus when hard disks were rare
and costly items, but it's not as important today. If you're runn ing System 7, a
better solution is to keep hard drives unpartitioned and instead limit access with
File Sharing commands.

File Sharing
Unlike disk sharing, which merely divides up storage space, file sharing allows
you to freely exchange data from one computer to another. You can manipulate
files on a remote volume as easily as fi les on your personal hard disk. File
sharing's only limitations are those imposed by the network adminjstration.
A file-sharing arrangement works best when access options are exercised-indiscriminate fi le access can lead to unwanted fi le changes and deletions. Most
file-sharing LANs allow you to " publish" a fi le, so everyone on the network
can read it, or archive a file, which stores a copy from which other copies can
be made. It is up to the individual users and the network administrator to establish rules and privileges concerning file access.

Groupware
The ultimate goal of a network is not just connectivity, but interactivity. In
other words, the network should not only enable users to easily transfer information, but also allow them to work together on collaborative projects. Thanks
to groupware, programs designed specifically for use by more than one person,
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sharing work has become possible. Groupware is a rapidly growing part o
Macintosh software market.

e

There's no hard-and-fast defmition of groupware. In general, the term refe
any application that can accommodate simultaneous and separate comman
the past, networked Macintoshes could run the same application at the sa
time only when each was running an appbcation copy of its own. Now, wi
groupware, you can collaborate on projects: each user can work on a docu
simultaneously, with the changes made by one user reflected immediately
the screen of the second user. They don 't launch the same copy of the appl
tion, but each accesses the same document file.
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It's easy to see the potential of groupware. For example, a large sales staff
could use a groupware database to compile client and order information,
each salesperson consulting or updating the database. Similarly, with a gr
ware word processor, a committee drafting a report could incorporate sug
tions from individual members without waiting for draft copies to be
distributed, commented on, and collected.

Working with AppleShat•e File Server
The AppleShare File Server (called simply AppleShare in Systems softw
prior to System 7) is the most popular network standard for the Macintos fin
large part because it was created by Apple Computer. It is quite easy to us , and
offers flle sharing, groupware compatibility, and a wide range of access o 1
tions. It is accessed via the Chooser control panel, which is also used for s lecting printers (Figure ll.l). AppleShare File Server, however, is a dedicate
system. To use it, you need at least a Macintosh Plus with an attached bar disk.
In fact, for maximum performance, I recommend a more powerful model.
you buy a Macintosh Ilci fo r file serving, you'll only need the computer i elf;
it won 't need its own monitor and keyboard.
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System 7 includes a non-dedicated version of AppleShare as
part of its built-in networking software . The dedicated version
of the AppleShare File Server software is available as a
separate product. For a discussion of System 7's built-in
networking capabilities, see "System 7 and Networking" below.

7.0
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Macintoshes on an AppleShare network are linked by way of the LocaiTa
port located on the back of each Macintosh. LocalTalk allows you to conn ct
Macintoshes and other LocalTalk-compatible devices in a daisychain. Alt ugh
LocalTalk is much slower than SCSI, it can daisychain more Macintoshes an
the eight permitted by the SCSI standard.
Alternatives to the cable-connector method are available. Instead of cable
PhoneNET uses telephone wires to link computers, enabling you to ex ten
network beyond one room without knocking holes through walls and floo
PhoneNET will work with most phone wiring, so it is worth checking out f
you plan to extend a network over a wide area or several floors. Ethernet,
probably the most popular networking standard in the MS-DOS world , c
be adapted to accommodate LocalTalk, as can IBM's Token Ring networ
The AppleShare File Server automatically logs you onto the network whe you
boot up your Macintosh; you can, of course, configure it to request a pass ord
first before logging onto the network. Once you're on the network you ca
mount any of the file server's volumes by selecting them from the Choose . A
volume mounted this way functions like any other; it has its own icon on 1e
desktop and file directory. To unmount a volume, you drag its icon to the ash.
1

AppleS hare is one of the most "transparent" LANs available: file server
volumes don't require a special format and the user interface lets you trea networked files like standard flies. However, this harmonious design is also t ' e
network's Achilles' heel: the entire security system of passwords and priv eges
1
can be overcome by booting from a floppy instead of the startup hard dis
When you boot from a floppy, the file server functions like a typical Mac· tosh,
which causes the network to stop functioning, and enables one to access ( r
erase) the file server volumes just as easily as any normal hard disk volu . To
protect the data on the file server, keep it in a secure location where only
authorized people have access to it.
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System 7 and Networking
System 7 is the first System software to explicitly integrate networking into its
functions. Bundled with the basic software is enough networking power to
maintain all but the largest LANs, without the need for dedicated servers! However, if you want to set up a dedicated server system, System 7's AppleShare
will work in conjunction with AppleShare File Server software. You can also
use it with LocalTalk, EtherTalk, Token Talk, or some combination of the three
to connect the various networked computers. Here's a look at some of the main
features available with System 7.

File and Folder Sharing
Although Apple's documentation calls it "file sharing," that's actually a misnomer. Under System 7, you don't designate access level to individual files,
but rather to individual folders, hard drives, or other volumes. Depending on
the access level, other users on the network will be able to open, inspect, or
modify whatever ftles happen to be residing in a particular folder. While this
may sound awkward, it's actually quite handy: to change the access level of a
particular flle, you can simply move it from a folder with one setting to one
with a different setting.

You can specify only ten items at a time for f'de sharing. Whlle

this might not sound Uke much, remember that each item
(whether it's a folder, hard disk, or other volwne) can contain
aa many flies and nested folders as

necest~ary.

You designate an

item lor file 11haring by selecting ll, and then opening the
Sharing conunand from the Finder's FOe menn (Figure 11.2).
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Once you've designated a folder or volume as shareable, you can then dictate
actly who can do what to the ftles contained within it The Users & Groups
panel lets you assign names, access levels, and even passwords to other netw
users (Figure 11.3). These users will need to register before accessing the file
the shareable folder or volume. You can even create a "drop folder" which w ld
d of
allow other people to add to the folder but not open or use its contents. This
folder is a good depository for confidential information.

Program Linking
By using "hot links" or "live links," many current Macintosh applications an
pass information between themselves without the active effort of the user.
example, a chart graphic in Adobe Illustrator may be automatically genera
from the data in an Excel spreadsheet; when the information in the spread eet
changes, the graphic automatically changes to reflect the new information.

I

System 7's program linkage supports this sort of application-to-applicatio
communication within the parameters you set. You can select program lin ng
as one of the privileges you assign to users via the Users & Groups contra
panel.
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Publish and Subscribe
Publish and subscribe is another fonn of program linking, but it's linkage that's
done at your command. For instance, if you' re producing a publication, you
could begin the design process using the published fi les of stories. U the text of
the stories changes at a later date, your layout will change as well. If your application has publish and subscribe capability, you can select all, or just a portion, of a file and designate it as a publisher. TI1e specific command varies from
application to application, but it's usually called either Publishing or Create
Publisher under the Edit menu. The selected material will be saved as an edition
file, which can then be accessed in other applications by way of the Subscribe
command, which is also under the Edit menu . Unlike the connections established under program linking, the link is one-way; changes made to the subscriber file will be Limited to that file, whereas changes made to the publisher
file will be reflected in all files that subscribe to that file.
Say that you have a document with various bits of boilerplate text. You can
select one bit of text and choose Publish. This bit of text will be saved to an
"edition" file. You then create several documents in which this te xt should appear. At the proper location in each, you selected Subscribe. That boilerplate
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text will appear in each of the docuf11ents. If you edit the text in the subscr· tion
document, the changes will not be reflected in the edition file . If you chan the
text in the original publisher file, the text in the edition ftle will change, an
therefore the text in all the subscription documents will also change.
For more information about the networking features unique to System 7, s
Introduction to Macintosh System 7 by Marvin Bryan (SYBEX).

Working with TOPS
TOPS originally stood for Transcendental Operating System, a good desc · tion of this pioneering distributed network. In the TOPS network, each Ma intosh acts as both client and server, and files can be shared with non-Macintos s
almost as easily as they can among ryracintoshes. There are versions of TO S
for MS-DOS, OS/2, and UNIX computers; various software and periphera
can be mixed and matched in a single network. However, you need an individual copy of TOPS for each computer.
1

TOPS is unobtrusive. Users aren't logged on automatically during startup;
stead they're connected to the network but isolated until they choose the T
desk accessory (Figure 11.4). Once they have done that, they can place a fi ,
folder, or complete volume on the network simply by clicking on the icon d
1
selecting the Publish command from the desk accessory.

TOPS
Using the
TOPS desk
accessory

I~J Emmo I
~ Hord Dis k

IQThe Mole I
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Text Translation: Sharing Files Between
PCs and Maeintosbes
The main difficulty of communicating between different machines is the fact
that they have individual (and usually incompatible) file forma ts. Nevertheless,
it's often possible to reconcile different formats with the use of a translation
utility. Text can usually be transferred easily from Macintosh to PC, or viceversa; graphics files , however, are a more complicated matter, and their translation methods are far from standardized. Here's a look at a few of the more
popular options.

TOPS Translatot•s
TOPS includes a utility called Translators with its Macintosh version. This program must be resident on the disk on which the TOPS network software is installed. When you run Translators, it presents two choice boxes for changing
file formats , one listing Macintosh formats and the other listing "Foreign" formats. Select the format of the original fi le, and then the foreign format into
which you want to translate it. TOPS Translators will only translate files between similar formats. For example, it can translate WordS tar files into MacWrite files or Excel spreadsheet files into Lotus 1-2-3 fi les, but it cannot
translate an Excel file into a dBASE ill fi le.

AJtple File Exchange
Apple provides a translation utility, Apple File Exchange (Figure 11.5), as
part of the System software package. It easily converts text files from many
MS-DOS word processors, including WordPerfect 5. Apple File Exchange can
handle conversions between other formats as well, but you need a script file
that describes d1e changes d1at you want to make. Some software manufacturers
provide scripts to convert fi les created by the ir prog rams.
Apple File Exchange also has the ability to format floppies in MS-DOS format,
which is a great time saver if you need to share files with a PC or compatible.
And if your M acintosh is equipped with a SuperDrive, Apple's high-capacity
3 Vi' 1.44MB floppy dis k drive , you can use Apple File Exchange to read
and translate files directly from a DOS-formatted floppy.
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Direct Translation
Increasingly, there's less and less need to use an intermediate utility to do
translating. More and more applications are being built to run on both the
Macintosh and the IBM PC, so software manufacturers are adding file
sion utilities to their programs. WordPerfect on the Macintosh, for <::<Ac1u•II-''"·I~Cilll
save and read files in the format used by WordPerfect on the IBM PC.
Microsoft Word on the Macintosh can also save files for Word in DOS
Likewise, PageMaker files can be used on both the Macintosh and the
don't need to translate them, but you do need to copy them to a disk that's
readable by the other format.

Network Administration
Besides being installed and operated, a network needs to be administered
person or group specifically responsible for the job. Network aUIUllJLI:>U.QLI'UI~ II
can be a full-time job in the case of a large LAN; for a small Macintosh
work, the time demand is much less. An administrator keeps all the
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elements properly connected, makes regular backups of networked hard disks,
and deals with problems when they arise.
The administrator also establishes and maintains the hierarchy of user
privileges, or who gets access to which files. It's not a good idea to give everyone access to the entire network; you would not, for example, want everyone
to have access your payroll records. Therefore, it's usually best to set up a multilevel access system, in which you restrict users from reading and modifying
files in certain directories. Only the administrator and a select few users should
have "super-user" status, which enables them to change passwords or delete entire volumes.
Even if you only have a few Macintoshes networked, you still need to think
about security. When you set up your network, you should design and apply a
system for keeping confidential information secure. Here are a few suggestions:
• Delete the passwords of ex-workers, or other people who no longer
need access to the system.
• Use the Users & Groups command to limit access to individual
folders.
• Install password protection utilities on individual Macintoshes, so
workers can "lock" them when they step away from their workspace. That way, they can leave networked volumes mounted on
their desktop, but passers-by won't be tempted to tamper with them.
• Run periodic searches of files by "date last modified," to help you
detect if an important file has been changed when it shouldn't have.
If your Payroll file was changed last night but your accountant is on
vacation, you '11 want to fmd out why.

Network Admi'nistration Issues
Networks bring along their own set of topics and concerns, and you should address them carefully. While conditions and circumstances change, the general
principles will always prove useful. Let's look at a few of them.
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Structuring the Organiza.Jiou
Throughout this book I've stressed the importance of logical and systemati
organization in hard disk management. The problems faced by an individu
user are even more complex when it comes to networked hard disks. It's b
enough when you can't find a file in your own directory; imagine what can
pen when a dozen people start moving files across as many hard disks.
From the beginning, your network should have a clearly defined storage s
egy and each user should be made thoroughly aware of it. Moreover, the a inistrator should be willing to enforce the rules and regulations about accessi g
data on the network.

Eliminating Ambiguity
In effect, a network puts all your eggs in one basket. The potential for prod ctivity is much greater but so is the potential for mishaps and mischief. To a bid
confusion, keep things as clear-cut and aboveboard as possible.
Be scrupulous in the use of passwords-they' re not only security devices, ut
also records of who was working at what time. Whenever possible, assign unique password to each individual, not just to a department or work group.
e
sure all passwords are confidential and purge the ones that aren't valid any
longer. If you give users the option of choosing their own passwords, educ e
them to avoid obvious choices.

Making Backups
Making regular backups is very important when you're working with a LA ,
since more people rely on a networked hard disk, and because the higher
volume of use means that backups are outdated faster. You '11 want to make
backups as frequently as possible, and you' ll probably need to do it after
regular working hours, since networked volumes are unavailable while the
backup is in progress. If the network consists of more than a handful of Ma inrashes, you'll want to invest in an ul a-high capacity backup device, such a
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DAT drive, which can place the contents of an entire network on a single cartridge (see Chapter 10). For a smaller LAN, removable media such as SyQuest
or Bernoulli drives would provide a cheaper solution.

Is It Working?
One of the hardest parts of operating a LAN is evaluating its usefulness. Nonetheless, you should periodically take a hard look at the realities of your workplace. Find out if the workers are ignoring the electronic message system in
favor of scribbled notes; it might indicate that the software is inadequate or too
difficult for them to use. If the network is so busy that performance has slowed
to a crawl, it's time to consider adding another file server, or creating another
AppleTalk "zone" with the addition of a router. On the other hand, if your
department has been trimmed to a fraction of its former size, you might want to
remove some Macintoshes and hard disks from the network. Finally, be sure
that laser printers and other shared resources are in a convenient location; a trip
to the printer to pick up your output shouldn't be a trek.

Remote Macintosh Access
A LAN can allow you access to the files of another Macintosh, but sometimes
you might want an even greater degree of access. What if a co-worker on
another floor is having problems operating a program and seeks your advice?
You '11 need to see just what she's doing before you can say what she's doing
wrong. Or perhaps you'd like to look over the shoulder of a graphic designer
while he develops that important company logo-but his studio is across town.
In such cases, electronic mail simply won't do the trick. That's why remote access programs have been developed, which aJiow you not only to witness operations on another Macintosh while they're underway, but temporarily assume
control of the other computer as well.
Remote access programs such as Timbuktu work across a network or via a simple
modem connection. With them, you can monitor the actions of a distant Macintosh
in a window on your screen. The user at the other end is notified that you're watching. These programs do have limitations-if the other computer has a larger monitor than yours, your view might be limited- but for the most part, what you see is
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what they're getting. And if the software is so configured, you can interact
the program launched on the remote computer, even if you don't have the
software loaded on your hard drive. You can even cut and paste between
machines.

ith
e

These programs also let you call up your office work environment while at
home or on the road; instead of carrying an assortment of files with you (e· her
on floppies or a portable hard disk), you can just dial in to your office com uter
and operate it remotely. Since you '11 be working on the originals, this also aves
you the trouble of updating files when you return.
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access time: The measurement of how quickly the read/write heads of a hard
disk can retrieve data.
address: The number that identifies a device on the SCSI bus or a location in
the computer's memory.
A ppleTalk: see LocalTalk.
application: A user-initiated program, such as a word processor or spreadsheet,
that saves work in document form and that assists in performing a task. Applications are launched by double-clicking on an icon.
archival data: Information that the user has preserved, but does not need to
have readily available.
archive: A stored collection of data, consisting either of copies of the originals,
or of files for which immediate access is not necessary.

GLOSSARY

backup: A duplicate copy of data, automatically compiled and updated wi a
utility program and stored for use in case the original becomes damaged o
cessable. Backups may utilize floppy disks, hard disks, or other mass stor e
devices.
bit: The smallest unit of information recognized by a computer; a single d it,
either 0 or 1, that combines with others to represent numbers, characters, instructions. Also known as a binary digit.
1

bit map: A set of dots or bits arranged by the computer to represent a grap ic
image.
block: The smallest discrete unit that a drive's controllers can read or writ
in a single operation. The size of a block is dependent on the overall capa
the drive.
bomb box: The dialog box displayed when a software problem has cause
operating system to lose control of the Macintosh. It is distinguished by
round bomb icon in the upper-left corner.

e

bombing: The sudden cessation of all software functions, signaled by the ppearance of the bomb box.
I
boot: To start or restart the computer by switching on the hardware and lo ding
the system software. Also called a cold boot. A warm boot refers to loadin the
system on an already- switched-on computer.

boot blocks: The tracks on a startup disk read by the Macintosh as part of e
startup process. These identify the disk and help the computer display the isk's
contents; missing or damaged boot blocks usually render a disk unreadabl .
buffer: An area of RAM memory used as interim storage for data being tr psferred from the computer to a peripheral. Since the Macintosh can export ata
faster than most printers and other devices can import it, holding data in a
buffer allows the CPU to return to other tasks.
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bus: The connection between the Mac and expansion cards. The Mac SE uses
the SE Bus and the Mac II uses NuBus. A third bus standard, called "030 Direct
Slot," is used in the Mac SE/30, LC, and Ilsi.
byte: A group of eight bits that the computer identifies as a number.
cartridge drive: A magnetic tape disk or optical disk that you can place on a
disk drive without having to remove its container.
cat.alog tree: A group of sectors on each volume used to store the physical location of all files on that volume. When you launch a file, the Macintosh consults
the catalog tree in order to move the read/write heads to the correct position.
See also extents tree.
CDEV (Control Device): A resource fi le in the System Folder that contains
device information and is used by the Control Panel desk accessory (found
under the Apple menu).
CD-ROM (compact disk read-only memory): An optical device or medium
capable of storing large amounts of permanent, unalterable data.
central processing unit (CPU) : The core of the computer, built around the
CPU chip, that processes information and coordinates all functions. See also
68000, 68020, 68030, and 68040.
client: A computer, connected to a network, that can access information from
other computers or from file servers.
Command key: The 3€ key, located in the lower left-hand comer of most Macintosh keyboards, used in conjunction with other keys for special functions.
commercial data: Any data that is purchased, such as applications, formatting
fi les and extensions. Compare with personal data.

~~~
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compact disk (CD): A storage technology, employing an optical rather th a
magnetic media platter, on which data is created and accessed by a laser.
drives for the Macintosh can store considerably more data than most hard isks.
CD-ROM, WORM, and erasable optical disks are examples.
compact disk read-only memory: See CD-ROM.
Compact Macintosh: Any Macintosh of the "original" configuration, wi
built-in monitor and a detatchable keyboard. These include the Plus, SE, S !30,
Classic, and Classic, II.
Control Device: See CDEV.
controller: The circuitry that manages a hard disk's physical data access o erations, such as moving read/write heads and erasing tracks and sectors. The erm
is sometimes used to mean the software that runs this circuitry (more corr tly
called the driver).

I

copy protection: Hardware and software methods of limiting data duplica on
in order to discourage illegal use and piracy of software. Some copy-prote ted
software can be copied only a few times, some not at all; others require a
password or special floppy in order to work.
CPU: See central processing unit.
crash: When the Mac stops functioning or functions incorrectly.
creator ID: The distinctive four-character code in each document's resour e
fork-Mac Write's is MACA, HyperCard 's is Wll__D-that identifies the p Ient
ble
application. If a creator ID is changed or deleted, the Macintosh may be
to open an otherwise intact document. Appendix C has a list of creator ID
cursor: The symbol used to indicate position on the screen, usually manip lated with the mouse or keyboard. On the Mac, the cursor is a pointer arro
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when items can be selected by pointing and clicking, an !-beam when text can
be inserted, or a wait cursor when the computer is busy carrying out a command and can't acknowledge any new ones.

DA: See desk accessory.
daisychaiu: A configuration used by SCSI to connect multiple peripherals to a
single Macintosh. Units are linked in a row, and each serves as an input/output
relay for the others.

data e11cryption: A data protection method that makes use of codes. Dataencrypted files cannot be read except by users who have special decoder
software.

data fork: The part of a Macintosh file in which numbers, text, and graphics are
stored.

dead key: A keystroke or keystroke combination that modifies the subsequent
character rather than producing a character of its own. Option-U, for instance,
will place an umlaut (i.i) over the following letter.
desk accessory (DA): A small program incorporated into the System file, such
as Control Panel or Alarm Clock, that is run concurrently with applications.
DAs are installed and removed with Font/DA Mover.
desktop: The icons and windows that the Finder displays. Also the area not occupied by any windows.
desktop file: The file in which the Finder stores the information it needs to accurately display and manage the contents of a volume. It records names, icons,
directory structure, display formats, and instructions on loading and launching
each file.

device; Any unit that can be controlled by the Macintosh to access, store, or
display information. Hard disks and floppy drives are devices, and so is the

GLOSSARY

internal speaker that emits warning beeps. In the Mac II, screen monitors lso
perform as devices.

dialog box: A box the Macintosh displays to request information or to iss e
warnings.
digitizer: A device that converts an image into a bit-mapped file that can
manipulated.
DIP switch: A small physical switch that can be in one of two positions,
off. Often used to configure hardware.
directory: The organization of files on a disk or fo lder. In the Mac, files c n be
arranged by icon, small icon, name, date, size, kind, and color.
I

1

display font: Also known as the screen font, it is used to accurately displ
manipulate a specific type style on the screen. The printer font is used to
type on a Postscript printer.
document: Any ftle that stores the results of work done while using an appli
downloadable fonts: Fonts fo r a PostScript printer that reside on the Mac
can be downloaded to a printer for temporary use.
driver: Software used by the Macintosh to access and control devices. H·
disks, flopp y drives, and printers have their own unique drivers.
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) format: A graphic image format that co
two versions of an image, one in PostScript and one bit-mapped for the
screen. They can be printed in detail only on a PostScript printer.
erasable optical disk: A mass storage device that records and writes files
photo-optical medium.

d
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expansion card: A physical circuit card that plugs into a slot on the computer to
add more functions.
expansion slot: The physical location where additional circuitry such as expansion cards, is added to a computer. The Macintosh SE has one; the Macintosh
Ilci has three.
extents tree: An augmentation of the catalog tree. The grou p of sectors on each
volume that lists where the segments of fragmented files have been store. See
also fragmentation .
external hard disk: A hard disk drive with its own enclosure and power supply,
designed to be connected to a computer rather than installed inside one.

FKey: See function key.
file: A group of bytes in which data is stored. On the Macintosh, applications,
documents, and specialized software (such as fonts and DAs) are considered
files as long as they have a specific name, icon, and directory location.
file compressing utility: A program that compresses flies, making them both
easier to store and less expensive to send over a modem.
file dialog box: The screen display used to open or save a document. Often it is
modified for other purposes as well. The contents and configuration of the box
vary depending on the application being used and the task being performed.
file server: A hard disk or other storage device connected to other computers in
a network. Usually used to designate a drive with files that can be accessed by
several users.
file type: A four-character code that identifies the category to which a file
belongs. For example, a ll Mac-compatible applications have the file type APPL.
Appendix C contains a list of file types.

~1J

GLOSSARY

Finder: The application launched automatically during startup, it displays d
updates the desktop and directories of mounted volumes. It also performs a sic
functions suc h as opening, duplicating, relocating, and deleting files.
firmware : System software stored in read-only memory (ROM) and in ten
for continuous access by a computer. The Toolbox is an example.

ld

I

floppy disk: A removable storage unit comprising a thin magnetic-mediu platter in a protective enclosure. The Macintosh uses 31!2'' floppies, which ca
Jb e
single- or double-sided.
floppy disk drive: The internal or external mechanism that reads and write data
to and from a floppy disk.
folder: A subdirectory of a volume in which files and folders are grouped
stored.

d

font: An identifiable set of letters, numbers, and punctuation marks with a
sistent design.
Font/DA Mover: The utility program provided with the System software ( . ystem 6 and earlier), used for installing and removing fonts and desk access
to and from the System file.
formatting: The process by which the driver of a storage device organizes d
addresses tracks and sectors. Hard disk formatting varies according to mo el
and manufacturer.
fragmentation: When a file can't be placed on contiguous sectors on a h
disk, it is broken into parts and read to available sectors scattered around
platter surface. Because of these multiple sector locations, a fragmented
takes longer to open than one stored on contiguous sectors.

e

freeze: A condition when everything on the screen, including the mouse c
cannot be altered. Can be caused by faulty mouse and keyboard connectio s.
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function key: A keystroke combination that activates a small program incorporated in the system file. For example, Shift~ 3 saves the current screen as a
MacPaint file and Shift-X 4 prints the screen on an ImageWriter. Not to be confused with the keys labeled F l to Fl5 on the extended keyboard.
gigabyte: A unit for data technically totaling 1,073,741 ,824 bytes. Usually
defined as either a million kilobytes or a thousand megabytes .
hang: A condition when the Mac stalls and ignores commands from the mouse
and keyboard.
hard disk: A storage device employing one or more pe1manently encased magnetic media-coated platters. Capable of storing and quickly accessing a large
quantity of data, it can be attached externally or installed internally.
hardware: The physical elements of a computer and its peripherals.
head crash: The condition that occurs when the read/write heads of a hard disk
collide with the surface of a platter and damage the magnetic coating and the
data contained in the area of contact.
head parking: Moving a hard disk's read/write heads from their operational
position (hovering above a platter) to a safe " landing zone" when the drive is
shut down. Unparked heads may touch the planer surface when the drive is
moved, possibly causing a head crash.
HFS (Hierarchical File System): A method of organizing applications, documents, and folders, with folders nested inside other folders. HFS is the second
and current volume directory standard used by the Macintosh; MFS (Macintosh
File System) was the first.
Hierarchical File System: See HFS.
1-Beam: The 1-shaped cursor that indicates when text can be inserted.

GLOSSARY

incremental backup: A backup technique whereby only files altered sine the
previous backup are copied.

INIT: A program designed to be automatically launched whenever theM cintosh is booted up. To be activated, an INIT must first be placed in the Sys ~m
Folder of the startup volume . (Some INITs must be placed in the extensi
folder or Control Panels folder.)

s

initialization: The process of configuring a hard disk, floppy, or other sto age
volume for use by the Macintosh.
initiator: The SCSI device that initiates communication with another dev ce on
the daisychain.
installer: A utility included with the Macintosh's System software, it allo s the
user to replace a System file while retaining any custom features (fonts, As)
that may have been installed.
interleave ratio: The ratio of hard disk platter rotations to the number of ectors
I
to which the read/write heads read or write. For example, a drive with an terlea ve ratio of 1: 1 will read or write to each sector as soon as it passes un
neath. One with a 2: 1 ratio will skip alternate sectors, waiting for them to
one more time before proceeding.
internal hard disk: A bard disk drive installed in the same casing as the mputer it serves. The Mac SE and ll have internal chassis.and connectors f ~ this
purpose; earlier models do not.
invisible file : A file whose icon doesn't appear in the Finder or standard
boxes.
kilobyte: A unit of memory totaling 1,024 bytes. Often abbreviated asK
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launching: The act of starting an application, it is done in a number of ways:
automatically during startup, by double-clicking on an icon, or when a document created with a particular application is opened.
loading: The process in which the Macintosh conveys data from a storage volume to a location where it can be used or rapidly accessed (usually the RAM).

LocalTalk: Apple 's connection standard, which allows multiple Macs to share
laser printers and other Localtalk devices. Formerly known as AppleTalk. LocalTalk sometimes refers to the connection hardware (connector boxes, cabling,
etc.) while AppleTalk refers to the connection software.
logical volume: See partition.
Macintosh File System: See MFS.
macro: A sequence of commands distilled into a single, shorter command.
Macro utilities save time by automating often-used functions. A complex series
of commands can be activated with a single keystroke.
magnetic media devices: The types of media to which a computer can write
magnetic patterns. These patterns are interpreted as data by the computer during
the reading process. Magnetic tape, hard disks, floppy disks, and removable
media are examples.
malfunction: Any or all of the conditions under which the Macintosh becomes
entirely unusable. Bombs, crashes, freezes, and hangs are all malfunctions.
megabyte: A quantity of data equal to 1,024 kilobytes (or 1,048,576 characters).
MFS (Macintosh File System): The obsolete single-level directory standard incorporated into early editions of System software. It has since been replaced by
HFS (Hierarchical File System), which offers true nesting of folders.

GLOSSARY

Modular Macintosh: Any Macintosh model without a built- in monitor, a
with expansion slots for add-on cards and periperhals; also known as "op
Macs. Modular models include the Macintosh 1J and Quadra line.

"

motherboard: The circuit board which contains the most important parts

the

computer system-the CPU, memory, keyboard controller, etc.

mounted volume: A volume already on the disk drive.
mounting: The act of rendering a storage volume usable during the curre
work session. A hard disk, floppy, or other volume is mounted when its ic n
appears on the desktop.

non-copy-protected: Software that can be transferred and duplicated.
NuB us: The data bus used by the expansion ports of most Macintoshes.
offline: A device not currently accessible by the Macintosh. It may be no perational, turned off, or improperly connected, or it may be that the compute does
not have the software necessary to control it. Volumes are considered off!· e
when not mounted on the desktop.

online: A device currently accessible by the Macintosh, properly powere

nd
connected, with the necessary controlling software provided. Synonymou wi th

" mounted" in respect to storage volumes.

11

optical disk: A mass media storage device, it uses the platter- track-secto r t ystem. A laser beam is shot at the platter and the resulting reflections are int
1

-

preted as bits.

I

parameter RAM: See PRAM.
parent application: The application used to create a document, as oppose to
any others that may be able to open, convert or modify it. In o rder to k.no
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which application to launch when a document is opened, the Macintosh labels
each document with the parent application's distinctive creator ID.

partition: A volume created by dividing the storage•space on a hard disk into
two or more separate entities. Also known as a logical volume.
path: The sequence of steps that must be taken in order to navigate from one
directory point to another. Depending on the starting point and the target location, the path to a desired file may require opening a single folder, or leaping to
another volume and descending far down the hierarchy.

peripheral: A hardware device directly controlled by the Macintosh, but not an
integral part of it. Hard disks, printers, and modems are peripherals.

personal data: Any data that is not purchased, but created by the user in the
course of working with the Macintosh, such as documents and preference settings. In contrast with commercial data.

platter: The flat, circular, rotating parts of a disk on which data is stored. Most
hard drives have multiple platters.

pointer arrow: The cursor in the shape of a left-slanting arrowhead used to
select items and initiate commands.

portable hard drive: A drive designed for durability, light weight and small
size, which can be easily transported and attached to Macintoshes at various
locations.

Portable Macintosh: Any Macintosh designed for mobile use, with battery as
well as direct current power. Examples are the PowerBook series, the original
Macintosh Portable, and third-party models such as the Outbound Laptop.

PostScript: The page description language developed by Adobe Systems and
used by many laser printers to produce high-resolution output of text and
graphics.

GLOSSARY

PRAM (parameter RAM): A semi-permanent part of RAM, used to store ontrot Panel settings. It retains its contents when the Macintosh is turned off, I
drawing power from a battery installed in the computer.
print spooler: A utility program that allows the user to operate the Mac an
print at the same time. Print files are held by the spooler until the printer is
ready to use them.
printer font: A file used by a printer or other output device to render text a a
high degree of resolution.
progressive backup: A backup of only those files that have been modified ' r
added since the last backup.
protection tab: The small shutter in the upper left-hand com er of Macinto 1
floppy disks. When the tab is pushed up to reveal a square opening, the dis
contents can be read but not deleted or added to. Pushing the tab down wil estore the flopp y to normal writing functions.
RAM (random access memory): The area in which the Mac places data it '
currently working with. The storage is temporary; the data disappears whe the
electrical current is discontinued.
read/write heads: The component of a hard disk that records and retrieves ata
to and from the sectors.
removable-media storage: Mass storage technology which is similar to h
disks, but with platters encased in removable cartridge-style containers.
resource file: A file containing resources used by an application.
resource fork: The part of a Macintosh file in which specifications conce ing
the display and control of file contents are stored.
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resource ID: A number that helps identify a resource in a resource file. Each
resource must have an ID number.
resource type: A four-character code indicating the type of resource in a
resource file.
ROM (read-only memory): The Mac's read-only memory for storing the Toolbox, the Operating System, and programs that will never be modified, such as
Quick.Draw.
router: a hardware of sortware device that maintains a zone, or subsystem, of a
network.
scanner: A device for converting printed images into a format that can be
stored or reproduced by a computer.
SCSI (Small Computer Standard Interface): An industry standard for electrical, functional, and mechanical interfaces for transferring data among hard
disks, printers, and other peripherals.
SCSI bus: The bus which connects SCSI devices.
SCSI device: Any device that can be linked on the SCSI bus. Hard disks,
printers, and optical disks are examples.
SCSI port: The communications port in the rear of the Macintosh or peripheral
by which it is linked to the SCSI bus.

SE Bus: The bus used in the Macintosh SE.
sectors: The portion of the track on a disk that stores a specific amount of data.
It is the smallest amount of data that can be overwritten on a disk.
serial hard disk: A hard disk designed to connect to the Macintosh via the
serial port. Usually significantly slower than SCSI hard disks.

GLOSSARY

serial port: The outlet used for connecting the Mac to serial perypherals.
shareware: Software that is not distributed commercially, but through use I
groups and bulletin boards. Owners of shareware are requested to pay a us r fee
to the software's manufacturer or author.
shock rating: A durability measurement for hard drive mechanisms, expre sing
the amount of sudden movement a drive can undergo without damage.
signature: A four-character code with which the Finder identifies an applicati
SIMMs (Single In line Memory Modules): A package of memory that plu
into a Mac or other computer to increase memory size.
68000: The Motorola microprocessor chip that serves as the core for many M cintosh CPUs, in models including the Macintosh Plus, SE, and PowerBook 100 I
68020: The Motorola microprocessor chip that succeeded the 68000, used n
models such as the Macintosh II (original) and LC.
68030: The successor to the 68020, used in the Ilci, PowerBook 140, Ilsi,
other Macintoshes.
68040: The latest-generation Motorola microprocessor, used in the Quadr
series.
slack: The extra unused space at the end of file, created when a file can't b
evenly divided into sectors.
spliced application s: An application spread across several floppy disks tha
are installed one at a time. Usually one of the disks contains an installation
program.
startup device: The device containing the active System file and the Syste
Folder.

d
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storage device: Any device that can store data. Examples are hard disks, floppies, and optical disks.
SuperDrive: Apple's product name for high-density (1.44 megabyte) floppy
disk drives.
surge srtppressor: A device that connects between the wall socket and the
Macintosh and prevents surges of electricity from damaging the computer.
system extension: System 7 terminology for all programs that augment general
operations, such as desk accessories, INITs, CDEVs and printer drivers.
System file: The program the Mac uses to start itself. It launches automatically
when the Mac is powered up.
System Folder: It contains the System file, the Finder, and other System
software for basic Mac functions.
System 6: The version of the Macintosh System software that immediately
preceeded System 7, in versions from 6.0 to 6.0.7. Most features of System 6
were also available under Systems 4 and 5.
System 7: The most recent version of Macintosh System software, which introduced several significant changes to Macintosh operations. Font/DA management, networking and multitasking are some of the areas in which System 7
behaves differently from it predecessors.
target device: The device on the SCSI daisychain that receives requests from
the initiator to carry out an operation.
terminator: A device that prevents commands in a daisychain from echoing, or
bouncing back, on the SCSI bus. TI1e first and last devices in a daisychain must
have terminators.

GLOSSARY

Toolbox: The software in the ROM whose purpose is to present the user · erface of an application.
track: Composed of eight to twelve sectors, it comprises one ring around
hard disk.

e

transfer speed: The rate at which data can be carried between devices.
Trojan horse: A type of rogue software that pretends to be a useful applic ion
but actually carries a virus.
I
user interface: The way a computer communicates, with dialog boxes, icons, tc.

utility: A program that does not generate a document but instead performs ervice-oriented tasks, like spell-checking or screen color customization.

view format: The various ways of seeing files and folders on the desktop. he
Mac offers seven view formats: by icon, small icon, name, date, size, kind and
color.
virtual memory: A process by which free hard disk space is used to emula
RAM. A feature available only under System 7, and only on Macintoshes ith
a 68030 or later microprocessor.
virus: A destructive program designed to be passed unknowingly from co puter to computer.
volume: Any distinct entity on which files can be stored, and with its own
icon which can be mounted and dismounted on the desktop. A volume can e
a floppy disk, a hard disk, a partition on a hard disk, a DAT cartridge or o
medium.
volume bit map: The group of sectors on a volume that the Macintosh rea
directory information about that volume. It lists which groups of sectors a
free and which are occupied.

for
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volume info block: The group of sectors on a volume that establishes the identity of the volume itself. It includes such information as the name of the
volume, how much free space is available, and where the System folder and
other important fi les can be found.
wait cursor: Usually a wristwatch but sometimes a spinning beachball,
hourglass or counting hand, it tells the user to wait whi le the Macintosh completes a task.
window: An enclosed area on the desktop which can be repositioned and
resized. Disks and folder icons open into windows.

WORM (write-once read-many) drive: An optical mass storage device, it is
used only for storing large amounts of data. Fi les are inscribed with a highintensity laser and read with another, weaker laser beam.

zo11e: a subset of a network. Usually, a grouping of Macintoshes and
peripherals that need to regularly communicate with one another. A department,
floor, or workgroup may be placed in a zone.

\
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Adobe illustrator
Adobe Systems Incorporated
1585 Charleston Road
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 961-4400
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Systems Incorporated
1585 Charleston Road
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039
(415) 961-4400

AppleShare
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Bernoulli Box
Iomega Corp.
1821 W. 4000 South Street
Roy, UT 84067
(801) 778-1000

PRODUCTS AND MANUFA C T U HERS

Disk First Aid
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 950 14
(408) 996-1010

Font/DA Mover
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

DiskMaker
Golden Triangle Computers, Inc.
4849 Ronson Court
San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 279-2100

DiskDoubler
Salient
124 University Avenue, Suite 00
Palo Alto, CA 9430 I
(415) 321 -5375

DiskQuick
Ideaform, Inc.
P.O. Box 1540
6 12 West Kirkwood Street
Fairfield, lA 52556

RGOfer
Microlytics
One Tobey Village Office Par
Pittsford, NY 14534
(7 16) 248-9150

Disinfectant
c/o Berkeley Macintosh User's
Group (BMUG)
1442A Walnut St. #62
Berkeley, CA 94709
(510) 549-2684

HD Backup
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

DiskTopCE Software
P.O. Box 65580
West Des Moines, IA 50265
(5 15) 224- 1995
Excel
Microsoft Corporation
16011 NE 36th Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 828-6293

Hypercard Apple Computer,
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996- 1010
ImageWriter
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-101 0
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Interferon
c/o Sir-tech Software, Inc.
Charlestown Ogdensburg MaJI
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
LaserWriter
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Last Resort for the Macintosh
Working Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 1844
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(408) 423-5696
LocalTalk
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
MacDraw
Claris, Inc.
440 Clyde Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(408) 987-7000
MacPaint
Claris, Inc.
440 Clyde Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(408) 987-7000

Al•r•. n

MacroMaker
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
MacWrite
Claris, Inc.
440 Clyde Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(408) 987-7000
The Norton Utilities
for the Macintosh
Symantec
1020 l Torre Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
Now Utilities
Now Software
520 S.W. Harrison St., Suite 435
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 274-2800

NuB us
Texas Instruments, Inc.
P.O. Box 655012
Mail Stop 57
Dallas, TX 75265
(800) 527-3500

PRODUCTS AND l\IANUFACTURERS

Page Maker
Aldus Corporation
411 First Avenue South #200
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 622-5500
PhoneNET
Farallon Computing, Inc.
200 Powell St., Suite 600
Emeryville, CA 94608
(510) 596-9000
PrintMonitor
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue Cupertino,
CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
QuicKeys
CE Software
P.O. Box 65580
West Des Moines, IA 50265
(515) 224-1995
Redux
Microseeds Publishing, Inc.
5801 Benjamin Center Drive,
Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33634
(813) 882-8635

ResEdit
c/o Berkeley Macintosh User'
Group (BMUG)
1442A Walnut St. #62
Berkeley, CA 94709
(510) 549-2684
Sentinel
SuperMac Technologies
295 N. Bernardo Avenue
Mountain View, CA 94043
(4 15) 964-8884
Stufflt
Alladin Systems, Inc.
Deer Park Center, Suite 23A
Aptos, CA 95003
(408) 685-917 5
Suitcase
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc
10049 Reiger Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
(504) 291-7221
SuperPaint
Silicon Beach Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 261430
San Diego, CA 92126
(619) 695-6956
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Symantec Antivirus for the
Macintosh (SAM)
Symantec
10201 Torre Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 253-9600
Symantec Utilities for the
Macintosh II (SUM II)
Symantec
10201 Torre Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
TeachText
Apple Computer, Inc.
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
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TOPS
Sitka
950 Marina Village Parkway
Alameda, CA 94501
(800) 445-8677
TwinIt
Golden Triangle Computers, Inc.
4849 Ronson Court
San Diego, CA 92111
(6 19) 279-2100
Word
Microsoft Corporation
16011 NE 36th Way
Redmond, WA 98052
(800) 828-6293
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System Error IDs
In some bomb boxes, system error ID codes are displayed in the lower right
corner of the box. Table C.l lists the defmitions and explanations of some of
these codes.

I~~mber

Definition

01

Bus error

The computer incorrectly accessed a portion of
the RAM. This rare problem is limited to the
Mac II nnd the obsolete XL (Lisa).

02

Address error

The computet· incon ectly accessed a portion of
the RAM. One of the most common problems,
especially on the Mac Plus, it is usu ally en used
by a pl'Ogt'llmmcr's ovet·sight.
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03

illegal
instruction

The currently running program u sed a
command th at the Mac didn' t recognize.

04

Zero divide

The Mac was told to divide a number by zer
an illoboical instruction that can't be carried
out.

05

Check exception

The Mac has checked if a given value in sorn
equation of the code is within a certain rang
of numbers, and ian ' t.

06

TrapV exception

A numbe1· that the program needs to con tin
uously update, which is stored in a segment f
RAM, has become too la1·ge for that segmen
before RA.'\1 can be reaUocated.

07

Privilege
violation

An instmction for the user mode was given,
but the Mac always runs in supervisor mod«

08

Trace exception

A programming mistake- the trace bit in th
status register is set.

09

Line 1010
exception

A programming mistake-the 1010 trap
dispatcher failed.

10

Line 1111
exception

A programming mistake- there is an
unimplemented instruction.

11

Miscellaneous
exception

An exception other than the ID 05, 06 , 08, (
or 010, often of hardwm·e origin, has cause
crash.

12

Unintplemented
core r outine

The programmer forgot to remove one of th
tempora1·y lines of code used to write an
application.

13

UninstaUed
error

Because it is running a n application, the
Macintosh 's CPU can ' t access the routines i
needs to ca rry out or give processing time t~ a
problem initiated by a device.

14

1/0 system error

A function failure of the ROM Toolbox has
occurr ed.
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15

Segment Loader
error

A segment can ' t be found in memory or
successfu lly loaded into memory.

16

Floating point
error

The halt bit of an important numbet·-cnmching
function hns mistakenly been set , disabling the
function . Most likely the System soft wat·c has
been damaged .

17 to 24

Can 't load
package

A PACK resource can ' t be loaded . PACKS,
bits of code included in each System softwm·c
release, update and augment the firmware
resom·ces in the ROM Toolbox. If one of these
messages pops up , you may try reinstnlling the
System softwa re.

25

Can 't a llocate
requested
memory block

The Macintosh has t·un out of RAM. The
memory size of the applicntion is set too low
(check its Get Info wi ndow) or the application
was not intended to be run on the Macintosh
model you are using.

26

Segment Loadet·
error

Eithm· the application or the System fil e has
been damuged sever ely nnd the launch pt·ocess
can ' t get undet·way.

27

File map
destroyed

The1·e is a bad sector in the MFS volume's
direc tory. A good fir st step to correcting this
problem is to rebuild the desktop.

28

Stack overflow
error

Da ta ussigncd to one section of RAM has
overflowed its boundaries und crashed in to
other segments.

30

Reinsertion
r equest

The Macintosh needs to h ave an offline volume
brought online. Usually, this means n fl oppy
disk needs to he reinserted.

31

Wrong disk
inserted

Disk inserted was not the disk needed by the
Macintosh.
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40

Macintosh
Greeting

This ID number refer-rs to the resource tha
displays the "Welcome to Macintosh" greeti g.
If present in a bomb box, it indicates that tl ~
system error occurr ed while trying to displa
I
the gr eeting.

41

Can't load
Finder

The Macintosh is either unable to locate or· ~
load the Finder.

43

Can' t fmd
System frle

The Macintosh is either unable to locate or
load the Finder.

51

Bad slot

One of the Macintosh 's NuB us slots is d amn ed
or una ccessi ble.

84

Menu purge

A menu has been mistakenly purged from
RAM. UsuaUy triggered when that menu is
selected.

85

No~ffiDF

r esource

The :Macintosh cannot locate an 1\ffiDF
resource.

87

No 'W DEF
r esource

The Macintosh cannot locate an WDEF
resou r ce.

88

NoCDEF
resource

The Macintosh cannot locate an CDEF
resource.

89

No MDEF
resource

The Macintosh cannot locate an MDEF
resource.

98

No pa tch

The System software cannot load a ROM pc ch
(a software a ugmentation of ROM) for this I
particuJar model of Macintosh.

99

No patch
r·esource

The System software cmmot locate or load
r esom·ce belonging to a ROM patch.

102

Old System

This version of System software is too old fc
this Mucintosh 's ROM.

103

False 32-bit
mode

An a ttempt was made to boot in 32·h it mod on
a 24-bit system.
I
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Negative System Errors
The system errors in Table C.2 can be distinguished by the fact that their number is preceeded by a minus (-) sign. Although the nature of many of these
problems is too technical for the non-expert user to correct, I have tried to at
least identify the general area of the System software that causes these errors
as an aid to trial-and-error troubleshooting.

ID
Number

DefloUioa

-9 to -21

Color Manage~·
errors

Errors caused by Color Manager, the portion
of the System dedicated to clisplaying and
documenting color information.

-17 to -30

JJO System
errors

These errot· messages are trigger ed by failures
in basic Input/Output operations. The input
port, connective cabling and the System
software itself are possible suspects.

-33 to -61

File System
errors

These are file-related problems, usually
triggered by the inability to carry out a user
command.

-33

Directory fu ll

The clirectot·y file of a volume cannot
accomodate another entry, either an update of
a current file or the addition of anothet· file.

-34

Disk full

The rusk itself is full.

-35

Volume not
found

The specified volwne cannot be located.

-37

Bad file nome

Through corruption ot· otltet· malfunction , n
ftle appears to have on incorrect name. This
may mean that it contains " pt·ohibitcd"
charactet·s, such as a colon (:).

-38

File not open

The Macinlosh has 11·eated a closed file as if it
were open. For example, it may have
attempted to update the window of n closed
application .
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-39

End of file

The Macintosh has abruptly reached the en of
a file. Usually, this indicates tltat tlte file ha
b een damaged , to tlte extent tltat it appea rs 0
end prematurely.
I

-41

Memory full

The available RAM won ' t allow the file in
question to b e op ened .

-42

Too many fil es
open

T he Macintosh has r eached its linut of open d
files.

-43

Not found

A destination entity-a file, a folder , ot· a
target volume--could not be located. If this
occurs regularly when trying to copy to a
mounted SCSI volume, the SCSI bus itself r ay
be suspect.

-44

Volume locked
(hardware)

In tlte case of a floppy disk , this means the
floppy's write-protect tab is enabled. In the
case of other stor age media , it means tlte
volume is locked by means of h ardwat·e.

-45

File locked

A command cannot be carried out, because be
file in question is locked .

-46

Volume locked
(software)

A volume is locked by software mea ns.

-47

File busy

File could not be deleted, because it was ac ve.

-48

Duplicate
filename

Oomputer has discovet·ed two files with the
same name, or has confused a file with a fol er
by the same name.

-49

File already
open

File is opened, with write pernt.ission e n a bl~ I.

-53

Volume off line

Computer has attempted t o access a volume
that is n ot online.
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-54

Read
p ermissions
error

Publish-and-subscribe operation failed,
because subscribet· wns not valid.

-55

Volume online
error

Computer has attempted to mount a volume
that is already online.

-56

No such drive

Attempt to mount a volume failed, because
incorrect or invalid dl"ive number wns given.

-57

Not a Macintosh
disk

Recognition that a floppy disk does not appear
to be formatted for the Macintosh. If the
flopp y is Mac-formatted , and if it is recognized
by other Macintoshes, this can be an indication
of damage to the floppy drive.

-60

Bad master·
directory block

At least one of the blocks containing the master
directory is unreadable by the Macintosh .

-61

Write
permissions
error

Publish-and-subscribe operation failed ,
because publisher was not valid.

-64 to -66

Font Manager
errors

-78

Incorrect floppy
rend

The Macintosh mistakenly tried to rend the
second side of a single-sided floppy disk .

-79

Disk Sp eed
error

The Macintosh was unable to correctly adjust
the speed of a floppy disk.

-91 to -99

AppleTalk
errors

-108

Memory Full
error

:\iacintosh ran out of memory in heap zone of
RAM.

-120

Directory not
found

An HFS directory could not be located.

~11___.
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-123

Wrong Volume
Type error

E ither· an online volume is not an HFS volu r e,
or a n operation has been attempted tha t is ot
sppported for MFS volumes.

-124

Volume Gone
error·

A server· volume has b een disconnected.

-147 to
-158

Color
Quickdrnw &
Color Manager
errors

-200

No Sound
Hardware

The required hardware for a sou.nd operati In
is not available. Usually, this means there i no
hardware support for a specified synthesiz1

-201

Not Enou gh
Sound
Hardware

Insufficient hardware available for a specif !d
synthesizer.

-203

Queue Full
(sound)

No room in the Sound Manager queue.

-204

Resource
Problem

Problem loading sound resource.

-205

Bad Channel
(sound)

Sound channel is corrupt or unusable.

-206

Bad Formal
(sound)

Sound r esource is corrupt or unusable.

-207

Not Enough
Buffer Space

Insufficient memory ava ilable for the Soun
1\fnnager to operate properly.

-212

No Mm·e Real
Time

Not enough CPU time available for the Sou d
Manager to operate properly.

-220

No Sound Input
Hardwur·e

Sound i.npul h ardware is not online.

-221

Bad Sound
Input Device

A.n invalid sound input device has been
specified.
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Dertnltlon

- 224

Hard Disk Too
Slow

The selected hard drive opemtes at too slow a
speed to adequately r ecord sound infot·mation.

-225

Invalid Sample
Rate

An ineoJTect sample rate has been chosen for

lnvaHd Sample
Size

An incon ect sample size hns been chosen for

-227

Device Busy
error

The chosen sound input device is busy.

-228

Bud Device
Name

An invaHd sound input device name has been
given.

-230

Input Device
cn·or

The sound input device hardware has failed.

-250 to
-261

MIDI Manager
errors

-470 to
-489

SCSI Manage•·
en·ors

-602

Application
Mode error

T he Macintosh 's memor y mode is 32-bit, but
the active appHcation is not "32-bit clean,"
i. e., able to manage 32-bit memory.

-606

Demon
Application

The application is of the " demon" type,
designed to run in the background only
("demons" at·e not to be confused with viruses).

-620

Not Enough
Memory

Thet·e is insufficient physical memory to carry
out opcmtion.

-850

Help Disabled
(System 7 only)

Help balloon features are not enabled .

-226

sound sampling.
sound snmpHng.
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-853

Balloon
Abot·ted
(System 7 only)

Due to continuous cursor movement, a help
balloon was not displayed.

-857

Skipped
Balloon (System
7 only)

No text was found to display in a baBoon.

-900 to
-1272

Apple Talk
(LocalTalk)
errors

-1300

File ID Not
Found

File " thread" identifying fil e is damaged or ost.

-1305

Desktop
Damaged

The desktop file has become cot-rupted. Yo
can attempt to ftx it by rebuilding the deskt p .

-1700 to
-1719

AppleEvent
errors

-3101 to
-3109

Additional
AppleTalk
[LocalTalk]
errors

-4101

Printet· Not
Found

The Laser Writer printer specified in the
Ohooser is shut down, disconnected or
otherwise unavailable.

-8132

Manual Feed
timeout

A printing job failed whilie trying to proces a
manual feed command.

-8133

General
PostScl"ipt en·or

An en-or was genet·ated by the PostScript p ge
description language.

Jlio Laser Writer
chosen

An attempt to print out a PostSetipt file cot d
not be carried out, because a PostScriptcompatible pl"inter driver has not been eho n .

-8150
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File Types and t::reator IDs
Table C.3 below lists the file types and creator IDs of some popular applications. The creator ID identifies which application created a file; the file type
specifies which application the file can be read by. The Finder uses the file type
to display the proper document icon and to launch applications. If an application is corrupted or sometimes unusable, you can often open documents created
by that application by changing their file type and creator ID to those of a
similar program. A MacWrite file, for instance, can be modified to become a
Microsoft Word document.

~~~u ~J
Application

File Type

C::reator ID

DiskDoubler

DDOl

DDAP

FileMaker Plus

FMKL

FMKR

FreeHand 3.0

FHD3

FI:L\3

H yper Card

STAK

WILD

Illustrator 3. 0

TEXT

ART3

ImageStudio

RIFF

FSPE

MacDraw

DR\VG

MDR\V

MacPaint

P NT G

MPNT

MacPr oj ecl

MPRD

MPRJ

Mac Write

WORD

MACA

Microsoft Word

WDBN

MSWD

PageMake r 2. 0

ALDD

ALD2

PageMaker 3.0

ALT3

ALD3

PageMaker 4.0

ALB4

AL D4

Photoshop

BBIM

8BIM

PixelPaint

SC RN

P IXR
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I Application

File Type

Creator ID

ReadySetGo!3

RSGJ

MRSN

Super·Paint

SPTG

SPNT

Teach Text

TEXT

ttxt

TypeS tyler

TSDC

TSLR

WriteNow

M / 1d

nXAn

Xpress

XDOC

XPRS

In order to make such modifications, you'll need a utility such as DiskToi
the Norton Disk Editor. Whenever possible, try to make modifications onl
copies of the original files. Note also that many programs are capable of s
documents in a variety of formats, each of which has a unique file type; h
only the primary file type is listed.
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The following table shows lhe ASCII character equivalents of all charncters
belonging to the Chicago font. Other fonts may have additional characters, but
in nearly all cases the basic alphanumeric setup is the same. You can use this information to interpret the contents of a fi le or to enter text with a file-editor
program.
T he box character (0) indi cates that no symbol has been ass ig ned to the
s pecific characte r code. Equi vale nt sy mbol s in fo nts other than Chicago
can be produced w ith the keys troke combinations be low. The codes
Control-P thro ug h Control-S may not work w ith a ll applicat ions, but
yo u can insert the sy mbo ls th ey produce by c utting them from the Key
Caps DA and pas ting them into your doc umen t.
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II

Hex

Keystroke

000

00

Control-®

001

01

Control-A

002

02

Control-B

003

03

Control-C

004

04

Control-D

005

05

Control-E

006

06

Control-F

007

07

Control-G

008

08

Control-H

009

09

Control-I

010

OA

Control-J

011

OB

Control-K

012

oc

Con trol-L

013

OD

Control-M

014

OE

Control-N

015

OF

Control-0

0
0

016

10

Control-P

0

017

ll

Control-Q

X

018

12

Control-R

../

019

13

Control-S

020

14

Control-T

021

15

Control-U

022

16

Control-V

023

17

Control-W

024

18

Control-X

025

19

Control-Y

026

lA

Control-Z

027

1B

Contml-[

028

1C

029

lD

I

I

Character
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

,I

I

I

0
0
0

•

•
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

I
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Macintosh ASCII Table

j Dee

Uex

Keystroke

Character

0
0

030
031

IE

032
033

20

034
035

22
23

036
037

24
25

038

26

%
&

039
040
041

27
28
29

(
)

042

2A

...

043

2B

+

044
045

2C
2D

046
047

2E
2F

048

30

049

31

050
051

32
33

3

052
053
054

34
35
36

4
5
6

055
056
057
058

37
38
39

7
8
9

059

IF
space

0

21

3A
3B

II

#

$

I
0
1

2
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Dee

Hex

060

3C

061
062

3D
3E

063
064

3F
40

Keyfltroke
I

Character

)

.

?

R
B

41

066
067
068

42
43

069
070

45
46

071
072

47

073
074
075

49
4B

K

076

4C

077
078
079

4D

l
M
N
0
p
Q
R

080

c
0
E
F
6

44

4A

I
I

4E
4F

081

50
51

082

52

083
084
085
086
087

53
54
55
56
57

088

58

089

59

I

@

065

48

I

<
=

H
I
J

I

I
I

'

s
T
I

I

I

u
u

w
H
y

I

I
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Macintosh ASCII Table

lilex

Key .Croke

Charaeter

z

090
091
092
093

SA
58

[

5C
50

J

094

5E
SF
60
61
62

095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104

b

c

64

d

65

e

66
67
68

f

69

106
107

6A
6B

108

6C
60
6E

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

'

a

63

105

109
110

\

g
h
i

j
lc
I
m
n

6F
70
71
72

0

73
74

$

75
76
77

u
u

~

r
t

w

liACINTOSH ASCII TABLE
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Hex

120

78

H

121

79

y

122

7A

z

123

7B

{

Key•troke

Character

124

7C

I

125

7D

}

126

7E

127

7F

space

128

80

Option-u A

R

129

81

Shift-Option A

A

130

82

Shift-Option C

t;

131

83

Option-eE

E

132

84

Option-n N

N

133

85

Option-u 0

ii

134

86

Option-u U

u

135

87

Option-e a

tl

136

88

Option-' a

137

89

Option-i a

138

BA

Option-u a

139

BB

Option-n a

140

BC

Option-a

141

8D

Option-c

142

BE

Option-e e

142

BF

Option-' e

143

90

Option-i e

144

91

Option-u e

145

92

Option-e i

146

93

Option-' i

147

94

Option-i i

148

95

Option-u i

J

-

a
a

:

a
0
a
0

~

e
e
e
e
i
i
i
...

I

]~(
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Macintosh ASCII Table

Be•

Keystroke

£haracter

n

149

96

Option-n n

150

97

Option-e o

151

9B

Option-' o

152

99

Option-i o

153

9A

Option-u o

154

9B

Option-no

6
0
0
0
0

155

9C

Option-e u

(J

156

9D

Option-' u

157

9E

Option-i u

u
u

158

9F

Option-u u

0

159

AO

Option-t

t

160

Al

Shift Option-8

0

161

A2

Option-4

¢

162

A3

Option-3

£

164

AI~

Option-6

§

165

A5

Option-8

166

A6

Option-7

167

A7

Option-s

168

A8

Option-r

169

A9

Option-g

@

170

AA

Option-2

TM

171

AB

Option-e

~

172

AC

Option-u spucc

173

AD

Option-=

$

174

•

en

n
®

AE

Shift Option-'

fE

175

AF

Shift Option-o

B

176

BO

Option-5

00

177

Bl

Shift Option-=

+

178

B2

Option-<

i

179

B3

Option->

1
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Hex

Keystroke

180

B4

Option-y

181

B5

Option-m

.u

182

B6

Option-d

i)

183

B7

Option-w

184

B8

Shift Option-p

I
IT

185

B9

Option-p

11

186

BA

Option-b

1

187

BB

Option-9

~

188

BC

Option-0

~

189

BD

Option-z

0

190

BE

Option-'

m

191

BF

Option-o

B

192

co

Shift Option-/

i

193

C1

Option-!

194

C2

Option-!

i
...,

195

C3

Option-v

v

196

C4

Option-f

f

197

C5

Option-x

p

198

C6

Option-j

~

199

«
»

'

Cbaraeter

I

¥

C7

Option-\

200

C8

Shift Option- \

201

C9

Option-;

202

CA

space

203

CB

Option-' A

204

cc

Option-n A

205

CD

Option-n 0

0

206

CE

Shift Option-q

lE

...
n
n

207

CF

Option-q

(B

208

DO

Option-

-

209

Dl

Shift Option--

-

I

I

J~~
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Dec

Rex

Keystroke

f:haraeter

210
211
212

02

Option-[

03

"

Shift Option-[

04

"

Option-]

213

05
06

Shift Option-)

214
215

07

Shift Option-v

216
217
218

08
09
DA

Option-u y

219

DB

220

DC

221
222

OD

223

OF
EO

224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
2:-l3
234
235
236
237
238
239

DE

El
E!J.

E:l
E4
E:l
E6
E7
EB
E9
EA.

EB
EC

ED
EE
EF

Option-/
¢

y
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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~.1

Macintosh ASCII Table

Dec

Hex

Keystroke

240
241
242

FO
Fl
F2

Option-k

243
245
246
247

F3
F4
F5
F6

248
249
250

F7
FB
F9

,

Chal'acter

•

.

0

I

0

I

0

I

0
0
0
0

I

0
0

Most of the Control-key hex characters marked 00-lB can be generated o
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) keyboards by holding down the Control key an
typing the indicated character. For example, the hex character 07 is genera ~d
by typing Control-G. Hex characters generated with the Control key are us d
to make special symbols on the Macintosh and to control devices such as c ~t
matrix printers. They are also used to access remote bulletin board system
Some of the common Control-key hex characters used on both bulletin bo ds
I
and the Macintosh are:
• Control-H (Backspace) moves the cursor move back one character
space.
• Control-! (Tab) moves the next character to the next tab stop to the
right. Tab stops are typically set at every eight characters. Some applications let you set tab stops at any location.
• Control-M (Return) moves the cursor to the beginning of the next
line.

I
I
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These functions are not usuaJiy used by the Macintosh, but are used by some
bulletin board and telecommunication applications:
• Controi-G sounds the speaker, beeper, or bell.
• Controi-J (Line Feed) moves the cursor down one line.
• Con trol-L (Form Feed) moves the output to the top of the next page.
• Control-Q (XON) resumes output suspended by the Control-S
command.
• Control-S (XOFF) suspends output until Control-Q is typed.

INDEX

A
About the Finder box, 225, 273
About this Macintosh command, 21 5, 273
access
limiting, 170-178
on networks, 326, 332
remote, 334-335
access times, 26-27, 338
of CD-ROMs, 308
slow, 225-226
accessibility to hard disks, 36
active applications, 88
addresses, SCSI, 41-42, 202- 203, 222,
225,302,338
administration of networks, 33 1- 334
Adobe Photoshop, 51-52
air circulation, 15, 35
aliases, 258, 29 1-293
on Apple Menu, 294
custom icons for, 296-297
aligning icons, 12 1
ALRT resources, 25 1
alternating icons, 201-202
anchoring packages, 178
ANTivirus , 165-166
Apple File Exchange utility, 330-331
Apple Menu , items for, 293-294
AppleShare File Server, 318,323-325
AppleTalk (Loca!Talk), 287- 288,
320-32 1,325, 348
AppleTalk Internet Router, 32 1
applications, 58-59, 338
active, 88
vs. desk accessories, 63
icons for, 59, 205-206

launching, 125,209-219,348
managing, 76-78
missing, 218
OnCue for, 290-29 1
parent, 349-350
spl iced, 84-85, 353
archival fi les, 76, 135-14 1, 338
archive utilities, 93-95
ASCII table, 378-388
audio digitizers, 31 1
audiotapes, 145, 303-305, 333- 33
automated backups, 143
automated file savers, 155-157

B
background programs, 66-67, 86
backups, 135-136, 339
complete, 145-146
and file fragmentation, 264-265
on floppies, 143-144
incremental, 146-147,347,35 1
macros for, 278-279
mirrored hard disks for, 302-303
on networks, 333-334
protecting, 148- 149
restoring from, 147-148
software for, 141- 143
bad sectors, discovering, 42
batteries for PRAM, 197
Bernoulli removable disks, 306
bits and bit maps, 7, 14, 339, 355
blessed folders, 45
BlockCrypt encoding standard, 17
blocks, 12-13,339
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allocations of, checking, 193
boot (See boot blocks)
largest unused, 2 15
system, 13-14
volume info, 14, 150, 356
bombs, 188- 189,339,364--367
booby traps, 161
boot blocks, 14, 339
checking, 193
repairing, 243
booting process, 7, 43-44,50,339
bounce back, 39
brand names, 28
breaking in hard disks, 42-43
buffers, 273, 339
bulletin boards, 93-94, 159-160
bus linkages, 313
buses, 340. See also SCSI (Small
Computer System Interface) bus
buying disk drives, 27- 29
bytes, 7-8, 340

cables, 19
connections with, 190
for daisychaining, 30 1
with networks, 325
problems with, 198, 203
testing, 269
capacity and capability, organization
for, 257
cards, 344
file compression, 97
memory, 3 13
video, 312-3 13
cartridge drives, 305- 306, 340
catalog trees, 14, 340
CD-ROM drives, 145, 307- 308, 340-3412
CDEV (Control Device) fi les, 68-69, 340
central processing unit (CPU), 6, 340

centralization, 76
changed documents, 218-2 19
changedicons,204-208
clarity and convenience, organization
for, 257
cleaning up
volumes, 131-132
windows, 12 1- 122
cleanliness, 35
clients, 318-3 19, 340
closed box computers, 15
closing
folders, 122
suitcases, 70
windows, 284
codes, error, 189, 200-20 I , 364--373
color, viewing files by, 11 6-119, 259
Command key (X), 340
commands
problems with, 209-210,2 19-220
recording, 277-278
three-key, 284-285
two-part, 279- 284
commercial data, 136-137, 340
compact disks (CD), 145,307- 308,
340-34 1
Compact Macintosh, 17, 34 1
compacting Desktop file, 98
compatibility problems, 2 13--214
complete backups, 145-146
comprehensive troubleshooting
approach, 184
compressing files, 92-97
with archiving, 139
with backups, 143, 146, 304
on the fly, 93, 95-97, 3 14
connections
for cables, 190
DB- 25, 20
for networks, 320-32 1
problems with, 203, 221, 225

INDEX

connectivity. See networks
contaminants, 6
contents of files, searching for, 129- 13 1
contiguous sectors, 12
Control keys, 387-388
Control Panel
forCDEV, 68
for startup, 49-50
controllers, 11-12, 34 1
converting
files, 60, 33 1
MFS disks to HFS, I 03
copy protection, 81-85, 34 1
copy-protection tabs, 148, 35 1
copy verification with backups, 142
copying, files, 280
copy-protected, 8 1-85
non-copy-protected, 78- 80
cmshes
disk, II , 188, 23 1, 234-244, 346
hardware, 188, 231, 34 I
creator IDs, 206,34 1,374-375
cursors, 189- 190,341-342. 346, 356
custom icons, 295-297
custom startup screens, 50-52
customer service, 187
Cut and Paste commands, 207

D
daisychains, 16, 38--40, 342
addresses with, 4 1--42, 202- 203, 222,
225,302,338
setting up, 30 1-302
at startup, 49
damaged disks, 209,230. See also
problems; recovering data
data
commercial, 136-137,340
encrypting, 170-17 1,1 76- 177,342

forks for, 57-58,72-75,207,24
342,35 1
loss of, 228-231 (See also recov ring
data)
personal, 136-140, 350
protecting (See security; viruses
recovery services for, 251- 252
structure of, 57-69
data-grade DAT cartridges, 305
dates
archiving files by, 139- 140
backing up files by, 146-147
searching for files by, 126-127
viewing files by, 114-11 5
DB- 25 connections, 20
dead keys, 282. 342
dedicated networks, 319
default features, 107-109
default icons, 8 1
defects, uncovering, 42-43
deleted files, recovering, 235-23
deleted text in word processing
documents, 247
deleting
directories, 229- 230
files, 122, 13 1- 132,229-230,
260-26 1' 283
density of hard disks, S-6
DES (Data Encryption Standard) 177
desk accessories, 61-63, 342
duplicate, 13 1
installing, 69-7 1
desktop, 119- 121, 342
Desktop file, compacting, 98
Desktop file (virus), 163
devices, 65-66, 342- 343
diagnoses. See problems
dialog boxes, 343
defaults in, 108
for files, 103-104, 344
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Digital Audio Tape (DAT) cassettes, 145,
303-305, 333-334
digitizers, 31 1, 343
DIP switches, 343
directories, 343
damaged, 209, 230
deletion of, 229-230
Disinfectant utility, 165
Disk Clinic application, 234-239
Disk Doctor utility, 192-193, 230,243
Disk Editor utility, 163, 244-247
Disk First Aid utility, 231 - 234
disk packs, 6
disk requested icon, 48-49, 199,20 1-202
disk sharing, 321-322
DiskDoubler utility, 93, 95-97
DiskMaker utility, 190--192, 266
DiskQuick librarian, 139-141
DiskTop utility, 289- 290
DiskTwin program, 303
display fonts, 63, 65, 343
distributed networks, 3 19
documentation, 84
documents, 59-60, 343
changed,2 18-219
icons for, changed, 206-207
opening, 217-218
printing, 220
recovering, 244-247
saving, 90-92
slow handling of, 226
double borders for default options, I 08
downloadable fonts, 63-65, 343
downloading files, 93-94
drivers, 21, 65-66, 77, 343
drop folders, 327
Dukakis virus, 167- 168
duplicate files, 77, 131
dust, 6

E
editing
files, 244-247
resource forks, 248
edition files, 328-329
ejecrjng tloppies, 80, 284
electronic components, problems in, 186
Emergency tloppy disks, 243
empty keystrokes, 286
Empty Trash command, 229, 283
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) format, 92,
25 1,343
encryption, 170-171, 176- 177,342
e msable optical drives, 309-310, 343
error codes, 189, 200-20 I , 364-373
Ethernet networks, 325
EtherTalk, 320
Exabyte drives, 305-306
expansion
cards for, 344
fu tu re of, 3 13-314
multiple SCSI devices for, 300-303
optical disk drives for, 307-3 10
with peripherals, 3 10-3 11
re movable media devices for, 306
slots for,l5, 17,3 11-313,344
tape drives for, 303- 305
videotape cartridge drives for, 305-306
extents tree, 14, 344
external hard disks, 15, 18, 29, 344
starting up, 10
termination for, 40

F
fans, problems with, 223
Fast Find utility, 127- 129
fault tolerant systems, 303
Ferret utility, 162
fields, folder, I 07-108
fi le information savers, 15 1-155
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fi le level data, 57-58
file servers, 3 18-319, 323--325, 344
file-specific file restoration, 148
fi les, 256, 344
aliases for, 258, 29 1- 294, 296-297
archiving, 135- 141
automated savers for, 155- 157
backing up (See backups)
compress ing, 92-97, 344
converting, 60, 331
copying, 78-85, 280
deleting, 122, 13 1- 132,229-230,
260-26 1,283
on desktop, 119- 121
dialog boxes for, 103-104, 344
editing, 244-247
fragmented, 12, 14-15,225,26 1- 265,
322,345
moving, 122, 280
opening, 103- 106
overwritten, 23 J
path names for, 104- 107
placement of, 258-259
sav ing, 90-92, 103-106, 108, 136,
155- 157
searching for, 123-132
selecting, 122, 283
sharing, 322,326-327,330-331
translating, 330-33 1
types of, 57-69. 344, 374-375
unerasing, 149-155
FileSaver INIT, 15 1- 153, 243-244
film printers, 3 11
Find File uti lity, 123- 125
Finder fi le, 345
augmenting, 288-291
file systems with, 102
infom1ation about, 225, 273
problems with, 2 13
searching with, 125-127
for startup, 4 7

fi nnware, 7, 345
floppy disks, 5, 345
for arch iving, 136-141
for backups, 143-144
ejecting, 80, 284
at startup, 49
transferring, to hard disks, 79-80
transition from, 75-76
fo lders, 10 1, 109- 11 0,345
checking, 193
closing, 122
creating, 259-260
fie lds in, 107-108
icons missing in, 203-204
nested, 101 - 102, 122
organizi ng, 122
sharing,326-327
Font/DA Mover, 61, 131, 345
fonts, 63-65, 343, 345, 351
changed,2 18
duplicate, 13 1
installing, 69-7 1
forked data, 57-58, 72-75,207, 24
342,35 1
fonnat, fi le, 7 1, 92
Fonnat Recover utility, 242-244
I
forma tting, 345. See also initializati n
changes in, 77-78
modifying, 266-269
for MS-DOS systems, 330
fragmented files, 12, 14-15,225,
26 1- 265,322,345
freezes, 189,345
function keys, 286, 346

G
garbage in files, 242
GateKeeper utility, 165
GatorBox router, 32 1
Get Info for Systems Folder, 45-46
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gigabytes, 8, 346
GOfer utility, 129-13 1
graphics, fonnats for, 92
gravitational strain , 36
grids for aligning icons , 121
group users, 83
groupware, 322- 323

B
handling hard disks, 33-34
hangs, 189, 346
happy Mac icon , 196
hardware, 346
for backups, 144-145
connection,320-32 1
testing, 269
hardware problems, 182, 185-186, 195,
220-22 1
codes for, 20 I
crashes, 188, 23 1, 34 1
noises, 222- 224
hardware security devices, 177- 178
HD Backup program, 14 1
HD SC Setup utility, 269
HDD Fonnatter, 266-267
HDI- 30 SCS I Disk Adapter, 21-22
head crashes, II , 188, 23 1, 346
head parking, 34, 346
helical scanning, 305
HFS (Hierarchical File System), 45, 47,
102- 103,346
hidden fil es, locating, 248, 25 1
Hide command, 89
Hierarchical File System (HFS), 45, 47,
102- 103, 346
history of hard disks, 15- 19
horizomal orientation, 34, 36
hot links, 327
Huffman compression merhod, 94
HyperCard, virus in, 167- 168

I
I-Beam cursor, 346
icons
aligning, 12 1
altemaring, 20 1- 202
for applications, 59, 205-206
for CDEV Iiles, 68
changed,204-208
creating, 295
default, 8 1
for desk accessories, 62
disk requested, 48-49, 199, 20 1-202
for documents, 59, 206-207
for drivers, 66
for fonts, 64
happy Mac, 196
hard disk, 43
for IN IT files, 67
managing, 121- 122
missing, 203-204
redundant, 202- 203
for resource fil es, 60
sad Mac, 200-20 1
System Folder, 45
viewing Iiles by, 110- 11 3
volume, 269
working with, 295-297
fD codes, e rror, 189, 200-201 , 364-373
fD numbers
creator, 206, 34 1, 374-375
for foms, 71
for resources, 72, 352
image-capture utilities. 285
imponi ng files, 60
incompatibility, software, 48
incrementa l backups, 146- 147,347,35 1
infonnation access, networks for, 3 17
INlT-29 virus, 165
INlT (INITial) fil es, 66-67, 347
initialization, 12- 15, 347
for file fragmen tation, 264-265

INDEX

recovering from, 242
and startup problems, 208-209
initiators, 19, 347
Installer utility, 193-194, 347
installing System Folder, 4~8
Interchange format, 92
Interferon utility, 164, 168
interleave ratios, 24-26,221-222, 268, 347
internal hard disks, 15, 17-18,42,347
interoffice communication, networks
for, 317
invisible files, 162-163, 204,347
isolating backup disks, 148
italics for aliases, 291

K
key disk software, 82
keyboard enhancers, 277-278
keypunch cards, 5
Keys Caps desk accessory, 281-282
keystroke-mouse shortcuts, 283
keystrokes
empty, 286
recording (See macros)
three-part, 284-285
two-part, 279-284
keywords, searching for, 129-131
kilobytes, 8, 347
kind
searching for files by, 126
viewing files by, 116

L
labels
macros for, 279
searching for files by, 126
viewing files by, 11 7-119
LAN (local area networks). See networks
languages, keys for, 281-282

Largest Unused Block of memory,
Last Resort utility, 156-157
launching applications, 125, 209-2
librarian utilities, 139-141
lightning, 37-38
linear storage devices, 5
linked spreadsheets, 92
linking programs, 327- 329
Jive links, 327
loading files, 348
copy-protected, 81-85
INIT,67
non-copy-protected, 78-81
local area networks (LAN). See ne
LocalTalk, 287-288, 320-321, 325
locating hard disks, 34-35
locked files, deleting, 283
locks, 172
logical formatting, 12
logical volumes, 265-267
LZW compression method, 94

15
, 348

orks
348

M
MacArc utility, 93
Macintosh File System (MFS), 45,
101-102, 348
MacroMaker utility, 274-277
macros, 348
for function keys, 286
for hard disks, 278-279
with MacroMaker, 274-277
with QuicKeys, 277-278
Magic Menu INIT, 95
magnetic media devices, 5, 348
magneto-optical drives, 309-310
malfunctions, 188-190, 348. See so
problems
manufacturers, 28-29
help from, 187
list of, 358-362
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mechanical problems, 185-186
megabytes, 8, 348
memory, 6-8
cards for, 313
for commands, 219- 220
error codes for, 20 I
and file formats, 71--72
for fonts, 70-71
for launching, 214-2 17
MultiFinder management of, 87, 90
problems with, 199,201,214-217,
219-220,224
and resource forks, n
for saving documents, 91
and slow document handling, 226
for System 7, 47-48
virtual, 272-273, 355
Memory control panel, 273
Memory Manager, 72
MENU resource, 73
merge applications, 84-85
meta-applications, 58
MFS (Macintosh File Syst.em), 45,
101-102, 348
mirror file restoration, 147
mirrored hard disks, 302-303
missing applications, 2 18
missing icons, 203-204
missing screen display, 198-199
modification dates
backing up files by, 142, 146-147
viewing files by, 114-115
modified files, backing up, 142, 146-147,
347,351
modifier keys, 279
Modular Macintosh, 17, 349
monitors, 21, 198-199,312-3 13
motherboards, 349
mounted volumes, 57, 349
mounting, 192, 349
moving files, 122, 280

MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure),
28-29
MultiFinder, 85-90
memory for, 4 7-48
problems with, 2 11,213-214,220
multiple SCSI devices, 300-303
multitasking, 63, 86-87
musical tones for problems, 224

names
for aliases, 291
for passwords, 174
path, I 04-1 07, 350
searching for files by, 126
viewing files by, 112-114
negative system errors, 368-373
nested folders, 101-102, 122
networks, 316-3 17
administration of, 331-334
AppleShare, 323-325
connection hardware for, 320-321
and desktop files, 121
and file translation, 330-331
hard disks on, 20
macros for, 279
for remote access, 334-335
sharing on, 321-323, 326-327, 334
spooler with, 287-288
with System 7, 326-329
TOPS, 329
types of, 318-320
noises, 222-224
non-copy-protected files, 78- 8 1, 349
non-disclosure agreements, 252
normal mode for saving documents, 91
Norton Utilities for the Macintosh
Disk Doctor, 192-193, 230, 243
Disk Editor, 163, 244-247
Fast Find, 127-129
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Format Recover, 242-244
Speed Disk, 257, 263- 264
UnErase, 149-151
NowSave utility, 156
NuB us configuration, 97, 312, 349
nVIR viruses, 164

0
objects for passwords, 174
obscenities for passwords, 174
obsolete files, 131
offline devices, 349
on the fl y compressors, 93, 95- 97, 314
OnCue utility, 290-291
online devices, 349
open Macs , 17
opening files, I 03-106, 2 17- 2 18
optical disks, 307-310, 349
optical read-only memory (OROM), 307
Option key commands, 280-282
organization, 256
evaluating, 257-261
and file fragmenta tion, 261-265
of folders, 122
for networks, 333
and partitioning, 265-267
original equipment manufacturers
(OEM) , 28
overwritten files, 231

p
packaging, 33
Packlt utility, 93-94
PageMakerprogram
file conversions by, 331
and Shield, 155
paper storage, 5
Parameter RAM (PRAM), 196-198, 35 l
parent applications, 349- 350

parking heads, 34, 346
partitioning, 8, 57,265-267 ,32 1- 2. 350
pass-through pons, 19
passwords, 170-172
changing, 175- 176
with encryption, 177
with file backups, 143
with networks, 325, 327, 332-33
with partitioning, 266
I
protecting, 174-175
selecting, 173- 174
path names, 104-107, 350
pauses in macros, 278
performance, 27. See also speed
evaluating, 257- 261
and file fragmentation, 261-265
and formatting, 266-269
problems in , 224-226
and slack, 13
transfer speed, 23-24, 355
peripherals, 8, 3 10-311 , 3 18, 350
permanent suitcase sets, 69
personal data, 136-140, 350
Persuasion program and Shield, I
PhoneNET, 325
phrases for passwords, 174
physical security, 170-171
PICT format, 295
piracy, 83
platters, 9 , 269, 350
plugging in hard disks, 36-38
pointer arrows, 350
portable hard disks , 18-19, 350
Portable Macintosh, 18, 350
pons
SCSI, 19- 22
serial, 16, 353
PostScript, 350
PowerBook portables, 2 1-22
power strips, 36-37
power supplies, 15, 28, 37- 38
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PRAM (parameler RAM), 196-198, 351
prefixes for files, 259
preserving dara. See security; viruses
preventative software, 149-157
printers
film, 311
fonts for, 351
spoolers for, 286-288, 351
prinring documents, 220
PrintMonitor utility, 287-288
priorities
of files, desktop for, 120
of printer jobs, 288
privileges, network, 332
problems, 182, 195
approaching, 183-1 90
with commands, 209-210,219-220
crashes, 188, 23 1, 341
Disk Doctor for, 192- 193
DiskMnker for, 190-192
error codes for, 189. 200-201. 364-37 3
hardware, 182, 185-186, 195, 220-22 1
help for, 186-187
with launching, 209- 219
memory, 199,201 ,21 4-2 17,
2 19-220,224
in new hard disks, 42-43
noises, 222-224
performance, 224-226
sources of, 185-186
starlup, 196-209
with System file, 193-194
types of, 188- 190
processing speed and performance, 27
products, list of, 358-362
programs, linking, 327- 329
progressive backups, 35 1
projects, groupware for, 322-323
protection. See security; viruses
protection tabs, 148, 35 1
protocols, programming, 211

publish and subscribe, 328-329

Quantum disk drives, 28
queues, printer, 288
Quick Fix utility, 235
QuicKeys utility, 277-278

R
RAM (random access memory), 6-7, 35 1
for launching, 2 14-2 17
PRAM, 196-1 98,351
problems with, 199
random quiz copy protection, 82
read-only memory. See ROM (read-only
memory)
read/write heads, 10-11 , 351
crashes of, 11. 188, 23 1. 346
noises in, 223
parking, 34, 346
and seek time, 26
testing, 269
realtime backups. 303
recording macros, 276
Recover Crashed Disk utility, 239-242
Recover Deleted Files utility, 235- 239
Recover Volume utility, 235
recovering data
with Disk Clinic, 234-239
with Disk First Aid, 231-234
and resource files, 247-251
services for, 25 1-252
with SUM II, 234-236
text documents, 244-247
volumes, 239-244
redundant files, 131
redundant icons, 202-203
reference files, 76
reliability, 28-29
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remote access with networks, 334-335
removable media devices, 145, 306. 35 1
repairing bad disks, 233-234
ResEdil
for missing tiles, 204
for resource files, 74,247-251
for viruses, 162-163
Resource files,60- 61, 72-74, 77,
247-251, 351
resource IDs, 72, 352
resource sharing, networks for, 3 17
resource types, 352
restoring backup files, 147- 148
Retrospect backup program, 143, 147
return policies, 28
RLE compression method, 94
rogue programs, 161 - 162. See also viruses
ROM (read-only memory), 6- 7, 352
for dev ice drivers, 65
problems with, 199
for Toolbox, 73
and viruses, 159
routers, 320--32 1, 352

s
sad Mac icon, 200-20 I
safety, 36
SAM (Symantec Antivirus for the
Macintosh) program, 163, 165,
168- 170
saving files, I 03- 106, I 08, 136
automated, 155- 157
documents, 90- 92
file infonmllion, 15 1- 155
scanners, 3 10- 3 11 , 352
Scores virus, 162- 164
Scrapbook, 207
screen display, miss ing, 198- 199
ScreenMaker utility, 52
screens

snapshot of, 285
startup, 50-52
SCSI (Small Computer System In t ace)
bus, 19, 38- 39
addresses for, 41-42, 202- 203, 2 , 225,
302, 338
termination for. 28, 39-4 1, 203,
30 1-302, 3 14, 354
troubleshooting, 190--192, 203
SCSI (Small Computer System lnt ace)
devices, 19- 22, 352
future, 314
hard disks, 16
multiple, 300--303
peripherals, 3 10--3 11
at startup, 49
SE bus, 352
searches
cleaning up with, 131- 132
with Fast Find, 127-129
with Find File, 123-125
with Finder, 125-127
with GOfer, 129- 13 1
second-volume file restoration , 14
sectors, 12- 13, 42, 352
security, 134
access limitations for, 170--178
archiving files for, 135-14 1
automated file savers for, 155- 15 1
backing up files for, 135- 136, 14 149
data encryption for, 176-177
and data recovery services, 252
and desktop files, 12 1
tile infonnation savers for, 15 1- 1 5
hardware devices for, 177- 178
on networks, 12 1, 325, 332
passwords fo r, 172-176
planning for, 148-149
preventative software for, 149- 1
types of, 17 1- 172
UnErase utility for, 149- 15 1

I
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and viruses (See viruses)
seek time, 26-27
selecting
files, 122, 283
passwords, 173-174
selective backups, 142
self-cleaning DAT drives, 305
semicopyable software, 82
serial hard disks, 16, 44, 352
serial ports, 16, 353
serialized software, 82
servers, 323- 325, 344
setting up hard disks, 34-36
shareware, 84, 353
ant iviral, 168
Stufflt, 95
viruses from, 159-160
sharing
files, 322, 330-33 1
folders, 326-327
on networks, 3 17,32 1-323,
326-327,334
Shieldutility, 15 1, 153-155,237-240
Shift key for selecting, 122, 283
shock ratings, II , 19, 353
shortcutkeys,279-284
Show command, 89
signatures, 353
SlMM (Single Inline Memory Modules),
224,353
site licenses, 83
68000 microprocessors, 353
size
of blocks, 12
of folder windows, 110
searching for files by, 126
viewing fi les by, 114, 11 6
of windows, 284
slack, 13,353
slow startup and access times, 225-226
small icons, viewing files by, 111-1 13

snapshot of screen, 285
software, 7
copying, 78-85
preventative, 149- 157
software-centered problems, 186, 195
codes for, 20 I
with commands, 2 19-220
incompatibility, 48
launching, 209-219
startup, 196-209
sorting icon views, Ill
special characters. 28 1-282
special key commands
three-key, 284-285
two-part, 279-284
speed
and access times, 26-27, 338
of backups, 143
and booting, 50
of CD-ROM drives, 307-308
deterioration in, 224-226
of erasable optical disks, 309
of floppy disks, 5
of hard disks, I0, 16
and interleave ratios, 24-26,221-222,
268,347
and networks, 3 19
and routers, 321
transfer, 23-24, 355
of virtual memory, 273
Speed Disk utility, 257, 263-264
spliced applications, 84-85, 353
spoolers, 286-288, 352
spreadsheets, formats for, 92
Startup Device program, 49
startup devices, 43, 353
startup screens, 50-52
startup sequences, 48-50, 67
aborted, 200-20 I
problems in, 196-209
slow, 225
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storage devices, 4-5, 354
Stufflt utility, 93-95
subscribing, 328-329
Suggested Memory Size, 216
Suitcase !NIT, 69- 71
SUM II (Symantec Utilities for the
Macintosh II) utility, 234-240
SuperPaint for startup screens, 51
SuperCrypt encoding standard, 177
SuperDrives, 354
surge arrestors, 38
surge suppressors, 37- 38, 354
SyQuest-compatible cartridge drives, 306
System 6, 47-48, 354
System 7, 354
networks with, 326-329
vs. System 6, 47-48
system blocks, 13-14
system error IDs, 364-373
s ystem extensions, 354
System fi les, 354
corrupted, 200
problems with, 193- 194,204-205
System Folders, 354
archiving, 137
for booting, 43-44
configuring, 265
deleting, 80
and free memory, 216
lNIT files in, 66-67
installing, 44-48
problems with, 2 12- 2 13
for resource files, 60
and slow startup, 225

T
tabs, defaults for, 108
Tagged Image File Format (TIFF), 92, 25 I
tape drives, 5, 303-305, 383- 384
target devices, 19, 354

TeachText files, 285
technical support, 28, 84, 187
templates, custom icons for, 296
temporary files
removi ng, 132
virtual memory for, 273
temporary suitcase sets, 69
termination, 28,39-41,301-302,3 4
intelligent, 314
problems with, 203
testing
hardware, 269
for viruses, 159
text files
recovering, 244-247
translating, 330-331
text-only mode for saving docume s, 91
three-key commands, 284-285
throughput, 23-24
Timbuktu program, 334
Token Ring networks, 325
TokenTalk, 320
tolerances, hard disk, 9- 11
tones for problems, 224
Toolbox, 73, 355
problems with, 210
viruses from, 159
TOPS network, 318, 329
tracks, 12- 13, 355
uan sfer speed, 23-24,355
transferring
documents, 91
floppy disk contents , 79-80
hard disks, 22 1-222, 267
transition to hard disks, 75-76
translating files, 330-331
Translators utility, 330
transparent networks, 325
transparent software, 149
uansporting hard disks, 33- 34, 36
Trash
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for deleting files, 229- 230
for ejecting noppies, 80
macros for, 279
trends, 31 3-3 14
Trojan horses, 158, 16 1- 162, 355
troubleshooting. See problems
TrueType fonts, 48, 64
tutorials, custom icon s for, 296
two-part commands, 279-284
2 Virus Res Ed file, 163

u
uncopyable software, 82
Underwriters Laboratories , 38
UnErase utility, 149- 15 1
uninterruptible power supplies (UPS),
37- 38
unpacking hard disks, 33
unrecognized volumes, 208- 209
upgrades, software, 84
used disk drives, 27-28
user interface, 73, 355
utilities, 355

v
Vaccine utility, 165
ventilation, 15, 35
verification with backups, 142
version numbers
file, 126, 13 1- 132
of systems, 45
video cards, 3 12-3 13
video digitizers, 3 11
video drivers, 21
videotape cartridge drives, 305-306
View formats for folders, 355
color, 116-11 9,259
dates, 114- 11 5
icons, 110- 11 3

kind, 11 6
labels, 11 7- 119
names, 11 2- 114
s ize, 11 6
Virex utility, 163, 165, 168
virtual memol)', 272- 273, 355
Virus Rx utility, 162, 168
viruses , 157- 159, 355
ANTI, 165-166
detecting, 162- 163
Dukakis, 167- 168
INlT-29, 165
nVIR, 164
and rogues. 16 1-162
Scores, 162- 164
seriousness of, 160
Shield for, 153
utilities for, 95, 168- 170
WDEF, 164-165
zuc, 166- 167
volume bit maps, 14, 355
volume icons
changed,204-205
missing, 203- 204
volume info blocks, 14, 150,356
volume-level data, 57- 58
volume-level problems, Disk First Aid for,
23 1- 234
Volume Restore, 230
volumes, 8, 355
and backups , 141 - 142
icons for, 269
macros for, 279
partitioning, 265-267
recovering, 239-244
searching, 105, 123-132
unrecognized, 208- 209

w
wait cursor, 356
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warranties, 28, 187
WDEF viruses, 164-165
Winchester drives, 6
windows, 356
closing, 284
folder, I 09-11 0
size of, 110,284
word processing documents
formats for, 92
recovering, 244-247
WordPerfect program, file conversions
by, 331

work files, 76
WORM (write once, read many) d ves,
145,308,356
worms, 161

z
zero footprint, 34
zones,320-32 1, 356
ZUC virus, 166-167
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FINDER SHORTCUTS
These shortcuts are effective whenever the Finder is active. These commands
apply to System 7; earlier System software may not include all these features.
Create new folder

X-N

Open a selected icon

X-0 or x-J,

Select icon by name

Begin typing name

Select next icon (alphabetical order)

Tab

Select previous icon (alphabetical
order)

Shift-Tab

Select icon to t ile left or right

+--or--+

Select icon above or below

i

Select more th~;m one icon

Shift+select icon

Find

me

or J,

X-F

Find again

X-G

Move to deskto:p level

X- Shift-i

Close window

x-w

Close aJ1 windows

Option..X-W

Move window without molting it
octive

X + drag window

Display window's hierarchical menu

X + press window title

Resize window to fuU size of screen

Option + click upper right box

Simultaneously open icon and close
its window

Option + Open or
Option + double-click icon

Open selected f.iles's Get Info box

X- I

Empty Trash without wanting

Option + Empty '&ash

IDC888ge

View selected folder's subdirectory

X- -+ (in non,.,icoo views)

Close selected folder's subdirectory

X-+- (in non-icon views)

Rebuild Desktop file

X-Optiou during startup

Disable system extensions

Shift during startup
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Hard Disk ompanton

No Mac user with a hard disk

v- Intermediate
Y'

Advanced

Reference

ill want to be without this book!

The Macintosh Hard Disk Co panion is a comprehensive guide to understand ing anti using hard
disks with the Mac- featuring:
• clear, practica I guide! ines for erring up nnd
managing an effic ient mass filin system on your
Macintosh
• fully up·ro-datc coverage of SystE!m 7's expanded
capabilities
• useful informal ion on all Macin ,osh computers,
including Powcrbooks and the ~uad ra series

Learn the w h at, how & why o
p la in and simple terms- inclu
at SCSI devices, and exact steps
initializing, and fonnatting a new

hard disks, in
ing a clear look
for connecting,
isk.
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D evelop an effective strategy for organizing
and protecting your data. You'll find tips on tlisk
nav igat ion, optimizing space and performance,
maintaining backups, password protection, and
more-plus techniques for combatting vinms.
Find out how to diagnose and fix dozens of
problems. An exten sive step-by-step troubleshooting guide covers everything from start-up failures
to system crashes, and includes in-depth information
on dam recovery techniques with popular third-parry
utilities.
Additional topics include networking, expansion
options, anti new technologies-including CD-ROM
and erasable optical drives.
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Company, a New York C ity-based multimedia
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for Apple Computer, he has been Working with the
Macintosh since its introduction in 984.
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